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Fuelling the Fire: Rethinking European Policy in Times of
Energy and Climate Crises

Valeria Costantini 1,*, Valentina Morando 1, Christopher Olk 1,2 and Luca Tausch 1

1 Department of Economics, Roma Tre University, 00145 Rome, Italy
2 Department of Political Science, Free University Berlin, 14195 Berlin, Germany
* Correspondence: valeria.costantini@uniroma3.it

Abstract: The European Union’s relative disregard for the economic, geopolitical and climatic
concerns of its peripheral Eastern countries has contributed to making the war in Ukraine possible.
Its consequences are now returning in the form of energy dependence and economic instability on
the Union as a whole and the risk of economic crisis and deindustrialisation. This should prompt
a re-assessment of the EU’s strategy towards its eastern neighbours, particularly in the energy and
climate policy field. This evaluation starts from the issue of control over cheap energy as a key
material foundation of state and interstate power. On this basis, we analyse the struggle between
Russia and the European core states over Ukraine in terms of the ability to extract an economic
surplus through the unequal exchange of energy. The current escalation should be understood as an
attempt by the Russian petrostate to preserve the economic basis of its regime, which is threatened
by the prospect of a low-carbon transition in Europe. We conclude that a massive acceleration of
the transition away from fossil fuels is the key to economic, geopolitical and climate stabilisation,
highlighting possible policy instruments the EU could use to secure its production system and protect
citizens’ security.

Keywords: climate policy; core-periphery; energy crisis; European Union; Russia–Ukraine conflict;
world systems analysis

1. Introduction

Russia’s armed invasion of Ukraine started in February 2022, has turned into a pro-
tracted, violent war of attrition that is drawing in more and more resources from an ex-
panding North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), whose members are pouring billions
into their military forces and increasingly into Ukraine’s [1]. The West has also imposed
heavy economic sanctions on Russia. Both the war and these sanctions have disrupted
global food and energy supply chains, which creates enormous pressures throughout the
global economy, in particular on countries of the global political south.

The European Union (EU) states have abruptly discovered the degree of their depen-
dence on fossil fuel imports from Russia. In order to withhold the key source of funds
from Putin’s government, the EU is adopting increasing sanctions on imports of Russian
fossil fuels. The geography of the EU consensus on such decisions is not homogeneous,
as while Poland claims to be able to ensure oil supplies to the entire region through its
ports [2], Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Bulgaria are lobbying against an EU
oil embargo for fear of cutting their ties to Russia.

Many European states are hastening to decouple from Russian energy imports, mainly
by importing more fossil fuels from other petrostates and building new infrastructure for
this purpose, consequently burying their climate ambitions [3,4]. The newly accelerated
push for increased extraction of fossil fuels to fill the energy supply gaps accompanies
the escalating effects of the climate breakdown that are already being felt by those most
affected people and areas of the planet. In this way, the effects of the war are rippling
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not only through the EU production system but also the global, interstate system and the
world economy.

As a matter of fact, the Russia–Ukraine war is impacting all economic and political
branches. Therefore, a systemic view combining economic policy and political economy is
the way forward to foresee potential peace solutions.

The paper aims to develop a critical political economy analysis of the current set of
interrelated crises, with a focus on the role of EU energy policy. To this end, we apply the
theoretical framework of world systems analysis to a set of quantitative and qualitative
data comprising both historical developments and current events, following a broadly
historiographical approach and mixing interpretative instruments from the disciplines of
economics and political science

We propose three key arguments that amount to complementary and mutually con-
sistent, even if not exhaustive, interpretations of the current conflict: (i) it is a geopolitical
struggle between Russia and the core EU members over access to cheap energy sources and
the ability to extract an economic surplus from the Eastern European peripheral members
through trade; (ii) it is an attempt of the Russian petrostate to preserve the economic basis of
its regime, which is threatened by the prospect of a low-carbon transition in Europe; (iii) it
is a sign of the vulnerability that the EU has partly subjected itself to and partly exported
to its Eastern periphery by way of adopting a half-hearted and self-centred approach to
energy and climate policy. The politics of energy is thus at the core of all three perspectives
on the current conflict.

Ukraine is at the centre of this conflict because it is situated simultaneously in the
periphery of the EU and that of Russia, de facto the corridor for Russian energy exports
to Europe. The country has been the locus of the struggle between these two power blocs
for decades, not least because of its rich energy and mineral sources, as well as its fertile
soils. It is an important market for both Russia and the EU and is geographically located
as the transit country for the flow of several raw materials between the East and the West.
However, the world-systemic position of Ukraine is not fundamentally different from that
of other countries in Europe’s Eastern periphery or in Central Asia. Similarly, the strategic
situation in which Russia finds itself may be comparable to that of other Petrostates, such
as Nigeria or Saudi Arabia [5]. Accordingly, understanding this conflict is essential to draw
more general lessons for the EU’s energy policy at the intersecting objectives of geopolitical
stability, energy security, and the prevention of climate collapse in order to reduce the risk
of additional transnational crises.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 traces the political
reasons behind the vulnerabilities of EU–Russia–Ukraine relations throughout history
according to a world-systemic approach. Section 3 applies this world-systemic view to
interpret the current crisis’s dimensions and challenges. Section 4 discusses the main
implication for the EU, and Section 5 concludes with some policy implications on the EU
climate and energy security.

2. World Systems Analysis Framework Applied to the Russia–Ukraine Crisis

2.1. The World Systems Analysis and the Types of Vulnerability

The theoretical framework of world systems analysis is the best way to understand
the global political economy and international relations as a core-periphery constellation
of “combined and dependent development” [6]. The key tenet of this framework is that
the industrial “core” of the world system extracts an economic surplus in the form of
embodied energy, land, labour and raw materials from the extractive “periphery” through
the unequal exchange while exporting environmental destabilisation [7,8]. Access to this
surplus allows the polities of the core to create a degree of internal socioeconomic order and
security. This occurs at the expense of the periphery, whose extractive political economy
implies both lower political stability and higher vulnerability to external economic shocks.
The industrial core of the world system is thus able to enhance its own socioeconomic
stability by displacing instability and vulnerability to the periphery [9].

2
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In the present context, a core region of the global capitalist world system—Western
Europe—has been seeking to expand its control over the supply of energy, resources,
agricultural land and cheap labour as well as over export markets in its Eastern European
periphery. This process started when the European core integrated large parts of this
Eastern periphery (including Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and parts of
the Balkan and the Baltic states) into the EU. These states occupy a distinct position best
described as an internal periphery of the EU. Other parts of Europe’s Eastern periphery
(including Ukraine and Moldova) have not been integrated into the EU, putting them in an
even more disadvantaged position vis-à-vis the EU core.

Between the core and the periphery lie “semi-peripheral” states, which struggle to
establish a degree of independence from the core and control over a periphery of their
own. Russia occupies such a semi-peripheral position in the world economy [10]. Semi-
peripheral countries are to some degree dependent on resource exports to the core but are
sometimes also able to challenge their domination in some areas (e.g., Brazil, South Africa,
Turkey or Saudi Arabia).

The key vectors of surplus extraction in the capitalist world economy, and thus im-
portant objects of international competition and conflict, are access to and control over
cheap sources of energy, land, labour, raw materials and ecological sinks [11]. States
strive to structure trade to perpetuate the Ecologically Unequal Exchange (EUE) of these
resources [12,13]. The EUE theory posits that the asymmetric transfer of resources from
the periphery to the core and the diverging compensation lead not only to high economic
growth in the core [14] but also to underdevelopment and environmental degradation in the
periphery [15]. Energy is a key driving factor of a EUE [16] as revealed by Figures 1 and 2,
which show the energy embodied in all net imports and exports per capita, and the trade-in
value added per unit of energy embodied in exports in 2015 from the Eora26 multi-regional
input–output model.

Figure 1. Trade in Value Added (USD) per unit of energy embodied in exports (TJ) (own elaboration
on Eora26 [17]).

Both maps demonstrate the core status of Western Europe, the semi-peripheral status
of Russia, and the existence of a post-Soviet periphery in Eastern Europe and Central Asia.
This unequal distribution of surplus and the dependence of both core and (semi-) periphery
on cross-border flows of energy tend to give rise to unequally distributed socioeconomic
and political vulnerabilities. We trace the emergence and the distribution of three types
of vulnerability: (i) the ability (or lack thereof) of a government to maintain legitimacy by
pacifying social conflicts and creating consent; (ii) the economic and social instability that
hinges on the access to a secure supply of energy; (iii) the exposure to direct effects of the
climate and broader ecological crises.

3
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Figure 2. Net imports (negative values: exports) of embodied energy (GJ) per capita (authors’
elaboration on Eora26 [17]).

The first vulnerability is typically related to the position of core states that can maintain
the modicum of class compromise and popular consent required for liberal democracy
when they distribute the surplus drawn from the periphery. In semi-peripheral states, the
surplus is distributed among elites, which is sufficient to stabilise an authoritarian system.
Lacking such a distributable surplus, peripheral states cannot follow either of these two
models of regime stabilisation and typically experience a higher degree of conflict over
control of the state [18].

The second type of vulnerability depends on the fact that core states use their economic
and political leverage to maintain their bilateral trade agreements with semi-peripheral Pet-
rostates, benefiting from a more secure energy supply, a more diversified energy provider
base, and consequently a reduced vulnerability to external supply shocks. Petrostates, in
turn, can use their advantageous position as energy-exporting countries, being vulnera-
ble only to external demand shocks. Lacking such advantageous bargaining positions,
peripheral states cannot follow either of these two models, and thus are often charac-
terised by a concentrated mix of sources and providers and a high vulnerability to external
supply shocks.

The third source of vulnerability is related to the direct effects of the climate and
the broader ecological crises. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions are a case of ecologically
unequal exchange from which the core gains more than the periphery, while the latter is
asymmetrically more vulnerable to the consequences of climate change [19]. Additionally,
the overutilisation of the environmental space of the core suppresses resource use and
consumption in the periphery [20] as well as increases the vulnerability to ecological
impacts in the latter [21].

These types of vulnerability interpreted through the lens of the EUE framework should
be complemented by a deep understanding of the historical roots of the Russia–Ukraine
crisis and the current distribution of weakness in political stability to inform the EU debate
on how to design the way forward for solving the international political deadlock.

2.2. When and Where Does Vulnerability Originate?

One key to the emergence of vulnerability in modern societies is their dependence on
the consumption of high levels of energy, including in manufacturing and service sectors.
Most core economies are not capable of internally supplying the demanded energy at
sufficiently low costs; instead, depending on cheaper international imports to ensure the
profitability of industries, high levels of household consumption, and continued economic
growth [22]. In policy debates, this vulnerability is broadly conceptualised as a question
of energy security, starting from the early 1970s after the oil crises. EUE theory adds to
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this debate by providing evidence on the position of semi-peripheral energy exporters as
exploited economically by core countries and industries.

Russia is the world’s largest exporter of fossil fuels, with most of its exports flowing to
Europe. The Russian state is highly dependent on revenues from oil, gas and coal exports,
representing 25% of the GDP and 45% of the federal budget [23]. Those numbers are
even larger when considering the energy embodied in its industrial exports, as reported in
Figure 1. This corresponds to the typical social configuration of a petrostate. Externally, such
states typically depend heavily on military power, while internally, they tend towards an
authoritarian model based on elite (rather than broad popular) consent of the governed [24].
Both Russia and Eastern Europe are similar in their economic positions relative to Western
Europe since they represent net exporters of energy, food, and resources, with a relatively
cheaper labour cost and a lower economic complexity. More importantly, Russia’s share
of the global domestic product has been halved over the last decade, strongly reducing
any real prospects for these semi-peripheral states to achieve the core status [25,26]. At the
same time, Russian economic power was historically based on controlling a periphery of its
own in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. This control has been curtailed since the collapse
of the USSR, including through NATO expansion to the East. Accordingly, Russia’s loss in
economic relevance at the world level, combined with the loss of control over the Eastern
European (now semi-) periphery, has fostered the emergence of ultranationalist ideology
and the neo-imperial revisionism of the Russian regime, which ultimately resulted in its
invading Ukraine [27].

Ukraine is the largest country both in Europe’s Eastern periphery and Russia’s Western
periphery. Its economy heavily depends on cereal, seed oil and iron exports. Besides fertile
agricultural land, it has abundant resources such as oil, natural gas, coal and some critical
minerals required for renewable energy and digital technologies, significant hydropower
and biomass potential. Moreover, it exports steel and other metal products that embody
large quantities of energy, much of which is originally imported from Russia. As a result,
Ukraine is one of the world’s ten most energy-intensive countries, with an energy intensity
exceeding the OECD average [28]. Its large population, high energy consumption and
its geographical position make Ukraine one of Europe’s largest energy markets and the
country with the most natural gas transits in the world. At the same time, its geographical
position turns Ukraine into a ground of extreme competition between the EU and Russia
over the ecologically unequal exchange.

Hirschman’s theoretical approach thus seems to ring more clearly than ever in this
instance: asymmetry confers power on the stronger power, forcing the smaller power to
converge on the interests of the stronger [29]. Ukraine, in this case, as a peripheral country,
found itself caught between two fires. Russia, as a semi-peripheral petrostate that has
historically dominated Ukraine until recently and used its energy and economic power to
include it in its own arrangements, and on the other side, the EU, a core of the world system,
which with the promise of greater integration and economic support, has taken advantage
of its role in the energy market, postponing and never ensuring adequate protection [18].

3. Ukraine as an In-Between Energy Node in EU-Russia Relations

3.1. The EU-Russia Energy Chain

The energy relations between Europe and the Soviet Union can be traced back to the
late 1950s, including the building of pipelines to transfer oil and gas. The integration of
Russia as a key energy supplier into the European semi-periphery began in the late 1990s
and culminated in the opening of an energy dialogue between the two parties in 2000 [30].

In the first decade of the 21st century, the EU was hardly concerned about its depen-
dence on Russian fossil fuels and energy security in general [31]. Despite this diffused
concern, most regulations and directives in the past decades were directed towards liberali-
sation, trade deregulation and free market mechanism, de facto stimulating the relative
convenience of investing in cheaper Russian energy sources [32].

5
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After the enlargement process of the EU in 2004, the deeper integration of parts of the
Eastern periphery into the liberalised common market increased the access for Western
Europe to cheap imports of embodied labour and energy, much of which were based on
Russian gas imports [33]. While many of the new post-Soviet EU members were already
concerned about their high dependency on energy imports, core Western states used
their bargaining power within the EU to maintain bilateral trade agreements with Russia
improving their position in the hierarchy of EUE by bargaining for relatively low energy
prices while ensuring preferential supply channels. The vulnerability thus remained high
for the entire EU but was largely felt by the newly integrated Eastern periphery [34].

What forced the EU to amend its energy security strategy was the external threat of the
gas dispute between Ukraine and Russia in 2006 and the credible risk of a gas cut-off [35].
This wave of change in 2004 also affected Ukraine, which, for the first time after a decade
of a divisive but always Russia-friendly policy, experienced more open forms of conflict.
The success of the “Orange Revolution” and the victory of a pro-European party in the
presidential elections moved Ukraine towards the EU and NATO, competing with the
economic concessions made by Russia to integrate Ukraine into its periphery.

In particular, Russia had been setting the prices for its gas and the respective transit
taxes for Ukraine below European and world levels for years. After 2004, Russia began to
put economic pressure on raising fuel prices for Ukraine and other peripheral countries
(Estonia, Georgia, Moldova, Latvia and Lithuania). Following the refusal of Ukraine to
pay these higher prices, the reaction was a cut in supplies to Ukraine, specifying, however,
that the gas deliveries to the European core would not be affected. Nevertheless, the drop
in delivered volumes was soon felt across the whole EU. Hungary lost up to 40% of its
supplies; Austrian, Slovakian, and Romanian supplies fell by 33.3%, France’s by 25–30%,
Italy’s by around 25%, and Poland’s by 14%. The crisis did not last long, as the European
outcry forced the Russian government and Gazprom to reach a provisional agreement with
Ukraine. However, the text of this agreement reveals that many issues, particularly the
price of gas, remained unresolved [36,37].

This was a turning point also for the EU, recognizing the still high vulnerability to
external energy supply disruptions and the low effectiveness of its past energy security
policies. Partly as a result, in 2014, the EU proposed the 2030 Framework on Climate
and Energy, aiming at a 40% reduction of GHG emissions (from 1990 levels), a 32% share
for renewables energy in the energy mix and at least 32.5% improvements in energy
efficiency [38]. Within this renewed energy package, the increase in energy security was
focused on suppliers’ diversification and the enhancement of the interconnections and
coordination among member states. Shortly after the delivery of the 2030 energy agenda,
the debate upon an Energy Union emerged as the way forward for a coherent energy
security strategy within the EU. It was finalised in the “Framework Strategy for a Resilient
Energy Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change Policy” [39].

The strong impact of the EU approach to climate and energy issues on global nego-
tiations also threatens the already difficult relationships between Russia and its energy-
importing partners as a side effect. The stability of the Russian economy is fundamentally
based on a compromise between the state and the oligarchy that structurally depends on
revenues from fossil fuels. This basis has been threatened in recent years by the decar-
bonisation objectives of the Paris Agreement, requiring an immediate reduction in the
exploitation of fossil fuels reserves worldwide, absent feasible large-scale carbon removal
technologies, and a swift phase-out of fossil fuels. At the same time, a large part of the past
EU decarbonisation strategy was founded on the transition to massive use of natural gas,
as supposedly less damaging to the climate than their substitutes, coal and crude oil.

3.2. Digging under the Surface: Ukraine in between

According to the evolution of EU-Russian energy relations, one element of the back-
drop against which Russia invaded Ukraine is the paradoxical situation that it can no
longer count on the stability of Europe’s demand for its fossil fuels after the 2030s, but
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it can indeed rely on the dependence of Europe on its supply over the next years. As
already discussed, all transition scenarios for the EU had foreseen considerable amounts
of Russian gas in the energy mix. While high dependence on Russian natural gas was
considered a concern for Europe regarding energy security, the continued reliance on fossil
fuels remained unquestioned. Large pipeline projects such as Nord and South Streams
indicated that the EU remained interested in deepening its energy relationship with Russia,
as well as remained interested in the consumption of fossil fuels. However, recent develop-
ments demonstrate a break with the half-hearted approach to effectively reduce fossil fuel
consumption. As the global climate justice movements put pressure on policymakers to act
upon their responsibility, the EU responded with the European Green Deal and the more
recent Fit for 55 package, aiming to be the first climate-neutral continent [40,41]. Within
this renewed climate and energy package, the phase-out of conventional gas was supposed
to bring the gross inland consumption to 22% in 2030 and 9% in 2050. Consequently, with
its fossil fuels export-dependent economy and the shrinking demand for natural gas from
its major trading partner in the following years, the Russian economy is on track to vanish
as a portion of global GDP.

This is related to the second internal factor. Suppose Europe is serious about reducing
its carbon emissions to net zero by 2050. In that case, Russia will not be among the last
sources of fossil fuels to be abandoned, as the production costs of Russia’s ageing oil
fields are generally higher than those of West Asia. At the current price level, only a third
of Russia’s proven reserves will be profitable to extract [42]. The underlying physical
mechanism can be expressed in terms of the Energy Return On Investment (EROI) of
fossil fuels, which expresses how many units of energy are required to produce one more
unit of energy [43]. Although the Russian fossil industry is attempting technological
improvements, in the last years, the EROI of gas has been declining, from 1:84 in 2015
to 1:83 in 2008 to 1:74 in 2016 [44]. As the EROI has been identified as the strongest
determinant of the growth of the gas industry and, indeed, of Russian GDP [45], this
constitutes a true political threat to Russia’s economic and political stability. Additionally,
unlike other petrostates, Russia has not made serious attempts at scaling up renewable
energy production as a viable solution to replace the reduction in export rents from the
exploitation of exhaustible resources [46]. Provided that all transition pathways to meet the
goals determined in the Paris Agreement require a swift phase-out of fossil fuel combustion,
as well as net zero pledges by more than 130 countries, together responsible for around
88% of global carbon emissions, will impede Russia to replace the EU with other importers
in natural gas trade. Even if demand from Asia and elsewhere may partly compensate
for Europe’s declining demand for fossil fuels, the combination of downward pressure on
prices and the heightened uncertainty fundamentally threaten Russian fossil capital and,
with it, the entire political economy of the Russian state [47].

The elements discussed below allow us to formulate a clear picture of the escalation
of the conflict in Ukraine. Russian fossil capital and the associated regime, facing the
spectre of a long-term decline, are currently minimizing their losses by benefiting from
the short-term window of opportunity provided by the post-pandemic recovery phase.
European industries’ hunger for immediately available energy sources during the recovery
from the 2020 production collapse, associated with a sudden rise in fossil fuels prices on
the international markets, meant soaring extra profits from Russian energy exports.

Clearly, the Russian state’s bargaining power in international conflicts depends on
European fossil fuel consumption. Against this backdrop, it becomes clear that the Russian
invasion of Ukraine itself has only been possible because the EU has, on the one hand,
credibly committed to exiting fossil fuels but, on the other hand, been hesitant to transition
fast enough to be independent of Russia. Consider a counterfactual scenario in which
the EU had taken drastic measures to exit fossil fuels already in the 1990s. It would have
drastically reduced its fossil fuel consumption and rolled out more sustainable provisioning
systems and renewable energy. This would have given the European core and periphery
much more bargaining power vis-a-vis Russia and withheld significant funds from the
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fossil fuel complex that helped stabilise and radicalise Putin’s autocratic regime. In this
scenario, the Russian state, starved of fossil revenues, may have adopted a rather different
and probably much less aggressive model of consolidating the nation state’s power.

4. The Way Forward for EU Energy Security

4.1. Energy Security: Europe Is Licking Its Wounds, Not Treating Them

In order to determine the overall degree of the EU energy security, it is essential to
consider its energy mix. The energy mix is expressed as the share of gas, oil, coal, nuclear
or renewables in gross available energy, the overall supply of energy for all activities on the
territory of the country. Figure 3 represents the EU energy mix in 2020. It demonstrates
to what extent the EU still relies on fossil fuels such as natural gas and oil but also offers
a perspective on the progress toward the sustainable transition based on the share of
renewables in the energy mix.

Figure 3. The EU energy mix in 2020 (authors’ elaboration on [48]).

According to the statistics provided by Eurostat [48], the EU has not managed to
reduce its overall dependence on natural gas and oil. While the share of renewables has
increased and the share of nuclear power has decreased, natural gas and oil remain the
largest components, making up almost 60% of the entire energy mix. The EU imports
almost all of these fossil fuels, as only 42% of the entire gross available energy in the EU in
2020 were produced domestically, while the other 58% was due to imports, with almost
25% coming from Russia.

Furthermore, EU policy has failed to significantly increase its share of renewable
energy within the energy mix. The current 17.4% share of renewables represents a partial
failure to comply with the ambitious energy packages ratified in 2009 that aimed at a share
of 20% renewables by 2020. Moreover, in the face of such numbers, it seems unrealistic that
the EU targets of a 40% share of renewables by 2030 included in the Fit for 55 package will
be accomplished, given the current path of investments. Unless radical changes occur in the
upcoming years, it seems unlikely that the EU can achieve any of its targets by 2030. Lastly,
these numbers perfectly fit with the large bilateral fossil fuel trade agreements between the
EU core and powerful petrostates, including Russia, made to secure an energy supply at
affordable prices, as discussed above. The expected benefits in terms of security of supply
have been one of the major causes of delay in redirecting massive investments toward
renewable sources, given the price competition of natural gas over renewables, especially
in electricity production.

Related to this point, also the EU import dependency deserves attention. It highlights
the extent to which a country relies upon imports in order to meet its energy needs.
According to Eurostat [48], in 2019, the total energy import dependency for the EU was
60.7%, with 90% for natural gas and 97% for oil, reaching a net import dependency level
among the highest in the past 30 years.

These figures represent an ambivalent position of the EU in the world system. On the
one hand, as a net importer of energy, it benefits from the ecologically unequal exchange
and maintains high standards of living [16]. On the other hand, the extremely high import
dependency and the extremely high energy supplier concentration make the EU vulnerable
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to external shocks. As of 2019, the EU imports 41% of its natural gas, 27% of its crude oil
and NGL and 46% of its hard coal from Russia. According to Eurostat Energy Balances,
this dependency trend from Russia has even increased over the past two decades, standing
in sharp contrast to the EU energy security strategy aimed at reducing its vulnerability
to external shocks. Thus, the EU energy security is still characterised by a concentration
of sources and suppliers, with Russian fossil fuels still being the bedrock of European
prosperity. More importantly, Figure 4 shows the intra-EU division between the internal
periphery and the core.

While the periphery is eager to decrease its vulnerability in terms of energy imports
from Russia out of national security concerns, the core member states have been using their
economic leverage to work out alternative advantageous bilateral energy trade agreements.
Both for natural gas and oil imports, Europe’s periphery has a much higher dependence on
imports from Russia (Finland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Slovakia, Bulgaria, and the Czech
Republic rely on Russian gas with at least 85% of their domestic natural gas consumption),
whereas core members have a much more diversified mix of providers. In particular, core
members such as Spain, Portugal, France and, more recently, Italy have a much more
diversified energy import strategy than most of the peripheral EU members.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Share of EU import origin for natural gas and crude oil (authors’ elaboration on Eurostat data).

Weak bargaining power, unreliable trade agreements, and lower fiscal capacity render
the Eastern periphery relatively less capable of both preventing disruptions in the inflow
of energy and dealing with their consequences. The first EU members to face an end of
Russian fuel supplies over the summer of 2022 were Poland and Bulgaria [49,50]. Moreover,
replacing Russian fuels and stabilizing energy prices through subsidies puts great demands
on governments’ balance sheets, and core members outbid Eastern EU members with larger
fiscal space, particularly Germany [51]. Additionally, as a result of the ongoing war in
Ukraine, food prices have increased sharply all over the world. Within the EU, people in
the Eastern Periphery have been hit hardest by the sharp price increases [52]. Despite the
urgency for an Energy Union strategy already discussed in 2015 [39], the reluctancy of core
members to effectively commit to a unified approach with respect to external relations has
maintained the intra-EU division, asymmetrically felt by the Eastern periphery in terms of
higher vulnerability to external energy supply and price shocks.

4.2. Geopolitics: Fuelling the War

While the dependence on energy imports from Russia renders the EU vulnerable to
supply shocks, Russia is also dependent on European demand. In particular, the capacity
of the Russian state to create and spend roubles on military activities indirectly depends
on continued fossil fuel imports. This is not a matter of sustainability of public finance
narrowly conceived; what matters for the fiscal policy space of a semi-peripheral country
is, first and foremost, its balance of payments [53]. Figure 5 suggests that the largest share
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of Russia’s constant current account surpluses over the period from 2000–2022 can be
attributed to its fossil fuel exports [54].

Figure 5. Composition of the Russian balance of payments (in USD billion) [54].

Oil and gas make up roughly 42% of Russian export volumes [55], and the EU accounts
for 50% of those exports [56]. Furthermore, roughly 70% of exports from Russia to the EU
are mineral products, with crude oil and refined petroleum accounting for roughly 55%
and petroleum gas accounting for 10% [57]. Thus, it can be demonstrated that Russia’s
current account surplus is heavily financed by energy exports and, most importantly, by
the energy imports of the EU that make up a large share of Russia’s national income. Since
the start of the war on February 24th, Russia has doubled its revenues from fossil fuels
since it invaded Ukraine, approximately half of which come from the EU [51,58].

Continued exports of fossil fuels from Russia maintain the demand for its currency.
This has stabilised the rouble’s exchange rate despite massive sanctions, including on
the Russian central bank, and thereby the Russian capacity to import goods necessary
to make war. Only if both prices and quantity of fuels declined would the rouble crash.
Combined with the current sanctions in place, this would make capital-intensive imports
more expensive, and inflation would be imported, possibly threatening Russia’s political
economy and requiring deflationary adjustments. This would undermine both elite and
popular consent (and what is left of a class compromise) on which the regime rests; a
dangerous situation, especially with significant numbers of young male workers being
armed. That is why the EU has indirectly financed the current war against Ukraine [59].
Only a decline in both international demand for fossil fuels and related prices would
significantly hamper Russia’s ability to sustain the war.

4.3. Climate: Fighting Fire with Fire

Three days after Russia’s invasion, the Sixth Assessment Report of Working Group
III of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was released. In the words
of Svetilna Krakovska, the leader of the Ukrainian delegation of climate scientists to the
IPCC, “almost half of the world’s population is already experiencing the effects of climate
change [ . . . ] we have one last chance to be climate resilient. But the window for action is
getting narrower and narrower, and now with this war, it is closing”. The report identifies
2030 as a crucial deadline. Before that year, the world must achieve a substantial reduction
in emissions, and by 2050 zero net carbon emissions and a drastic decrease in all other
greenhouse gases are required.
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The EC’s Fit for 55 package revises its target share of renewables in the energy mix for
2030 upwards from 32% (the goal set in 2019) to 40% [41]. However, unless radical changes
occur in the upcoming years, it seems unlikely that the EU can achieve any of its targets by
2030. The current share of 17.4% renewables clearly represents a failure to comply with the
ambitious energy packages ratified in 2009 that aimed at a share of 20% renewables by 2020.
The numbers show a partial unwillingness to take climate change seriously over the last
20 years. The bilateral fossil fuel trade agreements that gave the EU core states privileged
access to cheap fuels from Russia and other petrostates have played a key role in delaying
the necessary transition to a more sustainable energy mix.

For the first time, the latest IPCC report explicitly mentions fossil fuels as the direct
cause and economic growth as the structural driver of the climate crisis. Fossil fuels must
be phased out as quickly as possible to limit the possibility of catastrophic climate collapse.
Although the scientific community has established this fact for decades, the vast majority
of countries have not only kept extracting and consuming fossil fuels. The war has, in fact,
accelerated the extraction of fossil fuels. If the Russian state is stabilised by oil, gas and
coal revenues, then, to destabilise the Russian war machine, these revenues should be cut.
However, Western countries argue that it is not possible to meet the current level of energy
consumption by replacing fossil fuels with renewables. As long as a change in the level of
energy consumption is not part of the discussion, the only logical option then is to replace
Russian fuels with fossil fuels from elsewhere.

This is precisely what the EU has been concentrating its efforts on. The REpowerEU
program presented by the EC in March 2022 [60], which aims to reduce Europe’s depen-
dency on Russian gas, plans to spend EUR 195 billion to stop importing Russian fossil fuels
by 2027, combining a faster rollout of renewable energy and energy savings with a switch
to alternative gas suppliers and increased use of coal. Gas is supposed to be supplanted
and partly replaced by hydrogen, at least partly from renewable sources. However, the
goal for the share of renewable energy in the energy mix is set at 45% by 2030, which is just
a 5% increase compared to the current target of the EU climate policy. Thus, the plan still
envisions Europe as a massive importer of fossil fuels and focuses on identifying alternative
countries that could become the basis for Europe’s future supply of fossil fuels.

This approach is not conducive to stabilisation—neither of the geopolitical nor of the
economic, let alone the climate crisis. The key reason is that it keeps up the overall demand
for fossil fuels in the short run and locks Europe further into the fossil age, possibly for
decades. This problem is aggravated as energy supplies cannot be increased in the short run
without increasing emissions, while the rollout of renewables requires time (and consumes
energy itself). Hence, the only way to increase supply quickly is to increase the extraction
of fossil fuels.

Consequently, there are only two possibilities: either the supply of fossil fuels from
West Asia, North America and elsewhere is increased, which might push down prices and
thereby hurt Russia by rendering most of its reserves unprofitable to extract. However, this
would imply rising emissions, which would be catastrophic for the climate. The second
option is that supply does not rise but that some supply of oil and gas from West Asia
and elsewhere is diverted towards Europe, and the former consumers of that gas and oil
now buy from Russia. This would stabilise or even increase high fossil fuel prices, thereby
benefitting Russia and other petrostates while stabilizing emissions at exorbitantly high
levels. The construction of infrastructure, like pipelines and LNG terminals, would require
large investments that could instead go into the transition away from fossil fuels. Ironically,
the EU actually plans to fund the investments that are part of the RepowerEU program by
selling more emission certificates [4].

5. Discussion

World systems analysis suggests an unequal distribution of both the economic gains
and the geopolitical, economic and climatic vulnerabilities resulting from trade with Russia
to the relative benefit of the EU core and the relative expense of the Eastern periphery. The
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complex framework of domestic and external sources of vulnerability, together with the
network of international and intersectoral connections that nowadays characterises the
global value chain, make clear that the route for a peaceful resolution of the war should be
complemented by rethinking the energy and industrial strategy of the EU. Leaving behind
the reflections on diplomatic actions, we here focus on the specific actions related to the
energy system.

5.1. The Need to Exit Fossil Fuels

Over the last 20 years, the EU has failed to implement policies effectively to secure
its energy supply and transition to a zero-carbon economy, partly contributing to the
continued existence of semi-peripheral petrostates, rendering itself vulnerable to ecological
and environmental damage impacts, asymmetrically felt by the Eastern periphery.

While ecologically unequal exchange theory and world systems analysis focuses on the
economic exploitation of the periphery, the core is also vulnerable to any disruption in the
inflows of cheap energy. Importantly, the resulting vulnerability is not equally distributed
between the EU’s core and its internal periphery. Empirical evidence demonstrates that the
EU is still largely dependent on fossil fuels in its energy mix, its import dependency remains
significantly high, and the concentration of Russian fossil fuels is still large. Dependence on
Russian gas is asymmetrically distributed and largely felt by the Eastern periphery, which
is much more vulnerable to external energy supply shocks. Additionally, current and past
energy payments have and are still financing the ongoing war in Ukraine by stabilizing
both Russia’s federal budget and its exchange rate.

The Eastern European periphery still bears the brunt of the geopolitical risk associated
with a prolonged war or even possible further Russian expansions. It also suffers much
more from the current rise in energy and food costs than the European core, which has
far higher levels of GDP. Their access to energy has never been carefully secured with
appropriate policies. Moreover, Eastern Europe has absorbed most of the Ukrainians who
were forced to flee from their homes. More than ten million refugees have migrated to
Poland, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia and Moldova (as of 20 September 2022) [61].

On a broader level, the war has been impeding any serious efforts at mitigating global
heating. Dealing with the climate crisis and trying to solve it must, first of all, involve
peace and cooperation. Instead, a return to global power blocs seems imminent. While
NATO members are collaborating on sanctions and rearmament, precisely the sanctions
imposed through the dollar system have already inspired closer collaboration between
BRICS states (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) on ways to circumvent Western
sanctions on the Russian payment system [62]. Notably, India and China have begun to
use the Rupee, the Renminbi and the Rouble as units of account for bilateral trade with
Russia, thereby undermining global dollar hegemony [63]. While a transition to a more
multipolar economic world order may or may not be considered desirable from a critical
perspective on world systems, effective climate policy is likely to be further delayed by the
formation of a bloc of authoritarian Semi-peripheral states with stakes in increased fossil
fuel combustion.

This aspect also highlights a good reason to move beyond a world system based on
unequal flows of energy. Without drastically reducing the use of fossil fuels, vulnerabilities
are likely to persist in all three dimensions: petrostates will be trapped in a precarious
model of an extractive political economy and continue to seek ways to exploit windows of
opportunity for stabilizing their precarious power base. Energy-importing countries will
face high and volatile energy costs, which hurts poorer countries and poorer segments of
their populations the most. Their policy space for actions that foster geopolitical stability
will remain constrained by their fossil fuel dependence. Lastly, and most importantly,
the continued combustion of fossil fuels escalates the breakdown of the planet’s climatic
systems and thereby begets even more economic and geopolitical instability.
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5.2. The Need to Design Interconnected Policy Actions

The different strands of the analysis presented here all lead up to one clear and
straightforward policy implication: reduce the consumption of fossil fuels swiftly instead
of replacing Russian fuels with imports from elsewhere. This is the key to increasing
geopolitical security and economic and social stability as well as, obviously, combatting
climate change.

The imperative to reduce fossil fuel use can be achieved in three ways:

1. Replace fossil fuels with renewable energy;
2. Reduce overall energy demand;
3. Accelerate the research, development and deployment of innovative technologies
4. Introduce practices that help to achieve the first two goals favouring social inclusion

and equal distribution of essential need satisfiers.

Massive acceleration of the rollout of solar and wind energy and heat pumps is an
inevitable step to accelerate the swift phasing out of fossil fuels. According to [64], G-7
countries, including major European core states, could save more natural gas than they
import from Russia by 2025. Major reduction opportunities are found in three sectors:
industry, power generation and buildings up to 18%. However, since not all fossil fuels
can be replaced by sustainable energies in the short run, it is also vital that overall energy
demand is reduced. This is the key to bringing energy prices down as well as reaching
climate targets [65]. One way to achieve this is a significant acceleration of existing energy
conservation efforts, particularly by retrofitting and insulating buildings, and also through
efficiency measures in the industry.

Increasing energy efficiency is an important part of the transition but rebound effects
may limit the effectiveness of efficiency measures [66]. A framework aiming for energy
sufficiency should take primacy. Governments should ensure that all households have
access to the essential energy services while reducing the excess energy use of high-income
households and industries that do not directly contribute to social or ecological objec-
tives [67]. Soft, market-based forms of rationing, like controlling the price for a certain
quantity of gas consumed per household, could be an effective and efficient instrument
towards this end. In addition, scholarship in environmental psychology has developed a
range of tools to promote sufficiency in consumption behaviour [68].

The key to sufficiency is the construction of sustainable public provisioning systems.
Accessible public services would allow for an improved standard of living at a low through-
put of energy. In addition to offering a range of sustainable public services, the state
may have to take over the fossil fuel industry and energy companies to ensure a rapid
transition from fossil fuels without significant disruption to essential energy provisions.
Clearly, these measures stress the incapability of the capitalist system to achieve a just and
effective transition to a different and sustainable mode of production. Most importantly,
they indicate the need to move beyond the current neoliberal governance hegemony and
seriously consider alternative governance models, such as polycentric democratic planning,
as a helpful tool to achieve such a large-scale transition.

These measures will have to be accompanied by an accelerated development and
deployment of technological and social innovations. Across sectors, there are massive
opportunities to scale up technologies that increase energy efficiency and sufficiency,
including the key sectors of agriculture and mobility. The re-orientation of the EU’s
approach to innovation policy towards mission-oriented innovation should be accelerated.
Even if this implies drawing resources from and accelerating the Schumpeterian creative
destruction of ecologically and socially less useful sectors [69]. Importantly, the core will
have to share the technologies more freely with the peripheries and semi-peripheries of the
world system, as their potential must be fully used to catch up with the escalating climate
crisis [70].

The issue related to creating sufficient funds to finance such actions is critical. As many
of the necessary measures are unlikely to be economically profitable, at least in the short
term with the current market structure, the only way to implement them is to fund them
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publicly. Several alternatives are available from the instruments of climate finance [71]. For
example, the European Central Bank could buy government bonds to fund the necessary
public investments for reducing the energy demand and increasing the supply of green
technologies. In addition, the newly approved Social Climate Fund by the EU as part of
the revision of the EU Emission Trading Scheme and the implementation of the Fit for 55
package might strongly redirect the investments toward a sustainable and just transition,
reducing the distributive burden of rapid decarbonisation within citizens and among core
and peripheral countries at least at the EU level [72]. Where increased public spending
risks exacerbating inflation in the short term, policymakers can use a variety of fiscal and
monetary policy measures to reduce private excess demand for non-essential activities in
sustainable and equitable ways [73].

6. Conclusions

Through the lens of world systems analysis is clear that the global geopolitical economy
of energy resources is still rooted in a core-periphery constellation of combined depen-
dencies across key Western economies and semi-peripheral petrostates, with peripheral
countries lagging behind in the catch-up of opportunities for sustainable and equal devel-
opment pattern. The key tenet of this framework is that the industrial core of the world
system extracts an economic surplus from the extractive periphery through the unequal
exchange. The climate and energy security strategy adopted by the EU during the past
decades was intended to escape from the dependency on heavy shares of carbon-intensive
sources. However, the result of these policies has been a partial failure since the reduction in
climate-related emissions has been obtained at the expense of an increased vulnerability to
external shocks. The extreme concentration of natural gas imports from Russia, especially
for the peripheral areas of the EU, recently revealed that the energy strategy should be
updated with a radical rethinking of priorities and vulnerabilities.

The three actions—replacing fossil fuels with renewables, reducing energy demand,
and sharing social and sustainable technologies globally—could run counter to ecologically
unequal exchange and effectively contribute at breaking the principle of uneven and
combined development. The EU should delink both from importing fossil fuels and
from reaping the economic benefits of a specialisation in high-tech, high-energy modes
of production.

This would flatten the hierarchy of ecologically unequal exchange within the world
system, and thus possibly constitute a relative decline of European power vis-à-vis the pe-
riphery. However, the EU could simultaneously determine a new era of economic equality
and geopolitical stability if it is ready to take concrete steps to reduce the vulnerabilities
of the peripheral world, including its nearest Eastern partners, by drastically reducing its
dependency on fossil fuels. Above all, the precondition for lasting peace and prosperity is
to take the danger of climate collapse seriously and the principles of climate justice, putting
into practice the complex policy instruments already available in the EU’s renewed climate
and energy strategy.
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Abstract: Improving energy efficiency includes a number of measures implemented as part of the
greening of the energy industry, which in turn is a prerequisite for the creation of a sustainable energy
industry to ensure energy and environmental security for the world. Despite the adoption of the
EU directives on energy efficiency, there is still insufficient public awareness in this area in Poland
and Slovakia. This is particularly surprising because improving energy efficiency not only brings
national and global benefits, but also has a significant impact on the well-being of individuals and
households. The main purpose of the paper is to analyze the national policies of Poland and Slovakia,
which are based on the European Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency, and which introduce
new measures aimed not only at increasing energy efficiency, but also at increasing the well-being of
households and individuals. Methods of desk research and content analysis were used. The current
situation in both countries is illustrated by case studies that document the administrative process
(Slovakia) and the calculation of energy savings (Poland) when using renewable energy sources in
the case of family houses.

Keywords: energy efficiency; state policy; renewable energy sources; well-being; households;
entrepreneurial opportunities; Poland; Slovakia

1. Introduction

The issue of energy efficiency is a matter of concern where energy has multifaceted
impact on each type of economic activity of human beings [1–3]. Unreasonable energy
management simultaneously causes a lot of negative effects on many fields (economy, envi-
ronment, society), and therefore activities aimed at improvement of the energy efficiency
have great importance in the modern world. They can bring many potential benefits—not
only in terms of energy saving and preventing climate change, but also in the broadly un-
derstood well-being, especially in respect of improving human health and life and creating
new jobs. On the other hand, changes in society, not only due to rising energy prices as a
result of scarcity, but also due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic (the shift of work
from the workplace to the home and childcare from educational institutions to the home
environment, and thus the increasing demand for energy consumption), place more and
more emphasis on individual well-being, as experienced by each individual [4]. Therefore,
energy efficiency should not only be in the interest of multinational groups and entire
countries, but also of individuals and households.

Improving energy efficiency includes a number of measures implemented as part of
the greening of the energy industry, which in turn is a prerequisite for the creation of a
sustainable energy industry to ensure energy and environmental security for the world. The
European Commission pays great attention to the growth of energy efficiency. Investments
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in energy efficiency result in not only reducing energy costs, improvement of air quality
and decrease in energy losses, but also improving human health and well-being. The main
purpose of the paper is to analyze the national policies of Poland and Slovakia, which are
based on the European Directive 2012/27/EU [5] on energy efficiency, and which introduce
new measures aimed not only at increasing energy efficiency, but also at increasing the
well-being of households and individuals. The Polish government is implementing a
number of solutions to contribute to increasing building energy efficiency in Poland. Public
campaigns are being conducted to reduce the knowledge gap in this area among the public.
Especially at this time when energy security is so important, every citizen of Poland is
beginning to pay attention to the energy efficiency of the buildings they inhabit.

The article is divided into five parts, namely literature review, a methodological part,
a review of national policies in Poland and Slovakia, case studies describing selected
measures to increase energy efficiency and well-being of households and individuals in
Poland and Slovakia and a discussion. The intention of the paper is to show that the
national policies of the European Union countries represent an important intermediate
step between the European Union’s intentions and their implementation, thus creating
room for the use of nationally specific instruments for achieving energy efficiency and
related well-being of the population. On the one hand, this study contributes to enriching
the theoretical basis of research on energy efficiency, national policies and well-being; on
the other hand, through case studies, it provides an analysis of the practical challenges of
implementing national policies to increase energy efficiency in the context of increasing
well-being. Case studies provide complex insight into family house renovation, to meet the
requirements of energy efficiency increase.

2. Literature Review

It is difficult to give a unified and universal definition of energy efficiency. Definition
aspects which are considered depend on compounds and contexts in which this conceptual
category is analyzed. Generally, we can define energy efficiency as a ratio between an
output of performance, service or good, and an input of energy. In a little more detail,
following a rule of rational management (they occur in two separable variants: (1) as a rule
of greatest effect or (2) as a principle of least effort [6]), one can show that energy efficiency
means delivering more results and services using the same energy effects, or delivering
the same results with less energy effect. Moreover, energy efficiency can be determined as
measure of energy efficiency in economic activity (Directive 2012/27/EU) [5].

In the literature of the subject, the term “energy efficiency” is assigned different
meanings (more or less extensive interpretation) [7–10]. There are accessible definitions
for various terms and meanings, for example: “power efficiency”, “energy efficiency”,
“reduction of energy consumption”, “sustainable use of energy resources”, “effective use
of resources”, “energy services provided per unit of energy consumed”, “reverse energy
consumption”, “ratio of useful results to physical energy inputs”, etc. [2,11–13].

Regardless of the definition form, it is clear that energy efficiency is one of the main
factors of development of entrepreneurship and innovations, it helps to reduce energy
losses and it is not only widely accepted, but also a highly desirable tool used to achieve
sustainable development [14]. It is worth adding here that economic development does
not have to be identified with increased consumption of energy resources, which indicate
chosen measures of energy efficiency [8,15–17].

Nevertheless, energy efficiency does not have only an economic dimension, and it
does not only mean saving of energy and financial resources, but it is also very closely
linked with an individual’s well-being. An encyclopedic definition of well-being (Oxford
English Dictionary) [18] refers to a general reflection on human well-being. The conceptual
category of well-being is equivalent and multidimensional, which results in using ambigu-
ous terminology (the terms used are, for example: “quality of life”, “social well-being”,
“subjective well-being”, “personal well-being”, “happiness”, “satisfaction”). Regarding
welfare, it often approaches a subjective point of view (when individuals express their opin-
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ion about their own perception of welfare). Among the most frequently asked questions
there are issues from the index based on questions referring to eight different aspects of
life [19]. In this way, a range of data describing the impact of different dimensions of life on
well-being can be collected. The issues of well-being need to be addressed in an objective
approach which in turn means using different types of indicators. Data connected with
these indicators depend on many variables (sex, age, nationality, origin, socio-economic
status, belonging to vulnerable groups, etc.). Situations where quantitative indicators
cannot be measured are supplemented with qualitative information.

In the economy, well-being is used to assess the quality of life from a quantitative
perspective. However, it should be noted that quality of life cannot be confused with
standard of living conditioned only by income. In contrast, typical quality of life indicators
involve employment, education, physical and mental health, living environment, social
belonging, social relationships, level of independence or environmental quality [20,21].

It is also worth emphasizing that the “quality of life” is studied by social sciences
and medicine, while “welfare” is an original psychological construct. There are at least
three different approaches to measure the well-being construct, which examine its different
aspects: assessment of life (life satisfaction), hedonistic well-being and endemic well-
being [22,23].

Studies of the literature show the evolution of theoretical considerations from neoclassi-
cal welfare economics (Marshall, Pigou), focusing mainly on individual usability (subjective
individual well-being) through so-called new economy well-being (Pareto, Hicks, Kaldor)
(value neutrality and normative economic theory) to economy of happiness (Easterlin, Frey,
Stutzer, Kahneman, Veenhoven), which uses concepts of prosperity and quality of life [23],
although economy of happiness is not intended to replace measures based on income, but
rather they should be supplemented by wider measures of prosperity [24].

Meanwhile, it is assumed that economic activity, production of goods and services,
has a value only then when it contributes to human happiness [23].

In the context of excessive CO2 emissions, activities aimed to improve energy efficiency
may constitute significant support in the improvement of human well-being. They may, for
example, help in preventing and relieving serious health problems including respiratory and
cardiac diseases. Air pollution represents a major threat to human health and life. According
to WHO data, it is the cause of approximately 3 million premature deaths a year [25].

Activities undertaken in order to improve energy efficiency may support not only
physical but also mental health of humans. Among such activities is, for instance, creating
a healthy living environment in both outdoor and indoor environments, in which the air
temperature, level of humidity or noise level is appropriate or there is better air quality [26].
Under such conditions, the human mind and body work much more efficiently and ef-
fectively. On the other hand, energy poverty, lack of warmth and high energy bills have
a negative impact on human health. They can cause different diseases, anxiety, stress or
depression. Positive health effects of energy efficiency and better human well-being can
be strengthened if activities aimed at increasing energy efficiency are included in financial
support mechanisms [27] and supported by strong local community involvement [28].

The link between energy efficiency and well-being is not an entirely new topic. How-
ever, previous studies have rather addressed the issues of increasing energy intensity in
order to increase individuals’ well-being [29,30]. It is only in recent years that researchers’ at-
tention has been focused on the interrelationship between energy consumption, renewable
resource use and well-being. Two contradictory findings are reported in the literature. Some
studies show the absence of a relationship between energy intensity and well-being [31];
some studies, on the contrary, confirm that renewable energy sources can improve human
well-being by improving environmental quality [32–34]. Some authors [35] also pointed,
using the qualitative approach, to the nexus of health, well-being and energy consump-
tion. In their conclusions, they pointed also to the necessity of targeted housing policies
supporting energy efficiency solutions.
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Although there are several studies and approaches focusing separately on the area of
increasing energy efficiency through the use of RESs, as well as separately on the well-being
of individuals, their interconnectedness and support by state policies are not sufficient
and the interconnectedness is not sufficiently linked in the literature. For this reason, in
this paper we focus specifically on those areas of energy efficiency policies in Poland and
Slovakia that are closely linked to individuals, their housing and reducing the energy
intensity of their housing. Reducing the energy intensity of housing represents not only
savings on energy consumption (which is the expected effect), but also consequently higher
housing comfort, higher satisfaction in terms of economic savings but also overall higher
quality of life.

3. Materials and Methods

In this section, materials used for comparison of national policies of Poland and
Slovakia, as well as methods of constructing case studies, are explained. Poland and
Slovakia are both members of the European Union, entering the EU in within the “Eastern
enlargement” in 2004. Both countries are also members of the Visegrád Four group, and they
share a common history during which they have progressed from energy surpluses [36,37]
to the current threat of energy shortages [38,39].

This article is based on the analysis of the strategic documents of Poland and Slovakia
resulting from the EU Directive 2012/27/EU [5] (as the main legislative document for
increasing energy efficiency in EU Member States). Table 1 summarizes legal acts and
strategic documents involved in the analysis.

Table 1. Legal acts and strategic documents on increase in energy efficiency in Poland and Slovakia.

Poland Slovakia

EU Directive 2012/27/EU [5]

Dz.U. 2021 item 234 Act of 17 December 2020 on
promoting electricity generation in offshore wind

farms

National Energy and Climate Plant for the years
2021–2030

Poland’s energy policy until 2040 (PEP2040)

Strategy for Responsible Development until 2020

Act no. 321/2014 Coll. on energy efficiency

Integrated National Energy and Climate
Plan for years 2021–2030

Recovery and Resilience Plan

Act No. 368/2021 Coll. on the Recovery
and Resilience Support Mechanism and on

the amendment and supplementation of
certain acts

The strategic documents and legislation themselves provide a framework for the
application of real energy efficiency measures in the conditions of Polish and Slovak
households. For this reason, the authors then focused on documenting the actual situation
in Poland and Slovakia through case studies. Case studies describe ongoing (Poland) and
planned (call for proposals) (Slovakia) instruments that aim to increase energy efficiency as
well as to increase well-being of inhabitants and households.

The authors base their paper on two main assumptions, namely:
A1. Poland and Slovakia have adopted similar state policy and strategic documents

on the basis of the EU Directive 2012/27/EU [5].
A2. Instruments for improving energy efficiency are different in the two countries.
The logic behind the research is displayed in Figure 1.
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EU directive

Poland

Strategic documents

Measurements and instruments to increase
energy efficiency linked with increased well-

being

Slovakia

Strategic documents

Measurements and instruments to increase 
energy efficiency linked with increased 

well-being

Figure 1. Research scheme.

Since the authors’ intention is to illustrate that increasing energy efficiency is also
linked to improving the well-being of individuals and households, they focus their analysis
of the state policy and strategic documents only on those measures and instruments that
are intended for households (i.e., the authors exclude those measures and instruments that
are intended for the business sector and public administration from further examination).

4. Review of the State Policy in Poland and Slovakia

4.1. Review of the State Policy in Poland

Energy policy is a very wide issue and it is difficult to discuss changing trends, amend-
ments and legal acts in a brief and accessible way. Poland as one of the European Union
Member States has to adjust to several European Commission’s directives regarding energy
policy, reduction of CO2 emissions and renewable energy sources. In accordance with the Reg-
ulations 2018/2019 [40], every EU Member State should take into account recommendations
of the Commission concerning projects of integrated national energy and climate plans. The
main goal of energy policy is energy safety while providing competitiveness of the economy,
energy efficiency and reducing the influence of the energy sector on the environment with the
optimal use of the country’s own energy resources. Energy supply in Poland is still dominated
by fossil fuels, of which the biggest part is coal, then petroleum and natural gas. Coal plays a
key role in Poland’s energy system and economy. A huge proportion of coal ranks Poland
in second place among EU Member States in terms of the intensity of CO2 emissions in the
energy supply and in fourth place in terms of CO2 intensity in GDP. Despite continued coal
dominance, Poland has achieved significant success in the field of energy transformation. It
has become one of the fastest developing PV markets in the EU due to small, distributed PV
systems in residential buildings.
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Moreover, Poland has a comprehensive and well-developed strategy for offshore wind
energy [41] which resulted in contracts for the launch of 5.9 GW of capacity by 2030 and
plans for at least 11 GW power up to 2040.

The first wind power system in Polish marine areas will start to be built in two years’
time (and be finished in 2040). Polish energy policy is focused on decreasing emissions of
carbon dioxide by increasing renewable energy source use and natural gas, introducing
nuclear energy, greater energy demand and improvement of energy efficiency. Poland
puts strong emphasis on safe energy and just transition. It will provide energy at an
affordable cost in order to promote economic growth and to protect consumers. An
important document determining Poland’s energy and climate policy is the National
Energy and Climate Plan (KPEiK) for the years 2021–2030, the Ministry of State Assets,
version 4.1. from 18 December 2019 [42].

This document is required from all EU Member States and it was accepted in 2019.
Another important document is Poland’s Energy Policy until 2040 (PEP2040) [43], which
was adopted in February 2021. In accordance with national regulations and EU directives,
Poland has a various energy and climate targets. Greenhouse gas emissions from energy-
intensive industrial plants and electricity production in Poland are governed by the EU
Emissions Trading System.

The European Commission imposed on Poland an obligation to implement the Na-
tional Energy and Climate Plan for the years 2021–2030, which was carried out by the
Minister of State Assets in December 2019. This obligation is imposed on Poland by the
provisions of the Regulations of the European Parliament and the Council 2018/1999 [40].
This act has been changed, the current consolidated version is: 29 July 2021 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 on the Governance of the Energy
Union and Climate Action, amending Regulations (EC) No 663/2009 [44] and (EC) No
715/2009 [45] of the European Parliament and of the Council, Directives 94/22/EC [46],
98/70/EC [47], 2009/31/EC [48], 2009/73/EC [49], 2010/31/EU [50], 2012/27/EU [5] of the
European Parliament and of the Council and repealing Regulation (EU) No 525/2013 [51]
of the European Parliament and of the Council.

The Polish energy system is one of the largest within the European Union. It is one of
the top ten main macro-energy indicators. This corresponds to the potential of the Polish
economy, which has seventh place in the European Union in terms of GDP (in 2018— EUR
496.4 mld at current prices), and sixth in terms of population (37.9 mln). In the category of
the amount of gross primary and final energy consumption in 2018, Poland takes 6th place
in the EU National Energy and Climate Plan (KPEiK) [42].

In 2018, global energy consumption was 4490,7 PJ. National gross energy consumption
per person was about 116 GJ, slightly deviating from the European average which was
137.1 GJ. In 2018, direct energy consumption was 3551.8 PJ. The sector of the economy
which had the largest part in direct energy consumption was industry (34.5%). The second
largest sector, in terms of consumption, was transport, the share of which has increased
steadily in recent years and in 2018 was 27%. In 2018, households used 23% of energy,
farmers used 4.6% and other recipients 9% [52]. The National Energy and Climate Plan
presents aims and objectives, policies and actions to achieve the five dimensions of the
energy union: energy safety, internal energy market, energy efficiency, decarbonization
and scientific research, innovation and competitiveness. The document has been prepared
on the basis of national development strategies approved at the government level such as
the Strategy for the sustainable development of transport by 2030, Ecological policy of the
State 2030 [53], Strategy for sustainable rural development, agriculture and fisheries 2030
and regarding Poland’s draft energy policy until 2040.

The National Energy and Climate plan for the years 2021–2030 sets the following
climate and energy goals by 2030:

• reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the non-ETS sectors compared to 2005′s level
by 7%;

• a contribution of 21–23% of RESs to gross final energy consumption considering:
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• a 14% contribution of RESs in transport;
• annual increase in RES share in heating and cooling by 1.1% in an average year;
• a 23% increase in energy efficiency compared to the PRIMES forecast PRIME2007;
• reduction from 56–60% of coal’s share in electricity production.

Two strategic framework documents are in the state’s energy policy, consisting of:
Poland’s energy policy (known as PEP2040) [43] and the Strategy for Responsible Devel-
opment until 2020 with prospects until 2030 (SOR) [52]. Poland’s energy policy until 2040
(PEP2040) specifies how to transform energy in Poland. It includes strategic guidance on
the choice of suitable technology to build a low-carbon energy system. PEP2040 contributes
to implementation of the Paris Agreement signed in December 2015, taking into account the
need to carry out transitions in a fair way and with solidarity. PEP2040 provides national
contribution to the realization of the EU’s climate and energy policy, whose dynamics have
significantly increased in recent years. The policy considers the scales of the demands which
are related to national economy adjustment to the EU regulatory environment related to
the 2030 climate and energy goals, European Green Deal, the COVID-19 economy recovery
plan and to achieve climate neutrality following national possibilities as a contribution to
implementation of the Paris Agreement. A low-emission energy transformation provided
for in PEP2040 will initiate wider modernization changes in the whole economy, guaran-
teeing the energy safety, ensuring fair sharing costs and protecting the most venerable
groups in society. PEP2040 is one of the nine integrated sectoral strategies resulting from
the Strategy for Responsible Development (SOR). PEP2040 is consistent with the National
Energy and Climate Plan for the years 2021–2030 and it consists of a state description and
terms of the energy sector. It points to three pillars [43] (just transition, zero-emission
energy system and good air quality) on which eight specific objectives of PEP2040 are
based, on the actions which are essential for their implementation and strategic projects.

PEP2040 foresees eight specific objectives which belong to: optimal use of own energy
resources, development of manufacturing and network of electric energy, diversification of
supplies and expansion of the network infrastructure of natural gas, petroleum and liquid
fuels, energy market development, implementation of nuclear energy, renewable energy
source development, heating and cogeneration expansion, improving the energy efficiency
of the economy. The Strategy of Responsible Development (SOR) is more general in nature
and it is the basis of the Polish energy policy 2040.

According to the strategy records, the main mission of the energy sector is to provide
the economy, institutions and citizens constantly and optimally adapt to the needs of
supplying the energy at an acceptable economic price. According to the SOR, it should
be carried out using locally available materials in a rational and efficient way, having
energy-efficient waste and renewable energy sources using the potential of innovation in
energy generation, transmission and distribution.

At the operational level, it is planned to increase the share of stable renewable en-
ergy sources, including clusters, energy cooperatives, etc., and preserving the priority
role of improving the energy efficiency of the economy including the elimination of en-
vironmentally harmful emissions. Furthermore, it is also important to develop energy
storage technologies, the introduction of intelligent energy networks and develop electro-
mobility, introducing energy-efficient and high-efficiency technologies. The strategy also
covers projects to support implementation, including: power market, regional gas transport
and trade center, electromobility development program, development and exploitation
of geothermal potential in Poland, exploitation of the hydropower potential and also re-
structuring of the coal mining sector. Poland’s Energy Policy is developed by the Minister
for Energy on the basis of Article 12, 13–15 Act—Energy Law and in accordance with the
Act of the principles of development policy and a number of entities and, in particular, the
Minister for Climate and Energy and Council of Ministers are responsible for its realization.

With an ambitious funding program implemented with the support of the EU-funded
project FinEERGo-Dom, buildings in Poland will become greener [54]. The PLN 100 million
given to Polish citizens will finance projects that enable major renovations of buildings that
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will reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve energy efficiency. In detail, matters of
energy efficiency of buildings that are being designed or constructed, or reconstructed, are
regulated by the Regulation on technical conditions of buildings and their location [55].
An amendment to the Regulation on the detailed scope and form of construction design
expanded the obligation to conduct an analysis of the feasibility of using alternative
systems in a rational way in all kinds of buildings and changed the range of it. The aim is to
extend the usage of those alternatives (which include decentralized energy supply systems
based on renewable energy, cogeneration, district or block heating or cooling, particularly
when it is based entirely or partially on renewable energy, and heat pumps) where it makes
economic, technical and environmental sense to do so. Minimum requirements include [56]:

• guarantees of the value of the EP index (kWh/(m2rok)), which consider the annual
calculated demand for non-renewable primary energy for heating, ventilation, cooling
and hot water,

• partitions and technical equipment of the building should meet at least the require-
ments of thermal insulation.

Since January 2017, the values of permissible EP ratios for newly constructed buildings
and certain U-values for the building envelope have changed, in accordance with the
provisions of the ordinance amendment on the technical condition ordinance to be met by
buildings and their location, which came into force on 1 January 2014 [57]

The gradual introduction of regulations is aimed at bringing all participants in the
construction market into compliance with current legal requirements. The solution is that
all new buildings should be near-zero energy buildings.

The Ministry of Climate and Environment and National Fund for Environmental
Protection and Water Management are implementing a project to help households improve
household energy efficiency. The Clean Air Program [57] was launched in Poland in 2018
and will last until 2030. The program is aimed at owners and co-owners of single-family
houses, or separate residential units in single-family buildings with a separate land register.
Subsidies for replacement of heat sources and thermal modernization of the house include
up to PLN 30, 37 or 69 thousand, and up to PLN 47 or 79 thousand for subsidies with
pre-financing. The subsidy can be used to replace outdated and inefficient solid fuel as a
heat sources with modern heat sources which fulfill the highest standards and carry out
the necessary thermomodernization work on the building [57].

4.2. Review of the State Policy in Slovakia

The legislation amendments in energy efficiency law and other minor issues in public
ownership laws entered into force on 1st February 2019 in Slovakia. The most significant
among them is Act no. 321/2014 Coll. on energy efficiency. It was adopted based on the
Directive 2012/27/EU [5] (this directive replaced Directive 2006/32/EC) [58]. Besides that,
Slovakia adopted an Integrated National Energy and Climate Plan for years 2021–2030 [59].

The Integrated National Energy and Climate Plan for the years 2021–2030 sets the
following climate and energy goals by 2030:

• reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the non-ETS sectors compared to 2005′s level
by 12% (however, strategic document Envirostratégia 2030 [60] increased the plan to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions up to 20% in 2030),

• to increase the contribution of RESs to gross final energy consumption to 19.2% in 2030
(an increase of 5.2% compared to 2020), considering:

• a 14% contribution of RESs in transport,
• a 19% contribution of RESs in the production of heating and cooling,
• a 27.3% contribution of RESs in electricity generation.

The war in Ukraine has intensified pressure on the energy self-sufficiency of Europe,
including Slovakia. The shift away from Russian fossil fuels and the emphasis on renewable
energy sources (RESs) is influencing various areas and economy sectors in Slovakia, and
should be even more pronounced in the future. In 2020, the share of Russian gas in the
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European Union was 38%. In Slovakia, it was significantly higher—up to 85% of Slovakia’s
gas came from Russia. Possible alternatives, including RESs, are therefore being considered
as inevitable.

Unlike countries such as Sweden, Finland, Latvia or neighboring Austria, Slovakia
is lagging far behind in the use of RESs. The share of energy that Slovakia obtained from
RESs in 2020 was only 17.3%, with wood and wood chips contributing significantly. This
was a relatively high share for Slovakia, as Slovakia’s original target was only 14%. In
comparison, Sweden, for example, had more than 60% of its energy come from renewable
sources (with a target of 49%) [61].

According to data from the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic, gross electricity
production from renewable sources in Slovakia in 2020 amounted to 7279 GWh. The largest
share, more than two-thirds (67.2%), was contributed by hydroelectric power plants. This
was followed by wood (including wood waste and other solid waste) with a share of
15.4%. Solar photovoltaics accounted for 9.1% of the RESs in electricity generation, biogas
accounted for exactly 7%. Gross heat production from RESs in 2020 was 6 518 TJ. Wood
(including wood and other solid waste) accounted for the largest share, up to 82.8%. This
was followed by biogas with a share of 11.1%. Energy recovery of industrial and municipal
waste accounted for 3.1%, geothermal heaters for 2.8% [62].

The basic institutional and financial instrument for increasing Slovakia’s energy self-
sufficiency is the so-called Recovery and Resilience Plan. It is a time-bound mechanism
to support recovery and resilience and it is a key instrument of the NextGenerationEU
initiative [63]. It was developed and approved on the basis of the Regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 12 February 2021, when the Recovery and
Resilience Facility 2021/241 was established. On 16 June 2021, the Government of the
Slovak Republic approved Act No. 368/2021 Coll. on the Recovery and Resilience Support
Mechanism and on the amendment and supplementation of certain acts.

The Recovery and Resilience Plan focuses on five key public policies in Slovakia:

• Green economy—allocation of EUR 2301 million.
• Education—allocation of EUR 892 million.
• Science, research and innovations—allocation of EUR 739 million.
• Health—allocation of EUR 1533 million.
• Efficient public administration and digitalization—allocation of EUR 1110 million.

The Slovak Republic has committed to allocate EUR 2.73 billion, 43% of the total
allocation of the Recovery Plan, to the stated objectives of green transformation and climate
change mitigation. The green economy area is divided into five components, namely:

• Component 1 Renewable Energy and Energy Infrastructure—allocation of EUR 232 million.
• Component 2 Renewal of Buildings—allocation of EUR 741 million.
• Component 3 Sustainable Transport—allocation of EUR 801 million.
• Component 4 Decarbonization of Industry—allocation of EUR 1368 million.
• Component 5 Adaptation to Climate Change—allocation of EUR 159 million [64].

The largest program from the Renewal of Buildings Plan will be the Single-Family
Home Renewal. In total, it is planned to support the renovation of over 30,000 family
houses. The subsidy per house will be a maximum of EUR 19,000 and at the same time a
maximum of 60% of the total cost. It will only be possible to support projects that meet
the requirements of a minimum of 30% primary energy savings. The announcement of the
first call for renovation of family houses was published on 6.9.2022 and the call for project
proposals was open until 17.10.2022 [65].

A restoration grant may be awarded if the project cumulatively meets the following
conditions:

• the renovation must result in primary energy savings of at least 30% compared to the
pre-renovation condition;
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• the renovation of the house must include at least one measure from measures of
group A. Group B measures are optional. Group A measures to improve the thermal
performance of buildings include the following options:

1. insulation of the building shell;
2. insulation of the roof covering;
3. replacement of window openings;
4. insulation of the floor of an unheated attic (or any unheated space in the family

house, under which there is a heated space);
5. insulation of the ceiling of an unheated basement (or any unheated space in the

family house above which the space is heated);
6. insulation of the ground floor (of a heated room in the family house under which

there is no other room).

Group B measures include five subgroups, namely: 1. installation of the energy source
including putting it into operation (heat pump, photovoltaic panels, solar collectors, gas
condensing boiler, heat recuperation, other heat source, e.g., electric boiler); 2. green
roof (intensive or extensive); 3. rainwater storage tank (underground or aboveground);
4. installation of shading technology; 5. removal of asbestos.

5. Case Studies—Increasing Energy Efficiency Linked with Improvement of Well-Being

In the following, we offer a case study from Slovakia (replacement of heating equipment
(measure group B) and insulation of the house (measure group A)), and a case study from
Poland (impact of the use of RESs on the energy efficiency of a single-family building as
well as energy savings and operating costs). Both case studies document the situation of
family houses which are implementing possible measures to reduce energy costs or to increase
energy efficiency. While the case study from Slovakia proposes to provide procedural aspects
of the whole sustainability strategy, from the European Energy Self-Sufficiency Plan, through
the National Renewal Plan, to the steps and actions that citizens have to use to put these
intentions into practice in their houses, on the other hand, the case study from Poland is
oriented more practically (it documents the calculation of the energy savings in the single-
family house in using various kinds of RES). The basic assumption is that such changes will
improve life quality (including well-being) of the population and their families, protect the
environment, offer positive educational environmental role models for the younger generation
and at the same time provide business and employment opportunities for companies that can
be involved as contractors in the implementation of the projects.

The purpose of this section is to analyze the national policies of Poland and Slovakia,
which are based on European Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency and which intro-
duce new measures aimed not only at increasing energy efficiency, but also at increasing
the well-being of households and individuals. The two countries’ policies are analyzed in
the context indicated above. In the current phase of policy implementation in both coun-
tries, it would be expected that the results on energy savings from previously supported
projects are known. However, the results of the analysis conducted show that there are
information gaps in this area in both countries. They also indicated that the data refer
to overall energy consumption, without being able to determine energy consumption for
single-family houses (and thus being able to determine through the development trend the
possible energy savings from projects supporting green households or home insulation). We
consider this fact a significant shortcoming of the administrative procedure. The analysis
showed that there is a lack of comprehensive information in the studied area, with which it
would be possible to show how the energy-saving policies of Poland and Slovakia affect
the individual well-being of the population. In both Poland and Slovakia at this moment
(December 2022), there are no relevant statistical data on the actual use of RESs in family
houses nor on the energy savings due to the implementation of government measures to
promote the use of RESs in family houses and on the impacts of the implementation of
RESs in households on the well-being of individuals.
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For this reason, we decided to supplement the legislative side (national policies) with
the procedure of applying for financial support for RES use in households (the currently
ongoing call for RES use in households in Slovakia) and with a case study, in which we offer
a technical calculation of energy savings and operating costs in the case of an exemplary
house in Poland.

5.1. Slovakia—Case Study Documenting Administrative Procedure

Green households

National Green Households projects in Slovakia are prepared within the Operational
Programme Environmental Quality, which has been managed by the Ministry of the
Environment of the Slovak Republic since 2015. The project is part of Priority Axis 4 which
is aimed at promoting an energy-efficient, low-carbon economy in all sectors. The purpose
of the projects is to provide support for the installation of small-scale renewable energy
sources (RESs), which will reduce the use of fossil fuels. The support is given for electricity
generation installations, namely photovoltaic panels, and heat generation installations,
which are solar collectors, biomass boilers and heat pumps. The goal of the project is to
increase the involvement of RES use in households and the related reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions.

The implementer of the national project is the Slovak Innovation and Energy Agency
(SIEA). Thanks to the European and state support provided through the national Green
Households project, since 2015, 18,502 devices for the use of renewable energy sources
have been installed in Slovak households. Among them, there were 3673 photovoltaic
panels, 6974 solar collectors, 2613 biomass boilers and 5242 heat pumps. In the pilot Green
Households project, EUR 45 million was made available. Although the latest claims were
received and paid in 2018, official data on the actual energy savings achieved for 2015–2018
are not yet known.

The continuation of the pilot project, which ended in 2018, is the national Green
Households II project, under which households outside the Bratislava Self-Governing
Region can benefit from European support for home renovation between 2019 and 2023.
Green Households II is the second phase of support aimed at the use of so-called small-scale
renewable energy sources in family and apartment buildings.

The rules for supporting the installation of small-scale RES installations are defined in
the General Conditions for Supporting the Use of Renewable Energy Sources in Households.
Support for the installation of small-scale RES installations shall be implemented through
the issue of vouchers, in time-limited or otherwise limited rounds. Specific conditions are
also defined for each round. The specific conditions specify, in particular, the type of small
RES installations currently supported, the eligible territory or the number of individual
subsidies. A small installation for electricity generation is an installation with a capacity of
up to 10 kW. In the case of heat production, a small installation is an installation covering
the energy needs of a building used by natural persons for residential purposes.

The support for the installation of small equipment for the use of RESs includes the
provision of a financial contribution for the installation of small equipment to produce
electricity or heat from RESs, which are:

1. small installations to produce electricity with an output of up to 10 kW:

(a) photovoltaic panels (electricity production),
(b) wind turbines (electricity production) (it is not yet possible to issue vouchers

for these installations),

2. heat production installations that cover the energy needs of a family or apartment building:

(a) solar collectors (heat production),
(b) biomass boilers (heat production),
(c) heat pumps (heat production).

The specific type of production facility for which a contribution may be granted must
be listed in the approved list of eligible facilities maintained by the SIEA.
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The following persons are entitled to install photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, solar
collectors, biomass boilers and heat pumps in a family house:

1. a natural person who is the owner of the family house,
2. natural persons who are joint owners of the family house,
3. a natural person or natural persons who are co-owners of the family house and who

are entitled to make decisions on the management of the common property according
to the majority of their shares.

All categories of owners and co-owners are also subject to additional rules strictly
regulating additional requirements concerning ownership, use or size of the heating area
of the house.

In the second half of 2022, the Slovak Innovation and Energy Agency responded to an
exceptional situation, as the interest of households in allowances for heat pumps, biomass
boilers, solar collectors and photovoltaic panels is growing exponentially, but the delivery
times of some technologies are becoming longer, and the installation capacity of contractors
may also be limited. The current call for applications is therefore open from 13 June 2022.
Thanks to an additional EUR 30 million increase in the project budget, households were
able to benefit from support for all four installations—heat pumps, biomass boilers, solar
collectors and photovoltaic panels—in the second half of 2022.

The vouchers are valid for 90 days, but when they are active and issued is now decided
by households in agreement with contractors. This is based on when the equipment is
ready to be installed. This is a fundamental change that responds to contractors’ limited
personnel, technological and time capacity.

The list of eligible contractors will be continuously updated by the Slovak Innovation
and Energy Agency. Contractors can apply for the list at any time during the duration
of the Green Households projects. All applicants who meet the conditions and commit
to provide installations in accordance with the contract will be included in the list. SIEA
publishes the list of contractors who have an effective voucher reimbursement contract.

For contractors who have agreed to provide their contact details to the public, tele-
phone numbers and e-mail addresses are also published in the list. Additional contacts will
be added upon receipt of consent at the next update of the list. As of 20 September 2022,
there are 1386 eligible contractors on the list throughout the country.

House insulation

The development of interest in the contribution for insulation and reconstruction of older
family houses shows that the Slovaks are more and more often engaged in the renovation
of their homes. The contribution for the house insulation started to be granted in Slovakia
in 2016; since then, a total of eight calls for projects and applications for support have been
announced. In the first five calls from 2016–2019, the interest of the residents was so low
that even within 30 days of the opening of the call, the reserved limit of 500 applications
could not be met. In response, the Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak
Republic significantly reduced the number of applications accepted to 150 (in the 6th call,
April 2020); in the last two calls (autumn 2020 and May 2021), the number of applications
accepted was adjusted to 200. However, residents’ interest in the insulation allowance has
increased significantly since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic: in April 2020, the limit of
150 applications was reached within two days, in autumn 2020 it was reached in 24 hours,
and in May 2021, the limit of 150 applications was reached within 17 minutes.

The year 2022 brought significant changes in the field of insulation of family houses.
As of 8 March 2022, the contribution for the insulation of family houses has been suspended
(eight calls since 2016), with the intention that contributions for the insulation of houses
should be provided in the future from the SR Recovery and Resilience Plan project. Under
the Recovery and Resilience Plan, the insulation of houses falls under the subprogram
“Green Recovery”. Owners of older family homes can therefore count on a significantly
strengthened program to support home renovation and insulation. The Green Recovery
Program should be one of the biggest measures to kick-start the economy after the COVID-
19 pandemic. The funding in the program, which will flow to Slovakia under the Recovery
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and Resilience Plan, should be enough to renovate 30 thousand houses. The chances of
receiving a grant for insulation and other home renovation should thus be significantly
higher than before, when the state only granted a grant to 405 projects since 2016 (Table 2).

Table 2. Supported house insulation projects (2016–2021).

Round No. Date of the Call for Proposals No. of Applications No. of Supported Projects

1. 16 March 2016–12 April 2016 230 39
2. 9 June 2016–6 July 2016 90 14
3. 1 August 2017–31 October 2017 246 34
4. 1 April 2018–31 August 2018 284 56
5. 17 June 2019–30 September 2019 317 63
6. 1 April 2020–30 June 2020 150 95
7. 2 September 2020–30 October 2020 150 80
8. 18 May 2021–30 June 2021 200 24 to date

According to the latest information [66], the call for applications from the Green Re-
covery Program opened in autumn 2022. The Ministry of the Environment has determined
that the condition for obtaining the financial support will be the achievement of 30% sav-
ings of primary energy resources through a comprehensive renovation of the house. This
will primarily involve insulating the façade and roof of the house, replacing windows
and doors, upgrading heating and using renewable energy sources, as well as installing
external shading and green roofs. Preliminarily, the maximum contribution per house is
EUR 16,600. However, it is possible that the state may decide to support a larger number of
houses, which will reduce the contribution somewhat. The Ministry of the Environment is
considering contributing up to 50% of eligible costs.

Citizens can apply for support through the website of the Slovak Environmental
Agency [67] based in the capital Bratislava. There are also ten regional offices (in 10 cities)
where citizens can obtain help with their applications. The Ministry of the Environment
announced that by the end of 2022 it would like to approve financial support for the first
four thousand family houses.

The essential feature of the Green Recovery Program is that it will insist on the compre-
hensive renovation of houses. The two basic requirements for project funding are that any
renovation must result in maximum energy savings for operation and reduce air emissions
from heating. Grants for only partial works, such as replacing windows or roofs, would not
achieve the necessary effect and it is positive that the state has ruled them out in advance.

Based on the call for proposals of 6 September 2022 [65], the eligible applicant must
fulfill the following requirements:

• he/she is a citizen of an EU country,
• he/she resides permanently in a house (for the renovation of which he/she is request-

ing funding from the mechanism),
• he/she has a legal capacity,
• he/she is either the owner or the owner in common or the co-owner of the house,
• he/she has not been convicted of certain types of criminal offences,
• he/she has no tax debts for which the aggregate amount exceeds EUR 170, i.e., he/she

is not on the list of tax debtors,
• he/she has no social security debts of more than EUR 100,
• he/she is not on the list of debtors for health insurance,
• he/she is not the subject of an execution under the Execution Code,
• he/she is the holder of the bank account mentioned in the application.

5.2. Polish Case Study of the Impact of the Use of Renewable Energy Sources on the Energy
Efficiency of a Single-Family Building As Well As Energy Savings and Operating Costs

The requirements for energy consumption that must be met by new and modernized
buildings are related to legal requirements and global trends. We strive for large energy sav-
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ings through thermal modernization of buildings, greater use of renewable energy sources
(RESs), electrification of heating and continuous improvement of the energy efficiency of
the economy, including construction. Specific requirements are imposed on investors by
the Act on RESs, energy performance and energy efficiency. These requirements are also
included in the Regulation on technical conditions to be met by buildings and their location,
which from 2021 set expectations for almost zero-energy buildings [68–71].

The obligation to produce energy performance certificates for buildings sold or rented,
introduced in 2009 by the Act on the energy performance of buildings, is another contri-
bution to improving the energy efficiency of buildings. This act also introduced the term
“nearly zero-energy consumption building” (nZEB) and this is the standard applicable to
all new buildings from 1 January 2021 [72,73].

Achieving the zero-emission building standard now, mandatory for all buildings erected
after 2029, is not difficult and brings measurable operational benefits. The requirements and
recommendations for new buildings included in the draft revision of the EPBD directive
concern not only the lack of emissions at the location of the building, but also [68–70]:

• higher smart readiness indicator for buildings (SRI), i.e., the practical implementation
of the idea of intelligent buildings ensuring high comfort, safety and controlled energy
consumption,

• high share of renewable energy in the balance of energy consumed by the building,
• a higher level of self-consumption and autarky of energy from own (prosumer) photovoltaic

systems with electricity storage,
• a healthy indoor climate thanks to effective and controlled ventilation,
• low energy costs for heating and hot water,
• the possibility of cooling rooms thanks to surface installations,
• better loans and higher creditworthiness thanks to low operating costs,
• higher value of the building on the market.

The draft revision of the EPBD directive on the energy performance of buildings from
December 2021 provides that, by 2030 at the latest, new buildings will have to be erected as
zero-emission buildings (ZEBs; this concept has replaced the nZEB standard, i.e., nearly
zero-energy buildings), and in the public sector by 2027. Such buildings are to show low
energy demand and use local renewable energy sources, they are to be devoid of fossil fuel
combustion sources and they are also to have a low impact on global warming, related
to CO2-equivalent emissions throughout the life cycle. Additional conditions are: for
residential buildings, EP < 65 kWh/(m2year), no CO2 emissions from heating devices used
in the building and production of energy from renewable energy—e.g., a heat pump with
the equivalent annual production of electricity from PV—realized in the building or as part
of a local energy cooperative [71,74,75].

The analyzed single-family building

For the analysis of the impact of the use of RESs on the energy performance, a standard
single-family building that meets the Technical Conditions WT2021, currently in force in
Poland, was adopted. Taking into account the current trends in single-family housing,
the selected construction project can be erected on a plot with minimum dimensions of
19.5 m × 17.5 m. The building has a simple and compact body, two stories with an attic, a
gable roof and no basement.

The building contains a total of 15 rooms on the ground floor and attic with a total
usable area of 154.89 m2.

The building model was mapped in the SANKOM Audytor OZC 7.0 Pro software
(Figure 2), which enables numerical simulation and energy performance calculations for
a specific building model. Defining the model was a very important step during the
construction of the model. The calculations were made on the basis of the PN-EN 12831:
2006 standard [75–80].
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Figure 2. Analyzed building—view of the model of the analyzed building made in Audytor OZC
(own elaboration).

A key element before evaluating the results and selecting the optimal solution for our
building is to understand the meaning and method of determining the three key indicators
in classifying the energy efficiency of a facility as a structure and the installations it contains.
All buildings intended for human use, including public utility, industrial and residential,
can be clearly characterized by calculating individual energy demand coefficients: primary
EP, utility EU and final EK [72,73,81,82].

Moving on to a further analysis of the influence of the use of renewable energy sources
on the energy performance of a building, several assumptions should be made that define
the subsequent thinking. It is assumed that in terms of external partitions, such as external
walls, floor on the ground, roof and ceilings with windows and external doors, the building
meets all the requirements contained in the technical conditions of WT2021 [75,78,79,83,84].
In order to provide an overview spectrum and to show the differences and the impact of
renewable energy sources on the energy performance of a building, several variants are
set up (Table 3) that provide heating of the building surface and domestic hot water, the
spectrum of which starts with energy from fossil fuels, through a partial share of renewable
energy sources, up to the full share of RESs in the energy mix.

Table 3. List of variants of the analyzed models in central heating, hot water, ventilation and electricity
installations for the analyzed building (own elaboration).

Central Heating Ventilation Hot Water Electricity

1. Coal Gravitational Coal Electrical grid

2. Biomass Gravitational Biomass Electrical grid

3. Natural gas Gravitational Solar collectors Electrical grid

4. Electrical grid Gravitational Electrical grid Electrical grid

5. Heat pump powered by
the electricity grid Gravitational Heat pump powered by

the electricity grid Electrical grid

6. Heat pump powered by a
photovoltaic installation Gravitational Heat pump powered by a

photovoltaic installation
Electricity from a

photovoltaic installation

7. Electricity from a
photovoltaic installation

Mechanical supply
and exhaust

Electricity from a
photovoltaic installation

Electricity from a
photovoltaic installation

8. Heat pump powered by a
photovoltaic installation

Mechanical ventilation
with recuperation

Heat pump powered by a
photovoltaic installation

Electricity from a
photovoltaic installation

When calculating the annual final energy demand, it is worth emphasizing the fact
that it should be expressed as the ratio of the usable energy demand, which is determined
by the heat balance of the building, to the average seasonal efficiency of the heating system.
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The calculations are aimed at determining the demand for heating purposes and are given
in the equation below [76,77]:

QK,H =
QH,nd

ηH, tot

[
kWh
year

]
(1)

where:
QH,nd—useful energy demand to heat a residential building (useful heat),
ηH,tot—average seasonal efficiency of the building’s heating system.
An important element that is taken into account, apart from the energy intended to

heat the building, is that used to prepare domestic hot water, and the energy demand for it
is defined by the formula given below [76,77]:

QK,W =
QW,nd

ηW, tot

[
kWh
year

]
(2)

where:
QW, nd—demand for preparation of domestic hot water,
ηW, tot—average annual efficiency of devices preparing domestic hot water.
The above two equations allow us to determine the final energy factor (EK) of which

they are components. It is important for both the auditor and the user that the EK, EU and
EP coefficients are given as the number of necessary kilowatts used to heat a square meter
of the building’s surface throughout the year. The following equation shows us the method
of calculating the required final energy EK to supply the building [76,77]:

EK =
QK, H + QK, W

A f

[
kWh

year × m2

]
(3)

where:
Af—heated or cooled space in the building with a specific temperature, expressed in m2.
The primary energy demand factor is calculated on the basis of the annual energy

needs for heating and domestic hot water preparation and, where applicable, cooling or
ventilation of the premises and lighting in specific cases. The aforementioned EP coefficient
is calculated from the following dependence:

EP =
QP
A f

[
kWh

year × m2

]
(4)

where:
Qp—annual demand for primary energy (kWh/year).
Of which the annual primary energy demand is calculated according to the formula:

QP = QP,H + QP,W + QP,C + QP,L

[
kWh
year

]
(5)

where:
QP,H—annual primary energy demand through the heating and ventilation system for

heating and ventilation,
QP,W—annual primary energy demand by the domestic hot water preparation system,
QP,C—annual primary energy demand for the space ventilation and cooling system,
QP,L—annual demand for a lighting system (calculated only for public buildings).
As can be seen from the above information, all indicators are directly related to

each other. Having information about the height and proportions between individual
indicators, we are able to relatively easily assess the overall quality of the building with
the technologies used in the facility, looking through the prism of thermal modernization
of partitions, the number and degree of elimination of thermal bridges, tightness of the
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structure as well as efficiency and efficiency of the heating installation rooms and domestic
hot water.

After conducting an energy analysis of the building and carefully reading the results,
the following conclusions can be reached. The main goal and criterion was to meet the
requirements contained in the technical conditions of WT2021, which defined a number of
requirements for the structure of the building, thermal transmittance of external partitions
and energy coverage of the building’s heating needs, along with meeting the needs of users
related to domestic hot water. In fact, it turned out that the above-mentioned partitions
not only meet the guidelines, but in most cases are of much higher quality in terms of
insulation. The key element during the project implementation was to check which of the
provided solutions are characterized by the best results in terms of energy demand, and
above all, how renewable energy sources affect the final results of the building, together
with an assessment of whether their use had a positive effect on the balance or vice versa.
The seven analyzed variants could be divided into three characteristic subgroups in a
simplified way. The first subgroup was characterized by the overall coverage of demand
with non-renewable energy sources such as coal heating and electricity from the power
grid, as well as fully electric heating from electricity from the power grid. The second
subgroup was characterized by partial use of renewable energy sources. Among them,
there were variants in which the object was heated by burning biomass and connecting
household appliances to the power grid, burning natural gas for heating purposes and
providing domestic hot water by means of solar collectors and electricity from the grid.
The last variant in this subgroup was the use of an air source heat pump powered by the
electricity grid. The third subgroup was characterized by the fact that both the heating of
the building with the preparation of domestic hot water and electricity were fully generated
by renewable energy sources.

In the case of the first variant in this subgroup, heating and domestic water were
prepared by an air source heat pump powered by a photovoltaic installation. In the second
case, in addition to fully electric heating, mechanical supply and exhaust ventilation were
also used. The electricity of the second variant came entirely from the installation of
photovoltaic cells.

When analyzing the results generated in the reports for each of the variants, it can be
quickly noticed that only three out of seven proposed solutions met the guidelines, one option
was close to meeting the guidelines, while the other three variants did not even come close to
the stringent requirements of the WT2021 technical conditions (Figure 3). The worst solutions
turned out to be those that obtained energy from the combustion of hard coal and obtained
electricity from the power grid for heating purposes. The last three options managed to
meet the primary energy requirements. The first variant obtained energy from the biomass
combustion process, and more precisely from birch wood with very low humidity. The
second solution that met the guidelines was electric heating of the building using energy
from the installation of photovoltaic panels with the simultaneous use of mechanical supply
and exhaust ventilation. The use of this variant made it possible to notice certain regularities.
Firstly, the use of mechanical ventilation in the building generated profits thanks to the
reduction of the EU’s utility energy demand by 25%. Secondly, thanks to the application
of the above-mentioned installation, it was also possible to reduce losses in terms of final
energy (EK), which can be seen particularly easily when comparing the EK of variant VII with
IV. Despite the many advantages that this installation brought, it cannot be called optimal,
because the energy from the photovoltaic installation is closely related to weather conditions
and, to heat the building with energy from PV panels, it would be necessary to use a fairly
large number of panels. The last solution that met the guidelines was the variant which
consisted of a photovoltaic installation supplying an efficient heat pump cooperating with
gravity ventilation. The use of a variant containing such components obtained the best
results compared to other solutions, looking through the prism of the obtained values of
non-renewable primary energy (EP) and final energy (EK).
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Figure 3. A collective summary of the results of the demand of the analyzed variants for EP in
relation to the EP value established by the Technical Conditions for 2021 (own elaboration).

A solution that could drastically reduce EP, EK and EU coefficients would be variant
VIII, which would include a compressed air source heat pump with a seasonal efficiency of
2.6, covering a total design heat load of the building of 7.5 kW in CO and DHW systems,
inclusion of a mechanical ventilation installation with recuperation and powering all
components and installations in the building from a 9 kW photovoltaic installation, covering
the demand of the entire building at the level of 8400 kWh/year (Table 4).

Table 4. A collective summary of the results of the demand for individual energies for variant VIII
(own elaboration).

Assessment of the Energy Characteristics of the Building

Energy Performance Index Building Being Assessed
Requirements According to Technical

and Construction Regulations 2021

Annual useful energy demand indicator EU = 58.3 kWh/m2year

Annual final energy demand indicator EK = 39.6 kWh/m2year

Annual demand for non-renewable
primary energy EP = 0.0 kWh/m2year EP = 70.0 kWh/m2year

Unit amount of CO2 emissions ECO2 = 0.0 MgCO2/m2year

Share of renewable energy sources in the
annual final energy demand UOZE = 100.0 %

In the above solution (variant VIII), we can also note that due to the 100% share of
renewable energy sources in the annual final energy demand, the analyzed building is
zero-emission, powered only by its own energy sources—it is a zero-energy building (ZEB).

Taking into account the entire spectrum of possibilities and information provided by
this analysis, it can be stated without any doubts that the use of renewable energy sources
in building heating systems and domestic hot water brings many benefits, looking through
the prism of sustainable energy consumption, economics and increased comfort of life. It is
worth paying attention to the fact that the use of renewable energy sources gives tangible
benefits in every case of use in buildings, however, the current requirements for primary
energy pose new challenges for investors, which, as it is easy to see, can only be met by
renewable energy sources.
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6. Discussion

One of the strategic aims of the state’s energy and ecological policy is to improve
the energy efficiency of the economy [5,41,58–60]. Energy efficiency is related to the area
of energy use and it is particularly crucial in the process of ensuring security of energy
supply, ecological security, increasing the competitiveness of enterprises and many other
elements. The issue of energy efficiency is a priority, as an advance in this area is vital
for the implementation of all energy policies and most environmental and climate policy
objectives. The primary purpose in the area of efficiency, in addition to the targets set out in
the efficiency directives [5,46–50], is currently to achieve a reduction in energy consumption
compared to the projections for 2030 as a result of energy efficiency improvements. The
main objective of the article was to analyze of Polish and Slovakian national policies, which
are based on the European Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU, and which present
new measures focused on not only increasing energy efficiency, but also increasing the well-
being of households and individuals. Many organizations and countries are working to
make zero-energy and resource-free buildings a common practice in new constructions by
2030 or earlier. For example, the EU requires all Member States to establish building codes
that required that by 2021 (public buildings from 2019) newly erected buildings would
have energy consumption close to zero, and Canada is currently developing legislation
on the gradual approach to zero energy buildings (ZEBs). A key step towards net-zero
energy is energy efficiency, which can drastically reduce demand by up to 80% compared to
typical new designs, thus allowing moderately small renewable energy systems to deliver
the remaining energy at a lower cost. The same is true for waste and water, where the
emphasis is first on minimizing consumption and then on finding alternatives to achieving
the net-zero target.

In order for net-zero buildings to become a common practice, specific targets should
also be set in Poland and Slovakia, such as building regulations which will make it manda-
tory to build new buildings with a net-zero balance by 2030 [42,53,59,60,85]. To achieve
this, it is essential to have technical assistance for architects, engineers and builders and
innovative packages for developers, as well as research and development on material
efficiency strategies (low-carbon alternatives and demand reduction). Strategies should be
developed for energy-intensive buildings, such as hospitals and shopping centers. Build-
ings are essential in the context of the EU’s energy efficiency policy, with more than 40%
of final energy consumption (and 36% of greenhouse gas emissions) occurring in homes,
offices, shops and other buildings. In addition, the sector has the second largest, after
the energy sector itself, untapped and cost-effective energy saving potential. There are
also important cobenefits of increasing the energy efficiency of buildings, such as creating
new jobs, reducing energy poverty, improving health and greater energy security and
industrial competitiveness. The experience of the last few years shows that Member States
are increasingly making use of cohesion policy funding for energy efficiency, especially
for buildings, and that they are increasingly using financial instruments. However, there
is a lack of comprehensive data on the impact of this financing on energy savings in the
construction sector. For a comprehensive solution to the use of RESs and the reduction of
energy consumption, it is not sufficient to focus only on public buildings and buildings
that, due to their use, are directly linked to high energy consumption. Awareness of the
use of RESs in households should also play an important role in European and national
policies. This not only leads to an increase in energy efficiency, but also, as recent research
confirms [32–35], to a positive impact on the well-being of individuals.

Desk research and content analysis methods were used. The current situation in both
countries is illustrated by case studies documenting the administrative process (Slovakia)
and the calculation of energy savings (Poland) using renewable energy sources in the case
of single-family houses. Case studies describe ongoing (Poland) and planned (call for
proposals) (Slovakia) instruments aimed at increasing energy efficiency and increasing the
well-being of residents and households. Results show that governments of both countries
are undertaking several actions to increase interest of individuals and family house owners
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to use RESs in family houses. This outcome is supported by [33–35], who stressed the
importance of quality government policies supporting RESs to increase the well-being
of individuals. An analysis of European legal documents [5,40,44–51], existing financial
support measures for energy efficiency in buildings [57,59,64] and different market barriers
shows that the situation differs considerably between Member States in terms of the
building stock, financial support measures and significant market obstacles. Although
investments in the energy efficiency of buildings are rising and there are many examples of
good practice for instruments that bring cost-effective energy savings, there is only limited
information on the effectiveness of the different financial support measures, both at the
EU and national level; there are still significant barriers to the further implementation
of investments in the energy efficiency of buildings, including a lack of awareness and
expertise in the financing of energy efficiency measures by all factors, high upfront costs,
relatively long payback periods and (perceived) credit risk associated with energy efficiency
investments and the competing priorities of the final beneficiaries.

If the EU is to improve energy efficiency by 2030 and achieve the ambition of fur-
ther savings by 2050, it is necessary to increase financial support for energy efficiency in
buildings. To this end, it is essential to ensure the proper implementation of the regulatory
framework, to increase the availability of financial resources and to remove the main bar-
riers. The Commission is involved in a number of initiatives and actions to reach these
goals. However, given the nature of the building stock and the building sector and the
responsibility of Member States to implement relevant legislation and remove national
market barriers, Member States play a decisive role in ensuring that further cost-effective
investments are made.

In addition, the important role of a case-by-case approach in the context of energy
efficiency financing measures means that close cooperation between public authorities,
financiers and the construction sector is essential. Equally important, building owners
will have to convince themselves of the benefits of improving the energy performance of
buildings, not only because of lower energy bills, but also in terms of increasing comfort
and increasing the value of real estate. This may be one of the most serious obstacles
to overcome in the pursuit of improving the energy efficiency of European buildings.
However, this is supported by macroeconomic arguments and targeted incentives and
information measures will be needed to change attitudes. An essential tool in this context
is the building renovation action plans that Member States must establish under the
new Energy Efficiency Directive. Increasing the energy efficiency of energy generation,
transmission and use processes is a base of a sustainable energy policy, which is reflected in
national and EU legal regulations and actions taken by various national and EU institutions.
Improving energy efficiency is of great meaning for the implementation of all energy
policy goals and most environmental and climate policy targets, which is why it should
be a priority in modernizing the country’s economy. It can be accomplished by building
high-efficiency generation units, increasing the degree of application of high-efficiency
cogeneration, reducing the rate of network losses in energy transmission and distribution
and increasing the efficiency of energy end use. Improving the energy intensity indicators
of the economy, in addition to significant economic benefits, brings measurable ecological
effects (reduction of consumption of natural resources, reduction of pollutant emissions)
which are not able to match the effects of any other solutions reducing the environmental
nuisance of the power sector (change in the structure of energy consumption, construction
of protective devices and installations, etc.).

Taking into account the whole spectrum of possibilities and information provided by
this analysis, it can be said without a doubt that the use of renewable energy sources in
building heating systems and hot tap water brings many benefits, from the perspective
of sustainable energy consumption, the economic aspect and increased comfort of life. It
is worth noting that the use of renewable energy sources gives measurable benefits in
every case of use in buildings, but the current demand for primary energy poses new
challenges to investors, which, as it is easy to see, can only be met by renewable energy
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sources. In the above solution (variant VIII), we can also notice that due to the 100% share
of renewable energy sources in the annual demand for final energy, the analyzed building
is zero-emission, powered only from its own energy sources—it is a zero-energy building
(ZEB). Thanks to the low costs of use, greater savings are generated, and this is directly
due to the improvement of energy efficiency of our building, the implementation of RESs
and independence from external energy supplies by providing electricity and heat with
our own energy sources.

These cases show, among other things, how investments in energy efficiency in build-
ings affect the well-being of households. They are the basis for prosperity and health
of citizens and are the starting point for the development of innovative branches of the
economy, including broadly understood energy, including distributed energy, i.e., the use
of renewable energy sources. It should be remembered that by improving the energy perfor-
mance of buildings, we reduce energy consumption. As a consequence, by producing our
own energy, we significantly reduce the operating costs of buildings. Minimal operating
costs, together with simultaneous improvement of energy and environmental efficiency
and independence from external energy supplies, directly improve the security of energy
production and the sense of security of residents and users of such buildings and their
well-being. The sense of security and energy neutrality combined with low operating costs
directly improves the well-being and comfort of life of users of zero-energy buildings.

The growing public awareness of the beneficial impact of renewable energy systems
on the environment and support in the form of various programs subsidizing the imple-
mentation of new installations make the production of energy from renewable sources
more and more popular and widespread.

Actions aimed at improving energy efficiency and reducing final energy consumption
are undertaken by many countries across the world and the European Union. In 2012, the
European Parliament and the Council of Europe published Directive 2012/27/EU, which
imposes an obligation on Member States to take action to reduce final energy consumption
by 1.5% per year.

Despite the still low level of belief about the profitability of using renewable energy
systems, RES installations are positively perceived and recognized as a new trend in both
single- and multifamily construction. The growing share of renewable energy in the national
energy system affects the reduced demand for energy produced from conventional sources.
This obviously translates into reduced consumption of primary energy, for example, fossil
fuels. As a consequence, this translates into a reduction in the exploitation of the resources
of these raw materials, and thus contributes to the protection of the natural environment.

Findings related to CO2 are in accordance with previous studies [25,33] that pointed to
the negative impact of CO2 emissions on human health and overall individual well-being.
Improving energy efficiency, reducing the operating costs of buildings and implementing
the assumptions resulting from EU directives are also extremely important in terms of
utility, and translate into the comfort of using buildings, their cost-free operation and the
increase in the well-being of users.

The analysis of energy efficiency of buildings with the use of renewable energy sources
presented in the publication refers not only to the improvement of prosperity and well-
being of single- and multifamily housing. Efficiency understood as the principles of rational
energy management, either regarding efficiency, where the main goal is to maximize the
effect (e.g., the use of RESs, energy savings, production volume), or regarding savings—as
minimization of outlays, operating costs—where it is characterized by the widest range
of content covered mainly due to the fact that it concerns the relationship between effects,
goals, inputs and costs. In economic theory, it is associated with the concept of the Pareto
optimum, i.e., a combination of goods at which the level of utility of all market participants
is maximum. Broadly understood improvement of energy efficiency refers to many aspects,
e.g., construction, professional energy industry, etc. This is an aspect within the meaning of
international documents in this regard, which is very important and fits into the world’s
energy policy until 2050, i.e., aiming at full decarbonization in relation to the use of fossil
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fuels and related emissions of harmful greenhouse gases and increasing the share of
renewable energy sources in the electricity and heat production sector. This is extremely
important not so much in the local aspect by ensuring prosperity, but also through business
aspects such as the competitiveness of buildings on the real estate market—those with very
high energy performance using RESs with very low costs of use and operation. Thanks to
these aspects, the sector of manufacturing enterprises can produce products more cheaply,
which means that the demand for products will be greater due to the lower price, without
losing the quality of the product in any way, but only reducing operating costs.

In the analyzed energy policies, there are several important relationships between
the individual, security in terms of feeling as well as energy, achieving a specific energy
efficiency. People are exposed to the influence of various factors that can threaten their
lives, health and reduce the comfort of their functioning. The issue of achieving and
maintaining the optimal state of security in given conditions and its sense is therefore one
of the fundamental goals of human activity. Security is not a constant and unchanging
value, one of the most important aspects of activities aimed at obtaining an appropriate
level of security is the systematic identification, observation, diagnosis and modification of
the conditions that create the secure environment.

In this publication, we have dealt with the energy efficiency policy in Poland and
Slovakia in the context of the well-being of the individual, which is directly related to the
individual housing sector. The reference and connection of these practices is cross-sectoral
and has a very wide meaning, affecting all sectors, not only the one related to housing
construction.

As we mentioned earlier, it is defined by the global energy policy, aimed at energy
transformation at a very high and demanding level, which is to lead to improved security
of societies in terms of well-being as well as improved energy efficiency, lowering the
operating costs of buildings and increasing the use of RESs, and changes must take place in
all sectors of life (e.g., housing, services, production) to make these forecasts a reality.

7. Conclusions

• The added value of this paper is 1. comparison of the state of the art in two coun-
tries, belonging not only to European Union, but also to the Visegrád Four (meaning
sharing the mutual past influenced by energy surplus), 2. application of adopted
state measures in Poland and Slovakia for usage of RESs and for improving energy
efficiency in a case study (combination of administrative procedures and energy sav-
ing calculation), 3. linking the expected global savings and benefits of RES use to
increasing individual well-being (or, conversely, pointing out that the use of RESs in
family houses is important for increasing individual well-being, which in turn leads
to savings and a positive effect on increasing energy efficiency). The cases shown
directly show how we can achieve energy and economic well-being. Reducing energy
consumption in buildings directly translates into a reduction in operating costs, which
is a measure of the economic well-being of residents. The production of electricity and
heat from one’s own resources and renewable energy sources allows an increase in
energy and ecological welfare, along with independence from external energy sup-
plies. These two cases described with analytical examples show how to achieve energy
independence through the use of RESs, which translates directly into the economic
and energy well-being of residents.

• The low energy efficiency of single-family houses results in an increase in heating costs,
and thus also in the deepening of so-called energy poverty. This is a phenomenon
where homeowners cannot afford energy or energy services that provide the ability to
maintain the right temperature while using good-quality fuel. The energy efficiency
of buildings means saving energy, and reducing energy production means not only
financial savings, but also less environmental pollution.

• The use of RESs has many benefits—one of the most frequently mentioned and shown
is the reduction of monthly bills for the operation of the building, and one can gain
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greater independence from energy suppliers. Thanks to the installation, as in the case
of variant VIII—a heat pump and a photovoltaic installation—independence and a
sense of security and self-satisfaction increase, which also increases the value of the
property and its attractiveness for potential sale.

• The aim of the article is to show the possibility of achieving energy efficiency and the
associated well-being of the population. Case studies show in what direction heating
systems of single-family buildings should be modernized to meet the requirements of
increasing energy efficiency with the use of renewable energy sources. Thus, from the
perspective of national policies and strategies to increase energy efficiency and public
awareness in this area, it may be crucial to focus attention on promoting the individual
benefit of individuals and households in the form of increasing their individual well-
being. The theoretical review of the literature on the subject and the results of empirical
studies conducted by various entities in many countries show that investments in
energy efficiency result not only in lowering energy costs and reducing energy take-off,
but also improve air quality, living conditions and human health and well-being. In
the context of strengthening the positive impact of energy efficiency on human health
and well-being, it is extremely important to embed energy efficiency measures in
financial support mechanisms and support them in local communities. The situation
in Slovakia documents the European Union’s efforts to increase the use of RESs,
renovate buildings and thus reduce the energy intensity of individual housing. Due to
the current subsidy call, both for the use of RESs [63] and home insulation [65], which
are continuations of previous projects, it would be expected that the results on energy
savings from previously supported projects would be known. Slovakia has gaps in
this area as the latest data published by the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic
are for 2020. Moreover, these data refer to energy consumption in general, without
the possibility to determine the energy consumption for single-family houses (and
thus the possibility to identify through the trend of development the possible energy
savings due to projects supporting green households or house insulation). Neither
the Ministry of Economy nor the Ministry of the Environment provide information in
this respect. We consider this fact to be a significant shortcoming of the administrative
procedure. On the other hand, there is room for more comprehensive research on real
energy savings due to state support (in this case, it would be advisable in the future
either to conduct targeted interviews with beneficiaries of financial support or to carry
out comprehensive data collection through a questionnaire survey).

• Taking into account the whole spectrum of possibilities and information offered by
the case study and analysis of the energy efficiency of a single-family building, it
can be concluded that the use of renewable energy sources in construction in heating
and domestic hot water systems brings many benefits, looking through the prism of
sustainable energy consumption, the economic aspect and increased living comfort.

• In this respect, however, it must be noted that in both Slovakia and Poland there is a
lack of sufficient communication from the state (state policies) towards individuals
and households to link increasing energy efficiency and well-being of individuals.
Although we point out that the reduction of energy intensity through the use of
RESs has a direct impact on the reduction of energy costs (case study Poland), it
should be added that the reduction of energy intensity also represents an increase
in the comfort of living, satisfaction with the quality of housing, quality of life and
overall well-being. In the study, we did not investigate the perception of the owners
of family houses regarding the increase in their well-being. Our intent was to show
that state policies and state policy campaigns to increase energy efficiency should
reflect the impact of RES use on increasing individual well-being in addition to savings
on energy costs. Further research is also needed in this regard, especially through
the collection of primary data from owners of those family houses in which energy
efficiency improvements have already been made.
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• It is worth noting that the use of renewable energy sources gives measurable ben-
efits in every case of use in buildings, but the current demand for primary energy
poses new challenges for investors, which, as can be easily seen, can only be met by
renewable energy sources. A solution that could reduce EP, EK and EU coefficients
could be variant VIII, which would include a compressed air source heat pump with
a seasonal efficiency of 2.6, covering a total design heat load of the building of 7.5
kW in CO and DHW systems, inclusion of mechanical ventilation installation with
recuperation and powering all components and installations in the building from
a 9 kW photovoltaic installation, covering the demand of the entire building at the
level of 8400 kWh/year (Table 4). Improving energy efficiency is clearly related to the
improvement of the well-being of people using zero-energy buildings, among others,
through implementation of the idea of intelligent buildings ensuring high comfort of
use, safety and controlled energy consumption and high share of renewable energy in
the energy balance consumed by the building, which in turn determines low operating
costs of use.

• Thanks to the low costs of use, greater savings are generated, and this is directly due
to the improvement of energy efficiency of our building, the implementation of RESs
and independence from external energy supplies by providing electricity and heat
with our own energy sources.

• In order to meet the requirements in force from 1 January 2021 for residential buildings
specified in the current Regulation of the Minister competent for construction on the
technical conditions to be met by buildings and their location, it is necessary to use
RESs or connect them to an energy-efficient district heating network to which heat is
supplied from high-efficiency cogeneration or RESs. When modernizing buildings, it
is not always possible to take into account all the provisions of the above-mentioned
regulation, so the use of RESs in them will be rather sporadic. To sum up, it can be
clearly stated that in the next 10 years, most of the new and modernized buildings will
use RESs to achieve appropriate energy efficiency indicators. The use of renewable
energy sources also reduces the emission of combustion products as a result of reducing
the consumption of chemical energy contained in primary fuels. The reduction of
pollutant emissions (GHGs, dust, soot, BaP) released into the natural environment
is proportional to the amount of non-renewable final energy replaced by RESs and
the specific emissions of a given fuel consumed from a conventional source and the
emissions of an alternative installation using RESs. This can be expressed by the
difference between the emission of pollutants from a source and for a conventional
installation (baseline state) and the emission of pollutants for an alternative installation
based on RESs, which replaces this base state.

• Changes in the amount of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere when replacing
conventional energy sources in the building with sources using renewable energy
resources are shown in a single-family house example, consuming energy for central
heating and domestic hot water preparation. Promoting and recommending the
installations based on RESs in construction, in addition to improving the thermal
insulation of building partitions, has not only a significant impact on increasing energy
security but also achieving the required standards inside buildings with a lower
operating cost. Doing so produces optimal and economically viable results in the
lasting effects of non-renewable primary energy resources. Targeted and well-thought-
out actions to rationalize final energy consumption for buildings should no longer be
a challenge, but a necessary task in a sustainable low-carbon economy.

• Referring to the policies of both countries, it should be noted and emphasized that
relevant laws and programs are being implemented to improve energy efficiency
policies. The legal documents cited in the article are in response to the EU directives
that are applicable in all EU countries. The referenced and cited documents such
as PEP2040 and the NAPE (PL) became applicable in 2021. It is difficult to discuss
their effects on the population at present, and therefore their impact on improving
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social well-being. We noted a very large gap in the population’s knowledge of energy
efficiency in both countries. This is the added value of this paper, and it is not a
fundamental purpose. A comprehensive impact of legal acts and public perception on
energy efficiency in Poland and Slovakia will be possible in the near future, but not in
this phase.

• The analyzed national policies to promote the use of RESs by private households have
direct implications not only for individuals, households and individual well-being, but
also for the business environment. The promotion of business opportunities is very
significant in the context of the renewal schemes (focus on green households, house
insulation, various systems of central heating, ventilation, hot water and electricity
networks). The analyzed policies should help to revitalize the market for renewable
energy equipment in households. At the same time, they have the potential to create a
linkage between prospective production and technological capacities, subcontracting
relationships, as well as the necessary service support for the installed equipment. All
these steps also stimulate local employment growth, as the subsidies are allocated
regionally. Last, but not least, the analyzed policies should contribute to improving
the awareness and practice of RES installers and to increasing the interest in studying
related fields. Thus, in this context, policies promoting the use of RESs in households
not only have a positive impact on the well-being of individuals and entire households,
but also on the development of business opportunities and therefore indirectly on the
well-being of entrepreneurs. This area of linking energy intensity, household use of
RESs and the development of entrepreneurial opportunities is not elaborated in the
current literature, and represents a possible direction for future research.

• The EU has recently introduced ambitious new policies to persuade member states to
take action to improve the energy efficiency of buildings. The new regulations take
into account the fact that the main obstacle to building renovation is cost, including
buildings in the productive sector. Currently, about 75% of buildings in the EU are energy
inefficient. This means that we waste a significant portion of the electricity we use. It
is possible to reduce energy waste by renovating existing buildings and using smart
solutions and energy-efficient materials when constructing new buildings. Improving
the energy efficiency of buildings therefore plays a key role in achieving the ambitious
goal of carbon neutrality by 2050, according to the European Green Deal strategy [86].

• In summary, the analysis has shown that the study area lacks comprehensive information
on the basis of which it would be possible to show in more detail how the energy saving
policies of Poland and Slovakia affect the individual welfare of the population. Once the
data contained in public statistics are completed, it will be possible to analyze the impact
of the policies in question on the welfare of the population. However, the research gap
discovered through the analysis requires further research projects to be undertaken.
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Abstract: The coexistence of the need to improve economic conditions and the conscious use of
environmental resources plays a central role in today’s sustainable development challenge. In this
study, a novel integrated framework to evaluate the impact of new technological interventions
is presented and an application to smallholder coffee farms and their supply chains in Kenya is
proposed. This methodology is able to combine multiple information through the joint use of three
approaches: supply chain analysis, input-output analysis, and energy system modeling. Application
to the context of the Kenyan coffee sector enables framework validation: shading management
measures, the introduction of eco-pulpers, and the exploitation of coffee waste biomass for power
generation were compared within a holistic high-level perspective. The implementation of shading
practices, carried out with fruit trees, shows the most relevant effects from the economic point of
view, providing farmers with an additional source of income and generating $903 of work for every
million of local currency (about $9k) invested in this solution. The same investment would save
up to 1.46 M m3 of water per year with the eco-pulpers technology. Investing the same amount in
coffee-biomass power plants would displace a small portion of production from heavy-duty oil and
avoid importing a portion of fertilizer, saving up to 11 tons of CO2 and around $4k per year. The
results suggest the optimal allocation of a $100m budget, which can be affected by adding additional
constraints on minimum environmental or social targets in line with sustainable development goals.

Keywords: supply chain analysis; industrial ecology; energy modeling; development policies; devel-
oping countries

1. Introduction

Over the last decades, the interest in and evidence for the numerous interconnections
between energy, the environment, and society have gained increasing importance for the
international community. Processes and relationships among countries are becoming global
and evolving in a complex framework. In this context, it is no longer possible to consider
development strategies without adopting a systemic approach where social and techno-
logical aspects are jointly taken into account. In the last decade, the recognized relevance
of cross-sectoral linkages among economic sectors has driven research efforts towards
the expansion of energy-economic modeling. Moreover, the 2030 Development Agenda
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identifies energy access as a necessary precondition for human and social promotion, as
well as instrumental in fighting poverty [1].

The coexistence of the need to improve economic conditions, particularly in developing
countries, and the conscious use of environmental resources play a central role in the global
sustainable development challenge. To address this issue, an informed decision-making
process is essential and the support of the scientific community for policymakers may be
pivotal to foster innovative national development policies.

The adoption of a multidisciplinary framework would allow a comprehensive compar-
ison and evaluation of different policy-making decisions, that can affect the environment
and various energy, social, and economic sectors of the country.

Concerning agriculture, a key role is played by smallholder farmers, who produce
about 80% of the food consumed in Africa and Asia [2]. Usually, these producers are
characterized by a low level of productivity in the agricultural sector, which is today
globally responsible for over a quarter of greenhouse gas emissions, the use of half of
habitable land, and 70% of freshwater withdrawals [3].

The complexity of this problem has been recently tackled in the literature either by
combining multiple models in one unique framework or by adopting a macro-economic
perspective. In particular, the integrated framework of CLEWS has been presented and
adopted to demonstrate the added value brought by adopting an integrated approach, able
to capture multiple dimensions of sustainable development by describing the interaction
between energy, water, and climate models [4–7]. Some studies take advantage of the mul-
tiple opportunities offered by integrating physical life cycle assessment and input-output
models to analyze the economic, social, and environmental impacts of replacing conven-
tional liquid fuels with alternative energy sources on the countries’ economic systems [8,9].
Moreover, statistical regression analyses have been used in some studies to investigate
the effect of social and environmental factors and climate adoption strategies on African
farmers’ revenue [10]. However, not all the complexities of sustainable development can
be grasped by models: financial barriers could hamper climate-resilient investments, in
particular in Sub-Saharan Africa. A proper regulatory framework is required to narrow the
climate finance gap necessary for sustainable development but is difficult to be explicitly
represented in models [11].

There are rare attempts that follow a comprehensive cross-sectoral analysis by deeply
investigating the effects of technological innovation and new renewable energy resource
introduction not only on the economy and nature but also on the energy system in detail.
Therefore, to fully realize the sustainability of development opportunities in a specific
sector, impact assessments should not be limited to socioeconomic and environmental
indicators but incorporate explicit analysis within the energy sector of the country. The
need for a framework for addressing the multi-dimensional evaluation of not only climate
adoption strategies but also technological innovation on a specific supply chain emerges
from the literature.

The objective of this research is the formalization and application of a ComprehensIVe
and Integrated Country Study (CIVICS) framework able to assess the impact of policies
considering their multidimensionality, which may be used for supporting decision-making
in developing countries. The tools adopted are (i) supply chain analysis (SCA), (ii) the
input–output analysis model (IOA), and (iii) energy system modeling (ESM). The SCA
allows us to acquire insights into the supply chain of a specific local product considered
strategic for national economic development. It permits us to focus on bottlenecks and
hotspots undermining the supply chain’s overall performance. This analysis allows us
to identify strategies and improvement solutions that can be implemented to overcome
the main issues. With the aim of determining the environmental and economic impact
of the changes occurring with the adoption of the analyzed interventions, an IOA model
is adopted, and to increase the level of technological detail in characterizing the energy
response to changes, a dedicated ESM is needed. In particular, the capability of evaluating
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energy planning strategies in synergy with the analyzed economic policy, enabled by the
integration among the models, represents an important added value.

The peculiarity of this research approach relies on the integration process mentioned.
The adopted tools are combined in an ad-hoc developed system allowing the decision-
makers to assess the multiple impacts of their national strategies and to identify them in
the sustainable development framework.

This unique framework is applied in the context of developing African economies
with a focus on the coffee sector in Kenya, which is one of its major economic pillars.
Despite the decrease in coffee production and exports, local policymakers are concerned
about supporting the coffee industry. The reason behind the decrease in the productivity
of this sector are various but, in this study, the focus is on endogenous reasons that can
be associated with the poor management and governance of the cooperative system and
poor technological innovation. Therefore, first, a supply chain analysis is carried out to
identify the potential interventions for improving productivity. Then, these interventions
are applied by modeling the whole Kenyan economy, adopting a social accounting matrix
developed by JRC [12] to represent all the transactions among the relevant economic agents.
Finally, the role of the produced biomass from the wet processing of coffee as an energy
resource is analyzed by accurately modeling the Kenyan electricity system.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: in Section 2, the methodological
approach is presented; in Section 3, the first case study is introduced and the methodology
is calibrated on its peculiarities, contextually providing the lesson learned from the SCA
and suggested interventions; in Section 4, results are analyzed and conclusions derived.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Interaction among the Tools within CIVICS Framework

Supply chain analysis (SCA) can be considered the first step of this framework. It
consists of the process of investigating and studying the role and contribution of each
economic agent (actors such as producers, traders, and consumers, as well as legal entities
such as businesses, authorities, and development organizations) along a supply chain, that
contribute directly to the generation of a final product or service. This activity involves the
evaluation of every stage of the supply chain, starting from the raw materials or intermedi-
ate product acquisition and finishing downstream, after all the stages of transformation
and increase in value, at the final delivery of the product to the consumer [13]. The need
for such analysis can be easily understood when considering the rise of globalization
and global trading. In the global supply chain, the developing countries usually play the
role of supplying the raw materials to the more industrialized countries, due to a lack of
know-how and expertise regarding the processing steps of a product. These countries
mostly face problems affecting the performance of the supply chain which include the
instability of governments and policies, corruption, labor-intensive industries, deteriorated
infrastructures, the limited use of new technologies, underemployment, child labor, and the
low education level of the population [14]. The fragmented market on which many supply
chains of developing countries are based, alongside the low access to quality services and
information for all the stakeholders of the supply chain (particularly small producers) and
the informal economy somehow regulating many steps of the chain make it difficult to
collect precise and accurate information to carry out a rigorous study of the supply chain
of a specific product. Therefore, in this research, a customized methodological approach to
SCA in developing countries, which has been developed by the authors [13] based on the
steps shown in Figure 1, is adopted.
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Figure 1. SCA methodological steps. Source: [13].

After investigating the bottlenecks in the supply chain of the determined local products,
the identified strategies are implemented through IOA. This approach represents a suitable
and comprehensive industrial ecology methodology for evaluating a structural change in
a determined supply chain while considering the implications on the complex network
of interlinkages among different economic sectors [15]. IOA refers to a macroeconomic
analysis approach based on the study of the sectoral interrelations of an economy [16] and
requires the use of input–output tables, economy-wide databases able to capture the flows
of monetary value between different sectors.

The model adopted in this research is a demand-driven input-output model based
on Supply and Use Tables (SUT). As it has been shown by Lenzen, the framework offered
by SUT can be adopted to directly perform impact analysis [17,18]. The authors invite the
reader to the A3 section of the Supplementary Material S1 for more technical details.

In this framework, it is possible to assume a change in a specific interrelation between
two economic activities of a supply chain by intervening in a specific coefficient. Since
the objective of this work is to evaluate the impact of a technological change related to
both implementation and use, it is required to distinguish every intervention in those
two steps. In both cases, there will be an impact on socio-economic factors (linked with
production through the matrix of monetary exogenous coefficients f ) and environmental
extensions (linked with production through the matrix of physical exogenous coefficients e),
respectively, F and E.

• Investment assessment: in this step, it is required to characterize all the commodities
needed to have the technology produced and installed (e.g., the cost of machinery and
the required training course). From a modeling point of view, this will be translated by
simply adding the required commodities to the final demand vector. The investment
will be handled, as shown in (1), with the current technology assessment (no subscript
identifies baseline data, while subscript i identifies investment data);

• Operation assessment: in this step, it is required to describe all the cross-sectoral
changes that are occurring due to the installed technology. The structural change in
operation will influence, as shown in (2), how the baseline final demand is delivered
(subscript o identifies data after the implementation of the intervention). These changes
may be translated to the model in the following ways:

a. Change in the use coefficients matrix (u, the use side of matrix z): a specific
variation of u can reflect a change in how much input of a certain commodity is
required for one unit of output (e.g., machinery, not used in the baseline, will
directly increase the consumption of diesel in a certain activity).

b. Change in the satellite account coefficients matrices (f and e): a specific variation
of f or e can reflect a change in activity intensities (e.g., machinery, not used
in the baseline, will directly emit an additional amount of CO2 emissions in
performing a certain activity).

c. Change in the market share matrix (v, the make side of matrix z): a specific
variation of a v coefficient represents how much of each activity is required every
time a certain commodity is demanded. Therefore, a change in the v matrix
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could be used to model the change in the productivity of a specific activity. In
fact, productivity is how much output is produced for each unit of input, or, in
the case of a demand-driven model, how much input is needed to deliver the
same output (e.g., the physical productivity of coffee plants increases because of
the introduced technology).

ΔFi = f [

Xi︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − z)−1 Yi]− f [

X︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − z)−1 Y]

ΔEi = e [(I − z)−1Yi]−e [(I − z)−1 Y]

(1)

ΔFo = fo [

Xo︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − zo)

−1 Y]− f [

X︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − z)−1 Y]

ΔEo = eo [(I − zo)
−1Y]−e [(I − z)−1 Y]

(2)

Note that a variable with one underline identifies a vector, while one with a double
underline identifies a matrix. A variable in capital letters has absolute units (e.g., M$ or
Gg), while one in small letters has output-specific units (e.g., M$/M$ or Gg/M$).

Where X and Y represent the total production of commodities and industrial activities
and the final demand of commodities, respectively, z symbolizes the supply and use
representation of the technological structure of the economy and I is the identity matrix
of the same dimensions of z. The calculation is carried out through an openly available
Python-based tool for performing input–output analyses, called MARIO [19].

Eventually, in order to understand the required energy system planning to align
with the identified technological changes in the supply chain of the determined local
products, a model of the energy system is adopted. ESM consists of the practice of building
a mathematical representation of a physical energy system in order to understand its
dynamics and reaction to interventions or future scenarios. It can be summarized as a
discipline to support energy policy and long-term strategic energy planning decisions with
insights generated by models. In particular, for this work, it is possible to narrow the
discussion to engineering models for energy systems sizing, investment planning, and
operation or dispatch optimization. The selected modeling framework is the open-source
software Calliope [20], a “linear programming framework for spatial–temporal energy
system optimization” [21]. The framework allows for a 1-year modeling horizon, works
with 1 h resolution, and is based on the power nodes model, meaning that the geographical
resolution of the model is left to the modeler, depending on the specific needs. A power
node is created to represent a region, an area, or a building, where energy can be produced,
consumed, and transferred from one another. The advantage of being able to customize
the modeled power nodes is that the geographical scope and resolution representable with
the framework is completely up to the necessities of the modeler and able to adapt to the
availability of data, often a critical aspect when modeling systems in developing economies.
In this research, the spatial resolution of our modeling is set to the national scale.

In Figure 2, a set of possible interactions between the tools, which summarize the
approach, is outlined. As it is mentioned, in the presented configuration, IOA, a fit-for-
purpose modeling approach of Industrial Ecology [22], acts as a bridge between a robust
characterization of the supply chain under investigation and detailed modeling of the
energy system. Indeed, thanks to the exchange of information between SCA and IOA, (as
the outputs of the SCA are input for the IOA), it is possible to evaluate impacts at the social,
economic, and environmental levels of the formulated improvement strategies. Further-
more, the integration of results between IOA and ESM permits us to formulate an energy
strategy ad hoc for these interventions, addressing sustainable development objectives.
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Figure 2. CIVICS Integrated Modeling Framework.

2.2. Evaluating and Comparing Interventions within the CIVICS Framework

The scope of the CIVICS framework is to evaluate economic development opportu-
nities in a specific socio-economic context from a country perspective. At the same time,
it is possible to assess how these opportunities are configured with respect to national
environmental objectives. In this sense, the approach should be seen as a way to coherently
compare investment opportunities within the same limiting modeling assumptions.

Each opportunity is identified by a possible technological intervention. This interven-
tion has an impact not only on the sector in which the direct change takes place but also
on its interlinked activities. In real life, these changes occur while many other interrelated
activities change in magnitude or in the needed input mix. The model is a representation of
an approximated reality where it is possible to isolate the effect of each specific intervention.

If an intervention is beneficial in reducing the amount of input required for delivering
the same products and services that were produced and delivered in the baseline case,
this means that the intervention could be used to unleash the potential for expanding the
production, increasing the wages, or improving the margins. Since it is not possible to
evaluate the potential effects of these potential political choices, it is preferred to build up a
general economic indicator that considers the total savings triggered by each intervention
with respect to the required level of investment.

The name of this indicator, defined in (3), is Policy Return on Investment (PRoI), and rep-
resents the expected yearly economic return on the investment from a national perspective,
considering all the direct and indirect implications of changing the sectoral interdepen-
dencies on the shape of each intervention. The yearly economic return embodies not only
the savings in the form of economic factors from the sector where the intervention occurs
(e.g., being more productive leads to using less capital land per unit of output) but also
in the form of avoided import (e.g., the new configuration implies a self-production of
an organic fuel that replaces a fraction of the imported oil) and avoided internal input
request (e.g., trees are introduced for their shading potential but they also produce locally
consumed fruit as a by-product which substitutes a fraction of bought food).

PRoI =
Savingso [M$/y]
Investmenti [M$]

= PPBT−1 (3)

The inverse of PRoI is the Policy Pay-Back Time (PPBT) and represents the number of
years needed to repay the investment faced. It should be underlined that this repayment
time must not be compared with entrepreneur-level repayment time, which is based on an
individual investment perspective.

PRoI or PPBT are therefore used as a general economic indicator that reports the level
of increase in the economic efficiency of the country involved in each intervention. Of
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course, there are many other possible case-specific indicators that can influence the choice
between taking the investment opportunity or not.

For the sake of consistent comparison, each of these indicators should be referred to
on the basis of the same functional unit. A functional unit is a quantified description of
the function of a product or service that serves as the reference basis for all calculations
regarding impact assessment [23]. In this case, and as a general rule, the same level
of investment could be used as a functional unit to coherently compare interventions,
providing useful insights for policymakers for each relevant dimension. This application of
CIVICS will be referred to as Integrated Multidimensional Analysis.

Furthermore, this approach could be extended by adopting linear optimization tech-
niques, which can turn into a Policy Goal application of CIVICS. In fact, assuming linearity
between investment level and savings, therefore neglecting possible non-linear depen-
dencies between the magnitude of the intervention and the relative costs and benefits,
it is possible to build an optimization problem shaped on policy-maker objectives. For
example, as can be seen by the set of inequalities in (4), it is possible to have a mix (mix) of
interventions expressed in millions of investments that meet budget constraints and social
and environmental objectives while minimizing the amount of input required to deliver
the same final demand (i.e., maximizing savings).

Max
(

mixT PRoI
)

s.t. mixT 1 ≤ Budget
mixT ij ≥ Minimum_social_or_environmental_objectivej ∀j

(4)

where ij represents the net intensity change expected with respect to social or environmental
objective j. Note that all the underlined variables are vectors with dimensions as big as the
number of possible interventions.

A more detailed description of the methodological approach can be found in the
Supplementary Information (Supplementary Material S1).

3. Case Study

3.1. Agriculture in Kenya: Addressing the Supply Chain Analysis of the Coffee Sector

Over the last years, the Kenyan Government, in an attempt to strengthen the com-
mitment toward sustainable development, has promoted key public investments based
on four priority development pillars, namely: (i) enhancing food and nutrition security,
(ii) providing affordable housing, (iii) increasing manufacturing and agro-processing, and
(iv) achieving universal health coverage. The agriculture sector has a pivotal role in usher-
ing in these sustainable economic development ambitions. Agriculture is not only central
to the achievement of “a globally competitive and prosperous country with a high quality
of life by 2030”, but it is also expected to deliver on Kenya’s global commitments, including
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [24,25]. Nowadays, agricultural incomes (from
crops, livestock, and fishing) account for 64% of the income sources of the poor and 53% of
incomes for the non-poor (The World Bank, 2019a). Moreover, the sector establishes the
industrialization framework by supplying raw materials to other industries (over 75% of
industrial raw materials) and it lays the foundation of numerous off-farm activities, such
as logistics and research [26]. In fact, agriculture contributed indirectly to 27% of the GDP
in 2019, through the linkage with manufacturing, distribution, and other service-related
sectors [27].

However, despite having one of the highest productivities in Eastern Africa, a large
share of agriculture in Kenya is still prone to harvest failure (as caused by drought in 2019),
being for the most part rainfed. For this reason, ongoing policy and institutional reforms are
focusing on stabilizing agricultural output and reducing the risks, by supporting irrigation
schemes, post-harvest losses management, and input markets.

In particular, the coffee sector in Kenya relies on a well-developed logistics hub, where
all the main international traders, as well as a large pool of coffee experts, from farming
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to marketing, logistics, and trading are represented. However, Kenya contributes a small
share to the global coffee market and accounts for 11.7% of African production. Despite
the fact that coffee is still one of the strategic products for the Kenyan domestic economy,
its role has been downgraded over the last decades. This decline follows a downward
trend in production, which is expected to drop to a new record low for 2019–2020 (around
39,000 tons), as affected by the prolonged drought and low returns. In addition, and
similarly to other coffee-producing countries, price volatility and significant fluctuations
have deterred Kenyan producers and other value chain actors from making the necessary
investments for increasing competitiveness, productivity, and production [28].

Average national productivity for Arabica coffee in Kenya is estimated at around
300 kg/ha of clean coffee for smallholder farms, which is low compared to average
yields for Arabica worldwide (698 kg/ha) and in neighboring countries, such as Rwanda
(1160 kg/ha) and Ethiopia (995 kg/ha) [29,30]. This gap may be the result of different
factors such as sub-optimal or obsolete agricultural practices, the scarce availability of
technical skills and knowledge, limited access to inputs and technologies (such as modern
coffee varieties, chemicals, fertilizers, irrigation), and land size. At the same time, the high
incidence of pests and diseases, such as coffee berry disease and leaf rust, remains a major
issue, affecting cost and yields for most growers in Kenya [28,31,32].

Addressing the main outputs of the SCA, three interventions to enhance the sustain-
ability and the value addition of the supply chain were identified for the CIVICS framework,
in particular:

a. The introduction of shading management practices via trees, through intercropping in
coffee plantations (shading trees);

b. The introduction of innovative water-saving pulping machinery for the wet milling
process (eco-pulpers);

c. The exploitation of coffee wet-processing waste as a source of biomass for energy and
fertilizer production (biomass).

These interventions have been contextualized considering Kenya’s specific back-
ground, whether they have been already implemented or not in similar cases, and the
existence of technologies easily available, in order to provide a set of realistic interventions.
Furthermore, since the lowest level of coffee productivity is observed within smallholder
production, all the interventions have been modeled as if they took place at the rural
cooperative level.

3.2. Applying CIVICS Methodology to the Coffee Sector in Kenya

In order to model the Kenyan economy, it is required to represent it in such a way
that economic agents’ transactions could be accounted for entirely. In this research, the
SUT, reported in Figure 3, is built from the information of the social accounting matrix
(SAM), developed by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) [33], extended with EORA’s national
environmental extension for the same period (i.e., 2014) [34]. This SAM has been selected
because of its recently updated data and for the characterization of household activities as
a contribution to the local economy. This is very important when it is required to model the
agricultural sector in a developing economy such as Kenya’s, especially when analyzing
the coffee sector, where smallholder production is extremely relevant.

The present structure, in the form of the observed exchanges during the year 2014,
works as a baseline on which technological interventions have been modeled.

From the SCA, three possible interventions to improve the coffee sector have been
identified. The technical details of the modeling of the following interventions are provided
in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Material S2), while here a general
overview is provided.
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Figure 3. Structure of the SUT input–output model adopted in this research.

a. Shading management via trees

Optimal coffee-growing conditions include cool to warm tropical climates, good rain-
fall, and rich soils. Rising temperatures and recurrent droughts, experienced by many
regions in the world as a result of climate change, represent a challenge for coffee produc-
tion. Therefore, adaption practices are required in order to reduce the risks and the decline
in coffee productivity. Among those, coffee shading (so-called shade-grown coffee) repre-
sents a climate-smart practice, which is gaining popularity, especially within small-holder
contexts. Data sources of this intervention are reported in Table 1.

In the framework of this study, Coffee-Banana Intercropping (CBI) was considered.
Research conducted in different contexts in Sub-Saharan Africa [35,36] proved that CBI
systems can bring multiple benefits for smallholders, in particular:

• Increased resilience to climate change and extreme weather events;
• Increased incomes and improved food and nutrition security;
• Improved plant growth and enhanced coffee quality;
• Reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.

Potential disadvantages and barriers to the adoption of CBI were also pointed out:

• Negative impact on physical yield;
• High level of initial investment.
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Table 1. Input parameters for shading tree management intervention.

Description Value
Unit of

Measure
Reference

Number of coffee plants 1800–2200 1 Plants/hectare [28]

Fraction of shading trees to
coffee plants 25 % [37]

Cost of purchasing a
shading banana plant 1.3 $/plant [38]

Cost of planting a shading
banana plant 0.13 $/plant

Estimation: a 10% cost
over purchasing
was assumed.

Banana yield 15 kg/plant [39]

Banana price 0.065 $/kg [39]

Reduction in physical yield
(optimum level of shading) 8–15 % [37]

Reduction in monetary
yield (potential
price growth)

2 % [36]

Increase in the total soil
carbon stocks 3.8 ton/ha [36]

Reduction in required
capital-machines 27 % [40]

Growth in demand
for labor 38 % [40]

Useful life of the
shading plants 20 years

Estimation: multiple
banana trees emerging

from the same rhizome in
a couple of decades

1 In an intercrop system, the plant population is going to be less than the actual number in Kenyan coffee
monocrops, which is reported at around 2500 plants per hectare.

b. Eco-pulper for wet milling process

The pulping process is the last step of green-coffee production which takes place
before drying. In the first step of the wet process, the skin and the pulp of the cherry are
removed by a pulping machine, separating the pulp from the seed. Washing clears all
remaining traces of pulp from the coffee seeds, which are then dried either by exposure to
sunlight on concrete terraces or by passing through hot-air driers. The dry skin around the
seed, called the parchment, is then mechanically removed, sometimes with polishing. This
process takes place in the so-called wet mills and can affect the quality of coffee as a result
of poor pulping. Losses incurred could be significant, but there are no available data to
indicate their extent [28].

Pulping is normally based on a large water withdrawal and discharge, representing
a risk for the sustainability of the process as well as for the communities living in the
surroundings. Nowadays, available technology, the so-called eco-pulper machinery, is
able to drastically reduce the impacts on water sources by minimizing water consumption
and wastewater production. These machines can process up to 1 ton/h, reducing the
processing time, serving several farms which can actually share the financial risk associated
with the investment, and increasing the use of petroleum-based fuel. Data sources of this
intervention are reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Input parameters eco-pulpers intervention.

Description Value Unit of Measure References

Cost of
eco-pulping machine 1430 $ [41,42]

Cost of delivery 46 $
Estimation: a 10% cost

over purchasing
was assumed.

Required power 1.1 kW [41,42]

Capacity of the machine 0.5 tons of coffee/h [41,42]

Efficiency of the machine 30 % [41,42]

Decrease in water footprint 85 % [41,42]

Number of smallholders to
be covered by
each machine

300–600 Smallholder/machine

Estimation: based on
coffee fields productivity,

proximity, and
machinery capacity.

Productivity increase 0–2.5 %

Estimation: assumed on
the basis of field
interviews and

expert judgments.

Carbon intensity of the
eco-pulpers

electricity consumption
0.27 kgCO2/kWh [43]

Useful life of the
eco-pulpers 10 years

Estimation: based on
similar machinery’s

expected life.

c. Exploiting biomass from coffee organic waste

As previously mentioned, from the SCA it has emerged that the wet processing
generates waste, such as water and exhausted biomass. As also supported by observations
in both Ethiopia and Kenya [44–46], waste, if not properly managed and discharged into
the environment without any treatment, can affect the environment and pose a risk to
communities. Data sources of this intervention are reported in Table 3 and the Logical
Structure of the intervention reported in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Structure of the “exploiting biomass” proposed implementation.

Following the principles of the circular economy, the proposed intervention aims at
taking advantage of the waste biomass by feeding an anaerobic digester coupled with
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a biogas upgrader to produce bio-methane [47]. It is noteworthy that, in addition to
the production of biogas, the anaerobic digestion of agricultural waste also produces an
organic residue, namely digestate, which is rich in nutrients. If this digestate is utilized in
plant production, nutrients will be reintegrated into the soil nutrient cycle, contributing to
maintaining soil quality and fertility. The utilization of digestates may replace or at least
reduce the use of mineral fertilizers, since they usually are rich in plant-available nutrients
such as ammonium (NH4

+), phosphate (P), and potassium (K) [48,49]. Moreover, the re-use
of digestate for plant production, including coffee, is of particular interest to the Kenyan
economy, being that fertilizers are massively imported into the country and on which the
domestic agricultural sector relies heavily [50].

Table 3. Input parameters for biomass powerplant intervention.

Description Value Unit of Measure Reference

Specific cost of
biodigester 10,000 $/Nm3/h

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

industrial players’ judgments.

Specific cost of storage 0 $/Nm3
Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

industrial players’ judgments.

Specific cost
of generator 500 $/kW

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

industrial players’ judgments.

Electricity production
in one year by

new plants
80 GWh Energy modeling

output (Calliope) 1

Carbon intensity of
electricity production

from heavy fuel oil
0.27 kgCO2/kWh [43]

Efficiency of the old
diesel generators to

be replaced
0.4 - Estimation: average efficiency

of diesel generators.

Biomass to
fertilizer rate 0.3 -

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

expert judgments.

Labor cost 2 37.5 [51]

Size of biodigester 250 Nm3/h
Estimation: assumed on the

basis of biomass plant
characteristics.

Size of generator 25,000 Nm3
Estimation: assumed on the

basis of biomass plant
characteristics.

Size of storage 1 MW
Estimation: assumed on the

basis of biomass plant
characteristics.

Increase in use of
transport commodity

by cooperatives
30% -

Estimation: assumed based on
coffee fields and biomass

plant proximity.

Useful life of
the machines 25 years

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of biomass

plant characteristics.
1 To be changed for every different number of Gensets. 2 Considering 2 technicians, one process engineer, and one
electrical and power engineer per each plant.
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The wet-mill process produces two different kinds of biomass waste, namely pulp
(assumed to be 200% of the weight of the final green coffee production) and parchment
(assumed to be 20% of the weight of the final green coffee production). The amount of
waste produced refers to [52], who performed a specific analysis on the coffee industry of
Kenya. The intervention proposes to collect the biomass waste at the mills level for biogas
production, installing a power-producing machine in 17 mills.

The power produced by such machines is assumed to be injected into the national grid,
and the fertilizer produced to enter the national market. Given the extreme seasonality of
the availability of the coffee waste biomass, it is necessary to account for a storage system,
in which the bio-methane is stored to allow the electricity generation to be carried out all
year long. The impact of such intervention is explored with a twofold approach, taking
advantage of the two modeling strategies presented in this work. Through the energy
system model of the country, it is possible to assess how the national electricity system
reacts to the new generating technologies, integrating them into the energy mix, and to
observe how and when this energy is used, while the IOA permits us to estimate the
impacts on the economy of changing the inputs to the electricity sector and avoiding the
import of a part of the fertilizers required by the smallholder coffee cooperatives.

4. Results and Discussion

In order to guarantee a coherent comparative analysis, the same investment level of
KES 1 million, corresponding to approximately $9k, is adopted for the analysis.

Within this modeling structure, assuming a policy goal and a set of implementation
strategies, it is possible to adopt the two applications of the CIVICS framework, depicted
in Section 2.2.

• Integrated Multidimensional Analysis: evaluate the impact of different interventions and
create a set of comparable and case-specific indices. In the present case, the focus is on
six indicators, which are connected to as many SDGs.

• Policy Goal: find an optimized mix of strategies that is compliant with policy-makers’
main concerns while respecting other policy objectives. For this specific case study,
a budget constraint of $100m is set. In this case, the maximization of the savings of
economic production factors is first compared in the absence of further constraints
and then subjected to one on green-water savings and reduction in CO2 emissions.

Figure 5 represents an exhaustive summary of the Integrated Multidimensional Analysis,
including six indicators by which the impact of various applied interventions is compared.
In the following, a detailed description of the change in each indicator by the proposed
strategies is reported.

• Required workforce: It represents the amount of additional labor, by means of required
wages expenditure for $9k of investment. In this study, it can be noticed that introduc-
ing shading trees leads to the most dominant positive increase in local labor impact.
In fact, the sectors associated with the harvesting and maintenance of banana trees
are characterized by more labor intensiveness compared to the other interventions.
This could have desirable effects in getting close to the objective depicted by SDG 8,
introducing positive conditions to enable economic growth and decent jobs.

• Avoided import: Although being resilient to external shocks can play a role in im-
proving the economic conditions of a country, it is not easy to put into practice when
the considered economy is largely dependent on the import of crucial commodities
(e.g., petroleum). The biomass intervention in this research permits one to decrease
this dependence by the local production of a non-negligible share of imported prod-
ucts. Furthermore, extracting value from coffee waste, which was formerly an un-
exploited resource, is aligned with SDG 12, ensuring a sustainable production and
consumption pattern.

• Land saving: This indicator is associated with SDG 6, which promotes the sustainable
use of terrestrial ecosystems and avoids land degradation. Land-use reduction by
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installing eco-pulpers is highly dependent on the assumed new productivity, influ-
encing, importantly, the number of new inputs saved per unit of production. On the
one hand, eco-pulpers allow for a more resource-efficient conversion of coffee berries
into green coffee, reducing waste per unit of output. On the other hand, intercropping
makes land use more efficient by exploiting banana–coffee synergies.

• Emission saving: Carbon emissions are considerably reduced by adopting biomass
intervention due to the shift in electricity mix from heavy fuel oil to biomass combus-
tion, which follows the climate action proposed by SDG 13. In fact, the activity of the
highly carbon-intense heavy fuel oil is limited by substituting part of the fixed overall
electricity production by means of the new—according to modeling assumptions,
carbon-neutral—power production technology.

• Water-saving: This impact is extremely relevant when wet mills are substituted by
eco-pulpers, allowing for the sustainable management of water introduced by SDG 6.
Eco-pulpers are increasing the overall efficiency of the process (which is also true for
the shading trees intervention) and heavily reducing the amount of water required
per unit of processed coffee.

• PROI: Considering shading management intervention, the main economic benefit is
associated with the introduction of additional revenue-generation activity, which is the
production of bananas coming out of the shading trees. This benefit compensates for
the reduction in coffee productivity in cooperatives, leading to a higher Policy Return
on Investment compared to the other strategies. On the other hand, the annual return
on investment in eco-pulper intervention is mostly due to the savings coming from
the direct impact of the increase in the productivity in cooperatives on the economic
factors of this sector. Although the adoption of biomass resources does not increase the
physical productivity of coffee, the reduction in imports of petroleum and fertilizers
due to the intervention leads to an annual saving of around $20m.

Figure 5. Comparison between performance indicators representing the net yearly gain from every
intervention assuming the same level of investment (i.e., KES 1 million corresponding to nearly $9k)
in average scenarios (bar height). The end of the scale corresponds to the highest value among the
considered options within the sensitivity cases (error bars), while PRoI is expressed as defined in
Equation (3) using KES 1 million as the denominator. MCM stands for million cubic meters.
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More detailed results are represented separately in the Supplementary Information
(Supplementary Material S3) of this paper where the reader can refer to the impacts on the
activities and also carbon emissions in various sectors alongside the changes in the import
of different commodities due to each individual intervention.

For what concerns the Policy Goal application of the framework, a $100 m budget has
been set, allowing investments among the selected interventions, but the result may change
if environmental objectives are introduced (Table 4).

Table 4. Optimization choices when running the model with only budget and physical constraints
and when adding environmental objectives. The first percentage represents the budget allocation
while the second compares the amount invested with the maximum possible level of investment.

Without Env. Objectives With Env. Objectives

Eco-pulpers 0%, 0% 1%, 34%
Shading Trees 63%, 100% 50%, 79%

Biomass 37%, 73% 49%, 98%

When no environmental objectives are set, the logic is straightforward: the only limits
of the model are represented by physical boundaries, otherwise it would select only the
intervention with the highest PRoI. However, since it is not possible to cover with trees
more than the coffee plants, the budget is invested also in the second most profitable
intervention (i.e., biomass).

The introduction of environmental constraints, in this example in the form of a mini-
mum annual saving with respect to the baseline of circa 70 kton of CO2 and 300 Mm3 per
year, slightly modifies the intervention choices. Now, all the biomass potential is exploited
in order to reach the carbon reduction objective; similarly, the desired savings of water
can be reached only by adding eco-pulpers into the interventions mix. The selected mix of
interventions can be performed simultaneously and the combined results of the changes
introduced by the new technologies and practices can diverge from the linear behavior
assumed for finding the optimal mix.

An example of the combined effect of the intervention is represented by the employ-
ment consequences by skill level, driven by the investment of the $100 m budget if allocated
as proposed by the Policy Goal mode including environmental objectives.

As shown in Figure 6, investments in the coffee sector trigger labor increases in other
sectors all over Kenya, but the main change is associated with the increase in demand for
low-skill workers in the north area of the country (see public.flourish.studio/visualisation/
3338282/ accessed on 1 April 2022 for the interactive version of the map). It can be inferred
that policies that aim at increasing the occupation level in the most vulnerable population
share should be driven towards the coffee sector. This is particularly relevant since higher
shares of unemployment are among unskilled workers and the northern part of the country
is the one with the lowest wealth relative index [53]. Figure 6 shows, in particular, how
from the optimal allocation of the $100 m investment, unskilled workers in the northern
regions of the country are the category that benefits the most.

Furthermore, the same $100m of investment would not only positively impact the
social sphere but would also benefit the economic and environmental dimensions of
sustainability.
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Figure 6. Labor demand induced by all the $100m mix of interventions by skill level and region.

5. Conclusions

With the aim of providing a policy support system that is scientifically solid, evidence-
driven, and able to grasp the complexity related to the Water-Energy-Food Nexus and the
systemic nature of the challenges involved within the sustainable development challenge,
the CIVICS framework is presented in this study.

CIVICS, the ComprehensIVe and Integrated Country Study, intends to be a tool to
support the decision-makers of developing countries by evaluating the impact of the
proposed policies and framing them in the bigger picture of SDGs, while ensuring that the
desired local outcome is achieved. In this report, some possible applications of CIVICS
to different policy options for the coffee sector in Kenya are outlined in order to provide
examples of the potential of the approach.

In particular, attention can be drawn to the modularity and customizability of the
framework, making it flexible to the context in which it is applied, and suitable for evaluat-
ing policies that range from the national or regional level, down to very context-specific
local interventions. The model is offering different tools that can be used in synergy or as
stand-alone impact evaluation methods accordingly to the needs of the specific context.

In addition to that, it is worth highlighting how an interesting feature is to use CIVICS
as a benchmarker between policy interventions, offering the possibility to assign a series
of indicators to the proposed policies, in order to evaluate the proposals within a single
framework and provide insights based on their relevance with the SDGs, or other technical
and socio-economic references. Furthermore, it is possible to exploit an operational research
method to identify the optimal mix of interventions under a constrained budget to meet
the desired policy outcomes.

In conclusion, some key take-away messages can be derived from the presented
approach. In particular, it emerged how the use of an integrated framework is pivotal to
achieving the full potential of the adopted models, which gain strength and provide deeper
insights when coupled with the others. The double nature of the approach guarantees the
achievement of specific local goals, without overlooking international frameworks, such as
Agenda 2030, as a global blueprint for inclusive development.

The goal of this work is to propose a novel methodology, reproducible in other con-
texts and/or geographical areas. The source code and input data are therefore released
with an open license for transparency and reproducibility purposes [54]. They are made
freely available in the following repository: github.com/SESAM-Polimi/CIVICS-KENYA,
accessed on 1 April 2022.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en15093071/s1, Supplementary Material S1: Detailed Materials
and Methods; Supplementary Material S2: Proposed Interventions in Detail; Supplementary Material
S3: Detailed results by interventions; Supplementary Material S4: Supplementary Data.
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Abstract: Promoting energy efficiency is a key element of the strategic commitment of the European
Community. Prominent among the binding measures established by the 2012 Energy Efficiency
Directive to further this vision is the requirement for large companies to conduct energy audits
every four years. After receiving the second cycle of energy audit reports in December 2019, a
new description of the energy situation of Italian companies was made available. This presented
the previously inaccessible possibility of comparing the two situations reported in 2015 and 2019
to assess the development of energy efficiency practices in organizations subject to the legislative
obligation of energy audits in the country. To this end, in collaboration with the Italian National
Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development (ENEA), a project
was initiated with the aim of developing the tools and methodologies necessary to assess in more
detail the evolution that has occurred in the four years since 2015. In this paper, the findings
of the analysis conducted on a significant sample of companies in Italy are presented. Through
the design of a maturity model to assess the degree of progress achieved in a company’s energy
management, the results of the two situations were analyzed. The analysis was deepened by assessing
the progress achieved in different aspects of Energy Management: “Strategic Approach”, “Awareness,
Competence, and Knowledge”, “Methodological Approach”, “Organizational Structure”, “Energy
Performance Management and Information System”, and “Best Practices”. Furthermore, the observed
variations were statistically tested using a pairwise t-test to make statistical inferences about the
maturity of the total population of Italian enterprises under legislative obligation. The results have
shown an increase in overall energy management maturity in each maturity dimension.

Keywords: energy efficiency; energy audit; energy management; maturity model; energy efficiency
directive

1. Introduction

Energy efficiency promotion, the utilization of renewable sources, and pollutant
emission reduction are crucial components of the European Community strategy. In
October 2012, the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) was established with the aim of
achieving a 20% reduction in energy use before 2020 [1], energy efficiency target uploaded
by the 2018/2002 directive to 32.5% by 2030 (relative to 1990 levels) [2], defining a balanced
collection of binding measures and recommendations. The EED created a framework of
measures to promote energy efficiency and ensure that European goals are met, as well as
facilitate future advancements in energy efficiency after 2020. Article 8 of the framework
requires affected companies to conduct energy audits. Large and/or energy-intensive
organizations must provide these audits every four years and include details such as
facility location, corporate characteristics, manufacturing processes, and finished products.
In 2014, the Italian government implemented the EED through Legislative Decree No.
102/2014, expanding the requirement to include energy-intensive enterprises. The Italian
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National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development
(ENEA) is responsible for managing and implementing the EED framework in Italy and
uses the “Audit102” web portal to collect energy audits.

Energy audits are deemed the first step in increasing energy efficiency within an orga-
nization [3,4]. An energy audit, according to the European technical standard EN 16247, is
a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the energy performance of an organization,
equipment, systems, or processes. The purpose of the energy audit is to identify energy
savings opportunities and propose solutions to improve energy efficiency, reduce energy
consumption, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The energy audit process typically
includes a preliminary phase to gather information about the facility and stakeholders’ ob-
jectives, field work to collect data, analysis to identify areas of energy waste and inefficiency,
identification of energy saving opportunities and recommendations, and reporting [5]. The
results of an energy audit can help owners and managers make informed decisions about
investing in energy-efficient upgrades and can ultimately lead to significant energy and
cost savings [4,6].

In this context, the present paper reports relevant research findings aimed at gaining
insight into the current situation and the changes undergone by companies subject to the
legislative obligation of conducting mandatory energy audits. Indeed, a research project
was conducted in collaboration with ENEA, with the aim of developing the necessary
tools and methodologies to assess in more detail the evolution that has occurred in Italian
companies subject to mandatory energy audits.

In particular, in the present paper, the following research questions have been asked:

• RQ1: Has there been a change in the energy management practices of organizations
subject to mandatory energy audits in the timeframe between the two mandatory
energy audit cycles?

• RQ2: In reference to organizations subjected to mandatory energy audits, which
energy management areas have undergone changes in the timeframe between the two
mandatory energy audit cycles?

The novelty of this study lies in both the topic and the specifics of the research. Indeed,
to the authors’ knowledge, it is the first time that organizations subject to mandatory energy
audits have been analyzed in terms of the evolution of their energy management good
practices, focusing on aspects such as the development of energy monitoring system [7,8],
the implementation of EnPIs (Energy Performance Indicators) [9], and awareness and
training programs for personnel [9]. Moreover, the significance of the research also lies
in the scope of the analysis since it regards data from over 340 organizations which led
mandatory energy audits, with varying initial conditions and dimensions.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the background, de-
scribing the use of maturity models to evaluate energy management aspects; Section 3
describes the research methodology used; Section 4 presents the findings; Section 5 presents
the discussions; finally, Section 6 concludes the paper, highlighting the main results and
interesting insights for future developments.

2. Background

The tool chosen as the most suitable to be able to evaluate the change of energy
management practices in companies is the Maturity Model. In fact, maturity models are
widely used to assess the organizational status of the company in a specific area and
support the identification of potential areas for improvement. The concept of corporate
maturity was conceived in 1979 by Philip Crosby in the work titled “Quality is free” [10]
with the purpose of providing a tool for corporate management to measure, and therefore
control, the degree of quality management in the organization. The proposed instrument
was the “Quality Management Maturity Grid (QMMG)’. Subsequent to its first formulation,
the concept of maturity has evolved over time, thanks to the interest of both academics and
practitioners. Nowadays, the sectors in which maturity models are applied have expanded,
from project management to security management and sustainability [11]. For example, a
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2012 literature review identified 237 articles regarding the research on maturity models,
covering more than 20 different domains [12].

Becker, Knackstedt, and Pöppelbuß provided a clear definition of a maturity model in
2009 [13]: “A maturity model consists of a sequence of maturity levels for a class of objects.
It represents an anticipated, desired, or typical evolution path of these objects shaped as
discrete stages”. Therefore, a maturity model is used to represent an evolutionary path for
certain entities that may be represented by organizations or processes [13,14].

Maturity models are also tools suitable for the knowledge transfer process, since they
can define a specific improvement path based on an assessment of current conditions
and their comparison with relevant best practices [15]. They can often be configured in
self-assessment mode, allowing professionals and organizations to identify key areas for
improvement and actions to be taken.

Moreover, maturity models can be defined by different levels (or stages) of maturity
and by several structuring dimensions. Dimensions give a systematic representation of
the field of interest and should be defined so that they are distinct and representative of
all aspects of the activity/process for which maturity is being evaluated [16]. Therefore,
maturity models can be one-dimensional, multi-dimensional, or even hierarchical through
the use of subdimensions [17].

Finally, the main characteristics common to all maturity models are as follows [11]:

• Model structure—this can be “continuous” or “in stages”. For models in stages, each
maturity level is considered as the basis for the next level. In continuous models, the
approach to improvement is based on the development of processes’ capacities and is
ongoing and flexible [11,16,17].

• Methodology of analysis—this refers to the manner used to evaluate the organiza-
tion’s maturity.

• Reference to international standards—this can be beneficial for an organization that
already has applied an international standard to choose to use a maturity model that
is based on the same standard but, in contrast, other organizations could benefit more
from using a maturity model not tailored to a specific standard.

• Mode of assessment—this refers to the operational procedures used to conduct the
evaluation. Most models are characterized by the presence of questionnaires with
closed questions or grids. The number of questions is a compromise between a
thorough evaluation and the aim to appeal to even less structured and less experienced
organizations. Moreover, the possibility of self-assessment is an effective way to allow
even less aware organizations to obtain an overall assessment of their maturity.

• Results of the assessment—this refers to the differences in terms of results provided.
They may vary according to the degree of detail of the assessment (e.g., a simple num-
ber or a more structured report). Often, the results of the assessments are supported
by graphical tools to better convey the concept.

During the past decade, various models have been developed to evaluate the maturity
of organizations in energy management. These models differ in terms of their structure,
analysis methodology, reference to international standards, mode of assessment, results of
assessment, and domain. The most widely used model structure is staged, which is easier
for less mature organizations to understand. However, Carbon Trust developed both a
staged and a continuous structured model in 2011 [18]. Moreover, different assessment
methods have been used, such as workshops [19], interviews [20–22], and questionnaires.
The last typology is the most used since it enables organizations to self-assess their perfor-
mance independently, with varying degrees of depth (i.e., the number of questions ranges
from 15–20 [23–25] to 40–60 [11,18,26]). Furthermore, most models analyze single sites,
but Finnerty et al. have focused their attention on evaluating the maturity of multisite
organizations, defining a self-guided assessment comprising sections for both the specific
site and the overall organization [27,28]. Çoban and Onar had a similar focus but used a
fuzzy methodology to implement the assessment [29]. Moreover, Wehner et al. defined
a maturity model from a staged structure for the energy efficiency initiatives adopted by
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logistics service providers [30], while Benedetti et al. have focused on the management of
specific energy assets such as compressed air systems [15]. Finally, Jin et al. recently pro-
posed a maturity model to analyze the Chinese situation as well as that of other emerging
economies [31].

While different attempts to define models to assess the maturity of organizations in
energy management can be identified in the scientific literature, in this article, as described
by the following section, a new specific maturity model was defined in collaboration with
ENEA to evaluate how the dissemination of best practices in energy management has
evolved in companies submitted to mandatory energy audits [32].

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Summary of the Research Methodology

The research methodology used to evaluate the development of energy management
aspects in Italian companies, required to conduct mandatory energy audits, involved a
series of steps.

Firstly, a maturity model was designed to assess the changes in critical characteristics of
energy management in these companies. Subsequently, maturity assessment questionnaires
were delivered and collected from a significant sample of companies. The collected data
was then analyzed using main statistical tools, such as descriptive statistics and inferential
statistics, to identify patterns and trends in the data. Overall, this methodology enabled the
researchers to gain a comprehensive understanding of the evolution of energy management
practices in Italian companies and to draw meaningful conclusions based on the analysis of
the collected data (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Summary of the research methodology used.

3.2. Design of the Energy Management Maturity Model

The definition of the maturity model followed these methodological steps: definition of
the structure of the model, definition of analysis methodology, and definition of assessment
procedures. The most common structure found for the models examined was the staged
one, which was evaluated as the most suitable to allow one to carry out an assessment of
the evolution of maturity in the energy management of companies.

The proposed model was based on a model already developed by the authors, which
has, however, been heavily modified to make it suitable for the purpose of the project,
taking into account legislative and regulatory changes, changing the number of maturity
dimensions, questions, and associated answers [11].

It was decided to use 5 levels, the most common in existing models, as a good
compromise between the need for differentiation and the ease in the recognition of the
actual behaviors:

• Level 1—Elementary

Energy consumption is not considered relevant. In the organization, the energy
performance of the organization has never been evaluated.

• Level 2—Occasional

There is a tentative interest in the organization towards the issue of energy consump-
tion. Generally, there is a lack of adequate commitment and support from above, and energy
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efficiency is pursued in an occasional manner. The preliminary collection of consumption
data and energy costs might start.

• Level 3—Project-based

A first strategy is identified and targets are set. Typical of this stage is the execution
of an energy audit or the identification of specific opportunities for improvement. The
collection and evaluation of energy data is systematized.

• Level 4—Management

The company is led toward the development of an Energy Management System with
an adequate information system and monitoring and the development of a plan of activities
to achieve efficiency targets.

• Level 5—Optimized

Inside the organization, an Energy Management System is present and continuously
optimized, with the support of top management and the full involvement of the entire
organization. In the case of a model in stages it is necessary to establish the operational
mode to assess within the companies the achievement of different maturity levels (e.g.,
whether to reference to dimensions, targets, or processes such as the processes of ISO 50001).

In the proposed model, key aspects of energy management within an organization
have been defined and used to create 6 dimensions. Each level may contain aspects related
to the different dimensions of maturity. Below, the six maturity dimensions identified are
listed (Figure 2):

• Strategic approach (i.e., energy policy, measurable objectives, responsibilities, and
action plan) (SA);

• Awareness, competence, and knowledge (i.e., knowledge of the energy market, self-
generation systems, capability to manage relationships with energy suppliers and ser-
vices, equipment and materials providers, knowledge of the energy consumption struc-
ture of the site, analytical and statistical tools and methods of financial analysis) (ACK);

• Methodological approach (i.e., the consistency, continuity, and systematization of
planned actions) (MA);

• Organizational structure (i.e., relations within the organization and the approach used
to define and coordinate tasks) (OS);

• Energy performance management and Information Systems (i.e., measurement system,
data collection, analysis and reporting, energy performance indicator definition) (EPMIS);

• Best practices (i.e., standardization and optimization of activities and processes that
have an impact on the energy performance of the organization, such as maintenance
and usage of machines and systems, purchase, design, and plant modifications, risks
and opportunities assessment) (BS).

Figure 2. Representation of six maturity dimensions of the maturity model.

The assessment method chosen for the proposed maturity model was the self-assessment
guided through a questionnaire. The reasons for this are related to the intention to reduce
the risk of misunderstandings due to personal interpretations that could skew the results of
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the assessment while also enabling remotely data collection via web platform to promote
data collection. For each level, a number of questions associated with each dimension have
been identified, resulting in a total of 48 questions:

• 12 questions for Level 2;
• 14 questions for Level 3;
• 15 questions for Level 4;
• 7 questions for Level 5.

Since the first level is an elementary stage, it is not associated with any questions.
From levels 2 to 5, questions are associated with a series of responses to characterize the
specific level (the number of responses is equal to 4 for the first three levels, from second
to fourth, while it is equal to 2 for the last level). Each question is also associated with
maturity dimensions, as displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Association of each question of the maturity model and maturity dimensions.

Maturity Dimension Associated Questions

Methodological Approach

Level 2: Q04
Level 3: Q18; Q19
Level 4: Q27; Q36; Q37; Q38
Level 5: Q47

Strategic Approach

Level 2: Q01; Q02; Q05
Level 3: Q13; Q23
Level 4: Q28; Q39
Level 5: Q43

Best Practices

Level 2: Q11; Q12
Level 3: Q25; Q26
Level 4: Q32; Q33; Q34; Q41
Level 5: Q48

Awareness, Competence, Knowledge

Level 2: Q03; Q10
Level 3: Q16; Q17
Level 4: Q35; Q40
Level 5: Q45

Energy Performance Management and Information Systems

Level 2: Q07; Q08; Q09
Level 3: Q20; Q21; Q22; Q23
Level 4: Q30; Q31
Level 5: Q42

Organizational Structure

Level 2: Q06
Level 3: Q14; Q15; Q24
Level 4: Q29
Level 5: Q44; Q46

The organization that answers the questionnaire must choose the answer that better
reflects their situation. The answers are defined so that if an answer is true, the previous
ones are true. As a result, the score for each response can be calculated cumulatively. In
order to enable companies to assess how their approach to energy management has evolved
in the years between the two mandatory energy audit cycles, two answers are given for
each question:

• The first one, representative of the situation prior to the conduction of the energy
audit (2015);

• The second one, representative of the situation after the conduction of the second
mandatory energy audit (2020–2021).

The presentation of the results is achieved through three indicators:

• The global maturity index, a number between 1 and 5, which summarizes the overall
level of maturity of the organization;
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• The degree of coverage of the different levels;
• The development of maturity in different dimensions.

Thus, in accordance with the definition of the model, for every indicator two evalua-
tions are made: the first representative of the situation before the conduction of the first
energy audit and the second representative of the situation after the conduct of the second
energy audit cycle.

To improve the effectiveness of the model, its first draft was tested on a small sample
of companies by first letting each company answer the questions autonomously and then
establishing an interview with it. Thus, it was possible to verify the adequacy of the results
obtained and the ability of the tool to capture the changes undergone by the companies
over the years and identify the causes. Moreover, the questionnaire was shared during
several meetings with trade associations and ENEA. Their feedback was collected to assess
the comprehensibility of the questions and the reliability of the results.

To provide benefits to the companies undergoing the maturity assessment, we decided
to create a report describing the results of the analysis, highlighting the variation in global
maturity index and each maturity level and dimension, also suggesting the most crucial
areas to prioritize for their energy management improvement.

3.3. Data Collection

In the first months of 2021, with the collaboration of ENEA, the questionnaire for the
maturity model was published in online form in a private section of the same portal used
by Italian companies to submit their mandatory energy audit (https://audit102.enea.it/,
accessed on 20 March 2023). The delivery and collection of the maturity assessment
questionnaires was a success, making it possible to establish relevant results.

The number of companies in the database thus developed was 411 at the end of 2021.
Of this initial sample, 68 companies were discarded for two main reasons:

• Companies that did not answer all the questions in the questionnaire;
• Companies that carried out the questionnaire by answering for the “first audit cycle”

referring to a closer timeframe.

Thus, the sample analysed comprised 343 companies.
In Figure 3 it is possible to observe the distribution of the companies in the sample in

relation to the main economic sectors (that is, the NACE code [33]).

Figure 3. Display of the most represented NACE codes in the collected sample.

3.4. Data Analysis

To analyze the results of the maturity questionnaire given to the sample of Italian
companies, the main descriptive statistics were selected with the aim of identifying the
following information [34]: distribution, mean, and standard deviation.
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Subsequently, inferential statistics tools were used to expand the study.
For each company, having obtained two non-independent values for all the different

maturity parameters defined in the construction of the maturity questionnaire (one relating
to the situation prior to the first energy audit in 2015 and one relating to the current
situation), a statistical test for paired data was carried out. The aim was to assess whether
in the period between the first mandatory energy audit and the second mandatory energy
audit cycle the performance in terms of energy management had improved in Italian
companies. Therefore, it was investigated whether it was possible to assess in a statistically
significant manner that, for the parameters quantified by the maturity questionnaire, the
average of the population represented by Italian companies that have undergone mandatory
energy audits in compliance with the legislative obligation had increased.

First of all, the difference for each of the pairs of paired observations was calculated.
The hypothesis to be tested statistically is as follows:

H0 : μ2 − μ1 = δ ≤ 0(variable not increased) (1)

H1 : μ2 − μ1 = δ > 0(variable increased) (2)

with μ2 e μ1, respectively, the average values of the examined maturity index relative to the
situation after the second audit cycle (2020–2021) and relative to the situation before the
first energy audit cycle (2015).

If the test resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis ( H0 : δ ≤ 0) it would be
possible to conclude that from 2015 to the following situation, the specific maturity indi-
cator examined for companies subjected to mandatory energy audit has improved with
a significance level of 5%. Therefore, this test was carried out by analysing differences
between the situation before the 2015 energy audit cycle and the situation after the second
mandatory energy audit cycle, in relation to different variables:

• Global maturity index;
• Degree of coverage of maturity levels;
• Level of coverage of maturity dimensions.

Finally, to further explore the analysis and identify which specific aspects have changed
more significantly and which, on the contrary, have remained more stable over the years,
the variation of each individual question of the questionnaire was observed to assess how
much individual requirements have been met.

It should be noted that to be able to exercise statistical inference to draw statistically
valid conclusions about the entire population of companies that have complied with the
legislative obligation, the following assumptions are valid (in relation to the analysis of
paired data) [23,24]:

• The sample of companies is assumed to be statistically representative of at least the
entire population of companies subject to the legislative obligation;

• Subjects (in this case companies) must be independent. The measurements of one
subject must not influence the measurements of the others;

• Paired measurements must be obtained from the same subject;
• The measured differences must have a normal distribution, or the central limit theorem

must still be valid (sample size > 30–40 elements).

4. Results

4.1. Analysis of the Global Maturity Index

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the global maturity index distributions at the time of
the first audit (2015) and now (2021), after the second deadline of the legislative obligation.
As can be seen, the distribution of the maturity index has changed, moving to the right,
signifying an increase in the overall level of maturity of companies in energy management.
In Figure 5 the distribution of the change in the overall maturity index is also shown.
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Specifically, in the first cycle, the average value of the maturity index of the companies in
the sample was 2.27 (with a standard deviation of 0.85), while thereafter the average value
was 3.19 (with a standard deviation of 0.88).

Figure 4. Comparison of the distribution of the global maturity index in 2015 and after the second
round of energy audits (2020–2021).

Figure 5. Distribution of the difference in the overall maturity index between the two instances (first
audit cycle vs. second audit cycle).

In order to verify the actual statistical significance of the observed variation, a paired t-test
was then carried out in relation to the maturity index found in the two observed situations.

A t-test was performed for paired data to assess whether it was possible to conclude
that the population of companies in 2021 had a higher average overall maturity index than
previously in 2015. The p-value resulting from the analysis is less than 0.001 (2.68 × 10−72),
so it is possible to conclude that the maturity index of the companies subjected to the
legislative obligation has increased in these years with a significance level of 0.05.

4.2. Analysis of Maturity Levels

The analysis can be deepened by looking at how different levels of maturity have
evolved (Figure 6). Each level has increased in coverage by an average of 20–25%.
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Figure 6. Comparison of level of coverage of the individual levels in 2015 and after the second round
of energy audits (2021).

Figure 7 compares the box plots of degree of coverage of the individual levels in 2015
and after the second round of energy audits (2020–2021).

Figure 7. Box-plot comparison of the degree of coverage of the individual levels in 2015 and after the
second round of energy audits (2020–2021).

In Figure 8 a summary of the comparisons of maturity level coverage in 2015 and after
the second cycle of mandatory energy audits (2020–2021) is shown.

To verify the actual statistical significance of the apparent variation observed, a paired
t-test was performed on variations in the degree of coverage of the levels. The results are
reported in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, all p-values resulting from paired t-test were less than 0.001, so
it is possible to conclude that all maturity levels coverage for companies subjected to the
legislative obligation have increased in these years with statistical significance.
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Figure 8. Summary of comparisons of maturity levels’ coverage in 2015 and after the second round
of energy audits (2021): (a) distribution comparison for Level 2 coverage; (b) distribution comparison
for Level 3 coverage; (c) distribution comparison for Level 4 coverage; (d) distribution comparison
for Level 5 coverage.

Table 2. Statistical analysis of the coverage of maturity levels for the sample: mean value and
standard deviation of each maturity level with respect to the first and second mandatory energy
audits and p-value for the t-test for the variations between two periods for each maturity level.

Maturity Level
Mandatory

Energy Audit
Cycle

Mean
Standard
Deviation

p-Value for
t-Test

Level 2
First 49.59 24.45

6.52 × 10−80
Second 75.00 18.96

Level 3
First 34.90 24.00

5.88 × 10−75
Second 59.89 22.42

Level 4
First 29.36 22.66

4.96 × 10−58
Second 49.84 24.96

Level 5
First 13.29 25.69

6.62 × 10−35
Second 34.49 34.23

4.3. Analysis of Maturity Dimensions

The analysis continues by examining the variations found in the different dimensions
of maturity. On average, all dimensions increased by about 20% in their coverage (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Comparison of level of coverage of the individual dimensions in 2015 and after the second
round of energy audits (2020–2021).

Figure 10 compares box plots of the degree of coverage of the different dimensions in
2015 and after the second round of energy audits (2021).

Figure 10. Box-plot comparison of the level of coverage of the individual dimensions in 2015 and
after the second round of energy audits (2020–2021).

Observing the variation of the dimensions in the sample (Figure 10), it can be seen
that the dimensions relating to “Energy Performance Management and Information Sys-
tems” and “Strategic Approach” are the dimensions that have seen the greatest change in
the sample.

Figure 11 shows a summary of comparisons between the coverage levels of Maturity
Dimensions in 2015 and after the second round of energy audits (2020–2021).

To verify the actual statistical significance of the apparent variation observed, a paired
t-test was carried out concerning the variations in the degree of coverage of the maturity
dimensions. The results are reported in Table 3.
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Figure 11. Summary of comparisons of maturity dimensions’ coverage in 2015 and after the second
round of energy audits (2020–2021): (a) distribution comparison for Methodological Approach;
(b) distribution comparison for Strategic Approach; (c) distribution comparison for Best Practices;
(d) distribution comparison for Awareness, Competence, Knowledge; (e) distribution comparison
for Energy Performance Management and Information Systems; (f) distribution comparison for
Organizational Structure.

As shown by Table 3, all p-values resulting from paired test-t were less than 0.001, so
it is possible to conclude that all maturity dimensions coverage for companies subjected to
the legislative obligation increased in these years with statistical significance.
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Table 3. Statistical analysis of the coverage of maturity dimensions for the sample: mean value and
standard deviation of each maturity dimension with respect to both the first and second manda-
tory energy audits and the p-value for the t-test for the variations between two periods for each
maturity dimension.

Maturity
Dimension

Mandatory Energy
Audit Cycle

Mean
Standard
Deviation

p-Value for
t-Test

MA 1 First 31.92 22.65
1.71 × 10−63

Second 54.15 22.67

SA 1 First 36.17 23.54
1.24 × 10−69

Second 60.23 23.55

BP 1 First 34.89 22.22
9.20 × 10−69

Second 56.28 22.25

ACK 1 First 30.02 25.04
4.88 × 10−66

Second 53.39 25.05

EPMIS 1 First 37.69 22.25
1.52 × 10−70

Second 62.04 22.27

OS 1 First 30.22 26.01
2.84 × 10−62

Second 53.98 26.04
1 MA: Methodological Approach; SA: Strategic Approach; BP: Best Practices; ACK: Awareness, Competence,
Knowledge; EPMIS: Energy Performance Management and Information Systems; OS: Organizational Structure.

In general, all maturity dimensions also showed significant improvements, demon-
strating an overall improvement in the practices with which companies that have complied
with the energy audits obligation manage energy.

4.4. Analysis of the Individual Requirements (Analysis for Each Question)

After finding an actual change in the level of coverage of all levels of maturity man-
agement and dimensions, we proceeded to investigate further.

In order to identify which specific aspects have changed more significantly and which,
on the contrary, have remained more stable over the years, we have proceeded to ana-
lyze in detail the variation of answers for each question, observing how the individual
requirements of the maturity dimensions are being satisfied.

It is possible to compare the initial and current situation of energy management in
relation to the “Awareness, Competence, Knowledge” dimension in Italian companies,
observing the most widespread answers for each question (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Box-plot of sample answers for each question—Dimension “Awareness, Compe-
tence, Knowledge”.
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• Lev 2—Question 03: promotion of energy efficiency within the organization.

In the past, the organization had conducted promotional activities in a sporadic or ad
hoc manner to raise staff awareness. However, currently, systematic ad hoc initiatives are
being implemented both internally and externally to the organization, ensuring that all
staff are aware of the importance of energy efficiency.

• Lev 2—Question 10: technical knowledge of the energy aspects of personnel responsi-
ble for energy management.

Previously, the level of technical knowledge varied among different companies. Some
companies had no specific knowledge or training, while others had almost sufficient
knowledge. Currently, the situation is still variable. Some companies have limited and
heterogeneous knowledge but are expecting to activate a training program soon. For other
companies, the level of knowledge is adequate and they maintain it through periodic
training activities.

• Lev 3—Question 16: technical training (energy procurement, energy production/
transformation, energy use, innovative technologies) offered to personnel responsible
for energy management.

Previously, there was a lack of adequate specific training: some companies were about
to start a training program, while others had covered only a few topics or trained only
some of the concerned staff. Currently, the situation is quite similar, with some companies
starting a training program or only covering main issues.

• Lev 3—Question 17: type of management training (economic-financial evaluation of
energy projects, energy audits, methods and tools for consumption analysis, informa-
tion systems for energy management, energy management systems) offered to energy
management personnel.

Previously, the situation was very varied: the staff had not yet received adequate
specific training, were about to start a training program, or the training had covered only
some topics or only part of the staff concerned. Currently, a training program is about to
start or the training has covered only some issues or only part of the staff concerned.

• Lev 4—Question 35: operational training on energy management (good practices
related to energy use, maintenance, etc.).

Previously, there was no initiative in the direction of operational training or a training
plan had been defined but had not yet been started. Currently, the situation is variable,
with some companies having a formal training plan that is not yet complete, covering only
some roles or aspects, while others have not started any initiative in this direction.

• Lev 4—Question 40: organization awareness.

Previously, the organization had not adequately addressed the awareness of its com-
mitment to energy efficiency by staff and their role and responsibilities in achieving the
objectives. However, currently, some companies are carrying out a series of activities to
fully achieve this aspect, while for others, it is still not adequately addressed.

• Lev 5—Question 45: continuous training on energy efficiency.

In the past, only a few companies evaluated the training needs of their employees,
planned, implemented, and periodically verified the effectiveness of training activities for
energy management. Furthermore, only a few companies had planned to update their
training programs periodically with respect to technological innovations. Currently, this
happens more frequently than in the past, but it is still limited. The analysis highlights that
there is still a wide margin for improvement in personnel training. The development of an
energy management system can help organizations pay more attention and systematicity
to training on energy issues.
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It is possible to compare the initial and current situation of energy management
in relation to the “Best Practices” dimension in Italian companies, observing the most
widespread answers to the questionnaire for each question (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Box-plot of sample answers for each question—Dimension “Best Practices”.

• Lev 2—Question 11: use of incentive tools in the energy field available to the organiza-
tion to promote the financing of energy efficiency interventions.

In the past, companies were generally interested in promoting energy efficiency in-
terventions but had not evaluated specific tools such as “Energy Efficiency Certificates”.
Now, some companies are fully aware of these tools and systematically consider their
suitability when assessing the feasibility of efficiency projects. However, there is still
room for improvement in this area to help companies turn energy audit opportunities into
real savings.

• Lev 2—Question 12: self-production of energy.

Previously, some companies had not addressed self-production of energy, while others
had conducted preliminary or structured analyses. Today, most companies have conducted
at least a preliminary analysis and will undertake interventions if the assessment of costs
and benefits is positive.

• Lev 3—Question 25: search for energy efficiency opportunities (e.g., through energy audits).

In the past, energy efficiency opportunities identified through energy audits had not
led to the implementation of good practices for the use or maintenance of utilities and
energy systems. Now, some companies have implemented new procedures for at least one
of these functions, indicating greater confidence in audit tools and a willingness to identify
feasible improvement interventions related not only to system modifications but also to
methods of use and maintenance.

• Lev 3—Question 26: risk analysis related to energy supply.

Before, some companies had never done this type of analysis, while others had done it
but were struggling to act further. Now, the situation is varied, with some companies still
not conducting this analysis, while others have taken preventive measures and developed
emergency plans in case of energy supply interruption. This highlights a weakness in the
companies’ approach to analyzing energy supply risks and offers room for improvement.

• Lev 4—Question 32: identification and planning of good practices for the use of the
organization’s plants and machinery.

Previously, some companies had no initiatives in this area, while others had good
practices for some activities but were not well-documented or implemented regularly. Few
companies were starting to systematically identify good practices.
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Currently, there are good practices for some relevant activities that are not always
documented or implemented regularly. Some companies are in the process of systematically
and thoroughly identifying good practices for all relevant activities that significantly
impact energy use. There is room for improvement which can be achieved through the
development of an energy management system.

• Lev 4—Question 33: identification and planning of good practices for the implementa-
tion of maintenance activities of the organization’s plants and machinery.

Both previously and currently, good practices exist for some relevant activities, but
are not always documented or implemented regularly. Some companies are in the process
of systematically and thoroughly identifying good practices for all relevant activities that
significantly impact energy use. The same considerations as in the previous point apply.

• Lev 4—Question 34: identification and planning of good practices for the implementa-
tion of the design and purchase of plants, machinery, and services.

Previously, some companies had no initiatives in this area, while others only had good
practices for some activities, sometimes not well documented or implemented regularly.
Few companies were starting to systematically identify good practices.

Currently, some companies have systematically and thoroughly identified good prac-
tices for all relevant activities that significantly impact energy use and they are regularly
checked and updated. However, there is still room for improvement.

• Lev 4—Question 41: risk assessment and opportunities for energy performance.

Previously, some companies had never conducted an energy risk analysis, while others
were still in the process of developing it. Currently, more companies have conducted a
preliminary risk analysis and established related preventive and corrective actions.

• Lev 5—Question 48: research implementation and updating of good practices for the
organization’s significant energy-related activities (source/service acquisition, design,
installation, modifications, use, and maintenance of machinery and equipment).

Previously, only a few companies systematically researched, documented, and imple-
mented good practices that were consistently followed by all employees. Fewer companies
regularly reviewed and updated these good practices for continuous improvement based
on suggestions from staff at all levels of the organization.

Currently, this happens more frequently than before, but still to a limited extent.
It is possible to compare the initial and current situation of energy management in

relation to the “Energy Performance Management and Information Systems” dimension in
Italian companies, observing the most widespread answers for each question (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Box-plot of sample answers for each question—Dimension “Energy Performance Manage-
ment and Information Systems”.
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• Lev 2—Question 07: analysis of cost and consumption data.

In the past, companies only conducted occasional analysis of cost and consumption
trends over time in case of anomalies or, for more energy-conscious companies, setting
targets to follow. Today, companies periodically compare current and historical data to
identify anomalies and set targets based on benchmark data. Some companies also conduct
specific analyses on cost and consumption ratios and specific consumption in case of
anomalies. This shift represents a significant improvement from an occasional to a systemic
approach to energy performance control.

• Lev 2—Question 08: data collection for energy source costs and consumption.

Previously, companies collected data on energy source costs and consumption annually
or in each billing period. Nowadays, companies collect and report data several times a
year and some companies even identify and report additional information necessary for
understanding the consumption data (i.e., production units and working hours). This
represents a significant improvement from previous practices.

• Lev 2—Question 09: energy tariff analysis methods.

Previously, companies compared rates of different suppliers and conducted rate checks
annually to identify the best rate for at least some energy sources, sometimes with the help
of external professionals. Today, this practice is common for all main energy sources and
the person responsible for the purchase selects the appropriate tariff structure with input
from other managers (i.e., production manager). This reflects an increased attention to the
choice of tariff.

• Lev 3—Question 20: development of an energy measurement system.

Previously, some companies had no system to collect data on energy consumption,
while others had at least defined methods for collecting data and set up a permanent
measurement system for the main functional areas. Nowadays, at least the data collection
has been defined and a permanent data collection and recording system has been set up for
the main functional areas. Some companies have even established a detailed permanent
data collection and recording system that covers the main significant processes and uses.
This improvement is correlated with the attention paid to the measurement of consumption
data in the recommendations of the second mandatory audits issued by ENEA.

• Lev 3—Question 21: measurement of energy drivers.

Previously, some companies had not addressed the issue of identifying energy drivers,
while others had carried out systematic analyses to identify them, but only for measurement
points. Nowadays, the most relevant energy drivers have been measured, but only a few
companies have proceeded to introduce them into the permanent measurement system
with consumption energy. This indicates companies’ interest in understanding the causes
of variation in energy consumption over time.

• Lev 3—Question 22: analysis of energy consumption data.

Previously, data analysis was performed only at the global system level, seldom
deepening the analysis. Today, at least the contribution of main functional areas and the
temporal trend of consumption for each measurement point are periodically analyzed.
More established companies conduct a periodic analysis that systematically takes into
account consumption recorded with respect to monitored energy drivers. This represents a
significant improvement that serves as the basis for understanding energy consumption
dynamics and identifying anomalies and opportunities to reduce consumption.

• Lev 3—Question 23: Energy Performance Indicators (EnPIs).

In the past, some companies did not use any energy performance indicators while
others had specific EnPIs for main functional areas. Nowadays, almost all companies use
global-level EnPIs, which consider energy drivers that affect performance. Some companies
also use specific EnPIs for the main functional areas and energy processes/uses. Significant
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improvement can easily be related to the requirement of evaluating energy performance
indicators defined by mandatory energy audits.

• Lev 4—Question 30: energy consumption forecasting.

Previously, there was usually no consumption forecasting methodology or global
consumption was predicted based solely on historical data. Currently, global consumption
is predicted using historical data or forecast models that consider energy drivers (e.g.,
multivariable regression analysis). Although the improvement is limited in this case,
the ability to predict consumption using complex models is crucial for organizations to
maintain control over energy performance.

• Lev 4—Question 31: periodic consumption control.

In the past, some companies did not carry out consumption checks, while others
experimented with control strategies for significant functional areas/systems in terms of
energy consumption. Nowadays, periodic checks based on historical consumption are
carried out and some companies are experimenting with control based on consumption
forecasting through models that consider energy drivers. This improvement aligns with
the previous point.

• Lev 5—Question 42: the information system for energy management.

Previously, only a few companies had an adequate information system for energy
management that covered all areas/systems/services relevant to energy purposes, was
integrated with the company’s information system, and was subject to periodic reviews
and adjustments. Nowadays, this is more common, but still to a limited extent.

It is possible to compare the initial and current situation of energy management
in relation to the “Methodological Approach” in Italian companies, observing the most
common answers to the questionnaire for each question (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Box-plot of sample answers for each question—Dimension “Methodological Approach”.

• Lev 2—Question 04: regarding attitude towards energy efficiency opportunities.

Previously, the situation was very diverse: opportunities were not frequently sought,
but there was a general interest if they were randomly identified. However, now oppor-
tunities are taken more promptly when there is a positive quantitative assessment of the
related costs and benefits, or whenever they arise.

• Lev 3—Question 18: energy audits frequency.

Previously, the situation was varied, with some companies never conducting audits
and others conducting them with a frequency of 4 years. Currently, energy audits are
conducted periodically with a frequency greater than that required by law.
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• Lev 3—Question 19: energy saving opportunities periodically identified (e.g., through
energy audits).

Previously, the situation was diverse: many companies had never identified savings
opportunities, while others had done so, but only with a summary cost/benefit assessment
and, occasionally, a technical-economic feasibility analysis. Now, opportunities are reported
in a list that provides a description and a summary cost/benefit assessment for each of them
and sometimes an implementation plan is prepared for positively evaluated opportunities
for which there is financial availability. This new approach is a direct consequence of the
practices introduced with energy audit.

• Lev 4—Question 27: development of an energy management plan.

Previously, activities were not always defined. Currently, activities are defined but are
not always formalized and shared outside of the people responsible for implementation.

• Lev 4—Question 36: non-conformities management.

Previously, there was no initiative in this direction or at most there were methods
of managing non-conformities applied in an infrequent or irregular manner. Currently,
non-conformities are managed in a regular and adequate manner.

• Lev 4—Question 37: internal audits (inspections).

Previously, the situation was diverse: some companies had never conducted any, but
for others, the management of internal audits almost always took place on a regular and
adequate basis. Currently, internal audits are performed on a regular and adequate basis.

• Lev 4—Question 38: energy management system (e.g., according to ISO 50001 standard).

Previously, most of the time there was no real Energy Management System, or work
was underway to develop it. Currently, there is either no real Energy Management System
or there is a management system that is fully and continuously implemented over time.
This indicates that in several companies, the growing sensitivity to energy management
has led to the decision to develop a real management system, even if there is more room
for improvement.

• Lev 5—Question 47: visibility of the organization.

It can be said that both previously and currently, few companies have been perceived
and taken as a point of reference in the field of energy management. However, the work
of these companies in this area is often cited as best practice and there are requests for
presentations of their energy management system. This result seems to indicate that even
organizations that have introduced the energy management system perceive they have
further room for growth.

It is possible to compare the initial and current situation of energy management in
relation to the “Organizational Structure” dimension in Italian companies, observing the
most widespread answers to the questionnaire for each question (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Box-plot of sample answers for each question—Dimension “Organizational Structure”.
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• Lev 2—Question 06: the Energy Manager.

Before, the situation varied in terms of the existence of an Energy Manager within
companies. Some companies did not have one, while others had one informally or sep-
arately from the rest of the company. Currently, some companies have a formal energy
manager, but not all, which sometimes limits their ability to involve staff from other areas
as needed. This is still a significant improvement, but there is room for further progress.

• Lev 3—Question 14: sharing of the energy issues within the organization.

Previously, most managers recognized the importance of energy management, but
some saw it outside of their responsibilities, while others were only reactive when in-
volved in specific projects. Nowadays, most managers are convinced of its importance and
are proactive in reducing consumption or encouraging others to do so. This is a funda-
mental change as it requires the full participation of the organization for significant and
continuous improvements.

• Lev 3—Question 15: operational participation of the organization.

Previously, the Energy Manager operated autonomously within the organization. Now,
the Energy Manager works with external experts and has varying degrees of systematic
involvement with other managers within the organization. This is a crucial improvement
in line with the previous point.

• Lev 3—Question 24: internal communication.

In the past, there was little to no contact between the Energy Manager and the depart-
ments/areas that used energy, or only ad hoc meetings were held with representatives of
different areas. Currently, meetings are held with representatives from various areas with
varying degrees of consistency, depending on the company. Improved communication is a
crucial step towards greater involvement of the entire organization.

• Lev 4—Question 29: responsibility and tasks for energy management within
the organization.

Previously, there was little awareness of the impact of different roles on energy con-
sumption, and only a few key figures were identified, but without specific tasks and
responsibilities. Now, some companies have identified the key figures and their impact
on energy consumption and defined specific tasks and responsibilities to achieve energy
efficiency. This is another crucial improvement in line with the previous points.

• Lev 5—Question 44: attitude of the organization in energy management.

Previously, only a few companies viewed energy management as a strategic element
and implemented measures to continuously and efficiently. Now, more companies view
energy management as important, but it still happens to a limited extent.

• Lev 5—Question 46: external communication on energy management.

Previously, only a few companies considered it important to disclose information on
their energy performance and established an external communication plan. Today, more
companies do so, but it is still limited.

It is possible to compare the initial and current situation of energy management in
relation to the “Strategic Approach” dimension in Italian companies, observing the most
common answers to the questionnaire for each question (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Box-plot of sample answers for each question—Dimension “Strategic Approach”.

• Lev 2—Question 01: the issue of an organization’s energy consumption.

Previously, some companies did not prioritize energy management and only took
occasional measures to address it. Today, the importance placed on energy management is
growing in companies, but there is still room for improvement in the systematic reduction
in consumption and costs.

• Lev 2—Question 02: the organization’s energy policy.

Previously, some companies did not have an energy policy, while others, while having
it, did not share it widely. Now, most companies have an energy policy, but its dissemination
and adoption are still variable, indicating a need for improvement.

• Lev 2—Question 05: organization’s investment policies.

Previously, energy-saving investments were only considered if they were significantly
cheaper than investments in the organization’s core business. Now, there is greater aware-
ness of the importance of energy-saving investments, but not all companies evaluate them
on the same level as core business investments.

• Lev 3—Question 13: energy goals set by the organization.

Previously, energy goals were either nonexistent or established only at a global level.
Now, some companies have defined specific energy goals for different levels and areas of
the organization, indicating significant improvement with room for growth.

• Lev 3—Question 23: energy performance indicators (EnPIs).

Previously, some companies did not use any EnPI, while others defined some specific
EnPIs for the main functional areas. Today, most companies use EnPIs at the global level,
with some using more specific indices for functional areas and energy processes.

• Lev 4—Question 28: management control over the organization’s energy performance.

Previously, management only periodically checked energy costs against the budget,
without much discussion. Now, some companies periodically discuss energy perfor-
mance reports to verify goal achievement and define improvement action plans, demon-
strating greater emphasis on understanding the relationship between budget trend and
company actions.

• Lev 4—Question 39: review of the Energy Management System (EMS).

Previously, management did not have direct involvement in the periodic review of
EMS, but this was planned for the near future. Now, some companies have involved
management in EMS review, but the timing and review methods are still not standardized,
indicating significant room for improvement.
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• Lev 5—Question 43: alignment of the energy management system with the strategic
objectives of the organization.

Previously, only a few companies periodically defined and described the organiza-
tion’s energy-related strategic objectives at various levels, with the drive for the entire
organization to work towards achieving them and producing measurable results. More
companies are doing so, but to a limited extent, indicating a need for improvement.

4.5. Correlation Analysis between Global Maturity Index and Its Initial Value

Following the analyses conducted, an additional statistical analysis is reported to
determine if there is a correlation between the final global maturity index and its initial value
(i.e., first mandatory audit cycle), in order to understand if the initial level of maturity can
influence its development. A preliminary analysis was conducted through the correlation
diagram in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Scatter plot for the correlation between the initial and final global maturity index.

The dotted line identifies companies that have not undergone any variations in their
global maturity index. The entire area above the line is widely occupied, although it can be
observed that the number of companies that achieved indexes up to 3.5–4 starting from 1–2
is higher compared to those with bigger increases for the same starting range, as expected.

Moreover, the existence of correlation between the improvement of the overall maturity
indicator and its initial level has been investigated through a statistical analysis.

The verification of the existence of correlation could be quantitatively conducted
through the measurement of the main performance parameters (linear correlation coefficient
R or Pearson’s index, R2 and observed p-value). The resulting p-value for the analysis was
less than 0.001; therefore, it can be concluded that there was a negative correlation between
the improvement of the overall maturity indicator and its initial level, indicating that
energy management maturity has increased more over the years for initially less advanced
companies, who have been able to take advantage of the opportunity given by energy
audits to improve this aspect.

Considering that the practices corresponding to the systematic use of energy audit
generally coincide with the practices corresponding to maturity level 3 of the model, it
is interesting to note how even companies starting from non-elementary levels have had
improvements, thus consolidating the good practices related to the use of such a tool.
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5. Discussion

From the analysis it emerged that on average, companies that have complied with the
obligation of mandatory energy audit have increased the maturity in their energy management.

Indeed, by examining the changes that have taken place and taking into account the
significance of the different levels of maturity, it can be inferred that on average, Italian
companies conducting mandatory energy audits have made progress in consolidating
their approach to energy consumption. Specifically, focusing on the maturity possessed
by the organizations, there has been a shift away from an “Occasional” or “Project-based”
approach towards a more systemic approach, where companies are developing their own
strategies for reducing energy consumption and costs by setting specific objectives and
using energy audits’ tools. However, when it comes to organizations starting from a higher
maturity level, such as “Management”, there is a wide range of progress. Although in 2015
there were fewer companies actively working towards developing a comprehensive energy
management system, there is now a growing interest among companies, though this interest
is at different stages of development. This consideration is also supported by the correlation
analysis between the variation of maturity index and its initial value, which indicates that
initially less advanced companies have generally achieved the greatest improvements.

Moreover, looking at the changes that have occurred in terms of maturity dimensions,
the two most developed dimensions have been “Strategic Approach” and “Energy Perfor-
mance Management and Information System”, which are also the ones with the highest
initial values.

The improvement in the “SA” dimension shows the growth of support from top man-
agement in the development of actions pertaining energy efficiency, which could be the
result of the fact that the audit obligation has brought the energy issue to the attention of
management. On the other hand, the improvement in the “EPMIS” dimension highlights
the general improvement in the measurement system for collecting, analysing, and report-
ing all the organisation’s energy performance data. This result could be easily explained
by the need to collect reliable data to carry out the energy audit and by the stimulus to
the development of the measurement system provided by the guidelines formulated by
ENEA in view of the second cycle of mandatory energy audits and the percentage coverage
thresholds of the measurement and/or monitoring plans indicated therein.

On the other hand, the analysis of single requirements shows that generally there is
still lack in terms of preparation and training for energy management personnel and orga-
nizational awareness on the topic (“ACK” dimension), identification, and implementation
of operational procedures for design, maintenance, and purchase and other such activities
with impact on energy efficiency (“BP” dimension) and internal communication and clear
responsibility for energy management personnel in the organization (“OS” dimension).
In particular, it appears that the less developed requirements are the one associated with
maturity levels 4 and 5. Indeed, this happens also for the “MA” dimensions, where the
answers showed how organizations lack the structure and managing activities typically
associated to the presence of an energy management system. It can be noted that all these
practices and characteristics which appear to still be underdeveloped are not aspects that
are not hugely affected by an energy audit execution.

Actually, the identified areas of improvement are usually achieved through the devel-
opment of an energy management system; therefore, in order to achieve further progress, it
is important to promote the stabilization of the observed improvement.

To foster energy audits benefits and take the first steps in this direction, organizations
could enact several measures. For example, during the efficiency opportunity identifica-
tion phase of the energy audit, personnel participation could be fostered to ensure the
identification of the largest number of efficiency measures and their importance while
also increasing the organization’ awareness on the theme. The detailed list of identified
measures should also be kept and reviewed. Moreover, organization could be made part of
the data analysis phase, thus improving their knowledge of analysis tools in order to foster
their independent future use for both control and budgeting activities [35].
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, the findings of an analysis on the evolution of energy management in
organizations subject to mandatory energy audits have been described.

To start, a maturity model was created to evaluate how energy management practices
changed in companies. The questionnaires were distributed to a significant number of
companies to assess the variation of their maturity level. The analysis conducted on this
significant sample of companies (343 enterprises) confirmed the model’s ability to discrimi-
nate different realities in terms of maturity and identify areas in which improvement has
occurred. The data collected were analyzed using statistical techniques to gain a thorough
understanding of how energy management practices have evolved in Italian companies
and draw meaningful conclusions from the data analysis. For all observed variations
(global maturity index, each level coverage, and each dimension coverage), their statistical
significance was demonstrated, highlighting the increase in all energy management matu-
rity areas. The average value of the global maturity index of the companies in the sample
varied from 2.27 to 3.19, whereas each maturity level increased its coverage, on average,
by at least 20% (up to 24% for Levels 2 and 3) and each maturity dimension increased its
coverage up to 20%, on average.

Furthermore, the possible correlation between the improvement of the global maturity
index and the initial maturity level was also analyzed to understand whether the initial
maturity level could influence its development. A statistically significant relationship
was observed, with the largest improvements obtained by companies starting from a
more elementary maturity level at the onset of the obligation. This finding is reasonable
considering that these companies, being in more elementary situations in terms of maturity,
could easily take advantage of the opportunity provided by mandatory energy audits to
evolve towards energy efficiency.

Moreover, it should be noted that the energy maturity requirements most improved
are the ones that can be more affected by an energy audit execution such as EnPIs establish-
ment and control, energy measurement campaign and information system, and efficiency
opportunity identification.

In conclusion, the level of energy management maturity of companies which have
undergone mandatory energy audits has increased, thus suggesting the positive contri-
bution provided by this measure. The findings from the maturity model can support
the legislator’s assessment, identifying areas where it could be more useful to develop
supportive policies.

In relation to the results described, two limitations should be noted. The adhesion to
the compilation of the questionnaire by organization subject to mandatory energy audit was
voluntary. Another possible limitation of the study lies in the choice of the self-assessment
tool, which leaves companies free to autonomously evaluate the answers to be included in
the questionnaire.

Further development of this study could see the replication of the analysis on other
countries, analyzing the differences among European organizations and investigating the
possible correlation to specific national legislative actions. Moreover, it would be important
to repeat the assessment of the evolution of maturity indicators after the third mandatory
energy audit cycle. Finally, further research will investigate the evaluation of the variation
of EnPIs and their correlation with the variation of the maturity indicator.
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Abstract: The objective of this work is the energy characterisation and evaluation of the energy
efficiency potential of the rubber manufacturing industry in Italy, exploiting the detailed data included
in energy audits by large and energy-intensive companies. This sector is divided into two sub-
activities: the manufacture of rubber products and the production of tyres. Existing studies are
focused mainly on tyre production, and there is a lack of quantitative evaluation of energy indicators
that can provide guidance for improving process efficiency. In this work, updated global and specific
energy performance indicators (EnPIs) related to the production process and to the auxiliary and
general services are defined and evaluated. At the same time, targeted actions and interventions to
improve the energy efficiency of the sector are analysed, showing the role of different intervention
areas and their cost-effectiveness. The analysis is based on 100 Italian mandatory energy audits
of the sector collected according to Art.8 EU Directive 27/2012. The applied methodology made
it possible to calculate specific energy performance indicators by considering the overall and sub-
process energy consumption of different production sites. Based on a detailed database containing
real data from recent energy audits, this study provides an up-to-date and reliable benchmark for the
rubber industry sector. In addition, the analysis of energy audits allows the identification of the most
effective energy efficiency interventions for the rubber industry in terms of cost-effectiveness and
payback time.

Keywords: energy efficiency; EnPIs; rubber industry; energy audit

1. Introduction

Energy efficiency plays a crucial role in a clean energy transition of the industrial
sector. At worldwide level, industry accounts for 37% of final energy use and 24% of carbon
emissions [1]. Making production processes more efficient and rationalizing the use of
energy resources are the main objectives of the European Commission’s approach to the
issue of energy efficiency in production processes.

The Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU (EED) [2] (and the 2023 directive amend-
ment [3])is a key element of Europe’s energy legislation. The 2023 revision makes the
energy efficiency target binding for EU countries, which should collectively reduce energy
consumption by 11.7% in 2030, compared to the 2020 reference scenario projections.

According to Article 8 of the EED, since 2015, large companies have been obliged to
carry out an energy audit on their production sites every four years. An energy audit is
defined as “a systematic procedure having the purpose of obtaining adequate knowledge of
the current energy consumption profile of a building or group of buildings, of an industrial
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or commercial operation or installation, of a private or public service, by identifying and
quantifying cost-effective energy saving opportunities, and reporting the findings”.

Energy Audits (EAs) are a key tool to assess the existing energy consumption and
identify the whole range of opportunities to save energy in a productive site. The recast of
the EED changed the obliged parties, who will no longer be defined according to company
size but according to a consumption threshold of 10 TJ per year (2.8 GWh).

In Italy, the Directive was transposed with the Legislative Decree 102/2014, later
amended by Legislative Decree 73/2020. The recast of the Directive, published in October
2023, must be transposed within the next two years. According to Art. 8 of Legis. D. 102/14,
two categories of companies are obliged to carry out energy audits on their production sites:
large enterprises and energy-intensive enterprises. The second category is represented by
enterprises voluntarily applying for tax relief on the purchased electricity and registering
in the list of the Environmental Energy Services Fund (CSEA, a government agency on
electricity). These companies present large energy consumptions (in absolute terms and
relative to their internal costs), and they must be part of some specific industrial sectors
(mainly Annexes 3 and 5 of EU Guidelines 2014/C 200/01 [4]).

Pursuant to Article 8 of Legis. D.102/2014, by the deadline of December 2019, 11,172
energy audits of production sites relating to 6434 companies [5] have been sent to ENEA,
the Italian National Energy Agency in charge of the management of the scheme. The
manufacturing sector represents 53% of total energy audits, and plastics and rubber manu-
facturing (according to the Nomenclature of Economic Activities, the sector code is NACE
C22) is the second sector by importance, with around 8% of the total.

Eurostat data for 2021 [6] show that this sector is responsible for about 3.2% of energy
consumption in relation to the total manufacturing industry in the European Union. Italy
is in line with this figure, with a slightly higher share of 2.9%. Italy is the third country in
Europe, after Germany and France (27.7% and 16.4% respectively), as the sector is important
in terms of energy consumption, with a value of 15.7%. The manufacture of rubber and
plastic is an important sector in Italy, which is the second EU Member State considering
the national share of the total sectoral value added (14.5%, second only to Germany, which
corresponds to 32.4%) [7].

Rubber is a strategic material, and rubber products are essential in several sectors and
applications, such as automotive, construction, aerospace, food, pharmaceutical, oil and gas,
etc. Energy is needed for all the phases of the rubber manufacturing cycle, and it represents
one of the main costs in this sector [8] and is thus closely related to the competitiveness of
enterprises. The rubber sector (NACE Group C22.1) has two distinct parts: the manufacture
of rubber tyres and tubes, the retreading and rebuilding of rubber tyres (C.22.1.1), and the
manufacture of other rubber products (C22.1.9). The rubber industry is an important sector
in Italy: in 2020, the number of enterprises in the sector was 2301, and the added value was
23.9% of the NACE C22 total [9]. As for rubber production, in 2022, Italy was the fourth
largest producer in the EU, after Germany, France and Spain [10]. This report includes
information provided by Assogomma, the National Association of Rubber Producers. The
companies in four Northern regions, namely Lombardy, Veneto, Emilia Romagna and
Piedmont, account for 82% of companies. Lombardy alone has 45% of employees and 55%
of companies.

This study aims to calculate the energy performance indicators for the Italian rubber
manufacturing industry, exploiting the information provided by the mandatory energy
audits collected by ENEA in the years 2019–2022. About 100 energy audits related to rubber
processing production sites have been analysed. These represent the totality of audits
related to sites of large or energy-intensive companies uploaded to the ENEA portal in
the four-year period 2019–2022. In Italy, mandatory energy audits can only be prepared
by subjects and/or bodies certified by accredited bodies, such as E.S. Co. (Energy Service
Company), E.G.E. (Energy Management Expert) and Energy Auditors certified according
to the specific and related technical regulations.
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The first step toward effective energy management of production processes requires
measuring and benchmarking energy-efficiency performance [11]. Several studies propose
methods for the development of key performance indicators (KPIs) [12] and classification
methods for different types of indicators [13,14]. In [15], a review of existing studies is
presented, providing an overview of indicator typologies, methodological issues, and
applications for energy performance evaluation and improvement. The authors show
that existing studies are mainly dedicated to the development of indicators for specific
industrial sectors with different energy intensities, such as steel [16], pulp and paper [17],
aluminium [18], food [19], textiles [20] and engineering [21]. At the sector level, they
depend on various parameters such as activity level, structure and maturity of energy
efficiency [22]. Despite several efforts to standardise the use of indicators to compare
energy efficiency across countries and sectors [23], only applied to a limited number of
energy-intensive industries have been investigated using Energy Performance Indicators
(EnPIs) [24]. The European IPPC Bureau provides a key contribution to creating, reviewing,
and updating Best Available Techniques (BAT) reference documents (BREFs), which analyse
more than 52,000 installations across Europe covered by the Industrial Emissions Directive
(2010/75/EU) [25]. These documents are the European reference for the consumption of
specific agro-industrial activities or cross-cutting issues such as energy efficiency, industrial
cooling systems or emissions from storage with relevance for industrial manufacturing in
general. BREFs provide a set of EnPIs, but without country-specific information.

Regarding specific studies related to the calculation of energy indicators for rubber
manufacturing, few studies can be found in the literature. Particularly with regard to tyre
production, specific energy consumption indicators are presented in [26,27], respectively, a
study from the Thai Ministry of Energy and a study from the U.S. Department of Energy on
rubber and plastic plants. An analysis of energy use in the tyre manufacturing industries is
presented in [28], showing that electric motors account for a major share of the total energy
consumption, followed by pumps, heaters, cooling systems and lighting. In Stankevičiūté’s
study [29], on the other hand, an industrial rubber manufacturing company is chosen as a
case study, and energy flows and energy management are studied in order to suggest ways
to improve energy performance in tyre manufacturing processes. An analysis of energy
use and savings in the Malaysian rubber-producing industries is presented in [9]. Decar-
bonisation options for the Dutch tyre industry have been evaluated in [30], highlighting
that the most promising solutions are related to natural gas substitution by using biomass
boilers, electric boilers, hybrid boilers or hydrogen boilers.

The literature review has shown that existing studies are focused mainly on tyre produc-
tion and or specific sites, and there is a lack of extensive and in-depth studies on the evaluation
of energy indicators of the different production sub-processes for both tyre production and
general rubber products, that can provide guidance for improving process efficiency. The nov-
elty of this work was to calculate up-to-date energy indicators for the sector as a whole (rubber
products and tyre production) and to deepen the energy analysis of production processes.
This made it possible to better frame and assess efficiency options for the sector.

In the present work, the benchmark indicators’ definition was made using a com-
prehensive methodology proposed in [31] and already successfully applied to several
productive sectors, such as ceramic [32], oil refinery [33], and pharmaceutical [34]. This
methodology made it possible to calculate specific EnPIs by considering the overall and
sub-process energy consumption of different production sites, including relevant variables.
Based on a major database containing real data from recent energy audits, this study was
able to provide an up-to-date and reliable benchmark for the rubber industry sector. In
addition, the analysis of energy audits has enabled the identification of the most effective
energy efficiency interventions for the rubber industry, thus allowing an assessment of the
sector’s overall savings potential.

The research questions (RQs) addressed in this study are:

• RQ1—Is it possible to quantify the total, electric, or thermal-specific energy consump-
tion of the rubber manufacturing sector?
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• RQ2—What is the quantitative and qualitative information on energy efficiency inter-
ventions in this sector?

EnPIs can be calculated based on economic data (e.g., value-added from production) or
physical data (e.g., tonnes or cubic metres of products). This paper provides a contribution
in the context just described: first, it analyses a specific sector, rubber, having a strategic
role not often investigated; second, it provides EnPIs information at country level, which
can be compared with available benchmarks, if any.

EnPIs can play a fundamental role in identifying effective Energy Performance Im-
provement Actions (EPIAs). Despite the multiple benefits of the adoption of EPIAs, there
are several barriers related to their implementation and thus, an energy efficiency gap
exists [35–37]. The paper puts together EnPIs information with the data associated with
EPIAs described in energy audits, both relative to implemented measures and proposed
measures. The EPIAs listed in the energy audit in the rubber sector are described, providing
the cost-effectiveness of different areas of intervention.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 includes details about data collection,
processing and categorization, Section 3 describes the main results in terms of definition of
plant energy models, calculation of EnPIs and EPIAs analysis, and Section 4 illustrates the
main conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Collection and Pre-Processing

In the following work, energy audits from two Italian industrial sectors, classified
according to their respective NACE Code, were analysed. The study aims to achieve three
main objectives through the analysis of the energy audits received by ENEA in the second
audit cycle starting from 2019.

The first step of the procedure is to define a reference “Plant Energy Model” [38],
according to ENEA methodology, associated with the rubber manufacturing sector pro-
duction processes. The definition of the plant energy model is essential to associate the
consumption of energy carriers with the different phases of the process, as well as the
auxiliary operations and general services. The second and main objective of the study is
the computation of first and second-level benchmark energy performance indicators (EnPi).
The purpose of defining energy performance indices is to identify reference values that
allow companies to appropriately plan their energy policy. EnPis is the most used tool
for benchmarking energy performance. Energy consumption benchmarking, both internal
(through historical/trend analysis) and external (comparison with other companies in the
sector), is a powerful tool for evaluating performance, identifying critical issues and any
improvement measures and therefore improving energy efficiency.

The main purpose of energy audits is to identify energy efficiency solutions by eval-
uating them through a cost-benefit analysis. Finally, both the energy efficiency solutions
carried out by the companies and those proposed in the energy audits are analysed, making
it possible to identify the areas where it is most advantageous to invest in terms of energy
saving based on the economic factors in the audits.

The data is categorised according to the European NACE [39] (Nomenclature of
Economic Activities) classification. Table 1 shows the descriptions of the sectors analysed
according to the NACE classification and the number of audits collected for each category.
This is the total number of audits uploaded by Italian obligated companies, large and
energy-intensive enterprises, to the ENEA portal in the four-year period 2019–2022 for the
sectors of interest and represents the sample of data analysed for this study.

Table 1. The number of audits for each subcategory of NACE 22.1.

NACE Code Description Number of Audits

C22.1.9 Manufacture of other rubber products 92
C22.1.1 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes and rebuilding of rubber tyres 6
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The first sector is the manufacturing of other rubber products, which consists of a
large number of companies with a high product heterogeneity. For this reason, they have
been grouped into sub-categories such as gaskets, compounds, rubber hoses or belts.

The second sector relates to the manufacture of tyres and inner tubes. As can be seen
from the data in Table 1, for this sector, only six energy audits were available. However,
these companies, mainly large companies, have a very high annual production, supplying
tyres both for normal vehicles and for the most prestigious motoring circuses.

To fulfil the obligations established by Legislative Decree 102/2014, ENEA demands
companies to compile two main documents. The first one consists of the energy audits
report while the second document is a spreadsheet that collects consumption data for each
direct energy carriers present in the different plants (mainly electricity and natural gas).
The latter is customised for each NACE Code category and is regularly updated with the
contribution of the specific Trade Associations.

For each energy carrier, consumption is then broken down according to three main categories:

• Main Activities: only processes closely related to the company’s “core business”.
• Auxiliary Systems: all those processes transforming the incoming energy carrier into

different energy carriers used in the main functional areas, such as compressed air
plant or thermal power plant.

• General Systems: Secondary activities are not directly connected with the core business.
Examples of general services are air conditioning, lighting, heating, etc.

• For each production site, the following information was available:
• Site identification data, name, city of residence, VAT number, NACE code.
• General details of facilities and machinery used, floor plans, etc.
• Electrical and thermal load curves and consumption for the individual areas.
• Excel file summarising consumption according to the plant energy model.

To process the indicators, an in-depth data cleaning phase of the databases was
necessary, with the dual objective of increasing the quality of the data and understanding
the main production processes within the various factories. The most critical issues were
found in companies with the lowest production levels, where the quality of energy audits
was significantly lower than in larger companies. The analysis of the energy audits revealed
two main recurring problems:

• No breakdown of energy consumption, reporting only total consumption for each
energy carrier.

• Distribution of consumption according to the structure of the site and facilities (Depart-
ment X, or Line Y) instead of a correct breakdown according to the production process.

These problems led to a reduction of analysable data, often only allowing the calcu-
lation of global energy performance indicators, i.e., referring to the total consumption of
the site. For NACE sector C22.1.9, it was also necessary to group the different companies
according to their main products. Two main clusters were defined and elaborated: the first,
which is more numerous, refers to companies that produce gaskets and O-rings, while the
second includes companies that produce raw compounds. For NACE sector C22.1.1, no
clustering was necessary due to the homogeneity of the data set.

2.2. Data Analysis
Production Processes and Energy Carriers in the Rubber Manufacturing Industry

In the first phase of the work, an electrical and thermal model for the rubber manufac-
turing sectors was developed. This model is fundamental for the subsequent definition of
first and second-level energy indicators and constitutes a useful tool to assist companies
in reporting and compare their consumption. A detailed description of the methodology
applied in this work can be found in [31].

Due to the high heterogeneity of the final products in the NACE C.22.1.9 sector, it was
necessary to cluster the dataset in two groups:

• Cluster A: gasket/seal and O-ring manufacturers.
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• Cluster B: raw compounds manufacturers,

while the NACE Sector 22.1.1 did not require any clustering.

The results of NACE C22.1.9 Cluster A and NACE C22.1.1 will be the subject of
this article.

Figure 1 shows the flow chart identified for NACE Sector C22.1.9 and the breakdown
of direct and indirect energy carriers involved in the process.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. NACE C22.1.9: Gasket manufacturers cluster. (a) Flow chart for gasket manufacturers;
(b) Breakdown of direct and indirect energy carriers. Source: Authors’ elaboration.
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The raw material generally used is the raw compound, which is initially processed
through various phases and then undergoes moulding, the most energy-intensive process
in the process. In this phase, the vulcanisation of the rubber takes place, i.e., a chemical-
physical process at high temperature (about 160 ◦C to 200 ◦C) [40] necessary to change
the behaviour of the compound from plastic to elastic. Moulding generally takes place by
compression, placing the rubber in a special machine and then closing the heated press to
give it a specific shape and the desired mechanical properties. Another method is injection
moulding, where the rubbery material is initially melted and plasticised and then injected
under high pressure into a melt form, after which the material is allowed to solidify into
the desired shape. The next phase is called post-vulcanization, the second most intensive,
in which the material is heated in an oven to remove the stresses caused by the previous
processing. To complete the process, the gasket is first cleaned of burrs formed in the
moulding process phase and then undergoes testing and finishing prior to storage and
shipment.

Figure 1b shows the main energy carriers used by the process, namely electricity,
natural gas, compressed air, and steam. Compressed air is mainly used for the pneumatic
drive of the machines, while steam is used for the moulding and curing processes, which
are the most energy-intensive processes.

Figure 2 shows both the flow chart identified for NACE sector C22.1.1 and the break-
down of direct and indirect energy carriers in the plant.

 
(a) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 2. NACE C22.1.1 (a) Flow chart for tyre manufacturers; (b) Breakdown of direct and indirect
energy carriers. Source: Authors’ elaboration.

The process starts with the production of the raw compounds. Raw materials used
are multiple and can have up to 45 components. Both natural and synthetic rubber can
be used in addition to further substances such as carbon black, plasticisers, sulfur, and
silica, as well as additives that are inserted in specific parts of the process. Generally,
the raw materials can be stored in a “hot chamber” in an air-conditioned warehouse at
45–55 ◦C. To produce the compound, the raw materials are initially minced and dosed
appropriately by means of weighing belts and then fed into the mixer, generally known as
Banbury. The process is exothermic and reaches temperatures up to 100 ◦C. The product of
the mixing process is then cooled by means of special batch-off tanks and reduced to rubber
sheets. Subsequently, the compound sheets are used to produce the semi-finished products,
which are generally rubber wire beads or rubber sheeting, which are then assembled by
special machines, called packing machines, to create the ‘raw’ tyre. The subsequent phase
is vulcanisation, which is the most energy-intensive phase of the plant from the thermal
energy point of view. It is based on the use of a mould to compress and heat the raw
tyre produced to give it the desired properties, using both electricity and steam. Specific
additives called vulcanisers are also used, which ensure the formation of so-called cross-
links within the three-dimensional rubber lattice, i.e., links between the polymer chains that
give the material the necessary stability, elasticity, and mechanical properties [41]. As with
the gaskets, checks are subsequently carried out to ensure the tyre strength and reliability,
and then the finishing operations are performed.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Plant Energy Model

As previously stated, the first step in calculating energy consumption indicators is
to identify a reference “Plant Energy Model” [38] for the production processes. The plant
energy model must be created for each energy carrier identified, and the plant must be
subdivided into homogeneous functional areas. Based on the breakdown of the processes
presented in the previous section and the information contained in the energy audits,
different models were developed for each direct energy vector used in the processes, i.e.,
electricity and natural gas, as shown in the following pictures. The information presented
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in this section represents the context for the calculation of first and second-level EnPIs.
At the same time, the breakdown of energy consumption by energy carrier is useful for a
better understanding of the energy efficiency interventions identified in energy audits and
analysed in this study. The electricity and natural gas models developed for sectors NACE
C22.1.9 and NACE C22.1.1 are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. NACE C22.1.9: Gasket manufacturers cluster. (a) Plant Energy Model: Electricity; (b) Plant
Energy Model: Natural Gas. Source: Authors’ elaboration.

From the analysis of energy consumption reported in the energy audits, it was possible
to evaluate the weight of the different energy carriers. Natural gas accounts for more than
a third of the total energy consumption for NACE C22.1.9, while for NACE C22.1.1, it
accounts for 50%. The distribution of electric energy consumption among the three main
functional areas and among the main process activities for NACE C22.1.9 is reported in
Figure 5. The quality of the data collected in the energy audits was not sufficient to allow a
similar analysis for thermal energy.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. NACE C22.1.1 (a) Plant Energy Model: Electricity; (b) Plant Energy Model: Natural Gas.
Source: Authors’ elaboration.

Figure 5a shows how the main activities represent the most energy-intensive category
of the plant, accounting for about 2/3 of the total electricity consumption, followed by
auxiliary services consuming 1

4 of the total, and finally, general services. It is also useful
to analyse how electricity consumption is distributed among the different main activities,
shown in Figure 5b. Moulding uses approximately 60% of the total electricity, with the
remaining operations not reaching 10%. Given the high incidence of consumption in the
moulding process, the computation of benchmark energy performance indicators and the
identification of the best opportunities for energy efficiency will be focused on this phase
of the process. Note the presence of an unidentified consumption category due to the
volume of data in the summary reports of low quality, which led to a non-categorization of
the latter.

The distribution of electricity consumption among the three main functional areas
for NACE C22.1.1 is shown in Figure 6a. Figure 6b shows how the core activities have
the largest percentage of electricity consumption; in particular, vulcanisation and mixing
account for 2/3 of the electricity consumption for the core activities, which is the reason
energy performance indicators and energy efficiency interventions will focus on these
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phases. A similar pie chart for thermal energy would see a very high percentage of
consumption devoted to vulcanisation; unfortunately, in most cases, consumption due to
steam production for vulcanisation was not specifically allocated, making a similar analysis
not possible.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. NACE C22.1.9: Gasket manufacturers cluster. (a) Electricity consumption distribution for
functional macro-areas; (b) Electricity consumption distribution for main activities. Source: Authors’
elaboration on Microsoft Excel.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. NACE C22.1.1: (a) Electricity consumption distribution for functional macro-areas;
(b) Electricity consumption distribution for main activities. Source: Authors’ elaboration on Mi-
crosoft Excel.

The energy carriers used are the same as in the NACE C22.1.9 sector, with electrical
energy being used first for the mixing process, as shown in Figure 5b, and most of the
thermal energy used for the vulcanisation process.
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3.2. Benchmark EnPIs
3.2.1. First Level Benchmark EnPIs

The energy audit database as described in the previous paragraph was used to calculate
updated energy performance indicators for the NACE C22.1.9 and C22.1.1 sectors. The
data presented in this section and in the following one answer to the first research question,
on the values of EnPIs.

EnPIs have been introduced by the ISO 50001:2018 standard [42], where they are
described as a combination of processes efficiency, energy consumption, and management
of energy sources and their end use [40].

Energy performance indicators were calculated as specific consumption (total, electric
or thermal), having the energy driver as the denominator:

EnPI =
Energy consumption

Energy driver

The denominator is specific for each energy performance indicator, using the relevant
variables available in the database such as tons of final products. When available, specific
uses, such as normal cubic metres of compressed air, were used. To assess the reliability of
the computed benchmark EnPIs, a coefficient of variation is introduced, which represents
the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean of the calculated EnPIs.

A regression analysis was performed for each EnPI, and the evaluation was conducted
using two statistical parameters, namely R2 and p-value. The coefficient of determination
R2 gives an indication of the strong predictive ability of the correlation model. In simpler
terms, R2 represents the difference between the values of the dependent variable that can
be accounted for by the variation in the independent variable. The higher the value of R2,
the better the ability of the independent variables to predict the values of the dependent
variable. Conversely, low values of R2 indicate a low predictivity of the regression model,
mainly since the dependent variable analysed also relies largely on other parameters that
were not considered by the model. The linear correlation can be considered strong if
R2 > 0.5 and moderate if R2 > 0.25. The p-value is used to check the statistical significance
of the estimated coefficients or the estimated model. Models with p-values ≤ 0.05 are
considered statistically significant.

Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the regression analyses, while Table 2 shows the
calculated statistical parameters.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. NACE C22.1.9: Gasket manufacturers cluster. (a) Global regression model; (b) Electric
regression model. Source: Authors’ elaboration on JMP statistical software V.17.
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Figure 8. NACE C22.1.1. Electric regression model. Source: Authors’ elaboration on JMP statistical
software V.17.

Table 2. Statistical parameters of first-level regression analyses.

Sample Sites Regression Model p-Value R2

NACE C22.1.9
Global <0.0004 0.773
Electric <0.0003 0.747

NACE C22.1.1 Electric <0.0081 0.930

For NACE C22.1.9, regression analyses of the global and electrical models show a
good correlation, both from an R2 and from an intercept point of view, which is positive,
indicating the reliability of the model even for low outputs.

The thermal model is not present as it is not entirely satisfactory; in fact, it has a much
lower R2 and a negative intercept. In any case, the amount of thermal energy used depends
on the type of machinery present, which is mainly for moulding, leading to a high level of
randomness in consumption. For this reason, it is advisable to relate the consumption of
the plant using mainly the global energy model.

In addition to the regression analysis, the average values of the EnPIs, referring to the
consumption of the entire plant, for the electrical, thermal (consumption of natural gas
and other fuels), and global (electrical + thermal) models, are elaborated and reported in
Table 3. The calculated indicators confirm the greater weight of electrical consumption
compared to thermal consumption, so the sector’s efficiency must come through a reduction
in this consumption. However, a reduction in natural gas consumption is still important in
decarbonising the sector. As pointed out in the literature review, no indicators related to
the energy consumption of the production of rubber products were found, so a comparison
with the calculated values is not possible.

Table 3. Results of the first level EnPIs calculations.

Sample Sites EnPI (kWh/t) EnPIavg ± st.dev Reliability

NACE C22.1.9
EnPI_el 6.270 ± 1.335 Medium/High
EnPI_th 1.365 ± 1.160 Low
EnPI_gl 7.656 ± 1.895 Medium/High

NACE C22.1.1
EnPI_el 1.764 ± 631 Medium/High
EnPI_th 3.963 ± 2.727 Low/Medium
EnPI_gl 5.727 ± 3.280 Medium

For the NACE C22.1.9 sector, the electrical and global models are reliable, with a
standard deviation between 20% and 25% of the average. The thermal model, however,
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is not reliable, and it is not an indication of how an increase in quality is needed in the
reporting of thermal consumption by the reporters of the audits. For NACE sector C22.1.1,
similar results have been found for the electrical and global models, while the thermal
model is more reliable compared to the previous sector. This is mainly due to an increase
in the quality of the data in the energy audits.

For NACE sector C22.1.1, only the regression analysis performed for the electrical
model is reported. Those for the thermal and global models are not shown due to the high
randomness of the results obtained. This is mainly due to the low number of companies
subjected to mandatory energy audits in the sector, which results in low reliability, particu-
larly referring to the p-value. On the other hand, the high quality of the data allowed for
more accurate analyses, especially for second-level EnPIs.

The average values shown in Table 3 can be compared with the few values reported
in previous literature studies. In particular in [26] a global EnPI of about 5000 kWh/t is
presented, while in [27] global EnPI of US tyre factories of about 3000 kWh/t is reported.

3.2.2. Second Level Benchmark EnPIs

The added value of the present work was to delve deeper into the energy analysis
of production processes by going on to evaluate the second-level indicators that are a
fundamental tool for understanding the ways in which the production site can be made
more efficient, and that must guide the choice of interventions.

In this section, second level EnPIs obtained for the main activities will be illustrated,
for the moulding and post vulcanization phases for NACE sector C22.1.9 (gasket cluster)
and for mixing and curing phases for NACE sector C22.1.1 will be analysed.

Figures 9 and 10 show the regression analyses performed for NACE C22.1.1, while
Table 4 shows the associated statistical parameters.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. NACE C22.1.9: Gasket manufacturers cluster. (a) Electric regression model for moulding;
(b) Electric regression model for post-vulcanization. Source: Authors’ elaboration on JMP statistical
software V. 17.

For NACE C22.1.9, the regression shows a good correlation, determined by the high
R2. For the moulding process, even though the consumption data are evenly distributed
over the range of existence of the production, it has a significantly lower randomness than
post-curing. This is probably due to the different types of presses used to perform the
process, as injection presses generally consume more than compression ones. Despite the
very high R2 of post-curing, the relative regression line has a negative intercept, indicating
that the model is not totally reliable for low production levels.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 10. NACE C22.1.1. (a) Electric regression model for mixing; (b) Global regression model
for vulcanisation; (c) Electric regression model for vulcanisation; (d) Thermal regression model for
vulcanisation. Source: Authors’ elaboration on JMP statistical software V. 17.

Table 4. Statistical parameters of second-level regression analyses.

Phase Regression Model p-Value R2

NACE C22.1.9
Moulding <0.0014 0.696

Post-vulcanization <0.0002 0.917

NACE C22.1.1
Mixing <0.0226 0.955

Vulcanization_gl <0.0020 0.995
Vulcanization_th <0.0029 0.964

For the mixing phase of the NACE C22.1.1 sector, the data density is not homogeneous
over the entire range of production. This results in a set of sites with similar production
levels, which generate a leverage effect on the regression, decreasing the quality of the
analysed model, which can only be considered reliable mainly for low and high production
levels. Like the calculation of EnPIs, the regression for the vulcanisation phase allows a
very accurate consumption model to be obtained, particularly when referring to the global
analysis. The randomness of electrical and thermal consumption due to the different types
and performances of the ovens is, in fact, cancelled out with the global model, where the
model’s confidence lines lie almost completely on the same regression line.

The average second level EnPIs, referred to the consumption of individual phases for
the electrical, thermal, and global (electrical + thermal) models are presented in Table 5.
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Better results have been obtained for the moulding and post-vulcanization phases (both
electrical) for NACE C22.1.9, while for NACE C22.1.1, the specific consumption related to
mixing (electrical) and vulcanization (overall and thermal) phases were calculated.

Table 5. Results of the second level EnPIs calculations.

Phase EnPI (kWh/t) EnPIavg ± st.dev Reliability

NACE C22.1.9
Moulding 3.270 ± 984 Medium

Post-vulcanization 370 ± 89 Medium/High

NACE C22.1.1
Mixing 515 ± 206 Medium

Vulcanization_gl 1.913 ± 322 High
Vulcanization_th 1.775 ± 435 Medium/High

For NACE sector C22.1.9, the calculated EnPIs have a fair level of reliability. It also
shows that moulding is by far the most energy-intensive phase of the plant, with an EnPI an
order of magnitude higher than post-vulcanization. For moulding, the values obtained can
be compared with the previous ENEA study [40], where a value of 4300 kWh/t is reported.
The higher value reported in the previous study is due to the fact that the reference’s IPE
is specific to injection moulding (more energy-intensive than the compression moulding
included in the present study).

For the NACE C22.1.1 sector, the overall EnPI identified for the vulcanisation phase
has a lower coefficient of variation, supporting the reliability of the model. The thermal
model also shows good confidence, while the electric indicator is not reported due to
its high coefficient of variation. Conversely, the electrical model for the mixing phase is
reliable, as reported in Table 5.

For the mixing phase, it is possible to compare the value obtained with the value of
770 kWh/t reported in [29] related to the analysis of a Swedish plant in 2000. Moreover,
the results reported in [40] are available, which, however, are for rubber manufacturing
in general and not specifically for tyre production, and in fact, report an EnPI of about
200 kWh/t. The one calculated is higher, probably due to additional raw materials and
additives used in the mixing phase of tyre manufacturing.

3.3. Energy Efficiency Interventions

This session includes information on the second research question concerning qualita-
tive and quantitative information on energy efficiency measures.

Energy audits include detailed information on the implemented and proposed EPIAs.
The measures identified are described in the audits both qualitatively and quantitatively,
reporting the achievable energy and economic savings, the investment required to carry
out the measure, and any economic indicators such as NPV and Payback Period. Before
starting the analysis, the data preparation phase involved the classification of interventions
according to 17 main areas, shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Classification of energy efficiency interventions.

Classification of Interventions

Air conditioning Electrical Systems

Aspiration General

Building Envelope Other areas

Cogeneration Power factor correction

Compressed Air Renewable energy production

Cooling systems Thermal power plant/Heat Recovery

Electric Motors/Inverters Transport
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3.3.1. Analysis of Energy Efficiency Interventions for the NACE C22.1.9 Sector

In the NACE C22.1.9 sector, 406 energy efficiency measures were identified in audits,
amounting to about 10 ktoe of annual energy saving, corresponding to a total investment
of EUR 32 million. On the other hand, 66 interventions were carried out by companies in
previous years, with 724 tons of annual energy saving and EUR 3 million invested.

The comparison between the distribution of the Interventions identified and im-
plemented is included in Figure 11. Figure 11b demonstrates that about one-third of
implemented EPIAs are associated with lighting, which was made efficient mainly through
LED relamping, followed by Compressed air and Production lines interventions. In iden-
tified interventions, the most populated area is compressed air, with interventions on
the search/elimination of leaks and replacement of compressors. More details on the
interventions carried out on production lines in NACE C22.1.9 are provided in Table 7.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. NACE C22.1.9. Distribution according to the main areas of the interventions identified and
carried out. (a) Identified interventions. (b) Interventions carried out. Source: Authors’ elaboration
with JMP statistical software V. 17.

Table 7. NACE C22.1.9. Main interventions carried out on production lines.

NACE C22.1.9

Main Activities

Production Phase Solution Description

Moulding

Press insulation Installation of insulation planes on outside walls of presses

Presses replacement For very old systems, it is directly recommended to replace the presses with the
latest of the latest generation, which are more insulated and efficient.

Optimisation of press start-up time By analysing the electrical load curves of the plant, is it possible to determine
margins for postponing the switch on of pressed to avoiding wasting electricity.

Optimising press heating Replacement of electric heating elements for heating the moulds with more
modern and efficient technologies such as inductive heating.

Mixing

Mixer replacement
For very old systems, we directly recommend replacing the mixer with new
models. An example is the change from a machine working with direct current
to one working with alternating current, driven by an asynchronous motor.

Mixer efficiency Correct metering of the amount of chilled water required to operate the machine
can lead to considerable energy savings.

Drawing Drawer replacement For very old systems, we directly recommend replacing the drawer with more
efficient models of the latest generation.

Seasoning in
hot chamber Seasoning efficiency Transition from obsolete raw material heating systems such as AHU heating

elements to innovative systems equipped with heat pumps.
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An important parameter in assessing the effectiveness of an energy efficiency inter-
vention is the Cost Effectiveness, defined as:

Cost Effectiveness =
Investment [€]

Yearly energy savings [toe]

This parameter makes it possible to assess, depending on the type of intervention, the
necessary investment to save one toe per year. The lower the Cost Effectiveness, the more
advantageous the energy efficiency intervention will be. It is particularly important to
relate cost effectiveness to parameters such as investment and payback period. In Figure 12,
the relationship between these parameters is highlighted in a bubble plot, which presents
Cost Effectiveness and Simple Payback Period, both averaged, in ordinates and abscissae,
respectively. The average investment realised can instead be assessed by scaling the bubbles,
classified according to the different main areas of intervention defined by ENEA.

Figure 12. NACE C22.1.9. Bubble-plot for identified interventions scaled on investment. Source:
Authors’ elaboration with JMP statistical software V.17.

Interventions with the lowest cost-effectiveness are those related to the area ‘General’,
consisting of management interventions such as the adoption of ISO 50001 and monitoring,
followed by the areas ‘Compressed Air’ and ‘Lighting’. Low-cost effectiveness implies
a higher attitude to intervention in these areas, as shown in Figure 11a,b. In addition to
low-cost effectiveness, the interventions in the areas “General”, “Compressed Air”, and
“Lighting” present the lowest Simple Payback Period of the sector (about 2–3 years) and
also a low average investment. Interventions on main activities, represented by the category
“Production Lines” present a low PBP, a higher average investment and Cost Effectiveness
when compared to the remaining categories.

This information, therefore, allows us to highlight how intervening on plant-critical
machinery or through renewable energy production is not always convenient both from an
energy and economic point of view. It is worth noting that the average investment and PBT
do not include potential energy efficiency subsidies and incentive mechanisms.

Due to the low quality of the data received concerning the interventions carried out, it
was not possible to perform a similar detailed analysis for this category of interventions.
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3.3.2. Analysis of Energy Efficiency Interventions for the NACE C22.1.1 Sector

In the NACE C22.1.1 sector, 68 energy efficiency measures were identified in the audits,
amounting to about 29 ktoe of annual energy saving, corresponding to a total investment
of EUR 58 million. Moreover, 22 measures were carried out by companies, with a total of
EUR 7 million invested and 2.418 toe saved each year.

Unlike the previous sector, there is a considerable discrepancy between the areas of
intervention identified and carried out, as shown in Figure 13. The companies intervened
mainly on the production lines (Figure 13b), making the main activities efficient according
to the interventions described in Table 7. Other relevant intervention areas were pumping,
compressed air production, air conditioning and lighting systems. The areas of intervention
proposed in the audit (Figure 14), on the other hand, mainly refer to the streamlining of the
thermal energy use by concentrating resources in the thermal power plant related to steam
production. Its production is therefore made more efficient mainly through proposals
to replace the boiler or through the insulation of the steam distribution plant. In any
case, a good number of interventions are proposed for the main activities and on the
compressed air system; this is in line with the good results obtained in the same areas with
the interventions carried out. More details on the interventions carried out on production
lines in NACE C22.1.1 are provided in Table 8.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. NACE C22.1.1. Distribution according to the main areas of the interventions identified and
carried out. (a) Identified interventions. (b) Interventions carried out. Source: Authors’ elaboration
with JMP statistical software V. 17.

In this case, the identified interventions referred to Production lines represent, also
with the “Thermal Power Plant” area, the categories with the lowest cost-effectiveness in
the sector (about 2000 €/toe). This explains the high number of interventions identified
(both areas) and carried out (“Production Lines” only) in these two main categories. In the
compressed air production and distribution area, the average cost-effectiveness for this
NACE Sector also stands at around 4000 €/toe, like the results obtained in Figure 12 for the
previous sector.

In Figure 14, it is possible to distinguish two zones made up of 3 areas each; the first,
consisting of “Manufacturing Lines”, “Thermal Power Plant”, and “Compressed Air”,
presents low-cost effectiveness, payback period and also average investment, determined
by the size of the bubble, while the second zone, consisting of “Lighting”, “Cooling Systems”
and “Electrical systems”, presents totally opposite characteristics. These results agree with
the number of interventions proposed and carried out by the companies shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 14. NACE C22.1.1. Bubble-plot for identified interventions scaled on investment. Source:
Authors’ elaboration with JMP statistical software V.17.

Table 8. NACE C22.1.1. Main interventions carried out on production lines.

NACE Sector C22.1.1

Main Activities

Production Phase Solution Description

Vulcanization

Firing cavity replacement

Cooking cavities that mainly use steam as an energy carrier for heating can be
replaced with fewer cavities that use electrical heating elements instead, leading
to an improvement in overall efficiency and a reduction in natural gas
consumption.

Efficiency of pressure level Use a press exhaust not at atmospheric pressure but at a pressure of about 2–3
bar, increasing the proportion of heat that can be recovered from the system.

Replacement of vulcanisers Conversion of the water-vapour vulcanisation plant to a more efficient nitrogen
plant, saving approximately 20 percent of the plant’s natural gas consumption.

Mixing

Mixer replacement
For very old systems, we directly recommend replacing the mixer with new
models. An example is the change from a machine working with direct current
to one working with alternating current, driven by an asynchronous motor.

Mixer efficiency Correct metering of the amount of chilled water required to operate the machine
can lead to considerable energy savings.

Banbury Energy Efficiency

Installing pneumatic transformers for handling cylinders to limit energy losses
due to rolling. They reuse the dissipated energy produced by the process to suck
in and re-pressurise air from outside or from energy dense zones. They also
reduce the operating pressure of the compressed air by identifying the
minimum level required to move the actuator.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the analysis of the energy performance of the Italian rubber manufactur-
ing industry based on mandatory energy audits is presented. The rubber manufacturing
industry (NACE Group C22.1) is an important sector in Italy, but specific studies dedicated
to the energy aspects of the sector are lacking, together with up-to-date, reliable benchmark
data. The novelty of this work lies in updating, when available, or developing for the first
time energy performance indicators for the sector, deepening the energy analysis of its
production processes, and assessing the cost-effectiveness of energy efficiency solutions.

The analysis of about one hundred energy audits related to two main sub-sectors
(NACE C22.1.9 and NACE C22.1.1) made it possible to define energy models, assess the
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share of different energy vectors and their contributions among the three main functional
areas and among the main process activities, calculate first- and second-level energy per-
formance indicators, and investigate the main energy efficiency interventions. Results
highlighted that natural gas accounts for more than a third of the total energy consumption
for NACE C22.1.9, while for NACE C22.1.1, it accounts for 50%. First-level electrical, ther-
mal and global consumption indicators were calculated. Relative to electricity consumption
average indicators, the values for C22.1.9 and C22.1.1 are 6300 kWh/t and 1800 kWh/t,
respectively, both with medium/high reliability. Detailed information is available from
energy audits, which also allow the computing of second-level indicators relative to specific
sub-processes. For sector C22.1.9, the obtained second-level indicators have a fair level of
reliability. The results show that moulding is the most energy-intensive production phase.
For the NACE C22.1.1 sector, second-level indicators for vulcanisation and mixing phases
have been elaborated.

The computation of energy performance indicators has been combined with the analy-
sis of the implemented and proposed energy performance improvement actions reported
in energy audits. For the NACE sector C22.1.9, a third of implemented EPIAs is associated
with lighting, followed by Compressed air and Production lines interventions. In identi-
fied interventions, the most populated area is compressed air, with interventions on the
search/elimination of leaks and replacement of compressors. For NACE C 22.1.1 audits, the
companies intervened mainly on the production lines, and other relevant intervention areas
were represented by pumping, compressed air production, air conditioning and lighting
systems. On the other hand, proposed interventions are mainly related to steam production
optimisation. Cost-effective indicators have also been computed. This work represents
an important contribution, as detailed benchmark analyses for the rubber industry were
not available in the literature. Having these up-to-date results available is very important,
firstly for companies in the sector and secondly for policymakers who establish energy
efficiency support measures for companies. The definition of specific energy models, in
fact, can provide a useful framework for consumption accounting at the company level
and for comparison over time. The analysis of the cost-effectiveness and payback time
of different measures can also play a key role in planning energy efficiency support poli-
cies. Combining technical information on energy performance with economic features on
interventions makes a unique data-driven and knowledge-based framework available to
policymakers. The limitations of the work are related to the sample under analysis, which
includes only obliged companies, i.e., large or energy-intensive enterprises, while it would
be interesting to consider the entire rubber sector, namely non-energy-intensive SMEs and,
with the available data, extend the analysis to other European and non-European countries.
Further research could concentrate on a scenario analysis devoted to calculating the whole
sector’s efficiency potential. In this way, the differences among company types could also
be assessed, showing the role of potential barriers to EPIA implementation.
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Abstract: In a scenario characterised by mitigation concerns and calls for greater resilience in the
energy sector, energy audits (EAs) emerge as an essential mean for enhancing end-use energy con-
sumption awareness and efficiency. Such a tool allows us to assess the different energy carriers
consumed in a productive sector, offering insight into existing energy efficiency improvement op-
portunities. This opens avenues for research to devise an econometrics-based methodology that
encapsulate production sites and their environmental essentials. This paper contributes to the liter-
ature by exploiting the EAs received by the Italian National agency for New technologies, Energy,
and Sustainable Economic Development (ENEA) in 2019 from the Italian plastics manufacturing
sector, matched with Italian firm-based data extracted from the Analisi Informatizzata delle Aziende
Italiane (Italian company information and business intelligence) (AIDA) database. In particular, we
investigate how the implementation of energy efficiency measures (EEMs) is influenced by a set of
contextual factors, as well as features relating to the companies and EEMs themselves. The empirical
investigation focuses on the EAs submitted to ENEA in 2019, which was strategically chosen due
to its unique data availability and adequacy for extensive analysis. The selection of 2019 is justified
as it constitutes the second mandatory reporting period for energy audits, in contrast to the 2022
data, which are currently undergoing detailed refinement. In line with the literature, the adopted
empirical approach involves the use of both the OLS and logistic regression models. Empirical results
confirm the relevance of economic and financial factors in guiding the decisions surrounding the
sector’s energy performance, alongside the analogous influence of the technical characteristics of
the measures themselves and of the firms’ strategies. In particular, the OLS model with no fixed
effects shows that a one-percent variation in investments is associated with an increase in savings
performance equal to 0.63%. As for the OLS model, including fixed effects, the elasticity among the
two variables concerned reaches 0.87%, while in the logistic regression, if the investment carried
out by the production sites increases, the expected percentage change in the probability that the
energy-saving performance is above its average is about 187.77%. Contextual factors that prove to be
equally influential include the incentive mechanism considered and the traits of the geographical area
in which the companies are located. Relevant policy implications derived from this analysis include
the importance of reducing informational barriers about EEMs and increasing technical assistance,
which can be crucial for identifying and implementing effective energy solutions.

Keywords: energy efficiency; energy audits; industry; plastics

1. Introduction

The current policy environment in the European Union (EU) is witnessing numerous
challenges affecting the stability of the macroeconomic framework of member countries,
most notably the compelling need to address growing uncertainties regarding the relia-
bility and affordability of energy flows while maintaining policy strategies in line with
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greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. For several years, the key institutions of the
EU have shown a deep awareness of the combined benefits and urgencies associated with
energy efficiency (EE), identifying energy demand moderation as a pivotal dimension of
the European Energy Strategy. According to the text of Directive 2012/27/EU [1], and its
2018 [2] and 2023 [3] recasts, EE is a valuable tool whose advancements along the entire
energy chain (including generation, transmission, distribution, and end-use of energy)
would generate benefits directly attributable to the wellbeing of the EU population, such
as those related to the environment, air quality and public health, and even positive im-
pacts related to the energy security of member countries, by reducing their dependence
on energy imports from outside the Union. As a result, energy costs for households and
businesses would decrease, thus alleviating energy poverty, fostering business compet-
itiveness and the dynamics of labour markets. In 2012, the European Energy Efficiency
Directive 2012/27/EU (EED) [1] was therefore enacted, with the aim of regulating the
matter and introducing additional stimulus mechanisms for the adoption of energy ef-
ficiency measures. The integrated approach used is reflected in the request to Member
States to establish “national energy efficiency targets expressed through national action
plans to be published every three years”, and the complementary request to define and
promote financing instruments or fiscal incentives that lead to the implementation of energy
management practices and energy-efficient technologies or techniques. The legislation on
the subject is, in fact, constantly evolving. On 10 October 2023, a new Directive on energy
efficiency entered into force [3], containing updated norms on the matter to reduce final
energy consumption at an EU level of 11.7% by 2030, which translates into an upper limit
on the EU final energy consumption of 763 million toe and 993 million toe for primary
consumption. The 2023 revision of the Directive is part of the EU Green Deal package, and
the ambition of the 2021 initial proposal was strengthened in the REPowerEU plan. For the
first time, the “energy efficiency first” principle takes on legal standing, meaning that EU
countries must consider EE in all relevant policy and investment decisions. The present
work aims to offer a method to analyse the impact of the existing mechanism of mandatory
energy audits on the adoption of EEMs, applying it to a specific manufacturing sector, prior
to the introduction of these new obligations.

In line with European commitments, Italy pursues a path to improve the country’s
energy security, environmental protection, and accessibility of energy services, recognising
the benefits associated with energy efficiency and therefore identifying its strategic role
through the Legislative Decree No. 102 of 2014 on energy efficiency [4]. The Decree estab-
lishes a framework of measures for the promotion and improvement of energy efficiency
that contribute to the achievement of the national energy savings target indicated in Article
3 and to the implementation of the European principle that puts energy efficiency first. In
detail, it sets a national obligation to save 20 Mtoe per year of primary energy, equivalent
to 15.5 Mtoe per annum of final energy through mechanisms and tools outlined by the
Legislative Decree itself. For what concerns these latter, as stressed by the Italian Action
Plan for EE, Italy mainly refers to the White Certificates obligation scheme, accompanied
by other support tools for energy efficiency enhancement measures such as tax deductions
for the energy requalification of buildings and the renewable energy for heating and cool-
ing support scheme (Conto termico), which incentivises interventions to increase energy
efficiency and thermal energy production from renewable sources for small-scale plants.
EE Directive 2012/27/EU [1] introduced the obligation for large enterprises to carry out
an energy audit on their production sites, starting from December 2015 and subsequently
every 4 years. Among the horizontal policies mentioned in the Decree, in line with the
requirements of the Directive, EAs are recognised as a key tool capable of stimulating a
conscious management of energy consumption within production activities, while identify-
ing feasible efficiency measures and mechanisms for their implementation, breaking down
some of the barriers associated with the adoption of EEMs.

In this study, we exploit the large potential offered by data collected through manda-
tory EAs, a crucial source of detailed and reliable information on energy-saving oppor-
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tunities. The focus on the plastics manufacturing sector is motivated by its economic
significance and the abundance of EEMs identified in the EAs. We adopt an econometric
approach which involves the use of both OLS and logistic regression models to assess the
contributions of economic, financial, and contextual factors to a firm’s energy performance.
Such econometric approach represents a significant starting point to explore firm dynamics
in relation to EEMs. However, the unique nature of the EAs’ data limits comparability to
other studies.

This analysis aims to understand the broader influence of financial and managerial
practices on EE. The main focus of this paper is the examination of how certain aspects
of corporate productivity, including broader management practices not directly related to
energy consumption behaviours, influence industrial energy performances. For instance, a
specific area of interest is the role of debt-financed funding in implementing energy effi-
ciency measures, as this could reveal key business strategies for long-term cost management
and the impact of these financial decisions on energy efficiency of the sector.

Simultaneously, our investigation delves into the technical characteristics of the energy
efficiency interventions. We aim to identify which specific measures and characteristics might
lead to enhanced energy performance in the plastics manufacturing sector. This entails exam-
ining discrepancies in energy performance impact, attributable to the efficacy of interventions,
cost–benefit ratios, adaptability to corporate needs, and technological innovations.

Furthermore, the study critically assesses existing incentives, with a particular focus
on the Italian White Certificate scheme, and their effectiveness in supporting enterprises
overcome economic barriers to implementing EEMs. Considering the several challenges
that companies face in implementing EEMs, it should be considered how the specific char-
acteristics of production realities influence their energy performance and their propensity
to implement EEMs. In fact, a uniform approach to incentives may not be sufficient in
addressing these challenges. Market-based incentives based solely on the level of energy
savings achieved (such as White Certificates) may not be sufficient to achieve sector-specific
EE targets, especially if there are discrepancies compounded by differences in energy be-
haviour related to the geographical location of companies. In acknowledging the inherent
limitations of this study, including the nature of the EA information, the specific focus on
the plastics manufacturing sector, and the heterogeneity in the energy audits, we emphasise
the need for a cautious interpretation of our findings. These factors highlight the potential
for further research, particularly in areas where data and methodological limitations cur-
rently constrain our understanding of regional disparities and sector-specific challenges in
energy efficiency.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Energy Efficiency in Productive Activities
2.1.1. Barriers and Drivers of Energy Efficiency Interventions

The emphasis on incentive mechanisms and energy audits, as part of the European
approach, is based on the imperative for Member States to reduce energy intensity of their
production processes at an increasing pace. However, businesses, leading players in the
clean energy transition, still face several obstacles in pursuing this path.

A distinctive branch of the literature attempts to gain an in-depth understanding of the
forces (external and behavioural) that inhibit investment in energy-efficient technologies,
i.e., barriers to adoption [5], with the aim of expanding the insufficient adoption of EEMs
notwithstanding the benefits in terms of enhanced competitiveness and decreased energy
costs. Multiple studies emphasise the crucial importance of financial elements.

In particular, access to capital appears to be one of the main impediments, strongly felt
by small and medium enterprises (SMEs) [6–9]. Newell and Anderson [10] substantiates
how the initial expenditure incurred by firms and the relative payback period are negatively
correlated with the rate of EEM adoption. Therefore, economic incentives are particularly
effective in the short term as they abate resistance stemming from implementation costs.
However, there may be many benefits and risks that these financial measures do not
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capture. The specific features of an EEM can be an equally relevant factor for the purpose of
implementation, shaping the difficulties faced by the company. In this regard, the authors
of [11] identify macro-areas for defining these characteristics; the first deals with the relative
benefit of the measure itself (including financial aspects and noneconomic benefits such as
those related to the reduction in environmental damage), while the second area deals with
the technical context of the intervention and thus with all the elements that characterise the
type of EEM, such as its magnitude and duration.

An additional problem arises considering that these specificities can in turn acquire
different degrees of relevance depending on the characteristics of the company in consider-
ation and the market in which it operates; in fact, different sizes, market competitiveness,
the organisational and knowledge management model adopted, etc., are all traits that can
interact with the specificities of the intervention, thus widening or reducing existing barri-
ers [8]. Finally, among the most frequently encountered reasons for insufficient adoption
is the perception of the intervention itself, i.e., the priority assigned to it in relation to the
corporate strategy adopted. Zhang et al. [12] suggests that whether an EEM is perceived as
strategic depends not only on the characteristics of the intervention itself but to an even
greater extent on the culture and priorities of the company.

These discussions highlight the importance of the regulatory instruments adopted in
the EU to create an economic, legal, and social context capable of transforming corporate
culture and strategies, while financially supporting companies in implementing EEMs.
To this end, the role of financial, governmental, and non-governmental institutions in
promoting energy efficiency in the various production sectors and/or end-uses and guiding
financial markets is evident. Trianni and Cagno [8] demonstrates this role through an
analysis of the factors capable of stimulating the adoption of energy conservation measures
(i.e., energy efficiency drivers). Indeed, along with economic factors, the authors emphasise
the influence of regulatory instruments. These can be distinguished between internal,
such as voluntary agreements made by companies, and external, such as obligations
and constraints imposed on companies, including those related to the performance of
energy consumption audits. These obligations, together with the use of information
tools and the necessary professional training, increase the efforts made by the production
activities and the ease with which they are carried out, increasing awareness both on energy
consumption and energy efficiency solutions for the production site, thus breaking down
informational barriers.

In addition to internal business organisational factors, which can potentially hinder
EEM implementation, it is crucial to address the influences of specific regulatory and policy
environments on energy efficiency trajectories. By analysing the broader interconnections
and systemic links between renewable energy consumption, financial development, and
public health [11], and in particular by exploring the two-way influences and long-term
linkages between these variables in different nations, the authors clarify how renewable
energy consumption not only supports the reduction in environmental pollution, but also
enhances public health. This tripartite relationship, explored through robust econometric
methods, reinforces the need for policies that balance immediate financial incentives with
long-term health and sustainability goals. From a business perspective, this causality
relationship suggests that investment in renewable energy and prioritising financial growth
may have more far-reaching implications. This could affect not only immediate operational
costs, but also public welfare, and could potentially shape both market reception and
competitive edge. When examining the effects of energy policies and their influence
on corporate health, we can gain some fascinating insights. Through examining how
China has intertwined different policy instruments in the field of energy conservation and
emission reduction, Zhang et al. [12] enlightens us on the role of policy coordination in
the broader framework of economic growth. When administrative and financial measures
are coordinated, there is a positive knock-on effect on economic growth. It is as if these
two forces, once aligned, not only serve the goal of energy conservation, but also give the
economy a boost.
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Zhang et al. [12] also presents a contrasting scenario where administrative measures
are implemented alongside fiscal and taxation policies, or when they are aligned with
broader policy orientations. In this case, the impact on economic growth goes in the oppo-
site direction. The results suggest the need for a delicate balancing act when introducing
policies; policy instruments must be rooted in the specific implementation context and work
in harmony, simultaneously supporting sustainable energy goals and economic growth.

In conclusion, these studies shed light on the complexity and multidimensionality of
energy efficiency in manufacturing sectors. They emphasise the central role of internal
corporate culture and external policy frameworks, along with governmental coordination
strategies, in influencing the adoption and effectiveness of EEMs. This interplay of factors
accentuates the need for a holistic approach, complemented by an in-depth understanding
of the unique green transition needs of the productive sectors, for the creation of customised
policy instruments that meet sector-specific needs.

2.1.2. Empirical Analysis of Barriers and Drivers of Energy Efficiency Interventions

This section focuses on the literature on which this work is based, which relates to the
use of econometric methods for the sectoral analysis of observed energy efficiency pathways.
The use of such methodologies allows for the identification of the foundational traits of the
company and the interaction between productive activities and the socioeconomic context
capable of influencing the ability of production sites to implement EEMs. Sectoral studies
in the field of energy efficiency mostly focus on the analysis of the benefits associated with
the implementation of specific technology systems and behavioural measures [13,14]. Few
empirical contributions, on the other hand, take a generalised approach aimed at estimating
how various elements, inherent in multiple aspects of the company and the context, enable
industries to move towards better energy-saving performances. A relevant strand of the
literature consists of the studies conducted by Cagno and Trianni; the two authors, in
collaboration with several researchers, have carried out multiple empirical works regarding
the drivers and barriers that can influence the adoption of EEMs [15–18]. Although these
contributions mostly adopt statistical approaches (correlation analysis) methodologically
different from econometric models, there are important exceptions, such as [19,20]. The
latter studies—in the context of SMEs in the Slovenian manufacturing sector—how salient
the barriers and drivers are for EEM adoption in comparison to other contextual influences.
Trianni and Cagno [8] constructed a linear probability and logit model to investigate the
likelihood of EEM implementation by separately examining elements influencing past and
future EE investment decisions. The authors found that companies’ internal culture and
their innovative capabilities raise the emphasis on energy conservation. Considering past
investment decisions, they observed how greater leverage negatively affects the probability
of introducing EEMs. They also show that businesses that have implemented awareness
programs and performed an energy audit are much more likely to implement EEMs. As for
the results related to future investment decisions, the firm’s ability to innovate becomes
central; research and development activities to achieve an energy-conscious corporate
culture are an essential stimulus for EEM deployment. The deployment appears to be
highly influenced by organisational and skill-related barriers. Finally, behavioural and tech-
nological barriers reduce the likelihood of future EEM introduction, showing once again
how building internal awareness, while leveraging external linkages, can influence the
energy conservation pattern of a manufacturing sector. In this regard, Hrovatin et al. [20]
exploits panel data pertaining to actual investment decisions through two probit models
and evaluate the probability for firms to carry out an environmental investment and then,
separately, the probability associated with carrying out investments in clean technologies
and in energy efficiency measures. Economic factors related to the characteristics of the
enterprises as profitability (ROA), indebtedness (debt ratio), innovative capabilities (R&D
activity), and energy costs were used in these approaches as predictors, together with
market-driven elements and regulations. Regarding the results inherent in investments in
EEMs, the authors suggest that both firm and sectoral characteristics can shape them; in
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particular, firm-specific and market-related economic factors are of crucial importance. For
instance, firm size affects the level of EE investments due to the greater exposure to interna-
tional competition and higher energy costs; consequently, these become necessary means
for large enterprises to lower their manufacturing costs and enhance their competitive edge.

Finally, this type of investment is influenced by favourable expectations about future
demand and to be relatively more resilient, during and after the 2008 financial crisis. The
reason for this probably lies in the fact that EE investments are relatively cost-effective,
which makes it easier “to obtain the corresponding financing despite the stringent banking
regulations and scarce financial resources” [20]. In their groundbreaking 2014 study, Boyd
and Curtis [21] employed a two-phase approach (which at first establishes a benchmark for
plant-level energy intensity and subsequently analyses the impact of management practices
on this relative energy intensity using a linear regression model) to delve into the impact
of corporate management practices on energy performance in the U.S. manufacturing
sector. The study incorporated plant-level fixed effects, allowing for the control of unique,
invariant characteristics of each plant that could sway energy efficiency. The findings reveal
a complex relationship between management practices and energy efficiency. Certain
practices, such as effective monitoring and well-structured incentive systems, are linked
to a decrease in energy usage. However, a focus on aggressive production targets can
paradoxically lead to an increase in energy consumption. Following Boyd and Curtis’s
approach to examining the role of management in operational efficiency, Blass et al. [22]
delves into how top operations managers within small and medium-sized manufacturing
firms influence the adoption of energy-saving practices. By employing logistic and OLS
regression models with fixed effects for multisite firms, Blass et al. [22] reveals that the
engagement of operationally focused senior managers significantly boosts the implementa-
tion of recommended practices by 13.4% and increases the adoption of substantive process
changes. These insights highlight the importance of managerial influence in enhancing EE
for SMEs, aligning with, and expanding upon, the foundational findings of [21]. In parallel
with the examination of policy and managerial influences on energy efficiency, the 2017
research conducted by Nicola Cantore [23] presents an in-depth analysis of 214 compa-
nies across diverse industries and countries. Cantore’s study, utilising logistic regression
models complemented by Principal Component Analysis, sheds light on the determinants
of energy efficiency technology adoption within the manufacturing sector. Contrary to
expectations, the study reveals that geographical location is not a significant factor in in-
vestment decisions related to energy efficiency. Instead, it emphasises the decisive roles of
internal management, prior experience with EE projects, and microeconomic barriers such
as capital constraints. These insights emphasise the importance of a company’s internal
organisational structure and management practices in the evolution of industrial energy
trajectories, advocating for a tailored approach to energy conservation promotion that
caters to the specificities of different manufacturing sectors and developmental contexts.
Notably, the study uncovers a counterintuitive yet significant relationship where the adop-
tion of certified management systems may deter further energy efficiency investments.
From a management perspective, achieving certification might be perceived as an end-goal,
potentially reducing the motivation for ongoing investment in EEMs. Further, another
significant empirical contribution is [10] on the relevance of information programs for
technology adoption. Specifically, the authors considered a set of potential energy-saving
projects related to the U.S. manufacturing sector, recommended by auditors of the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Industrial Assessment Centre (IAC) program, therefore using data
resulting from EAs. The utilisation of EA information in this study significantly enhances
its contribution to the existing literature, offering a foundation upon which our article
draws considerable inspiration. The authors exploited a logit model with plant-level fixed
effects [24,25] to control for unobserved differences between plants in the propensity to
adopt EE technologies. Newell and Anderson [10] found that adoption rates are higher for
projects with shorter payback periods, lower costs, higher resulting annual savings, higher
energy prices, and greater energy conservation; results also emphasised how installations
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are 40% more sensitive to upfront costs than to annual savings, identifying important
policy implications, as subsidies appear to be more effective in promoting energy-efficient
technologies than increases in energy prices. The study highlights that although numer-
ous cost-effective energy-efficient projects are implemented by manufacturing plants, a
significant number remain unadopted. This is mainly due to high implicit discount rates
and overlooked factors such as project risks and internal barriers within firms. These
findings indicate that decision-making within firms involves more than just financial cal-
culations, encompassing a range of unquantified elements that influence the adoption of
energy-efficient technologies.

The use of data from energy audits appears to be an under-used methodological choice,
especially considering the econometric formulations. However, there is the extensive
opportunity to extract relevant information from them, as demonstrated by [26]. This work
is an effort to compute energy performance indices in the cement manufacturing sector,
clearly framing the type of information that can be extracted and the methodology used in
the analysis. An empirical analysis aimed at assessing the impact of energy monitoring and
energy management systems (EnMSs) for implementing and planning actions to improve
energy performance was also developed [27]. In particular, the studies emphasised the
richness of the data retrieved from audits, which allow for a delineation of the characteristics
of the analysed sectors (plastic and ceramic manufacturing), as well as the relevance of
promoting energy monitoring and EnMSs as a pivotal part of energy efficiency policies.

The possibilities offered by the data contained in the audits, together with the wide
range of applicable econometric approaches, provide the foundations for a broader research
path aimed at identifying a standard methodology for analysing the energy performance
of productive sectors.

2.2. The Italian Energy Audit System

For the purposes of this analysis, prior to proceeding with the discussion related to the
data employed, it is crucial to provide a framework for a proper understanding of the tool
used as a source of information, i.e., the EA, and ultimately how this is regulated in Italy.

Article 8 on EAs and EnMSs of the EE Directive 2012/27/EU [1] imposes two major
obligations on Member States: to promote the availability of EAs among final customers in
all sectors, and to ensure that enterprises that are not SMEs conduct energy audits at least
every four years.

Consequently, EAs become the most qualified tool in the EU for analysing the energy
flows of production activities and their management, represented by a “systematic eval-
uation of energy uses from their point of entry up to their final uses, able consequently
to track and quantify energy saving opportunities” [1]. On the one hand, energy audits
constitute a tool to understand and represent the structure of energy consumption in the
various functional areas of production activities; on the other hand, they support compa-
nies in identifying the possible reductions in energy consumption, economic costs, and
carbon emissions.

In line with the EU requirements, the Italian Legislative Decree 102/2014 [4] identifies
large enterprises and energy-intensive enterprises as the subjects obligated to carry out
an EA at their production sites, excluding, however, large enterprises with a total annual
energy consumption of less than 50 toe. In addition, the Decree entrusts ENEA as the entity
in charge of establishing and managing a database of enterprises subject to audit, with the
task of carrying out controls to verify the conformity of the audits with legal requirements.

The standard EN 16247.1 “Energy Audit–General Requirements” [28] and subsequent
regulatory tools define the methodology for obtaining a good-quality energy audit of a
production site. In this standard, the Italian approach to energy audit has been referred
to; indeed, the guidelines for energy audit contents adopted in Italy have been considered
to be the best practice in the EU. The audit process involves defining the professional
prerequisites of the energy auditor and assigning the responsibility of gathering all infor-
mation necessary and useful for gaining an understanding of the various areas of energy
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consumption, along with its supply sources. The role of the auditor is central due to the
specific knowledge in managing energy and implementing potential interventions, and
the potential to reduce resistance to adopting energy management practices by conducting
analyses in the field.

Companies are required to send an audit report to ENEA every four years; the report
should gather all the essential information to draw a complete picture of the company’s
funding characteristics, while also providing a summary of energy consumption and its
deployment in the different functional areas. The section of the report aimed at describing
the energy efficiency interventions already introduced and those implementable (as identi-
fied by the auditor) is particularly relevant. Table 1 lists all the information contained in an
audit report.

Table 1. Information contained in the energy audits.

Audit Report Content

1. Note on who drew the energy audit.
2. General data of the company.
3. Data of the production site for which the audit is made.
4. The reference period of the audit.
5. The units of measurement adopted within the audit.
6. Energy consumption.
7. Raw materials used in production processes.
8. Production process description.
9. Description of finished products.
10. Reference energy indicators.
11. Information on data collection method.
12. Description of implementation of monitoring strategy.
13. Energy models.
14. Calculation of energy indicators.
15. Interventions carried out in the past.
16. Individuation of possible interventions.
17. Summary of identified interventions:

a. Net Present Value (NPV);
b. Investment (I);
c. Cash flow (FC);
d. Energy savings;
e. Payback period (TR);
f. IRR.

Source: ENEA, The Energy Audit Guidelines and Operating Manual.

3. Data and Methodology

3.1. Data

By receiving the information resulting from the energy audit obligation from a large
number of companies every four years, ENEA manages a unique database, offering the
opportunity for an in-depth analysis of the characteristics of the companies and their impact
on the past and future evolution of EEMs in different sectors.

This work exploits a cross-sectional database, which consists of the information ex-
tracted from the 684 energy audits sent to ENEA in 2019 by over 600 obligated manufac-
turing enterprises pertaining to the Italian production of plastic articles. The year 2019
represents the starting year of the second obligation period for energy audit policy (after
its introduction in 2015) and a significantly higher number of audits has been collected by
ENEA relative to following obligation years (energy audits collected in December 2019
are relative to 2018; more information on the obligation years can be found in the report
“Rapporto sull’attuazione dell’obbligo di diagnosi” drafted for the Ministry of Environment
and Energy Security, available here https://www.efficienzaenergetica.enea.it/servizi-per/
imprese/diagnosi-energetiche/pubblicazioni-e-atti.html (accessed on 23 December 2023)).
In particular, the sample includes audits received from firms operating in the plastics sector,
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classified as ATECO 22.21.00, 22.22.00, and 22.29.09, equivalent to NACE C22.1.1, C22.2.2,
and C22.2.9. (The ATECO and NACE codes mentioned here refer to specific classifications
within the European system for categorising various types of economic activities; ATECO
(Attività Economiche) is the Italian version, while NACE (Nomenclature statistique des Ac-
tivités économiques dans la Communauté Européenne) is the broader European standard.)
These codes predominantly include small and medium-sized energy-intensive enterprises,
with a high share of multisite enterprises. An in-depth discussion of the business area
under consideration will be provided in the next section. The uniqueness of the database
is the informative scope of the energy audit, which allows us to capture data inherent to
implementable EEMs as well as intrinsic to production sites.

With regard to the former, these cover the description, type, and energy saving of the
identified energy efficiency measures, allowing us to consider the technical specificity of
the interventions themselves. Accordingly, information is also disclosed on the different
types of energy savings that could be attained: annual electric energy savings (toe), annual
thermal energy savings (toe), other annual savings (toe), total annual savings (toe), pri-
mary electric savings (toe), total primary savings (toe), and annual fuel savings (toe). The
database also incorporates details concerning the investment required for EEMs’ imple-
mentation and the associated net present value, and payback period, calculated without
incentives. Cost-effectiveness can thus be derived from the information in the database.
In detail, the technical traits of the intervention are considered by classifying the energy
efficiency measures into different areas of categorisation: HVAC (heating, ventilation, and
air conditioning); building envelope; compressed air systems; engines, inverters, and other
electrical installations; electric systems; general/managerial (monitoring, training, energy
management system, ISO 50001 [29]); distribution networks; lighting; power factor cor-
rection; cold production unit; production lines; intake systems; thermal power plant/heat
recovery; transport; production from renewable sources and cogeneration/trigeneration;
and a miscellaneous category of measures not elsewhere classified.

With regard to the variables tied to enterprises, ENEA collects information concerning
the company name and the ID code for the identification of production sites associated
with the same VAT (multi-site companies); the region and province in which the production
sites are located; the presence of energy consumption monitoring systems; and the presence
of ISO 50001 certification. Finally, it is possible to make a distinction between the obligated
parties, i.e., to assess whether the company considered is a large company or an energy-
intensive company. Table 2 summarises the different information included in the database.

Table 2. Information obtained from the energy audits.

Information Related to the Firm Information Related to EEMs

Company name Investment level
ID code Payback period (PBP)
VAT Cost-effectiveness
Region and province Area of categorisation
Energy monitoring mechanism Realizable energy savings
ISO 50001 [29] Net present value
Energy intensity
Dimension
Energy consumption level

Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ENEA data.

Furthermore, for the purposes of this work, energy consumption levels of the pro-
duction sites considered were included as well (primary electric consumption (toe), total
primary consumption (toe), total final consumption (toe), thermal energy consumption (toe),
and gas consumption (toe)). This information can be derived from the ENEA energy audit
database, as described in [27], in terms of electrical, thermal, and gas consumption levels.
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Given that this information for three NACE C22 sectors has never been processed
before, considerable effort was required to validate the data. The adjustments that were
made to the source database are listed in detail in Table 3.

Table 3. Adjustments applied to the database.

Data Validation Steps

Energy efficiency interventions with missing total energy savings were removed as they were not
relevant for the purposes of the analysis.

Interventions resulting from audits not relevant to the investigated obligation period were
removed from the database.

Energy savings and investments values, associated with interventions, which were particularly
distant from their average (with reference to both tails of the distribution) were checked by
directly verifying the contents of the energy audits.

Adjustments were made, where necessary, to the values of energy savings by applying
due conversions.

Where investment and cost-effectiveness levels were missing, the energy audits were inspected
and, if necessary, the database was integrated on the basis of the content of the audits.

Payback periods were included where missing if related information was present in the
energy audits.

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Finally, to broaden the lens on business attributes that are capable of influencing
energy-saving performance, ENEA EA data were merged with data extracted from AIDA
(Informed Analysis of Italian Companies) database. More specifically, through the iden-
tification code of the companies, information on productivity and sector characteristics
was extracted. These turned out to be available for about 400 of the companies subject
to the obligation. The merge, in combination with the previous data preparation phases,
resulted in a narrower number of observations: 1304 implementable EEMs constituted the
sample analysed.

3.1.1. Variable Description

The selection of suitable econometric methods reflected the recognition that the
database includes variables connected to the company rather than only to individual
EEMs, such as energy consumption or those obtained from the AIDA database. As a
result, if more than one intervention is proposed for a company based on the energy audit,
then the values of the company-level parameters are reiterated for each intervention. This
peculiarity of the data was evaluated along with the possibility that multiple production
sites (therefore multiple interventions) are tied to the same enterprise, thus generating the
presence of specific uncontrolled elements common to different production sites, able to
affect the energy-saving performance.

Based on the previous description of the information that could be extracted from an
EA, the predictors used in the models are summarised in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of the variables included in the logistic and linear regressions.

Predictor Names
(X1, X2 . . . Xk)

Variable Description
Logistic

Regression
Pooled

OLS
Pooled OLS

(FE)

INVESTMENT Investment level (EUR) associated with the EEM.

NPV Net present value of the investment (EUR).

PBP Payback period associated with the investment (Years).

MONITORING Dichotomous variable = 1 if the EEM considered comes
from a production site subjected to monitoring.
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Table 4. Cont.

Predictor Names
(X1, X2 . . . Xk)

Variable Description
Logistic

Regression
Pooled

OLS
Pooled OLS

(FE)

ISO 50001
Dichotomous variable = 1 if the EEM considered comes
from a production site owning a system for managing
energy vectors.

FIXED EFFECTS N-1 dummy for each production site having the same
ID code, so pertaining to the same firm.

NORTH–EAST
Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention
considered comes from a production site located in the
northeastern area of Italy.

NORTH–WEST
Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention
considered comes from a production site located in the
northwestern area of Italy.

SOUTH
Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention
considered comes from a production site located in the
southern area of Italy.

AIDA variables related to firms’ productivity

REVENUES Company revenues from sales in 2018 (EUR).

EMPLOYEE Company number of employees in 2018.

DEBT_RATIO Debt ratio indicating the company’s total debt, as a
percentage of its total assets in 2018.

CAPITAL_TURNOVER Denotes the number of times the invested capital has
returned in the form of sales in 2018.

REVENUES_PROCAP Company revenues per employee in 2018 (EUR).

Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ENEA and AIDA data.

With the intent of mirroring in the models the impact undertaken by the technical
characteristics of the interventions, dichotomous variables indicating the area of categorisa-
tion of the energy efficiency measures were introduced (see Table 5). It is thereby possible
to verify whether investing in certain areas negatively affects energy-saving performance.

Table 5. Summary of the constructed dummies for intervention areas.

Dummy Variables for Intervention Areas

HVAC Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Air conditioning area.

Cogeneration/Trigeneration Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Cogeneration/Trigeneration area.

Compressed air systems Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Compressed air area.

Engines/Inverters Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Engines/Inverters area.

Electric systems Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Electric systems area.

General/Managerial Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the General/Managerial area.

Other Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Not elsewhere classified area.

Cold production units Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Cold production units area.

Production from renewables sources Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Production from renewable source area.

Production lines Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Production lines area.

Intake systems Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Intake systems area.

Thermal power plant/Heat recovery Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Thermal power plant/Heat recovery area.

Transport Dichotomous variable = 1 if the intervention belongs to the Transport area.

Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ENEA data.
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3.1.2. The Energy Performance

The methodology adopted in this study encompasses various econometric techniques;
hence, this section will scrutinise the response variable and its transformations as employed
across the distinct methodologies implemented. The response variable investigated here
is measured as the ratio between the potential energy savings related to the identified
EEMs and the total consumption of energy carriers in the production site considered. In
particular, for each individual intervention identified (potential), the total achievable energy
savings—expressed as an aggregate of electric, thermal, and other savings—is measured
in tons of oil equivalent (toe). This conversion allows us to jointly evaluate the different
types of interventions. These primary savings in toe are then divided by the overall level of
energy consumption (again considered in terms of primary energy consumption) of the
enterprise. Hence, we obtain, overall, the energy performance of the sector that would
occur if these interventions were implemented (information on actual implementation will
be available through the refinement of data from the 2022 energy audits). Therefore, factors
capable of increasing or reducing the sector’s potential energy performance are explored.
The dichotomous version of the variable, investigated trough the logistic regression, reports
a value of 1 if the observed energy performance for a given production site exceeds the
average of its distribution. On the other hand, in the OLS model, the response variable is not
exhibited as dichotomous, but as a continuous variable; and by examining its distribution
graphically, we observed that there is a concentration of observations for values lower than
0.25. This means that the energy performance of companies in the sector is predominantly
below this threshold. Consequently, to reduce the incidence of extreme values related to
large-scale energy self-production interventions (cogeneration/trigeneration), a logarithmic
transformation of the variable has been introduced for the OLS regressions.

3.1.3. The White Certificate Variable

In order to verify the extent to which the presence of policies that encourage the
adoption of EE interventions can boost energy-saving performances, a special dichotomous
variable was constructed, related to the White Certificate scheme. As highlighted in the
introduction, this incentive tool is one of the main policy instruments employed to foster the
implementation of energy efficiency measures in the Italian industry. Thanks to the White
Certificate guidelines issued by the Gestore Servizi Energetici (GSE) [30], it was possible
to detect which EEMs were eligible for this support policy. According to the guidance
offered by the GSE and the reported background information, the White Certificate variable
was built as detailed in Table 6. NA has been attributed to Building Envelope since no
intervention in this area can be associated with the White Certificate policy. Other energy
efficiency incentive mechanisms are applicable, namely tax deductions.

For the cogeneration/trigeneration and the production from renewables areas, there
are some clarifications to be made. Regarding the former, high-efficiency cogeneration
(CAR) under the White Certificate scheme are regulated by the Directive 2004/8/EC, trans-
posed in Italy by Legislative Decree 20/2007, which stipulated that, as of 2011, the condition
for which the combined production of electricity and heat can qualify as “High-Efficiency
Cogeneration” is based on the primary energy saving (PES) parameter. White Certificates
for cogeneration are therefore assigned annually by the GSE, if the PES value is at least 10%
or, in the case of micro-cogeneration units (<50 kWe) or small cogeneration units (<1 MWe),
when it takes any positive value. In this study, the set of cogeneration interventions benefit-
ing from the White Certificates is thus underestimated, as the information available has
not always made it possible to evaluate access to the incentive. Regarding incentives for
the installation of energy production plants from renewable sources in Italy, in continu-
ity with Ministerial Decree 06/07/2012 and Ministerial Decree 23/06/2016, from which
part of the structure is inherited, the Ministerial Decree 04/07/2019 promotes, through
economic support, their diffusion. The plants eligible for incentives under the Decree are
described in different categories, including newly built photovoltaic ones. Eligible to apply
for incentives will be only those plants that were placed in a useful position in the rankings
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of one of seven competitive registry or downward auction procedures on the value of the
incentive, drawn up by the GSE based on specific priority criteria.

Table 6. Description of the construction of the White Certificate variable.

Intervention Areas White Certificate Variable

HVAC
1 if the intervention concerns a heat recovery and/or refrigeration system;
0 otherwise.

Building envelope NA

Cogeneration/Trigeneration 1 if the audit reveals PES greater than 10% and/or if the plant capacity < 50 kWe or <1 Mwe;
0 otherwise.

Compressed air 1 for intervention on compressed air/compressor replacement;
0 otherwise.

Engines/Inverters 1 for motor/inverter replacement if savings > 5 toe;
0 otherwise.

Electric systems 1 only for power quality interventions
0 otherwise.

General/Managerial 1 per each introduced management and monitoring system;
0 otherwise.

Lighting 1 for LED introduction if energy savings > 5 toe;
0 otherwise.

Cold production units 1 per replacement/introduction of refrigerant system;
0 otherwise.

Production from renewables
1 if the intervention entails the installation of a new plant;
0 otherwise.

Production lines
1 only in case of press replacement excluding hydraulic presses;
0 otherwise.

Intake systems 0 for all the interventions.

Thermal power
plant/Heat recovery

1 for any registered heat recovery and for EEMs referring to process chiller;
0 otherwise.

Transport 0 for all the interventions in light of the fact that the interventions in question are not
eligible for a White Certificate.

Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ENEA data.

3.2. Methodology
Econometric Approach and the Energy-Saving Performance

The literature reviewed in the previous section has revealed a prevalence of the use
of nonlinear regression models that exploit a binary response variable that is equal to
1 in the case of the implementation of the EEM, and 0 otherwise [8,10,17,18]. In parallel
to these perspectives, the present paper involves the use of a logistic regression model.
In the current study, the primary variable of interest is quantified as the proportion of
potential energy savings attributable to the proposed EEMs relative to the aggregate energy
carrier consumption at the production facility in question. Thus, the main purpose of this
modelling choice is to assess the presence and impact of relevant factors (inherent to both
the interventions and the companies themselves) capable of stimulating above-average
energy-saving performance.

To carry out the analysis, the RStudio software (version 2023.09.1) was utilised. RStu-
dio is a widely used statistical software used to perform various statistical tasks. The
sensitivity of the logit models to the choice of threshold for the dichotomous response
variable was tested relative to the alternative option of a binary variable, which assumes
a value of one if energy performance is greater than the median of its own distribution.
Although the obtained significances are in line, the latter have a much lower goodness
of fit.
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The logistic regression is compared with an ordinary least squares (OLS) linear re-
gression model, an embryonic approach chosen for its capacity to shed light on future
analytical directions, especially in the absence of benchmark studies using similar datasets.
In adopting this approach, we align with the methodologies utilised by the authors of [21],
who demonstrated the efficacy of linear regression in elucidating the influences on energy-
saving performance within manufacturing sectors. Indeed, we introduce fixed effects for
the site identification code in our linear regression formulation to account for the presence
of multisite enterprises, a decision that echoes Curtis and Boyd’s considerations of uncon-
trolled common characteristics among production activities that can potentially influence
energy-saving performance. To ensure the robustness of the OLS model, as fixed-effects con-
trol for common factors of production sites belonging to the same company, the variables
related to monitoring and ISO 50001 are removed. Finally, for the latter model, logarithmic
transformation is applied to the response variable (the performance) in order to reduce the
incidence of extreme values related to large-scale energy self-production facilities. Based
on the results in terms of goodness of the models, the fixed effects were removed from the
logistic regression and kept instead in the OLS model.

In detail, the logistic regression model is formulated as shown in Equation (1):

P(yi = 1|Xi) =
eβ0+B1X1+B2X2...BkXk(

1 + eβ0+B1X1+B2X2...BkXk
) (1)

where P(yi = 1|Xi) is the odds that, given the set of explanatory variables (X1, . . ., Xk)
described in the previous section (investment, PBP, White Certificates, etc.), the intervention
i will result in an above-average energy-saving performance (y), which can be written
as follows:

Per f ormance
i, f (x= Total savings (toe)i

Total consumption (toe)i
)
=

{
1; x > mean(x)
0; x ≤ mean(x)

(2)

In which i represents the index of the i-th intervention and f represents the f -th firm.
While the OLS model is depicted by Equation (3), Equation (4) illustrates how the

regression differs when we introduce fixed effects for the enterprise ID code, where the
X stands for the chosen predictors, β for the associated coefficients, ε is the residual error
term, while γ denotes the fixed effects, a set of unobserved variables that are constant over
time for each observed unit, but vary between different companies f.

Log
(

Yi, f

)
= β0 + β1X1 + β2 X2 . . . + βkXk + ε (3)

Log
(

Yi, f

)
= β1X1 + . . . + βkXk + γ f + ε (4)

In the OLS models, the response variable is not exhibited as dichotomous but as a
continuous variable to which we applied the logarithm. The reference period for each
variable was not detailed in the formulation of the model since the data only refer to the year
2018. All the models are estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method.

4. Empirical Results

4.1. Descriptive Analysis of the Italian Plastic Production Sector

As for the economic magnitude of this industrial branch, according to the Italian
National Statistic Institution [31], in Italy in 2019, the entire plastic processing sector
involved almost 10,000 enterprises with more than 175,000 employees. The companies
also show increasing levels of profitability with a dependence on imports higher than
their contribution on exports. There is a clear concentration of production activities in the
northern regions of the peninsula, accounting for more than half of the total. The sampled
businesses account for about 5 percent of the total number of production sites belonging to
NACE code 22.
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For the 453 companies included in the final sample obtained after the merge, AIDA
data highlighted that in 2018, they employed 35,527 individuals for an average revenue
per employee that reached EUR 370.664. Total turnover exceeded EUR 11 million. The
companies also displayed a turnover rate of invested capital of 1.14, interpretable as an
efficient ability to achieve high levels of revenue by rationally deploying available resources,
confirming the dynamism of the sector itself.

The energy consumption levels of these enterprises reiterate the importance of the
sector in terms of energy efficiency potential. Electricity constitutes most of the energy
uses of the Italian plastic manufacturing sector, followed by thermal and gas consumption,
indicating a strong electrification of the entire production system.

The energy savings flows are equally relevant: 70,231.97 toe are the primary savings
that can be achieved through EEMs, which are inherent in the implementation of energy self-
production interventions (renewable energy production and cogeneration/trigeneration
plants) and 13,003.85 toe of final energy savings achievable by deploying all the other
EEMs. These stylised facts relate to a period prior to the economic contractions caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic, which, together with the current energy crisis hampering
production, increased the uncertainty associated with production activities. Uncertainty
pertains also to the potential future progression of taxation on plastics (currently applied
only to single-use products). More information is included in Tables 7 and 8. In the first
table, potential savings are calculated in final energy for all areas except for two of them;
for these two areas, involving self-production of energy, potential savings are shown in the
second table in primary energy.

Table 7. Summary of identified interventions pertaining to final energy savings.

Interventions Interventions, %
Energy Savings
(Final Energy
Savings, Toe)

Savings, %
Average Cost-
Effectiveness

Investment
(EUR)

HVAC 46.0 1.76 1247.0 1.77 4043.66 5,751,737.00

Building
envelope 7.0 0.27 177.2 0.25 10,634.08 946,274.00

Compressed air 248.0 9.51 8414.8 11.96 5345.02 22,365,921.38

Electric system 127.0 4.87 3229.0 4.59 6673.73 10,723,177.41

General/Managerial 166.0 6.37 16,086.0 22.86 4861.37 22,510,741.31

Lighting 298.0 11.43 16,533.7 23.50 6276.83 35,104,974.62

Other 6.0 0.23 127.7 0.18 4468.71 557,059.00

Cold production
units 44.0 1.69 2695.4 3.83 8215.31 5,643,930.00

Productive lines 117.0 4.49 8150.3 11.58 6693.79 21,466,966.53

Intake systems 16.0 0.61 116.2 0.17 6476.49 610,861.00

Thermal power
plant/Heat
recovery

37.0 1.42 4068.2 5.78 4609.74 8,095,459.00

Transport 30.0 1.15 100.9 0.14 5959.97 490,400.00

Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ENEA data.

Table 8. Summary of identified interventions pertaining to primary energy savings.

Interventions Interventions, %
Energy Savings
(Primary Energy

Savings, Toe)

Average
Cost-Effectiveness

Investment (EUR)

Cogeneration/Trigeneration 68.0 2.61 3465.3 6162.90 12,219,494.44

Production from
renewable sources 171.0 6.56 10,215.2 6973.03 25,159,500.59

Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ENEA data.
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Focusing on the different areas of energy efficiency interventions, the values reported
in Table 7 show the high numerosity of interventions concerning the lighting system, which
constitute 11.4% of the total, followed by those aimed at improving compressed air (9.5%
of the total) and those concerning the general/managerial area (6.4% of the total). Slightly
less numerous are instead the EEMs associated with production lines (4.5%), signalling
opportunity for companies to review production processes to improve the efficiency in the
use of resources, including energy vectors. The terminology of the above areas should not
mislead readers, as EEMs could refer to extensive and complex operations as well as to
simpler ones. For example, energy efficiency in production lines could be attained through
the replacement of a melting furnace with another one with a higher energy efficiency. In
contrast, energy efficiency in the compressed air area is often associated with leak detection,
which is a relatively simpler form of intervention. The production of energy from renewable
sources, on the other hand, includes 171 interventions (6.6% of the total), many of which
refer to installing photovoltaic panels, which increases the company’s independence from
the purchase of energy flows. Many efficiency measures have adaptable characteristics.
For example, heat recovery can also be implemented by referring to compressed air or
production lines equipment, making it relevant not only to the thermal power plant/heat
recovery area, but also for the others. Therefore, the absence of such measures does not
necessarily imply that there are no identified interventions that could affect the above areas.

The replacement of lighting equipment with LED is a widely identifiable and feasible
intervention that would lead to the saving of 16,533.7 toe. However, it is necessary to
underline how an excessive emphasis on such interventions would prevent the delineation
of more efficient technological trajectories pertaining to the production processes; such
emphasis is already supported by the relatively low cost of such interventions.

Concerning the extent to which the concept of innovation is extended to the in-
troduction of new organisational forms, the general/managerial area interventions pro-
vide a better understanding of the current management of energy flows; by broadening
the knowledge base, the search for new rationalisation mechanisms is stimulated. The
166 interventions identified in relation to the introduction of new organisational practices,
energy management tools, and the adoption of ISO 50001 certification (general/managerial
area) would allow for a reduction in consumption by 16,086.0 toe, confirming that there is
large room for improvement when a more organised and careful management of energy
sources is implemented within the company.

The greatest source of savings is identified instead in the area pertaining to the in-
stallation of cogenerators and trigenerators. In recent years, these systems have been the
subject of in-depth studies within the European Union with the objective to identify new
ways of achieving energy efficiency in buildings and industry, as they allow for the com-
bined and simultaneous production of electrical and thermal energy, thus increasing the
efficiency of installations and optimising energy self-sufficiency. This type of intervention
is characterised by its criticality, relatively large scale except for micro-cogenerators, and
long technical life and payback period. As a result, such measures may be implemented
with resistance, which is exacerbated by the current economic conditions.

However, the implementation of the above measures would lead to a reduction in
consumption of 3465.3 tons of oil equivalent for an equally important investment of EUR
12,219,494.44. Similarly, production from renewable energy sources involves a high level of
initial investment, equivalent to EUR 25,159,500.59, and relatively long payback periods,
which could be shortened using existing incentives. Accordingly, the associated energy
savings reach 10,215.2 toe. These EEMs offer significant benefits, not only in terms of
reduced consumption, cost reductions, and productivity improvements, but also in terms
of competitiveness and the ability of the companies to meet their social and environmental
commitments. As highlighted in Figure 1, electricity flows not only account for most of
the consumption in the three NACE sectors considered, but also have the most significant
savings potential; in fact, the total energy savings is given by the sum of electrical savings,
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which accounts for more than half of the total (75%), thermal savings, fuel savings, and
other savings.

 

75%

1%

24%

Electrical savings

Thermal savings

Other savings

Figure 1. Breakdown of energy savings (%, calculated on savings expressed in toe). Source: Authors’
own elaboration based on ENEA data.

The observations obtained from the audits also display a concentration of identified
interventions related to low levels of investment and savings; overall, the companies
subjected to energy audits with an investment of EUR 193,525,069.46 would be able to obtain
13,680.5 toe of primary energy savings, associated with the areas cogeneration/trigeneration
and production from renewables, and 70,361.2 toe of final energy savings, relative to all
other intervention areas. These savings represent an upper threshold, since not all the
EEMs identified in the energy audits will be chosen for implementation.

Furthermore, given the relevance of the cost-effectiveness to business decisions regard-
ing the adoption of EEMs, it is possible to see, as shown in Figure 2, how most interventions
display levels of such indicators around EUR 5001 and 15,000, signalling a positive eco-
nomic performance for many of the interventions (this comparison excludes those sectors
where the financial characteristics of the investments are not comparable on a large scale,
such as production of renewable energy and CHP/trigeneration.

 

Figure 2. Cost-effectiveness levels (EUR/toe) associated with identified EEMs. Source: Authors’ own
elaboration based on ENEA data.
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Turning our attention to the relationship between energy savings and the payback
period of the investments necessary for their realisation, the weight assumed for the total
savings by cogeneration/trigeneration measures and those related to the self-production of
energy through production from renewables prompted us to exclude them from Figure 3.
In Figure 3, we can observe a clear concentration of the achievable savings on investments
characterised by medium–long payback periods (up to 5 years), which may constitute a
potential constraint for the propensity to adopt the efficiency measure and for the realisation
of the savings themselves. At the same time, about 26.84% of the potential savings can be
achieved through less risky investment options from the point of view of business decision
makers and thus characterised by shorter payback periods (up to 3 years).

 

Figure 3. Payback periods associated with identified EEMs. Source: Authors’ own elaboration based
on ENEA data.

The regional distribution of the identified EEMs (the regional distribution refers to all
energy efficiency interventions identified by the energy audits received by the plastics sector
in 2019) (Figure 4) reflects the location of examined companies in the most industrialised
regions of the Peninsula, namely in Northern Italy.

 
Figure 4. Regional distribution of identified EEMs. Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on
ENEA data.
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Indeed, the analysis shows a clear concentration of identified interventions in Lom-
bardy, Piedmont, and Veneto. Such EEMs could be implemented or not depending also on
the commitment of regional governments to promote the ecological and energy transition
and the consequent reduction of environmental impacts. No interventions and therefore
savings are found instead for the regions of Calabria and Val D’Aosta, from which no
energy audits belonging to the examined sectors were received.

4.2. Econometric Results

This section is dedicated to the discussion of empirical findings obtained through
the application of the methodologies described in Section 2. The approaches employed
have confirmed the great potential of the analysis of EA information, combining elements
associated with the intrinsic characteristics of companies and information on measures
to achieve energy savings, capable of driving the energy performance of the plastics
manufacturing sector. Results are shown in Table 9. In the field of econometrics, the Breusch–
Pagan (BP) test is utilised to examine the presence of heteroskedasticity, which refers to the
situation when the variance of the residuals is not constant, within a linear regression model.
The test is conducted in order to evaluate the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity. In this
specific case, the BP test is applied to the pooled OLS model, resulting in a BP value of
42.532, accompanied by a p-value of 0.01124. Consequently, we reject the null hypothesis of
homoskedasticity and reach the conclusion that heteroskedasticity does exist in our pooled
OLS model. Considering the potential limitations of the OLS model identified through the
BP test, we opt for the adoption of a nonlinear logistic regression model, incorporating a
binary response variable. The results also report the mean values of the variance inflation
factor (VIF) for the ordinary least squares (OLS) model. These metrics are used to gauge
the degree of multicollinearity among the predictor variables. In this particular case, the
low VIF values observed (1.460, 1.398, and 1.390) suggest that the variables included in the
model exhibit a significant degree of independence from one another. In all models, the
potential savings are calculated as primary energy savings for all interventions areas.

Table 9. Summary of econometric results.

Pooled OLS Pooled OLS Fixed-Effects Logistic Regression

n (Investment)
0.626 *** 0.870 *** 1.057 ***
(0.025) (0.018) (0.118)

White Certificate
0.161 ** 0.053 0.224
(0.077) (0.048) (0.307)

PBP
−0.081 *** −0.103 *** −0.101 **

(0.012) (0.009) (0.046)

Cost-effectiveness
−0.00003 *** −0.00004 *** −0.0001 ***

(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00004)

MONITORING
−0.437 *** −1.070 ***

(0.069) (0.247)

ISO 50001
0.098 0.147

(0.169) (0.685)

NORTH–EAST
0.036 −4.829 ** 0.331

(0.092) (2.239) (0.329)

NORTH–WEST
0.159 ** −9.790 *** 0.125
(0.075) (1.342) (0.271)

SOUTH
−0.143 −7.698 *** 0.554
(0.131) (2.640) (0.407)

DEBT_RATIO
0.008 *** −0.086 ** −0.003
(0.002) (0.034) (0.009)
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Table 9. Cont.

Pooled OLS Pooled OLS Fixed-Effects Logistic Regression

CAPITAL_TURNOVER
−0.027 −4.782 *** −0.146
(0.082) (1.494) (0.287)

HVAC
0.350 * 0.264 ** 0.757
(0.179) (0.111) (0.752)

Compressed Air 0.559 *** 0.558 *** 0.417
(0.096) (0.059) (0.660)

Cogeneration/Trigeneration 1.568 *** 1.057 *** 3.653 ***
(0.179) (0.118) (0.818)

Thermal Power Plant/Heat Recovery 1.108 *** 1.456 *** 2.957 ***
(0.203) (0.127) (0.650)

Engines/Inverters −0.130 0.073 1.039 *
(0.114) (0.071) (0.569)

Electric Systems 0.460 *** 0.084 1.778 ***
(0.165) (0.104) (0.527)

General/Managerial 0.747 *** 0.630 *** 1.294 **
(0.111) (0.069) (0.554)

Production from Renewables
0.675 *** 0.033 2.167 ***
(0.132) (0.087) (0.502)

Cold Production Units
0.337 * 0.252 ** 1.492 **
(0.178) (0.110) (0.582)

Production Lines
0.486 *** 0.326 *** 2.000 ***
(0.121) (0.076) (0.512)

Intake Systems −0.284 −0.064 −11.192
(0.267) (0.173) (577.260)

Transport −0.241 −0.187 2.544 **
(0.204) (0.119) (1.030)

CONSTANT
−10.129 *** −12.283 ***

(0.309) (1.272)

Observations 1320 1320 1320

R2 0.627 0.992

Adjusted R2 0.620 0.988

Akaike Inf. Crit 52.000

Residual Std. Error
1.070 0.541

(df = 1294) (df = 891)

F-Statistic
87.110 *** 248.279 ***

(df = 25; 1294) (df = 429; 891)

Studentised Breusch–Pagan Test BP = 42.532, (df = 24,
p-value = 0.01124)

Average VIF Value 1.460 1.398 1.390

Notes: *, **, *** represent, respectively, statistically significance levels of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001; a dot (.) represents
a significance level of 0.1. These markers provide a quick visual cue to assess the statistical robustness of the
findings. Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

First, the coefficients related to the economic dimension of the energy efficiency
measures show very encouraging results. All the specifications used led us to observe a
significant and positive role of the investment level in influencing the future level of energy
performances in the sector of plastic production: the greater the initial expenditure made for
the implementation of the measures, the higher the likelihood of businesses experiencing a
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higher energy performance. In the pooled OLS model without fixed effects, the impact of
the investment level on the dependent variable can be interpreted in terms of elasticity, as
the logarithm is applied to this predictor (to reduce the impact of observations particularly
distant from the mean). Therefore, a one-percent variation in investments is associated
with an increase in savings performance equal to 0.63%. As for the OLS model including
fixed effects, the elasticity among the two variables concerned reaches 0.87%, while in
the logistic regression, if the investment carried out by the production sites increases, the
expected percentage change in the probability that the energy-saving performance is above
its average is about 187.77%.

Moreover, if the payback period (PBP) increases, the financial concern for the company
decision makers increases as well, discouraging the implementation of EEMs. In the OLS
without fixed effects, we observe a 0.08% reduction in the dependent variable related
to a unit increase in the predictor, while once we control for firms’ characteristics, this
percentage reduction is equal to 0.10%. Considering the logistic formulation, the same
alteration of PBP leads to a higher expected percentual change of the odds ratio, consisting
of 10.62%. Overall, the outcomes relating to PBP are in line with the empirical findings
of [10], confirming a role of the risk level of EEMs, therefore inherent to their different
technical nature and in some cases to their economic dimension. Thus, the control effectively
acts as a barrier to the adoption of EEMs.

The existing relationship between costs faced by companies and the attainable benefits
proves to be a widely explored relation in the literature on energy efficiency, with the objec-
tive of reducing the resistance to the adoption of EEMs. This study, using the information
extracted from the audits, contributes to empirically demonstrate the beneficial impact,
albeit small, that increases in cost-effectiveness produce on energy-saving performances.
All the econometric models considered confirm the significance of this parameter.

Moving on to the variables inherent to the firm’s traits, in the OLS without fixed effects
and in the logistic regression, it is possible to recognise the role played by the parameter
monitoring, which brings a reduction in energy-saving performance (0.44% in the OLS,
191.53% in the odds ratio), although minor with respect to the other company attributes
examined. Nevertheless, this does not directly imply that the monitoring of production
activities is detrimental to the development of energy efficiency pathways. On the contrary,
this could be related to the fact that companies already having a monitoring system have
more accurate estimations of the potential savings associated with identified EEMs. For this
reason, the saving potential and the performance could be adversely impacted, resulting in
a means that is more “realistic”.

The dummy variables representing the geographical location of the firms from which
the audits, and so the relative interventions, have been received, assume distinct roles in
the models considered. In the linear regression formulation with fixed effects, we clearly
see the significance of all the three geographical macro areas. In the northeast, compared to
all other locations, including those referring to the central part of Italy used as the reference
area, a 4.83% decrease in energy performance is observed. The drop is even higher when
considering the southern regions of the peninsula instead. In fact, the south parameter
resulted in a 7.7% reduction in the level of energy-saving performance, compared to the
other macro regions. Finally, for the north–west variable, the highest relative decrease
in the dependent variable was found to be around 9.8%. Alternatively, when examining
the model without fixed effects, only one macro area assumes significance, namely the
northwest area, while no significance is observed for the geographic areas in the logistic
modelling choice.

It is interesting to note that all these variables become significant only when we include
a component that allows us to account the fact that the production sites belong to the same
company, and thus the existence of common strategies and elements. Nonetheless, the
contradictory results obtained by the various econometric models suggest the possibility of
refining the approach to better reflect the role of the geographical location of firms and the
consequences of their geographical proximity, by relying on spatial econometric methods.
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Moving to the variables obtained from the AIDA database, the related parameters
assume relevance exclusively for the linear regression models. Regarding the outcomes
achieved, including the firm’s fixed effects, we observe that the coefficients associated with
the variables debt ratio and capital turnover are statistically significant; in particular, this
result indicates that the greater the number of times in which the company can recover
the capital invested in management through sales and revenues, the lower the rate of
achievable energy-saving performance. Despite the general expectation that firms with
higher profitability—and in this case, a higher aptitude for dynamic cash flows—face fewer
financial constraints and thus are more inclined to adopt EEMs, the empirical evidence in
several contributions, especially for manufacturing SMEs, did not confirm this hypothesis.
The analysis detects a clear negative role of capital turnover, indicating how an efficient
management is not necessarily linked to increases in energy efficiency: in fact, a percentage
reduction of the performance equal to 4.78% has been found for the capital turnover
unitarian variation.

Shifting our attention to the impact of the financial liabilities of firms (debt ratio)
in the literature, this impact is generally assessed in terms of whether the availability
of financing affects energy efficiency pathways, alternatively measured by considering
the company’s profitability. Companies encounter numerous challenges related to debt
servicing due to a relatively higher share of liabilities, which discourages the adoption
of the measures. Regardless, the contributions on the issue once again offer opposing
propositions; for instance, the authors of [32] found that profitability has a deleterious
influence on energy efficiency investments, while the authors of [33] did not find that the
debt-to-equity ratio behaves as a real barrier. Concerning the finding obtained here for
indebtedness, the variable debt ratio assumes relevance in both OLS approaches, but once
again, conflicting results are found. In the modelling choice without fixed effects, a unit
increase in liability leads to a slight percentage increment in the dependent variable (0.008%).
In the alternative modelling choice, controlling for factors common to the production sites
examined, the coefficient of this variable becomes negative, although it remains particularly
low (−0.086%). These results suggest that the influence of an increase in the amount of
debt-financed assets has a different impact on energy-saving performance depending on
the characteristics of the firm.

As for the results inherent to fixed effects themselves (OLS model), since these dum-
mies are constructed by exploiting the site ID code, they cannot be explicitly listed in
this analysis as particularly sensitive information would be displayed; therefore, here, we
simply confirm that they are significant for the majority of the sites considered, validating
the existence of specific features, not controlled by the other predictors, common to sites
belonging to the same VAT. These findings open the way for further investigation of the
characteristics capable of generating better energy performances.

The intervention areas show different behavioural patterns, although most areas are
significant in all the models exhibited. Beginning with the OLS model without fixed
effects, we observe how, relative to all the other intervention areas and to the baseline area
(represented by lighting, not incorporated in the modelling), cogeneration/trigeneration,
thermal power plant/heat recovery and general/managerial assume the highest positive
impact on the response parameter. Regarding the first area, such a result is not surprising
given the magnitude of the measures themselves. However, it is interesting to observe the
role played by the thermal power plant/heat recovery area; in fact, despite gathering 1.4%
of the total identified EEMs and corresponding to 5.78% of the potential energy savings,
the performance variation associated with its own unit variation is relatively high and
equal to 1.11%. With regard to the general/managerial area, to quantify the associated
0.71% increase in energy performance, it is necessary to consider that the total number of
interventions in this area would allow us to achieve 22.86% of potential energy savings.
Production from renewable sources, similarly to the other areas, also positively affects the
response variable. In the case of the fixed-effects OLS model, the findings are reasonably
close to the previous ones, while in the logit model, the intervention areas where very
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interesting behaviours can be observed are production lines, transport, and cold production
units. The last two areas account only for 1.15% and 1.69% of the total interventions
individuated and are associated with an expected change in odds ratio of about 1173.05%
and 344.59%, respectively.

No significance was found, in any of the model specifications considered, for the NPV
associated with the energy efficiency interventions and for the per capita revenue of the
production sites.

Finally, regarding the incentive policy tool included (White Certificate), its significance
is detected only in the OLS formulation (without fixed effects); in particular, the coefficient
suggests a performance change of 0.16%. It is, however, necessary to say that these outcomes
are influenced by the assumptions underlying the construction of the White Certificate
variable, which leads to an underestimation of the interventions incentivised. Moreover,
the information content of the variable itself is relatively poor: more information on the
economic dimension of these incentives would enrich the analysis. In addition, the literature
on the subject still seems far from including instruments reflecting national and/or regional
policies, but the results obtained confirm the need to broaden the prospects for the adoption
of EEMs.

5. Discussion

This paper leverages a comprehensive and unique database, comprising information
gathered from energy audits, a pivotal tool currently utilised for assessing energy consump-
tion across productive sectors. The database specifically focuses on energy consumption
and potential EEMs based on audits received by ENEA from the plastic production sector
in 2019. The empirical methodology is anchored in econometric techniques, aimed at
identifying the characteristics of companies, the socioeconomic context, and EEMs that
are likely to yield above-average energy savings. The study critically examines the role of
incentive policies, albeit limited to the introduction of a singular instrument, the White
Certificates, at a national level. This presents an opportunity to enhance the approach by
broadening the spectrum of incentive mechanisms in the model and acknowledging the
influence of regional policies common across various production sites, potentially resulting
in varying energy-saving performances. Moreover, the information encapsulated in the
White Certificate variable could be enriched by considering the economic magnitude of
such political support, rather than its mere presence or absence. This, however, necessitates
comprehensive information and a data management process; indeed, it should be verified
for each EEM if the White Certificate amount is included in the business plans developed
in the energy audits, and then a new variable should be added to the database.

The research investigates the existence of barriers and driving factors for the adoption
of measures aimed at reducing energy consumption, employing both logistic regression
and linear models, resonating with the findings highlighted in the literature review. The
latter model is distinguished by the inclusion of fixed effects for site identification codes,
exploring potential shared characteristics among production sites within the same corporate
entity. Despite testing different methodologies, the empirical results can be synthesised
by acknowledging that characteristics at both the company and EEM levels significantly
influence the energy efficiency trajectories of production sites. The presence of energy
monitoring mechanisms, interestingly, exhibits a negative impact on the response variable.
These results, however, must be contextualised considering that our dependent variable is a
ratio, with the denominator representing the companies’ consumption flows. This variable
has greater weight than the potential savings constituting the numerator, particularly since
a considerable portion of the EEMs in the database, individually, do not project exceedingly
high savings in tons of oil equivalent. This indicates that monitoring mechanisms enable
more precise energy savings estimates, thus enhancing the diagnostic information’s quality.

The analysis also incorporates parameters pertaining to the economic productivity of
the companies from which the audits were sourced, utilising an additional database on Ital-
ian companies, AIDA. A specific focus was placed on the role of companies’ indebtedness;
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an increase in a company’s financial liabilities impacts energy performance positively in
a general context but negatively when the unique characteristics of the company are con-
sidered. The interaction among companies’ traits and substantial indebtedness may alter
their business strategies, diverting focus from energy efficiency investments to other areas,
driven by the need to manage the financial burden of debt, including interest payments
and debt repayments. This shift potentially diminishes their capacity to invest in energy
efficiency projects, with companies possibly prioritising debt management and creditor
repayments over EE investments, adversely affecting their overall energy performance.
These findings suggest the importance of technical assistance to companies, for example, in
the form of energy consulting or industrial expertise, and the useful role of one-stop shops
in supporting the identification and implementation of effective energy solutions, mitigat-
ing reliance on indebtedness for competencies or resources. Concurrently, encouraging the
sharing of best practices among companies enhances learning and may improve EE without
necessitating significant investments. In this context, the significance of Article 14 of the
Decree-Law n. 17/2022 becomes apparent, promoting EEM investments in Southern Italy
under specific conditions. Although a modest allocation of EUR 145 million has been
earmarked for 2022 and 2023 in the form of a tax credit, the impact assessment of these
policies opens avenues for future research. Since 2016, several regional calls have also been
issued to finance energy audits in SMEs and sometimes also in large enterprises; in some
cases, the financing was also granted for implementing EEMs identified in the energy audit.
The access to such calls has been relatively limited as well as their effective results [34].
Both types of policies could not be included in the examined database.

Regarding capital turnover, an indicator of managerial efficiency, it paradoxically
exerts a negative influence on our response variable. This is counterintuitive to the expecta-
tion that more dynamic companies, with fluid cash flows, would be predisposed to invest
more substantially in energy efficiency measures. This anomaly could stem from priori-
tisation in investment choices, with companies having higher capital turnover possibly
favouring investments in non-energy efficiency areas.

Another consideration relates to the investment payback period; companies with high
capital turnover might gravitate towards investments with shorter recovery durations,
seeking swift financial returns. Investments in energy efficiency, conversely, might neces-
sitate longer recovery times due to higher initial costs and the gradual accumulation of
energy savings. Simultaneously, per capita revenues seemingly do not influence the energy
behaviour of companies, underscoring that the decision to implement measures is derived
from evaluating multiple aspects, not necessarily correlated to the company’s profitability.

Contrary to the findings of [23], the presence of certification related to the imple-
mentation of an energy management system (ISO 50001) did not yield conclusive results
in this study. The paper also aligns with the findings of [10,22], emphasising the eco-
nomic/financial dimension linked to EEMs in determining energy trajectories: higher
investment levels lead to enhanced energy-saving performances. Generally, an extended
period required for companies to recoup the initial expenditure acts as a deterrent to im-
plementing EEMs. The associated risk with a longer payback period thus emerges as a
significant barrier, its impact varying based on the technical nature of the measure. These
findings resonate with [35]: “The probability of an investment being made decreases as the
payback time in years increases, while sensitivity to these increases”.

Regarding the categorisation of intervention areas, the results seem particularly note-
worthy. The general categorisation area reveals that modifying energy consumption be-
haviours is not only broadly implementable in the sector, but also capable of affecting
substantial improvements in energy performances. This mitigates concerns about the sec-
tor’s future energy trajectory, particularly considering the significance of economic barriers.
Furthermore, the challenge in estimating benefits associated with this intervention type
affects the analysis, necessitating a nuanced evaluation of payback periods information,
considering these limitations.
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Geographical location, delineated by administrative divisions, exhibits distinct “ge-
netic” traits, such as local policies, existing industrial clusters, and perceptions of necessary
actions to combat climate change. These factors either directly or indirectly foster or impede
future energy efficiency trajectories. Consequently, geographical variables were integrated
into the models developed in this study. These variables were derived by assessing the
origin of the identified measures, controlling for the macro-regional area of the companies
using dichotomous variables. In summary, based on the coefficients obtained, firms in the
northwestern region exhibit the lowest average energy performance, followed sequentially
by those in the south and the northeast. These results validate our anticipation of regional
disparities, pinpointing relatively inferior performance in the northwest. Such discrepan-
cies are not explained by the quantity and scope of energy efficiency interventions or the
number of companies, suggesting the presence of unaccounted factors in this context that
might hinder the adoption of energy efficiency measures in northwestern companies. The
significance of these indicators stresses the potential for further refinement of the methodol-
ogy to capture the role of these spatial components more accurately, i.e., the attributes that
define the genetic makeup of a specific geographical location in determining the energy
performance of companies.

Furthermore, the White Certificate variable is observed to have a positive, albeit
small, impact on performance. This finding necessitates an interpretation mindful of the
inherent limitations of the variable. Our available data allowed only for an assessment
of the obtainability of the White Certificate, not its economic value. Acquiring compre-
hensive information on the incentives received by companies, especially those influenced
by regional policies, is a difficult task; data are scarce and elusive to ascertain. While
this analysis underscores the need for more detailed and refined incentive data, it also
tentatively supports the hypothesis that an incentive model based on achieved savings
might not realise the anticipated impact. When the unique characteristics of companies are
factored in through fixed effects, the incentive ceases to significantly influence performance.
This highlights how pathways to energy efficiency can differ markedly across companies in
this sector, an insight that this differentiation should inform the design of targeted policies.
The heterogeneity observed at the sectoral level, as underscored by the authors of [23],
reinforces these considerations, although it lies outside the current analysis’s scope.

The literature published on EE improvements encompasses a diverse array of insights
and conclusions. Yet, few studies venture into the realms of spatial and political contexts,
integrating diverse contextual elements beyond market conditions and competitive dynam-
ics into their analyses. The application of econometric models to evaluate viable pathways
for energy efficiency is an area ripe with potential, particularly regarding the incorporation
of models capable of recognising spatial correlations. Such approaches could broaden the
contextual elements typically considered in models, providing enhanced opportunities to
leverage robust data maintained by agencies tasked with managing energy audit databases.
This study not only showcases some of the feasible analyses that can be conducted using
these rich data, but also introduces a broad spectrum for future research endeavours.

6. Conclusions

Our research employs a range of econometric approaches, including three distinct
models, to thoroughly examine the influence of economic, technical, and contextual factors
on energy performance in the Italian plastics sector. This paper is rooted in data extracted
from the 2019 energy audits of a representative sample of companies in the Italian plastics
industry, encompassing over 600 enterprises. These data were further combined with
management-related information extracted from the AIDA database. The analysis high-
lighted in multiple phases how the quality and homogeneity of EAs are crucial for the
future use of these data, which possess significant analytical potential.

However, we faced significant challenges in accessing detailed information on policy
tools, particularly concerning the companies that benefit from such incentives. The clarity
and completeness of this information are critical for effectively assessing the efficacy of
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energy policies. Additionally, despite the presence of regional incentives and calls for
proposals, we identified a lack of comprehensive data on these policies and their economic
scope, suggesting the need for a more uniform and transparent approach to energy policies
at the regional level.

Regarding company characteristics, our investigation shed light on how corporate
indebtedness significantly affects their energy performance. An increase in debt can nega-
tively impact a company’s energy behaviour in relation to its unique characteristics. The
presence of certain specific traits might lead highly indebted companies to reprioritise
investments, shifting from energy efficiency to other areas due to financial burden. In this
context, reducing informational barriers about efficiency measures could lead to a revalua-
tion of the associated benefits and a revision of corporate strategies; technical assistance,
such as energy consultancy and access to industrial expertise, can be crucial for identifying
and implementing effective energy solutions, reducing dependence on indebtedness. Our
study also highlighted that per capita revenues do not seem to significantly influence
the energy behaviour of companies, suggesting that the decision to implement energy
efficiency measures is based on the interaction of multiple factors, not necessarily linked to
a company’s profitability. Regarding capital turnover, we observed a negative impact on
energy performance, which might also be linked to the priority assigned to investments in
energy efficiency and the pursuit of rapid financial returns.

Considering these results, the authors emphasise the importance of behavioural mod-
ifications for reducing energy consumption. Although this topic has been addressed on
several occasions, it tends to be underestimated, even though the implementation of such
measures is generally more feasible than others. Greater promotion of efficient energy
practices would lead to extensive energy conservation, especially considering the relatively
lower level of investment and shorter payback periods, although difficulties in estimating
the associated benefits might lead to an underestimation of the same. Furthermore, we
confirmed the importance of the economic/financial dimension related to EE interventions
in determining energy trajectories: higher levels of investment lead to better energy-saving
performances. A prolonged payback period acts as a deterrent to the implementation of
EEMs, a risk that varies depending on the technical nature of the measures. In summary,
these results suggest that economic incentives aimed at reducing the resistance associ-
ated with initial investment, technical assistance, and the sharing of best practices are
fundamental to stimulate the adoption of energy efficiency measures.

Turning our gaze onto the technical characteristics of the identified EEMs, our analysis
displays that specific intervention areas, such as cogeneration/trigeneration and thermal
power plant/heat recovery, have a more pronounced impact on the energy performance.
This result underscores the potential benefits of focusing on the promotion of specific
types of interventions to achieve significant energy savings in the plastics manufacturing
sector. Additionally, given the relevance of energy self-production, namely cogenera-
tors/trigenerators and plants using renewable sources, there is a need to develop ad
hoc models for these intervention areas to understand the most appropriate strategy to
stimulate their implementation.

From a policy perspective, our work underscores the need for tailored incentives and
support mechanisms that address the specificities of companies and achievable energy
savings to effectively promote energy efficiency in the plastics production sector. The
current approach, which mainly design incentives based on achievable energy savings,
may not be sufficiently effective in reducing the resistance associated with the imple-
mentation of measures, as evidenced by the variable impact of different EEMs and the
influence of company-specific factors. Therefore, policy measures should consider the
unique characteristics and needs of the specific industrial sector to facilitate the adoption of
energy-efficient technologies.

Looking to the future, the analysis conducted in the plastics sector can be extended to
other industrial sectors, providing insights into the specific needs of different industries and
tools to compare them. The robustness of the models and results also implies the possibility
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of expanding the characteristics of the companies and interventions considered to obtain a
comprehensive and detailed picture of the barriers and drivers to energy efficiency present
in the analysed sector.

In addition, a future path for research opens, considering the possibility of exploring
localised energy dynamics and the interaction between companies, foreseeing the imple-
mentation of econometric approaches capable of capturing the spatial impact of corporate
behaviours; mechanisms of interaction and spillover that enhance or inhibit industrial
energy performance could be identified and promoted. The process of refining data related
to the third cycle of EAs (2023) will also allow us to assess which interventions have been
implemented, analysing the factors that influenced the process. This approach will enable
us to reach even more precise conclusions on the path to follow to stimulate the adoption
of energy efficiency interventions in the considered sector.

Further research opportunities would also be possible thanks to continuous efforts of
the ENEA for the promotion of high-quality energy audits and the future changes in the
subjects obligated to perform EAs, an evolution that the recent legislation in this matter
leaves us to suppose. In conclusion, our study provides a significant contribution to the
understanding of energy efficiency in the Italian plastics manufacturing sector. Our findings
offer insights for formulating effective policies and indicate promising directions for future
research in the field of energy efficiency and sustainable development. By highlighting key
drivers and barriers to energy efficiency, we aim to inform more effective policy decisions
and encourage continued research in this vital area, emphasising the importance of tailored
incentives and the need for greater transparency in information on business access to
existing incentives.
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Abstract: Energy efficiency plays an increasingly important role not only in supply chains, but also in
in-plant supply systems. Manufacturing companies are increasingly using energy-efficient material
handling equipment to solve their in-plant material handling tasks. A new example of this effort is
the use of drones for in-plant transportation of small components. Within the frame of this article, a
new AGV-drone joint in-plant supply model is described. The joint service of AGV-based milkrun
trolleys and drones makes it possible to optimize the in-plant supply in production lines. This article
discusses the mathematical description of AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solutions. The numerical
analysis of the different AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solutions shows that this new approach
can lead to an energy consumption reduction of about 30%, which also has a significant impact on
GHG emission.

Keywords: emission reduction; energy efficiency; logistics; optimization; scheduling; service level;
vehicle routing

1. Introduction

Milkrun supply is an extremely popular in-plant supply solution, where a wide range
of components has to be picked up and delivered among warehouses, supermarkets, and
production resources. The design of milkrun routes represents a problem of dynamic
systems; therefore, its processes cannot be planned in advance, but dynamic design and
operation methodologies have to be used instead of conventional in-advance design [1].

Milkrun in-plant supply is defined as a supply system including periodically moving
vehicles which perform the material supply of manufacturing and assembly cells in different
predefined routes. The milkrun supply generally can be taken into consideration as a
lean distribution system which standardizes the in-plant logistics processes, the logistics
resources, and the strategies. Although there is a wide range of studies focusing on milkrun
supply, most of them discuss supply chain-related milkrun solutions and only a few of
them discuss in-plant milkrun solutions. The studies generally focus on the optimization of
the required resources, and the transportation distances and the potential of using mixed
resources (e.g., linked AGV-drone services) are not analyzed [2].

Based on the results of the Fortune Business Insight Study, the unmanned aircraft
market has been significantly increased and a Compound Annual Growth Rate of about
43% is expected, while the market size value is growing from USD 13.48 billion in 2022
to USD 232.8 billion by 2029 [3]. The application of drones includes a wide range of
services, such as pandemic vaccine distribution [4], as well as local and global supply chain
distribution [5]. The application of drones focuses on both single unmanned vehicles and
cloud-based supply chain solutions, where not only individual drones, but also drone
clusters can be taken into consideration as potential supply solutions [6]. The control of
complex drone-based supply solutions is generally based on artificial intelligence methods,
which enables the optimization of single echelon and multi-echelon supply chains [7,8].
Most of the literature has discussed the application of drones only in the case of global
and local supply chains, and only a few of the studies discuss the in-plant applications
of drones.
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The design and operation of in-plant milkrun supply solutions can be defined as an
NP-hard optimization problem [2]; therefore, most of the optimization-related approaches
are using heuristics or metaheuristics. The objective functions of different approaches of
the design of milkrun-based in-plant supply integrate the following aspects: minimization
of required AGVs, minimization of milkrun trolleys’ capacities, minimization of routes of
milkruns, minimization of work in process inventories (WIP), minimization of material
handling operations, or minimization of inventory cost, number, and capacity of required
supermarkets [9].

The impact of milkrun-based in-plant supply can be analyzed using discrete event sim-
ulation, where both the resources and the traveling cycles among storages, supermarkets,
manufacturing, and assembly cells can be taken into consideration. The simulation makes
it possible to analyze the impact of different disturbances on the efficiency of logistics and
manufacturing [10].

After this introduction, the remaining part of the paper is divided into three sections.
Section 2 presents a literature review to summarize the research background regarding
design and optimization of in-plant supply focusing on milkrun solutions. Section 3
presents a new approach, which makes it possible to model and analyze conventional
AGV-based and AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solutions from an energy efficiency point
of view. Section 4 presents the results of the numerical analysis. Conclusions and future
research directions are discussed in the last section.

2. Literature Review

Production processes can be generally described as stochastic flow lines, where storage
capacities and limited material supply operations can significantly influence and increase
the uncertainties. In the case of an uncertain production environment, the performance
analysis and the optimization of stochastic in-plant supply processes play an important role
in the efficiency improvement [11]. Holistic approaches can also be used to optimize the in-
plant milkrun systems. The planning and dimensioning tasks of in-plant milkrun services
can integrate a wide range of logistics operations and logistics-related topics focusing on
consignment, storage, time management, and ergonomics [12].

Milkrun solutions are used in a wide range of industries: agricultural machinery [13],
food industry [14], automotive supplier [15,16], cable manufacturing [17], or washing
machine manufacturing [18].

In the context of Industry 4.0, the application of dynamic simulation models in the
optimization of intralogistics processes becomes more and more important. The interactive
layout design is an important tool which can have a great impact on the efficiency of milkrun
design [19]. As a case study focusing on the transportation of part supply improvement
shows, poorly managed in-plant supply processes can lead to increased costs and decreased
product quality, while the ability to fulfill customers’ demands can also be decreased. Lean
tools can support the improvement of in-plant supply processes. As a case study shows, the
most important problem of the operation of milkrun supply solutions is the asynchronicity
between the demands of production or assembly lines and in-plant supply processes [13].

The design process of in-plant supply solutions is a complex engineering task, where
a wide range of influencing factors has to be taken into consideration. The calculation
of the intensity of dimensioning parameters can significantly improve the efficiency of
milkrun design [20], and it is especially important in the case of AGV-drone joint supply,
where the integration of different technologies is a core problem. Milkrun supply can be
used both for external logistics and for intralogistics. The design problems of milkrun
solutions represent in both cases complex optimization problems. In the case of external
logistics, manufacturers, retailers, and suppliers are integrated into a value chain, while in
the case of intralogistics, the production and assembly resources are integrated by milkrun
solutions. As research by [14] shows, the Analytical Hierarchy Process is a suitable design
methodology to optimize milkrun processes. The design tasks of in-plant supply solutions
can be solved using analytical methods [21], heuristics [22], and simulation [23,24], but
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empirical studies also discuss important design aspects [25]. As a 3D micro-simulation
of milkruns and pickers in warehouses shows, discrete event simulation and agent-based
simulation make it possible to take a wide range of parameters into consideration including
storage strategy, quantity of demands, structure of shifts, volume of components, arrival
rate of requests, and the available number of milkrun trolleys [26]. As this research shows,
milkrun design requires a holistic approach. A new approach focuses on the structural
optimization of milkrun-based in-plant supply, where time- and capacity-based constraints
are taken into consideration [27]. Merging the payload cycles can also lead to optimized
milkrun solutions, as a case study shows in the case of an automotive supplier, where the
optimization of loading capacities in the restructuring and rerouting of milkrun routes
resulted in a more efficient milkrun-based supply [16].

The design of an intralogistics system integrates different aspects of material han-
dling design including layout planning, vehicle routing, and scheduling. As a black hole
heuristics-based optimization approach shows, the integrated solution of milkrun services
in production processes can lead to efficient intralogistics operations [28]. One of the first
real-time milkrun design approaches was published by [29]. In this research, an in-plant
milkrun control methodology is shown focusing on the morphological classification of
static and dynamic approaches. Value stream mapping and lean metrics can also support
the design of milkrun supply processes. The flexible routing of milkrun trolleys can lead to
reduced stocks (inventory in warehouse and work in process inventory), while the lean
rate increases [30]. In the case of complex in-plant supply solutions, milkrun routing and
scheduling are subject to a trade-off between vehicle fleet size and storage capacity. In
this case, periodic distribution policies can support the optimal process, which is based
on the identification of the relationship between tact time and the size of replenishment
batches [31]. In the case of stochastic processes, probabilities can be added to the predefined
schedules and requests, and this model can minimize the order cycle time and the average
picking effort [32].

A wide range of methods and tools can be used for the optimization of milkrun
supply solutions, such as linear programming [11], Analytical Hierarchy Process [14],
Saving Matrix Methods [15], black hole heuristics [28], Linear Temporal Logic [33], and
simulation [34]. The application of product allocation in a polling-based milkrun picking
system is a complex design problem. As the research results in the case of exhaustive,
locally-gated, and globally-gated picking strategies show, the cyclic polling system with
simultaneous batch arrivals is a suitable solution for milkrun services [35,36]. Drones can
also be used in polling-based milkrun picking systems.

The mentioned mathematical methods, algorithms, and tools are suitable to solve
the design and operation problems of various milkrun-based in-plant supply solutions,
depending on the complexity of the optimization problem. Linear programming, Analytical
Hierarchy Process, and Saving Matrix Methods are generally used for analytical problems,
while heuristic methods are suitable for NP-hard optimization problems. Uncertainties can
be taken into consideration by using different simulation tools.

The above-mentioned research results indicate the scientific potential of the opti-
mization of in-plant supply solutions. The articles that addressed the design and control
problems of in-plant supply solutions focus on AGV-based milkrun services, and only
a few of them describe the potential of the application of drones in intralogistics, espe-
cially in the field of in-plant supply [37]. According to that, the focus of this research is
on the analyses of the impact of AGV-drone joint in-plant supply of production lines on
energy efficiency.

As a consequence, the main contributions of this article are the following: (1) model
framework of AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solutions; (2) mathematical description of
AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solutions; (3) numerical analysis of the impact of different
AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solutions on energy efficiency, focusing on both energy
consumption and virtual GHG emission.
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3. Materials and Methods

Within the frame of this chapter, the mathematical models of different AGV-drone
joint in-plant material supply systems will be described. These mathematical models are
based on the previous work of Bányai focusing on the evaluation of energy efficiency of
integrated first-mile and last-mile drone-based delivery operations [38]. The chapter focuses
on the following topics: (i) definition of the input parameters of AGV-drone joint in-plant
material supply systems; (ii) definition of specific supply models from the general input
parameters depending on the cooperation level of AGV-based milkrun trolley and drone;
(iii) mathematical models of typical AGV-drone joint in-plant material supply systems. The
structure of the proposed models is demonstrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The structure of the proposed models (input parameters, classification of service tasks,
typical service models, objective functions, and constraints).

The following typical models are discussed:

• Model A: conventional AGV-based in-plant supply of production resources
without drones;

• Model B: drone-based pick-up services from AGV-based milkrun trolleys;
• Model C: drone-based delivery services from AGV-based milkrun trolleys;
• Model D: drone-based integrated pick-up and delivery shuttle services from AGV-

based milkrun trolleys;
• Model E: drone-based integrated pick-up and delivery milkrun services from AGV-

based milkrun trolleys.
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These five service solutions can be integrated into three different mathematical models:

• Modeling of AGV-based in-plant supply of production resources without drones (see
Section 3.1);

• Modeling of drone-based pick-up/delivery services from AGV-based milkrun (see
Section 3.2);

• Modeling of the drone-based integrated pick-up/delivery shuttle and milkrun services
from AGV-based milkrun trolleys (see Section 3.3).

The input parameters for the analysis and optimization of AGV-drone joint in-plant
material supply systems are the following:

• qi: weight of components of pick-up and delivery service i in kg;
• vi: volume of components of pick-up and delivery service in L;
• zi: type of material supply service i;
• qD

max: maximum payload of drones in kg;
• qA

max: maximum payload of AGV-based milkrun trolleys in kg;
• BATA : available power capacity stored in the battery of AGV-based milkrun trolleys

in kWh;
• BATD : available power capacity stored in the battery of drones in kWh;
• ρA: specific energy consumption of AGV-based milkrun trolleys in kWh/km, which

depends on the payload;
• ρD: specific energy consumption of drones in kWh/km, which depends on

the payload;
• εx,y: specific emission of CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM, depending on the genera-

tion source x of electricity in g/kWh in the case of GHG y.

Depending on the constraints regarding weight and volume of components of service
tasks, it is possible to define typical relations in the production plant and typical in-plant
service tasks.

If the constraints regarding weight and volume of components to be supplied in the
production plant make it possible to fulfill the service for the requested demand by drone,
while the location of service location is on the route of the AGV-based milkrun trolley and
the departure is the warehouse, where AGV and drone pools are also located, then the
service can be assigned to the set of in-plant service operations including pick-up service
from production resource to warehouse to be performed by drone:

qi ≤ qD
max ∧ vi ≤ vD

max ∧ zi = PPW → qi ∈ QDPW , (1)

where qi is the weight of component i to be picked up, qD
max is the loading capacity of the

drone, vi is the volume of component i to be picked up, vD
max is the upper limit of volume of

components suitable for transportation by drone, QDPW is the set of pick-up service tasks
from the production plant to the warehouse suitable for drone-based pick-up supply, and zi
is the type of the delivery tasks, where zi ∈ [PPW, DWP, PP, DP] and PPW is for pick-up
service from production plant to warehouse, DWP is for delivery from the warehouse to the
production plant, PP is for pick-up service in the production plant, and DP is for delivery
service in the production plant.

If the constraints regarding weight and volume of components to be supplied in the
production plant make it possible to fulfill the service demand by drone, while the location
of pick-up is in the warehouse and the departure location is a production resource on
the route of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, then the service can be assigned to the set
of in-plant service operations including delivery service from warehouse to production
resource to be performed by drone:

qi ≤ qD
max ∧ vi ≤ vD

max ∧ zi = DWP → qi ∈ QDDW , (2)

where QDDW is the set of delivery service tasks from the warehouse to the production plant
suitable for drone-based delivery service.
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If the constraints regarding weight and volume of components to be supplied in the
production plant make it possible to fulfill the service demand by drone, while the location
of pick-up and delivery is a production resource on the route of the AGV-based milkrun
trolley, then the service can be assigned to the set of in-plant service operations including
delivery service between two production resources to be performed by drone:

qi ≤ qD
max ∧ vi ≤ vD

max ∧ zi ∈ [PP, DP] → qi ∈ QDP, (3)

where QDP is the set of delivery tasks inside the production plant between production
resources suitable for drone-based delivery. If QDP > 0, then the service task is a pick-
up operation; otherwise, it is a delivery task between two production resources of the
production plant.

If the constraints regarding weight and volume of components to be supplied in the
production plant do not make it possible to fulfill the service demand by drone but by
AGV-based milkrun trolley, while the location of pick-up is on the route of the AGV-based
milkrun trolley and the departure is the warehouse, then the service can be assigned to the
set of in-plant service operations including pick-up service from production resource to
warehouse to be performed by AGV-based milkrun trolley:(

qi > qD
max ∨ vi > vD

max

)
∧ zi = PPW → qi ∈ QAPW , (4)

where QAPW is the set of pick-up service tasks from the production plant to the warehouse
suitable for AGV-based milkrun trolley pick-up supply.

If the constraints regarding weight and volume of components to be supplied in
the production plant do not make it possible to fulfill the service demand by drone but
by AGV-based milkrun trolley, while the location of pick-up is in the warehouse and
the departure location is a production resource on the route of the AGV-based milkrun
trolley, then the service can be assigned to the set of in-plant service operations including
delivery service from warehouse to production resource to be performed by AGV-based
milkrun trolley: (

qi > qD
max ∨ vi > vD

max

)
∧ zi = DWP → qi ∈ QADW , (5)

where QADW is the set of delivery service tasks from the warehouse to the production plant
suitable for AGV-based milkrun trolley delivery supply.

If the constraints regarding weight and volume of components to be supplied in the
production plant do not make it possible to fulfill the service demand by drone but by
AGV-based milkrun trolley, while the location of pick-up and delivery is a production
resource on the route of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, then the service can be assigned to
the set of in-plant service operations including delivery service between two production
resources to be performed by AGV-based milkrun trolley:(

qi > qD
max ∨ vi > vD

max

)
∧ zi ∈ [PP, DP] → qi ∈ QAP, (6)

where QAP is the set of delivery tasks inside the production plant between production
resources suitable for AGV-based milkrun trolley delivery. If QDP > 0, then the service task
is a pick-up operation; otherwise, it is a delivery task between two production resources
of the production plant. These sets make it possible to define five different models of
AGV-drone joint in-plant supply of production lines.

3.1. Modeling of AGV-Based In-Plant Supply of Production Resources without Drones

In this case, all pick-up and delivery services are performed by AGV-based milkrun
trolleys. Using the QDPW , QDDW , QDP, QAPW , QADW , and QAP matrices, it is possible
to define the input parameters of the AGV-based in-plant supply model. The potential
pick-up and delivery tasks of the in-plant supply model are as follows:
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qA
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ1] : qA
i = qDPW

i
∀i ∈ [1 + ϑ1, . . . , ϑ2] : qA

i = qDDW
i−ϑ1∀i ∈ [1 + ϑ2, . . . , ϑ3] : qA

i = qDP
i−ϑ2∀i ∈ [1 + ϑ3, . . . , ϑ4] : qA

i = qAPW
i−ϑ3

∀i ∈ [1 + ϑ4, . . . , ϑ5] : qA
i = qADW

i−ϑ4∀i ∈ [1 + ϑ5, . . . , ϑ6] : qA
i = qAP

i−ϑ5

, (7)

where ϑs = ∑s
j=1 β j. The objective function of the optimization is the minimization of

energy consumption, which also has a significant impact on the emission of CO2, SO2, CO,
HC, NOX, and PM. In this article, automated guided vehicles and drones are performing
in-plant supply services; therefore, the emission can be calculated as a virtual emission
taking the emission rates of the generation source of electricity, which can be lignite, coal,
oil, natural gas, photovoltaic, biomass, nuclear, water, wind, and their mix.

3.1.1. The Objective Function

Within the frame of this model, both the energy consumption of the drone and the
AGV-based milkrun trolley, and their virtual GHG emission can be defined.

The minimization of the energy consumption can be defined depending on the differ-
ent services performed by the AGV-based milkrun trolley:

C1 = C1AWP + C1AP + C1APW → min., (8)

where C1 is the energy consumption of AGVs and drones, CaAWP is the energy consumption
of the AGV-based milkrun trolley within the first section of the delivery route from the
warehouse or AGV pool to the first production resource in model a, CaAP is the energy
consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley between two production resources of the
production plant in model a, and CaAPW is the energy consumption of the AGV-based
milkrun trolley within the closing section of the delivery route from the last production
resource to the warehouse or AGV depot in the case of model a (e.g., C1APW is the energy
consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley from the production resources to the
warehouse for the first model).

The energy consumption for the first section of the in-plant supply route from the
warehouse to the first production plant can be described depending on the route length
of the section between the warehouse and the first production plant of the service route,
the loading of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption of the
AGV-based milkrun trolley:

C1AWP =
(

qANET + ∑ϑ6
i=1,z∗i =DWP q∗A

pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA, (9)

where qANET is the net weight of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, lD,p1 is the length of the
milkrun section between the warehouse and the first production plant, ρT is the specific
energy consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley [kWh/(kg·km)], p = [pi] is the
assignment matrix representing the optimal solution as a permutation matrix. This matrix
makes it possible to define the weight of components assigned to supply tasks for each
scheduled delivery as:

∀i ∈
[
1, . . . , ∑6

j=1 β j

]
: q∗A

pi
= qA

i . (10)

The energy consumption among production resources can be defined depending on
the length of the milkrun sections between the pick-up and delivery locations, the loading
of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption:

C1AP = ∑ϑ6−1
k=1

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi

)
·lpk ,pk+1 ·ρA. (11)

where lpk ,pk+1 is the length of the milkrun section between the scheduled supply operations
assigned to production resources k and k + 1.

The energy consumption of the transportation in the last section of the milkrun route
from the last production resource to the warehouse can be defined depending on the length
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of the milkrun sections from the last production resource to the warehouse, the loading of
the AGV-based milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption:

C1APW =

(
qANET + ∑

∑6
j=1 β j

i=1,z∗i =PPW q∗A
pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA. (12)

The weight of the components assigned to pick-up and delivery tasks between the
first and last sections of the milkrun route has no impact on the final payload of the AGV-
based milkrun trolley, because all of these operations are finished before the last section of
the milkrun.

The minimization of the CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission can be expressed as:

E1
x,y = E1AWP

x,y + E1AP
x,y + E1APW

x,y → min., (13)

where E1
x,y is the energy consumption of the conventional model based on operations

performed by the AGV-based milkrun trolley, EaAWP
x,y is the virtual GHG emission generated

within the first section of the milkrun from the warehouse to the first production resource
in model a, EaAP

x,y is the virtual GHG emission generated by the milkrun route between the
first and last production plant in a, EaAPW

x,y is the virtual GHG emission generated within
the last section of the milkrun from the last production plant to the warehouse in model a,
x defines the type of electricity generation sources, and y defines the type of GHG (CO2,
SO2, CO, HC, NOX, PM).

The virtual GHG emission generated in the first section of the milkrun from the
warehouse to the first production plant can be written as:

E1AWP
x,y =

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=1,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA·εx,y. (14)

The virtual GHG emission of the milkrun among the first and last production resources
of the production plant can be defined as:

E1AP
x,y = ∑ϑ6−1

k=1

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗T
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi

)
·lpk ,pk+1 ·ρA·εx,y. (15)

The virtual GHG emission of the last section of the milkrun from the last production
resource to the warehouse is as follows:

E1APW
x,y =

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=1,z∗i =PPW q∗A
pϑ6

)
·lϑ6,D·ρA·εx,y. (16)

3.1.2. The Constraints

This model takes three constraints regarding available capacities and energies into
consideration.

Constraint 1 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: the vehicle routing problem of the AGV-
based milkrun trolley must be solved so that it is not allowed to exceed this maximum
payload of the AGV-based milkrun trolley:

qL
pi
≤ qAmax, (17)

where qAmax is the maximum payload of the AGV-based milkrun trolley and

qL
pi
= qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi
, (18)

where qL
pi

is the weight of the load of the AGV-based milkrun trolley at production resource
pi. In the case of this constraint, the weight of the AGV can be calculated as the sum of the
net weight of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, the weight of components delivered from
the warehouse to the production resources, and the weight of components picked up and
delivered between production resources.

Constraint 2 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: it is not allowed to exceed the available
loading volume of the AGV-based milkrun trolley:

vL
pi
≤ vAmax, (19)
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where
vL

pi
= ∑ϑ6

i=k,z∗i =DWP v∗A
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] v∗A

pi
. (20)

where v∗A
pi

is the volume of component pi, and vL
pi

is the volume of components on the
AGV-based milkrun trolley at production resource pi and vAmax is the maximum loading
volume of the AGV-based milkrun trolley.

In the case of this constraint, the current volume of the loading can be calculated as
the sum of the volume of components transported from the warehouse to the production
resources, and the volume of components picked up or delivered between
production resources.

Constraint 3 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: the third constraint defines the upper
limit of available power capacity stored in the battery of the AGV-based milkrun trolley:

C1 ≤ BATA, (21)

where BATA is the capacity of the AGV-based milkrun trolley’s battery.

3.1.3. Decision Variables

The decision variable of this milkrun supply problem is the p = [pi] permutation
matrix, which defines the optimal sequence of production resources to be supplied by
required components, where the value of pi defines the ID of in-plant supply demand of a
production resource to be scheduled.

3.2. Modeling of Drone-Based Pick-Up/Delivery Services from AGV-Based Milkrun

In this milkrun-based in-plant supply solution, the pick-up operations can be assigned
to a drone depending on their suitability defined by the weight and volume of the com-
ponent, while delivery tasks are performed by AGV-based milkrun trolley. The basic
operations of this type of AGV-drone joint in-plant supply are the following:

• The pick-up service tasks from the first production resource to the warehouse are per-
formed in the relation (production resource—AGV-based milkrun trolley—warehouse),
if the capacity-related constraints focusing on weight and volume of the components
to be supplied make it possible. Between the production resource and the AGV-based
milkrun trolley, the transportation is assigned to a drone, while in the case of the
relation (AGV-based milkrun trolley—warehouse), the component is transported by
the AGV-based milkrun trolley.

• The delivery services from the warehouse to the production resource are performed
by the AGV-based milkrun trolley, because in this model the joint solution means that
drones are not performing direct supply from/to the warehouse.

• The pick-up services between two production resources are performed in the following
way: the pick-up service is performed by the drone if the capacity-related constraints
focusing on weight and volume of the components to be supplied make it possible in
the relation (production resource—AGV-based milkrun trolley) and the delivery to
the next production resource is performed by the AGV-based milkrun trolley.

In this case, using the QDPW , QDDW , QDP, QAPW , QADW , and QAP matrices, we can
define the basic parameters of this model as follows. The potential pick-up and delivery
tasks of the in-plant supply model can be written as follows both for the drone and the
AGV-based milkrun trolley:

qA
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , β2] : qA
i = qDDW

i
∀i ∈ [1 + β2, . . . , β2 + β3] : qA

i = qDP
i−β2

∀i ∈ [1 + β2 + β3, . . . , ϑ4 − β1] : qA
i = qAPW

i−β2+β3

∀i ∈ [ϑ4 − β1 + 1, . . . , ϑ5 − β1] : qA
i = qADW

i−ϑ4−β1

∀i ∈ [ϑ5 − β1 + 1, . . . , ϑ6 − β1] : qA
i = qAP

i−ϑ5−β1

, (22)

and
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qD
g =

{
∀g ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ1] : qD

g = qDPW
g

∀g ∈ [1 + ϑ1, . . . , ϑ1 + ϑ3 − ϑ2] : qD
g = qDP

g−ϑ3

. (23)

3.2.1. The Objective Function

Within the frame of this model, both the energy consumption of the drone and the AGV-
based milkrun trolley, and their virtual GHG emission can be defined. The minimization
of the energy consumption performed by the drone and the AGV-based milkrun trolley
is as follows:

C2 = C2AWP + C2AP + C2APW + C2DP + C2DPW → min., (24)

where C2 is the energy consumption of the milkrun supply including energy consumption
of the drone and the AGV-based milkrun trolley, CaDP is the energy consumption of the
drone between a production resource and the AGV-based milkrun trolley in model a, and
CaDPW is the energy consumption of the drone from the last production resource to the
warehouse in model a.

The energy consumption of the first section of the milkrun from the warehouse to the
first production resource can be defined depending on the length of the milkrun sections
between the warehouse and the first production resource, the loading of the AGV-based
milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption:

C2AWP =
(

qANET + ∑ϑ6
i=1+ϑ1,z∗i =DWP q∗A

pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA. (25)

The energy consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley generated by the trans-
portation services between the first and last production resource can be defined depending
on the length of the milkrun sections between the production resources, the loading of the
AGV-based milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption:

C2AP = ∑ϑ6−1
k=1+ϑ1

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗T
pi

+ ∑k
i=1+ϑ1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi

)
·lpk ,pk+1 ·ρA. (26)

The energy consumption of the last section of the milkrun from the last production
resource of the route to the warehouse can be defined depending on the length of the
milkrun sections between the last production resource and the warehouse, the loading of
the AGV-based milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption:

C2APW =
(

qANET + ∑ϑ6
i=1+ϑ1,z∗i =PPW q∗A

p1

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA. (27)

The energy consumption of the drone within the in-plant supply route between the
first and last production resource which results from pick-up services can be formulated as:

C2DP = ∑ϑ1+ϑ3−ϑ2
k=1+ϑ1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk, pTR ·ρD. (28)

where lpk, pTR is the travelling distance between the production resource pk and the current
position of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, and ρD is the specific energy consumption of
the drone.

The energy consumption of the drone between the production resource and the ware-
house can be calculated as:

C2DPW = ∑ϑ1
k=1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk,D·ρD. (29)

The minimization of the CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission can be written in
the following form:

E2
x,y = E2AWP

x,y + E2AP
x,y + E2APW

x,y + E2DP
x,y + E2DPW

x,y → min. (30)

where EaDP
x,y is the virtual GHG emission of the drone within the in-plant supply route

between the first and last production resource in model a, and EaDPW
x,y is the virtual GHG

emission of the drone between the production resource and the warehouse in model a.
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The virtual GHG emission of the first section of the milkrun from the warehouse to the
first production resource in the case of the AGV-based milkrun trolley can be expressed as:

E2AWP
x,y =

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=1+ϑ1,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA·εx,y. (31)

The virtual GHG emission of the milkrun between the first and last production resource
in the case of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is as follows:

E2AP
x,y = ∑ϑ6−1

k=1+ϑ1

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

+ ∑k
i=1+ϑ1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi

)
·lpk ,pk+1 ·εx,y. (32)

The virtual GHG emission of the last section of the in-plant supply route from the last
production resource to the warehouse in the case of the AGV-based milkrun trolley can be
formulated as:

E2APW
x,y =

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6

i=1+ϑ1,z∗i =PPW q∗T
p1

)
·lD,p1 ·ρa·εx,y. (33)

The drone’s virtual GHG emission generated between the first and last production
resource is as follows:

E2DP
x,y = ∑ϑ1+ϑ3−ϑ2

k=1+ϑ1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk, pTR ·ρD·εx,y. (34)

The drone’s virtual GHG emission between production resources and warehouse can
be expressed as:

E2DPW
x,y = ∑ϑ1

k=1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk,D·ρD·εx,y. (35)

3.2.2. The Constraints

We can define constraints for in-plant supply services performed by both the AGV-
based milkrun trolley and the drone.

Constraint 1 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: the in-plant supply route of the AGV-
based milkrun trolley must be designed so that maximum payload must be taken
into consideration: ∀i ∈ [ϑ6 − β1] : qL

pi
≤ qAmax, (36)

where

∀i ∈ [ϑ6 − β1] : qL
pi
= qANET + ∑ϑ6−β1

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗T
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi
. (37)

In the case of this constraint, the weight of the AGV can be calculated as the sum
of the net weight of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, the weight of components delivered
from the warehouse to the production resources, and the weight of components picked up
and delivered between production resources. The difference between constraints (17–18)
and (36–37) is that in the case of the conventional, AGV-based model, the payload-related
constraint is calculated for all production resources, while in the case of this AGV-drone
joint service, only production resources, where no drone is performing a service task, are
taken into consideration.

Constraint 2 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: the in-plant supply route must be de-
signed so that maximum loading volume of the AGV-based milkrun trolley must be taken
into consideration, and it is not allowed to exceed this value:

∀i ∈ [ϑ6 − β1] : vL
pi
≤ vAmax, (38)

where

∀i ∈ [ϑ6 − β1] : vL
pi
= qANET + ∑ϑ6−β1

i=k,z∗i =DWP v∗A
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] v∗A

pi
. (39)

In the case of this constraint, the current volume of the loading can be calculated as
the sum of the volume of components transported from the warehouse to the production
resources, and the volume of components picked up or delivered between production
resources. The difference between constraints (19–20) and (38–39) is that in the case of
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the conventional, AGV-based model, the volume-related constraint is calculated for all
production resources, while in the case of this AGV-drone joint service, only production
resources, where no drone is performing a service task, are taken into consideration.

Constraint 3 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: it is not allowed to consume more energy
than the available power capacity stored in the battery of the AGV-based milkrun trolley.

C2AWP + C2AP + C2APW ≤ CAPT . (40)

In the case of the drone-based in-plant supply, we can also define three constraints.
Constraint 1 for drone: this constraint defines the maximum payload of the drone. In

the case of shuttle service (no milkrun is performed by the drone), this maximum payload
of the drone can be written as follows:

∀i ∈ [ϑ1 + ϑ3 − ϑ2] : qpi ≤ qDmax, (41)

where qDmax is the maximum payload of the drone. In the case of milkrun, the weight of
the components picked up by the drone has an upper limit, which can be expressed as:

∀i : ∑i∈θ
qpi ≤ qDmax, (42)

where θ is the set of milkrun routes of the drone.
In the case of this constraint, the current payload of the drone can be calculated as the

weight of the current payload.
Constraint 2 for drone: it is not allowed to exceed the maximum available loading

volume of the drone. In the case of shuttle service (no milkrun is performed by the drone),
this constraint can be written as follows:

∀i ∈ [ϑ1 + ϑ3 − ϑ2] : vpi ≤ vDmax, (43)

where vDmax is the maximum loading volume of the drone. In the case of shuttle service
(no milkrun is performed by the drone), this constraint can be written as follows:

∀i : ∑i∈θ
vpi ≤ vDmax. (44)

In the case of this constraint, the current volume of the load of the drone can be calcu-
lated as the volume of the current payload, because the drone performs only
shuttle services.

Constraint 3 for drone: it defines the upper limit of available power capacity stored in
the battery of the drone.

∀i : ∑i∈θ
C∗2DP

i ≤ BATD ∧ ∀i : ∑i∈θ
C∗2DPW

i ≤ BATD, (45)

where BATD is the capacity of the drone’s battery.

3.2.3. Decision Variables

The decision variable of the above-mentioned AGV-drone joint in-plant supply service
with drone-based pick-up operations problem is the p = [pi] matrix.

3.3. Modeling of the Drone-Based Integrated Pick-Up/Delivery Shuttle and Milkrun Services from
AGV-Based Milkrun Trolleys

In this model, the drone can perform both the pick-up and the delivery operations
suitable for drone-based services.

Using the QDPW , QDDW , QDP, QAPW , QADW , and QAP matrices, we can formulate the
input parameters of the AGV-drone joint in-plant supply model as follows. The matrices of
the available delivery tasks are as follows:

qD
g =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ1] : qD
g = qDPW

g
∀i ∈ [1 + ϑ1, . . . , ϑ2] : qD

g = qDDW
g−ϑ1

∀i ∈ [1 + ϑ2, . . . , ϑ3] : qD
g = qDP

g−ϑ2

, (46)

and
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qT
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ4 − ϑ3] : qA
i = qAPW

i
∀i ∈ [β4 + 1, . . . , β4 + β5] : qA

i = qADW
i−β4

∀i ∈ [β4 + β5 + 1, . . . , ϑ6 − ϑ3] : qA
i = qAP

i−β4−β5

. (47)

3.3.1. The Objective Function

In this milkrun supply model, both the energy consumption of the drone and the AGV-
based milkrun trolley, and their virtual GHG emission can be defined. The minimization
of the energy consumption performed by the drone and the AGV-based milkrun trolley
is as follows:

C3 = C3AWP + C3AP + C3APW + C3DPW + C3DP + C3DWP → min., (48)

where C3 is the energy consumption of the whole drone-based integrated pick-up/delivery
shuttle and milkrun services from AGV-based milkrun trolleys.

The energy consumption generated in the first milkrun section from the warehouse to
the first production resource can be formulated depending on the length of milkrun sections
between the warehouse and the first production resource, the loading of the AGV-based
milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption:

C3AWP =
(

qANET + ∑β4+β5
i=β4+1,z∗i =DWP q∗A

pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA. (49)

The energy consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley within the in-plant supply
route between the first and last production resources can be expressed depending on
the length of the milkrun sections between the production resources, the loading of the
AGV-based milkrun trolley, and the specific energy consumption:

C3AP = ∑ϑ6−ϑ3
k=β4+β5+1

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6−ϑ3

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗T
pi

+ ∑k
i=β4+β5+1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi

)
·lpk ,pk+1 ·ρA. (50)

The energy consumption of the last milkrun section from the last production resource
to the warehouse is a function of the length of the transportation between the last production
resource and the warehouse, the loading of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, and the specific
energy consumption:

C3APW =
(

qANET + ∑β4+β5
i=β4+1,z∗i =PPW q∗A

p1

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA. (51)

The drone’s energy consumption generated between the first and last production
resource performing pick-up supply services can be written as:

C3DP = ∑ϑ6−ϑ3
k=β4+β5+1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk, pTR ·ρD. (52)

where lpk, pTR is the travelling distance between the pick-up operation assigned to production
resource pk and the current position of the AGV-based milkrun trolley.

The drone’s energy consumption between production resources and the warehouse is
as follows:

C3DWP = ∑ϑ4−ϑ3
k=1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk,D·ρD. (53)

The energy consumption in the first section of the in-plant supply route from the
warehouse to the first production resource for the drone is as follows:

C3DPW =
(

qDNET + ∑β4+β5
i=β4+1,z∗i =DWP q∗A

pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA. (54)

The emission reduction, as objective function, can be expressed as a function of the
source of energy generation and GHG’s type:

E3
x,y = E3AWP

x,y + E3AP
x,y + E3APW

x,y + E3DPW
x,y + E3DP

x,y + E3DWP
x,y → min. (55)

The virtual GHG emission of the first section of milkrun from the warehouse to the
first production resource in the case of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is as follows:

E3AWP
x,y =

(
qANET + ∑β4+β5

i=β4+1,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA·εx,y. (56)
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The virtual GHG emission between the first and last production resource in the case
of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is as follows:

E3AP
x,y = ∑ϑ6−ϑ3

k=β4+β5+1

(
qANET + ∑ϑ6−ϑ3

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗T
pi

+ ∑k
i=β4+β5+1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi

)
·lpk ,pk+1 ·ρA·εx,y. (57)

The virtual GHG emission of the last section of the milkrun from the last production
resource to the warehouse in the case of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is expressed as:

E3APW
x,y =

(
qANET + ∑β4+β5

i=β4+1,z∗i =PPW q∗A
p1

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA·εx,y. (58)

The drone’s virtual GHG emission between the first and last production resource is
as follows:

E3DP
x,y = ∑ϑ6−ϑ3

k=β4+β5+1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk, pTR ·ρD·εx,y. (59)

The drone’s virtual GHG emission between production resources and warehouse is
as follows:

E3DWP
x,y = ∑ϑ4−ϑ3

k=1,z∗k∈[PP]

(
qDNET + q∗D

pk

)
·2·lpk,D·ρD·εx,y. (60)

The drone’s virtual GHG emission in the first milkrun section from the warehouse to
the first production resource is as follows:

E3DPW
x,y =

(
qDNET + ∑β4+β5

i=β4+1,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

)
·lD,p1 ·ρA·εx,y. (61)

3.3.2. The Constraints

We can define constraints for in-plant supply services performed by both the AGV-
based milkrun trolley and the drone.

Constraint 1 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: the in-plant supply route of the AGV-
based milkrun trolley must be designed so that the upper limit of allowed payload must be
taken into consideration:

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ6 − ϑ3] : qL
pi
≤ qAmax, (62)

where

∀i ∈ [1 . . . ϑ6 − ϑ3] : qL
pi
= qANET + ∑ϑ6−ϑ3

i=k,z∗i =DWP q∗A
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] q∗A

pi
. (63)

In the case of this constraint, the weight of the AGV can be calculated as the sum
of the net weight of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, the weight of components delivered
from the warehouse to the production resources, and the weight of components picked up
and delivered between production resources. The difference between constraints (17–18),
(36–37), and (62–63) is that the set of production resources to be taken into consideration is
not the same in the case of the proposed models.

Constraint 2 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: the in-plant supply route must be de-
signed so that the maximum loading volume of the AGV-based milkrun trolley must be
taken into consideration:

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ6 − ϑ3] : vL
pi
≤ vAmax, (64)

where

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ6 − ϑ3] : vL
pi
= qANET + ∑ϑ6−ϑ3

i=k,z∗i =DWP v∗A
pi

+ ∑k
i=1,z∗i ∈[PP,DP] v∗A

pi
. (65)

In the case of this constraint, the volume of the AGV can be calculated as the sum
of the net weight of the AGV-based milkrun trolley, the weight of components delivered
from the warehouse to the production resources, and the weight of components picked up
and delivered between production resources. The difference between constraints (19–20),
(38–39), and (64–65) is that the set of production resources to be taken into consideration is
not the same in the case of the proposed models.
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Constraint 3 for AGV-based milkrun trolley: the upper limit of available power capac-
ity stored in the battery of the AGV-based milkrun trolley must be taken into consideration.

C3AWP + C3AP + C3APW ≤ CAPA. (66)
In the case of the drone, we can also define three constraints.
Constraint 1 for drone: in the case of shuttle service (no milkrun is performed by the

drone), this constraint can be written as follows:

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ3] : qpi ≤ qDmax, (67)

where qDmax is the maximum payload of the drone. If the drone performs milkrun routes,
the weight of the components picked up cannot be higher than the maximum payload:

∀i : ∑i∈θ
qpi ≤ qDmax, (68)

where θ is the set of milkrun routes performed by the drone.
In the case of this constraint, the current weight of the payload of the drone can be

calculated as the weight of the current payload. The difference between Constraints (41),
(42), (67) and (68) is that the set of production resources to be taken into consideration is
not the same in the case of the proposed models.

Constraint 2 for drone: it is not allowed to exceed the maximum available loading
volume of the drone. In the case of shuttle service (no milkrun is performed by the drone),
this constraint can be written as follows:

∀i ∈ [1, . . . , ϑ3] : vpi ≤ vDmax, (69)

where vDmax is the upper limit of the loading. In this case, the weight of the components
picked up cannot exceed the maximum payload of the drone:

∀i : ∑i∈θ
vpi ≤ vDmax. (70)

In the case of this constraint, the current volume of the payload of the drone can be
calculated as the volume of the current payload. The difference between constraints (43–44)
and (69–70) is that the set of production resources to be taken into consideration is not the
same in the case of the proposed models.

Constraint 3 for drone: this constraint expresses the upper limit of power capacity
stored in the battery of the drone’s battery.

∀i : ∑i∈θ
C∗2DP

i ≤ BATD ∧ ∀i : ∑i∈θ
C∗2DWP

i ≤ BATD, (71)

where BATD is the capacity of the drone’s battery.

3.3.3. Decision Variables

The decision variable of this drone-based integrated pick-up/delivery shuttle and
milkrun services from AGV-based milkrun trolleys problem is the p = [pi] permutation
matrix. Within the frame of the next chapter, the above-mentioned models will be analyzed
through five scenarios.

4. Results of Numerical Analyses

In this chapter, the above-discussed types of AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solutions
are analyzed. The above-mentioned models are solved using the heuristic option of the
Excel Solver. The scenario analysis focuses on the following three models:

• AGV-based in-plant supply of production resources without drones: in this in-plant
supply model, pick-up and delivery operations are performed by AGV-based milkrun.

• Drone-based pick-up services from AGV-based milkrun: in this model, the suitable
pick-up services are performed by the drone from AGV-based milkrun. The suitability
depends on the weight constraints of the delivery drone.

• Drone-based delivery services from AGV-based milkrun: in this model, the suitable
delivery services are performed by the drone from AGV-based milkrun.
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• Integrated pick-up/delivery shuttle services from AGV-based milkrun: in this model,
all suitable pick-up and delivery services are performed as shuttle services by the
drone from AGV-based milkrun.

• Integrated pick-up/delivery milkrun services from AGV-based milkrun: in this model,
all suitable pick-up and delivery services are performed as milkrun services by the
drone from AGV-based milkrun.

The input parameters of the AGV-drone joint in-plant supply models are the following:
location of production resources (see Table A1), weight and volume of components to be
transported from/to production resources (see Table A2), maximum payload of AGV-based
milkrun trolleys and drones, available maximum capacity of battery in AGV-based milkrun
trolleys and drones, specific energy consumption of AGV-based milkrun trolleys and
drones, specific emission of CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM depending on the electricity
generation source mix.

The maximum payload of AGV-based milkrun trolley is 80 kg, while the carrying
capability of the drone is 5 kg. The average speed of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is
about 0.4 m/s; the average loading and unloading time of pick-up and delivery services
is 32 s per component. The scenarios take the impact of the weight of components on
the loading time into consideration. The standard energy consumption of the AGV-based
milkrun trolley is about 120 Wh/km, for the drone it is about 25 Wh/km, but this energy
consumption can be influenced by the load of the AGV-based milkrun trolley and the drone.
The specific virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission is shown in Table A3 [39].
In the analyzed scenarios, there are 25 milkruns per shift, and the analyzed production plan
has six production lines. The scenarios show one milkrun in the case of a production line,
and the energy consumption and the virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission is
calculated for a whole shift including 25 milkruns and six production lines.

4.1. Scenario 1: AGV-Based In-Plant Supply of Production Resources without Drones

The total length of the optimized AGV-based in-plant supply (see Table A4 and
Figure 2) performed by the AGV-based milkrun trolley is 434.56 m, the required transporta-
tion time is 1165 s, and the required loading and unloading time is 754 s.

Figure 2. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations by AGV-based milkrun trolley
in the case of Scenario 1 (green arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of AGV-based milkrun
trolley, black arrow shows the direction of the milkrun route, orange dots are for pick-up and delivery
locations of machines).
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The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of the AGV-based in-plant
supply can be calculated based on the total length of the milkrun routes and the loading of
trolleys. The energy consumption of the AGV-based in-plant supply is 156.9 Wh in the case
of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns and
six production lines is 23.56 kWh. Table 1 shows the virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and
PM emission.

Table 1. The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of AGV-based milkrun trolleys in the
case of Scenario 1.

Electricity
Generation Source

Emission (g)

CO2 SO2 CO HC NOX PM

Lignite 24,799.485 0.753 20.705 11.294 111.998 0.941
Coal 20,893.684 0.659 17.247 9.412 93.175 0.706
Oil 17,246.701 0.518 14.470 7.882 78.210 0.659

Natural gas 11,740.933 0.376 9.835 5.365 52.375 0.447
Photovoltaic 1999.958 0.047 1.718 0.941 9.317 0.071

Biomass 1058.802 0.024 0.894 0.494 4.823 0.047
Nuclear 682.339 <0.001 0.565 0.306 3.106 0.024
Water 611.752 <0.001 0.518 0.282 2.800 0.024
Wind 611.752 <0.001 0.518 0.282 2.800 0.024

Mix 1: 40%
Oil–60%Biomass 7533.961 0.221 6.324 3.449 34.178 0.291

Mix 2: 60%
Coal–40%Water 12,780.91 0.395 10.555 5.759 57.024 0.432

4.2. Scenario 2: AGV-Drone Joint In-Plant Supply: Pick-Up Service by Drones

The length of the AGV-based milkrun trolley per milkrun route is 383.04 m, the
required transportation time is 957.6 s, and the required loading and unloading time is
669 s (see Table A5 and Figure 3). The length of the drone per milkrun route is 423.4 m, the
required transportation time is 201.6 s, and the required loading and unloading time is 84 s
(see Table A6 and Figure 3).

Figure 3. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations, where suitable pick-up services
are performed by the drone (green arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of AGV-based
milkrun trolley, yellow arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of drone, black arrow shows the
direction of the milkrun route, orange dots are for pick-up and delivery locations of machines).
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The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of the AGV-based in-plant
supply can be calculated based on the total length of the milkrun routes and the loading of
trolleys. The energy consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is 133.9 Wh in the case
of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns and
six production lines is 20.09 kWh. The energy consumption of the drone is 11.18 Wh in the
case of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns
and six production lines is 1.67 kWh. The total energy consumption of the AGV-drone joint
in-plant supply with pick-up service by drones for the shift including 25 milkruns and six
production lines is 21.76 kWh, which means an 8% savings in energy cost. Table 2 shows
the virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission.

Table 2. The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of AGV-based milkrun trolley and
drone in the case of Scenario 2.

Electricity
Generation Source

Emission (g)

CO2 SO2 CO HC NOX PM

Lignite 22,944.168 0.697 19.156 10.449 103.619 0.871
Coal 19,330.570 0.610 15.956 8.707 86.204 0.653
Oil 15,956.428 0.479 13.388 7.293 72.359 0.610

Natural gas 10,862.561 0.348 9.099 4.963 48.457 0.414
Photovoltaic 1850.336 0.044 1.589 0.871 8.620 0.065

Biomass 979.590 0.022 0.827 0.457 4.463 0.044
Nuclear 631.291 <0.001 0.522 0.283 2.873 0.022
Water 565.985 <0.001 0.479 0.261 2.590 0.022
Wind 565.985 <0.001 0.479 0.261 2.590 0.022

Mix 1: 40%
Oil–60%Biomass 6970.324 0.204 5.851 3.191 31.621 0.269

Mix 2: 60%
Coal–40%Water 11,824.736 0.365 9.765 5.328 52.758 0.400

4.3. Scenario 3: AGV-Drone Joint In-Plant Supply: Delivery Service by Drones

The length of the AGV-based milkrun trolley per milkrun route is 414.4 m, the required
transportation time is 1036 s, and the required loading and unloading time is 599.4 s (see
Table A7 and Figure 4). The length of the drone per milkrun route is 213.9 m, the required
transportation time is 101.9 s, and the required loading and unloading time is 48 s (see
Table A8 and Figure 4).

The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of the AGV-based in-plant
supply can be calculated based on the total length of the milkrun routes and the loading of
trolleys. The energy consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is 132 Wh in the case
of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns and
six production lines is 19.79 kWh. The energy consumption of the drone is 5.53 Wh in the
case of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns
and six production lines is 0.83 kWh. The total energy consumption of the AGV-drone joint
in-plant supply with pick-up service by drones for the shift including 25 milkruns and xix
production lines is 20.62 kWh, which means a 12.5% savings in energy consumption cost.
Table 3 shows the virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission.
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Figure 4. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations, where suitable delivery oper-
ations are performed by drone (green arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of AGV-based
milkrun trolley, yellow arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of drone, black arrow shows the
direction of the milkrun route, orange dots are for pick-up and delivery locations of machines).

Table 3. The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of AGV-based milkrun trolley and
drone in the case of Scenario 3.

Electricity
Generation Source

Emission (g)

CO2 SO2 CO HC NOX PM

Lignite 21,738.626 0.660 18.150 9.900 98.174 0.825
Coal 18,314.895 0.577 15.118 8.250 81.675 0.619
Oil 15,118.039 0.454 12.684 6.909 68.557 0.577

Natural gas 10,291.816 0.330 8.621 4.702 45.911 0.392
Photovoltaic 1753.115 0.041 1.506 0.825 8.167 0.062

Biomass 928.120 0.021 0.784 0.433 4.228 0.041
Nuclear 598.122 <0.001 0.495 0.268 2.722 0.021
Water 536.247 <0.001 0.454 0.247 2.454 0.021
Wind 536.247 <0.001 0.454 0.247 2.454 0.021

Mix 1: 40%
Oil–60%Biomass 6604.087 0.193 5.543 3.023 29.959 0.255

Mix 2: 60%
Coal–40%Water 11,203.435 0.346 9.252 5.048 49.986 0.379

4.4. Scenario 4: AGV-Drone Joint In-Plant Supply: Shuttle Supply Services by the Drone

The length of the AGV-based milkrun trolley per milkrun route is 253.12 m, the
required transportation time is 600.8 s, and the required loading and unloading time is
502.9 s (see Table A9 and Figure 5). The length of the drone per milkrun route is 650.7 m,
the required transportation time is 309.8 s, and the required loading and unloading time is
96 s (see Table A10 and Figure 5).

The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of the AGV-based in-plant
supply can be calculated based on the total length of the milkrun routes and the loading of
trolleys. The energy consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is 93.2 Wh in the case
of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns and
six production lines is 13.98 kWh. The energy consumption of the drone is 17.14 Wh in the
case of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns
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and six production lines is 2.57 kWh. The total energy consumption of the AGV-drone joint
in-plant supply with pick-up service by drones for the shift including 25 milkruns and six
production lines is 16.55 kWh, which means a 30% savings in energy consumption cost.
Table 4 shows the virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission.

Figure 5. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations, where all suitable services
are performed by drone as shuttle services (green arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of
AGV-based milkrun trolley, yellow arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of drone, black
arrow shows the direction of the milkrun route, orange dots are for pick-up and delivery locations of
machines, letters from a-j represent the routes performed by the drone).

Table 4. The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of AGV-based milkrun trolleys in g
in the case of Scenario 5.

Electricity
Generation Source

Emission (g)

CO2 SO2 CO HC NOX PM

Lignite 17,459.254 0.530 14.577 7.951 78.848 0.663
Coal 14,709.504 0.464 12.142 6.626 65.596 0.497
Oil 12,141.967 0.364 10.187 5.549 55.061 0.464

Natural gas 8265.814 0.265 6.924 3.777 36.873 0.315
Photovoltaic 1408.004 0.033 1.209 0.663 6.560 0.050

Biomass 745.414 0.017 0.629 0.348 3.396 0.033
Nuclear 480.378 <0.001 0.398 0.215 2.187 0.017
Water 430.684 <0.001 0.364 0.199 1.971 0.017
Wind 430.684 <0.001 0.364 0.199 1.971 0.017

Mix 1: 40%
Oil–60%Biomass 5304.035 0.155 4.452 2.428 24.061 0.205

Mix 2: 60%
Coal–40%Water 8997.975 0.278 7.430 4.055 40.146 0.304

4.5. Scenario 5: AGV-Drone Joint In-Plant Supply: Milkrun Supply Services by the Drone

The length of the AGV-based milkrun trolley per milkrun route is 253.12 m, the
required transportation time is 600.8 s, and the required loading and unloading time is
494.8 s (see Table A11 and Figure 6). The length of the drone per milkrun route is 254.24 m,
the required transportation time is 121 s, and the required loading and unloading time is
96 s (see Table A12 and Figure 6).
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Figure 6. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations, where all suitable services are
performed by drone as milkruns (green arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of AGV-based
milkrun trolley, yellow arrow is for pick-up and delivery operations of drone, black arrow shows the
direction of the milkrun route, orange dots are for pick-up and delivery locations of machines).

The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of the AGV-based in-plant
supply can be calculated based on the total length of the milkrun routes and the loading of
trolleys. The energy consumption of the AGV-based milkrun trolley is 91.85 Wh in the case
of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns and
six production lines is 13.77 kWh. The energy consumption of the drone is 7.04 Wh in the
case of the analyzed route; the total energy consumption for the shift including 25 milkruns
and six production lines is 1.05 kWh. The total energy consumption of the AGV-drone joint
in-plant supply with pick-up service by drones for the shift including 25 milkruns and six
production lines is 14.82 kWh, which means a 37% savings in energy consumption cost.
The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission depending on the generation source
of the electricity is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The virtual CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission of AGV-based milkrun trolley and
drone depending on the electricity generation source in CO2 emission in g in the case of Scenario 5.

Electricity
Generation Source

Emission

CO2 SO2 CO HC NOX PM

Lignite 15,635.705 0.475 13.054 7.121 70.613 0.593
Coal 13,173.156 0.415 10.874 5.934 58.745 0.445
Oil 10,873.787 0.326 9.123 4.970 49.310 0.415

Natural gas 7402.483 0.237 6.201 3.382 33.022 0.282
Photovoltaic 1260.944 0.030 1.083 0.593 5.875 0.045

Biomass 667.559 0.015 0.564 0.312 3.041 0.030
Nuclear 430.204 0.000 0.356 0.193 1.958 0.015
Water 385.701 0.000 0.326 0.178 1.765 0.015
Wind 385.701 0.000 0.326 0.178 1.765 0.015

Mix 1: 40%
Oil–60%Biomass 4750.050 0.139 3.988 2.175 21.549 0.184

Mix 2: 60%
Coal–40%Water 8058.174 0.249 6.655 3.632 35.953 0.273
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5. Discussion

The conventional models of milkrun-based in-plant supply solutions consider only
the AGV-based solutions [17,23]. Drones open new perspectives to support the flexible
material handling solutions in the case of small-sized components. Within the frame of this
article, the new approach focuses on the potentials of AGV-drone joint supply, and this is
the superiority of the proposed model.

Within the frame of this research work, the energy efficiency of AGV-drone joint
in-plant supply of production lines is discussed. An AGV-drone joint in-plant supply
solution is described focusing on the potentials of pick-up and delivery operation of
small components suitable for drone-based supply. The mathematical description of AGV-
drone joint in-plant supply solutions focuses on the evaluation of different models from
the perspective of energy efficiency and GHG emission. The numerical analysis of the
different scenarios shows the significant impact of different AGV-drone joint in-plant
supply solutions on energy efficiency. As the different scenarios show, the AGV-drone joint
in-plant supply solutions can lead to a 5 to 30% energy consumption reduction, depending
on the cooperation level of AGV-based milkrun trolley and drone.

The potential implications of the study can be summarized as follows:

• The conventional AGV-based in-plant supply solutions can be improved by the appli-
cation of drones. The proposed approach makes it possible to model and analyze the
joint AGV-drone service of manufacturing and assembly resources.

• In the case of electrical materials handling resources, it is possible to calculate the
virtual GHG emission, which depends on the electricity generation source. By taking
into account the virtual GHG emission, it is possible to compute the GHG emission
caused by electricity generation required for the materials handling operation in
the discussed in-plant system, which gives a more realistic picture of the ecological
footprint of the logistics process.

• The AGV-drone joint in-plant supply solution can lead to a decreased energy con-
sumption and GHG emission. This energy consumption and GHG emission reduction
depends on the type of the service processes (e.g., shuttle or milkrun service by drones,
electricity generation source, master schedule of the production plant). In the an-
alyzed scenarios, the energy consumption and emission reduction was 5% in the
case of drone-based pick-up operations, while it was about 30% in the case of inte-
grated pick-up delivery services using milkrun drone routes instead of shuttle services
of drones.

More generally, this paper focuses on the mathematical description of supply processes
of production lines including capacity and energy-related constraints. Why is so much
effort being put into this research? The importance of in-plant supply and intralogistics
has increased in the last few years from the conventional in-advance design processes
to the dynamic, real-time processes, where the parameters of in-plant supply solutions
(capacities, resources, scheduling) can be dynamically changed depending on the demands
of production resources.

The added value of the paper is the description of the AGV-drone joint in-plant
supply solution, which makes it possible to analyze the impact of different solutions on the
energy efficiency of the in-plant material handling operations. The scientific contribution
of this paper for researchers in this field is the mathematical modelling of the AGV-drone
joint in-plant supply solution. The results can be generalized because the model can be
applied for different production environments and warehouses [37], and it can also be
applied in the case of value chains and supply chains [32]. The described method makes it
possible to support managerial decisions, because by depending on the results of analysis
of different potential solutions, it is possible to influence the supply strategies and the
investment decisions.

However, there are also limitations of the study. This study took capacities and energy
consumption-related parameters and deterministic parameters into consideration. Fuzzy
models can be used to analyze the impact of stochastic parameters on energy efficiency.
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Other future research direction is the integration of milkrun design and the material
handling equipment selection for production workplaces [40].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Layout parameters of the production lines: location of production resources.

ID Name
Coordinate [m]

ID Name
Coordinate [m]

X Y X Y

A01 CNC Milling 012 96 50 B03 Milling 035 19 32
A02 CNC Milling 014 80 50 B04 CNC Milling 048 23 19
A03 CNC Drilling 032 58 50 B05 CNC Milling 048 42 32
A04 CNC Drilling 034 47 50 B06 Turning X26 36 24
A05 CNC Honing 051 42 50 B07 Turning X28 36 17
A06 CNC Honing 052 36 57 B08 CNC Milling 049 58 32
A07 CNC Honing 054 36 65 B09 Turning 217 73 17
A08 Inspection 082 24 65 B10 CNC Milling 126 88 32
A09 Inspection 083 24 57 C01 Finishing C01 8 4
A10 Inspection 084 24 50 C02 Finishing C02 18 4
A11 Shaping 095 14 50 C03 Finishing C03 29 4
B01 Turning X22 8 46 C04 Finishing C04 41 4
B02 Milling 024 8 27 C05 Finishing C05 62 4

Table A2. Weight of components to be picked up or delivered.

ID Weight [kg] Type of Service ID Weight (kg) Type of Service

A01 12 PUbAGV 1 B04 0.5 PUbDRONE 4

A02 24 PUbAGV 1 B05 9 DbAGV 3

A03 2 DbDRONE 2 B07 2.4 PUbDRONE 4

A04 8 DbAGV 3 B08 1 PUbDRONE 4

A05 12 PUbAGV 1 B09 5 PUbAGV 1

A07 1.5 DbDRONE 2 B10 8 PUbAGV 1

A09 2.1 PUbDRONE 4 C01 0.8 DbDRONE 2

A10 9 DbAGV 3 C02 2 DbDRONE 2

B01 1.2 PUbDRONE 4 C04 1.6 PUbDRONE 4

B03 25 PUbAGV 1 - - -
1 PUbAGV = Pick-up service task suitable for AGV. 2 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone.
3 DbAGV = Delivery service task suitable for AGV. 4 PUbDRONE = Pick-up service task suitable for drone.

Table A3. Specific CO2, SO2, CO, HC, NOX, and PM emission in CO2 emission in g/kWh [39].

Electricity
Generation Source

Emission

CO2 SO2 CO HC NOX PM

Lignite 1054 0.032 0.880 0.480 4.760 0.040
Coal 888 0.028 0.733 0.400 3.960 0.030
Oil 733 0.022 0.615 0.335 3.324 0.028

Natural gas 499 0.016 0.418 0.228 2.226 0.019
Photovoltaic 85 0.002 0.073 0.040 0.396 0.003

Biomass 45 0.001 0.038 0.021 0.205 0.002
Nuclear 29 <10−3 0.024 0.013 0.132 0.001
Water 26 <10−3 0.022 0.012 0.119 0.001
Wind 26 <10−3 0.022 0.012 0.119 0.001
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Appendix B

Table A4. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations by AGV-based milkrun trolley
in the case of Scenario 1.

ID and Name of
Production Resource

Type of Service TL * (kg)
ID and Name of

Production Resource
Type of Service

TL *
(kg)

Warehouse - 226 B04 CNC Milling 048 PUbDRONE 4 282.3
A01 CNC Milling 012 PUbAGV 1 238 C01 Finishing C01 DbDRONE 2 281.5
A02 CNC Milling 014 PUbAGV 1 262 C02 Finishing C02 DbDRONE 2 279.5
A03 CNC Drilling 032 DbDRONE 2 260 C04 Finishing C04 PUbDRONE 4 281.1
A04 CNC Drilling 034 DbAGV 3 252 B09 Turning 217 PUbDRONE 4 286.1
A05 CNC Honing 051 PUbAGV 1 264 B07 Turning X28 PUbDRONE 4 288.5
A07 CNC Honing 054 DbDRONE 2 262.5 B05 CNC Milling 048 DbAGV 3 279.5

A09 Inspection 083 PUbDRONE 4 264.6 B08 CNC Milling 049 PUbDRONE 4 280.5
A10 Inspection 084 DbAGV 3 255.6 B10 CNC Milling 126 PUbAGV 1 288.5

B01 Turning X22 PUbDRONE 4 256.8 Warehouse - 288.5
B03 Milling 035 PUbAGV 1 281.8 - - -

1 PUbAGV = Pick-up service task suitable for AGV. 2 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone.
3 DbAGV = Delivery service task suitable for AGV. 4 PUbDRONE = Pick-up service task suitable for drone.
* TL = total load.

Table A5. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations by AGV-based milkrun trolley
in the case of Scenario 2.

ID and Name of
Production Resource

Type of Service TL * (kg)
ID and Name of

Production Resource
Type of Service

TL *
(kg)

Warehouse - 226 A10 Inspection 084 DbAGV 3 261.5
A01 CNC Milling 012 PUbAGV 1 238 B03 Milling 035 PUbAGV 1 287.8
A02 CNC Milling 014 PUbAGV 1 262 C01 Finishing C01 DbDRONE 2 287.5
A03 CNC Drilling 032 DbDRONE 2 265 C02 Finishing C02 DbDRONE 2 287.9
A04 CNC Drilling 034 DbAGV 3 258 B05 CNC Milling 048 DbAGV 3 280.5
A05 CNC Honing 051 PUbAGV 1 270 B10 CNC Milling 126 PUbAGV 1 288.5
A07 CNC Honing 054 DbDRONE 2 268.5 Warehouse - 288.5

1 PUbAGV = Pick-up service task suitable for AGV. 2 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone.
3 DbAGV = Delivery service task suitable for AGV. * TL = total load.

Table A6. The scheduled and performed in-plant pick-up services by the drone in the case of Scenario 2.

ID and Name of Production Resource
Type of Service Weight (kg)

From Pick-Up Location To

A02 CNC Milling 014 B09 Turning 217 A03 CNC Drilling 032 PUbDRONE 1 5
A03 CNC Drilling 032 B08 CNC Milling 049 A04 CNC Drilling 034 PUbDRONE 1 1
A07 CNC Honing 054 A09 Inspection 083 A10 Inspection 084 PUbDRONE 1 2.1

A10 Inspection 084 B01 Turning X22 B03 Milling 035 PUbDRONE 1 1.2
B03 Milling 035 B04 CNC Milling 048 C01 Finishing C01 PUbDRONE 1 0.5

C01 Finishing C01 B07 Turning X28 C02 Finishing C02 PUbDRONE 1 2.4
C02 Finishing C02 C04 Finishing C04 B05 CNC Milling 048 PUbDRONE 1 1.6

1 PUbDRONE = Pick-up service task suitable for drone.
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Table A7. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations by AGV-based milkrun trolley
in the case of Scenario 3.

ID and Name of
Production Resource

Type of Service TL * (kg)
ID and Name of

Production Resource
Type of Service

TL *
(kg)

Warehouse - 226 B04 CNC Milling 048 PUbDRONE 3 281.5
A01 CNC Milling 012 PUbAGV 1 238 C04 Finishing C04 PUbDRONE 3 281.1
A02 CNC Milling 014 PUbAGV 1 260 B09 Turning 217 PUbAGV 1 286.1
A04 CNC Drilling 034 DbAGV 2 252 B07 Turning X28 PUbDRONE 3 288.5
A05 CNC Honing 051 PUbAGV 1 262.5 B05 CNC Milling 048 DbAGV 2 279.5

A09 Inspection 083 PUbDRONE 3 264.6 B08 CNC Milling 049 PUbDRONE 3 280.5
A10 Inspection 084 DbAGV 2 255.6 B10 CNC Milling 126 PUbAGV 1 288.5

B01 Turning X22 PUbDRONE 3 256.8 Warehouse -
B03 Milling 035 PUbAGV 1 281.8 - - -

1 PUbAGV = Pick-up service task suitable for AGV. 2 DbAGV = Delivery service task suitable for AGV.
3 PUbDRONE = Pick-up service task suitable for drone. * TL = total load.

Table A8. The scheduled and performed in-plant delivery services by the drone in the case of Scenario 3.

ID and Name of Production Resource
Type of Service Weight (kg)

From Pick-Up Location To

A02 CNC Milling 014 A03 CNC Drilling 032 A04 CNC Drilling 034 DbDRONE 1 2
A05 CNC Honing 051 A07 CNC Honing 054 A09 Inspection 083 DbDRONE 1 1.5
B04 CNC Milling 048 C01 Finishing C01 C04 Finishing C04 DbDRONE 1 0.8

C04 Finishing C04 C02 Finishing C02 B07 Turning X28 DbDRONE 1 2
1 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone.

Table A9. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations by AGV-based milkrun trolley
in the case of Scenario 4.

ID and Name of
Production Resource

Type of Service TL * (kg)
ID and Name of

Production Resource
Type of Service

TL *
(kg)

Warehouse - 226 B01 Turning X22 PUbDRONE 4 261.5
A01 CNC Milling 012 PUbAGV 1 238 B03 Milling 035 PUbAGV 1 284.5
A02 CNC Milling 014 PUbAGV 1 262 B05 CNC Milling 048 DbAGV 3 275.5
A03 CNC Drilling 032 DbDRONE 2 265 B08 CNC Milling 049 PUbDRONE 4 278.9
A04 CNC Drilling 034 DbAGV 3 255.5 B10 CNC Milling 126 PUbAGV 1 288.5
A05 CNC Honing 051 PUbAGV 1 267.5 Warehouse -

A10 Inspection 084 DbAGV 3 260.6 - - -
1 PUbAGV = Pick-up service task suitable for AGV. 2 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone.
3 DbAGV = Delivery service task suitable for AGV. 4 PUbDRONE = Pick-up service task suitable for drone.
* TL = total load.

Table A10. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply services by the drone in the case of Scenario 4.

ID and Name of Production Resource
Type of Service Weight (kg)

From Pick-Up Location To

A02 CNC Milling 014 B09 Turning 217 A03 CNC Drilling 032 PUbDRONE 1 5
A04 CNC Drilling 034 A07 CNC Honing 054 A05 CNC Honing 051 DbDRONE 2 1.5
A05 CNC Honing 051 A09 Inspection 083 A10 Inspection 084 PUbDRONE 1 2.1

A10 Inspection 084 B04 CNC Milling 048 B01 Turning X22 PUbDRONE 1 0.5
B01 Turning X22 C01 Finishing C01 B03 Milling 035 DbDRONE 2 0.8
B03 Milling 035 C02 Finishing C02 B05 CNC Milling 048 DbDRONE 2 2

B05 CNC Milling 048 B07 Turning X28 B08 CNC Milling 049 PUbDRONE 1 2.4
B08 CNC Milling 049 C04 Finishing C04 B10 CNC Milling 126 PUbDRONE 1 1.6

1 PUbDRONE = Pick-up service task suitable for drone. 2 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone.
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Table A11. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations by AGV-based milkrun trolley
in the case of Scenario 5.

ID and Name of
Production Resource

Type of Service TL * (kg)
ID and Name of

Production Resource
Type of Service

TL *
(kg)

Warehouse - 226 B01 Turning X22 PUbDRONE 4 256.8
A01 CNC Milling 012 PUbAGV 1 238 B03 Milling 035 PUbAGV 1 279
A02 CNC Milling 014 PUbAGV 1 262 B05 CNC Milling 048 DbAGV 3 274.5
A03 CNC Drilling 032 DbDRONE 2 260 B08 CNC Milling 049 PUbDRONE 4 275.5
A04 CNC Drilling 034 DbAGV 3 252 B10 CNC Milling 126 PUbAGV 1 288.5
A05 CNC Honing 051 PUbAGV 1 262.5 Warehouse -

A10 Inspection 084 DbAGV 3 255.6 - - -
1 PUbAGV = Pick-up service task suitable for AGV. 2 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone.
3 DbAGV = Delivery service task suitable for AGV. 4 PUbDRONE = Pick-up service task suitable for drone.
* TL = total load.

Table A12. The scheduled and performed in-plant supply operations by the drone in the case of
Scenario 5.

ID and Name of Production
Resource

Type of Service Load (kg) TL * (kg)

Route 1
A05 CNC Honing 051 DLAGV 1 1.5 1.5
A07 CNC Honing 054 DbDRONE 2 −1.5 0

A09 Inspection 083 PUbDRONE 3 2.1 2.1
A10 Inspection 084 DAAGV 4 −2.1 0

Route 2
B03 Milling 035 DLAGV 1 2.8 2.8

B04 CNC Milling 048 PUbDRONE 3 0.5 3.3
C01 Finishing C01 DbDRONE 2 −0.8 2.5
C02 Finishing C02 DbDRONE 2 −2 0.5
C04 Finishing C04 PUbDRONE 3 1.6 2.1
B07 Turning X28 PUbDRONE 3 2.4 4.5

B05 CNC Milling 048 DAAGV 4 −4.5 0
Route 3

B08 CNC Milling 049 DLAGV 1 0 0
B09 Turning 217 PUbDRONE 3 5 5

B10 CNC Milling 126 DAAGV 4 −5 0
1 DLAGV = Drone left AGV. 2 DbDRONE = Delivery service task suitable for drone. 3 PUbDRONE = Pick-up
service task suitable for drone. 4 DAAGV = Drone arrived to AGV. * TL = total load.
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Abstract: The construction industry is responsible for high energetic consumption, especially as-
sociated with buildings’ heating and cooling needs. This issue has attracted the attention of the
scientific community, governments and authorities from all over the world, especially in the European
Union, motivated by recent international conflicts which forced the countries to rethink their energy
policies. Over the years, energy consumption has been based on non-renewable energy sources such
as natural gas, oil and coal. Nowadays, it is urgent to implement solutions that aim to minimize
these high energetic consumptions and act based on clean and renewable energy sources. In recent
years, phase change materials (PCM) have become an area of high interest and development, since
they allow to minimize the energy consumption in buildings, based in solar energy, due to their
thermal storage capacity. The main objective of this work consists of a perspective of the evolution
of the development and application of thermal storage technology through the incorporation of
PCM in the construction sector, focusing on the last 10 years of research, showing the most recent
developments of its application in construction materials, such as mortars, concrete, incorporation
in porous aggregates, naturally based materials, carbon-based materials, boards, blocks and solar
thermal systems.

Keywords: energy efficiency; thermal storage technology; phase change materials

1. Introduction

Currently, humanity faces challenges never experienced before, related to the little or
no sustainable development we have witnessed, which is further aggravated by conflicts
and wars that increasingly expose and leave the most fragile populations vulnerable.

The United Nations Organization has been working and establishing policies and
objectives that allow combating the main problems of today, with the 2030 Agenda being
a clear example of this effort [1,2]. The 2030 Agenda is a broad and ambitious program
that addresses various dimensions of sustainable development, establishing 17 main goals.
The seventh goal, “Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy
for all” is directly related to energy consumption worldwide, indicating that it is necessary
to establish universal, reliable, modern and affordable access to energy, substantially
increasing the participation of renewable energies. On the other hand, it will be necessary
to improve energy efficiency, increase research into energy technologies and modernize the
technology for providing energy services [1]. Thus, taking into account the high energy
consumption verified in the construction industry, the development of energy storage
technology using phase change materials (PCM), based on solar energy in the construction
industry and especially applied to construction materials, can constitute an important
line of research and development to achieve these objectives and their implementation
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goals. It is important to note that solar energy is a clean energy source without carbon
dioxide emissions and waste generation, is widely available and free [3], and also allows to
contribute to carbon neutrality [4]. It should also be noted that lower energy consumption
based on low-cost energy sources with no impact on the environment will lead to a decrease
in the population living with difficulties in heating and cooling buildings (situation of
energy poverty). On the other hand, it will also be possible to contribute to sustainable cities
and communities, in order to make cities and communities more inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable. Finally, it will be possible to move towards a more innovative, resilient,
inclusive and sustainable construction industry, which aims for the development of quality
and sustainable buildings, supporting economic development and human well-being. Thus,
this manuscript addresses the follow United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

• ODS 1: End energy poverty;
• ODS 7: Affordable and clean energy;
• ODS 9: Resilient, sustainable and innovative infrastructures;
• ODS 11: Sustainable cities and communities.

The aim of this work is to provide a perspective on the development of energy storage
technology using phase change materials in the construction industry, addressing energy
consumption in the construction sector and the development of thermal storage technolo-
gies using phase change materials, as well as a broad and current demonstration of the
application of this technology to different construction materials.

Scope of the Review Paper

The methodology followed in the creation of this review was based on the premise of
giving priority to articles published in the last 10 years (since 2012), using numerical and
experimental approaches, with the objective of keeping the review up to date.

The review is divided into seven sections. The Introduction presents the policies
and objectives defined by the European Union, namely, the objectives for sustainable de-
velopment, in which the theme of this review is inserted. Section 2 presents the energy
consumption in the construction industry, i.e., the final energy consumption in households
by type of fuel, the purpose of the energy uses in the residential sector and also the European
countries most vulnerable to energy poverty. Section 3 describes the evolution in the last
years of the thermal energy storage technology, showing the number of papers published
and the countries more active in researching this topic. Section 4 is dedicated to phase
change materials, being subdivided into several subsections, addressing the main criteria
for the correct application of PCM in buildings, its classification and existing incorporation
techniques, which makes the article comprehensive in this domain. These concepts are
directly related to the information presented in the next Section. Section 5, in fact, provides
an in-depth approach to the use of PCM in different construction materials and building
applications, presenting different subsections covering mortar, concrete, functionalized
aggregates, carbon-based materials, naturally based materials, boards, bricks and solar
thermal systems. Thus, the immense potential of this thermal storage technology is demon-
strated, using several PCM’s and several incorporation techniques. Section 6 is devoted
to the cost analysis of these types of constructive solutions. Finally, Section 7 highlights
detailed recommendations and conclusions, and the future prospects and challenges in
thermal storage technology.

2. Energy Consumption in the Construction Industry

Nowadays, the world energy consumption is increasing, due to world population
growth [5], technological development [6] and industrial intensity [7]. In the last 30 years,
the total energy supply from all sources (oil, biofuels and waste, hydro, wind and solar,
nuclear, natural gas and coal) and the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions associated with
energy production increased about 60% [8]. At the present time the utilization of renewable
energy sources such as hydro, wind and solar energy represents only 5.21% of the total
energy supply. However, it is important to bear in mind that since 1990 there has been an
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increase in the use of energy from renewable sources and, according to the most recent data
(2020), the verified increase has been around 300% [8].

The construction industry is a huge consumer of energy. This consumption starts from
the extraction of raw materials, production of construction materials, building constructions,
maintenance, demolition and finally disposal of the generated waste. Thus, the construction
industry possesses several ways to contribute to the minimization of energy consumption,
from reducing the extraction and use of natural raw materials [9,10], to reducing the amount
of construction and demolition waste in landfills [11,12], and also reducing the energy
demand of buildings during their operating cycle through the adoption of more efficient
constructive solutions [13–15].

Figure 1 shows the final energy consumption by sector in 2021 in Europe: it indi-
cates that 30% of energy is associated with the transport sector, 29% with the residential
sector (households), 27% with the industry sector and 14% with commercial and public
services [16]. It is important to note that Europe is dependent on non-European countries in
terms of energy, with this dependence increasing slightly, since data from 2012 point to a de-
pendence of around 55% and data from 2021 to a dependence in terms of imported energy
of around 56%. Italy and Portugal are countries that have high energy import dependency
rates, above the European average, being around 74% and 69% in 2021, respectively [17].

 
Figure 1. Final energy consumption by sector in Europe.

The energy consumption in households is based on different types of fuels (Figure 2).
Natural gas, electricity and solid biofuels represent the most important fuel sources, con-
tributing around 33%, 25% and 17% to energy consumption in the residential sector [18]. It
is also important to note that in the last 10 years there has been a slight increase in the use of
these energy sources and between 2012 and 2021 the consumption of natural gas, electricity
and solid biofuels increased by around 3%, 4% and 2% [18]. Bearing in mind that these
are non-renewable energy sources, it is important that the construction industry begins
to think about and invest in constructive solutions that can be implemented in buildings
which contribute to the minimization of energy consumption but are based on renewable
energy sources.
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Figure 2. Final energy consumption in households by type of fuel.

The energy consumption in the residential sector is associated with different purposes
such as the space heating, space cooling, water heating, cooking, lighting and other end-
uses. According to Figure 3, in 2020 in the European Union, 63.2% of the consumed energy
in the residential sector was associated with space climatization needs [19].

Figure 3. Final energy consumption in the residential sector by use.
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Taking into account the enormous heating and cooling needs of buildings, the heat-
ing, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems have huge utilization rates, which
consequently implies large energy consumption to maintain comfortable conditions inside
buildings; thus, in recent years the concept of energy poverty has emerged, affecting the
European Union’s population, essentially the most vulnerable families. In Figure 4, it
is possible to see a geographical distribution of the countries most vulnerable to energy
poverty [20]. Due to the cost increase of natural gas, electricity and oil, an increase in
the number of households living in energy poverty across Europe is expected. Thus, the
high energy consumption in the construction industry, but especially during the build-
ings’ utilization due to the enormous need for heating and cooling, constitutes one of the
highest challenges for the sector’s development, as well for the sustainable development
of the planet. For this reason, it is essential that sector stakeholders start to develop and
invest in constructive technologies and functional construction materials that contribute to
minimizing energy poverty and increasing the energy efficiency of buildings. This can be
achieved by investing in thermal storage technologies and in the incorporation of phase
change materials (PCM) in construction materials.

 

Figure 4. Geographical distribution of the population unable to keep home adequately warm by
poverty status [20].

3. Evolution of Thermal Energy Storage Technology

The technology known as Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is a method that can store
thermal energy, making it available when needed. This process is made possible by a
medium that takes over the excess thermal energy. In general, there are three methods based
on this technology: Sensible Heat Thermal Energy Storage (SH-TES), Thermo-Chemical
Thermal Energy Storage (TC-TES) and Latent Heat Thermal Energy Storage (LH-TES).
In the SH-TES mode, thermal energy is retained in a medium by varying (traditionally
increasing) its temperature. A classic example is hot water storage (i.e., hydro-accumulation)
but other materials are used, such as: rock, iron, aluminum, air, steam and hydrogen [21]. In
general, it is important that the material used in this type of application has a high specific
heat capacity per unit mass to store more thermal energy, high conductivity, and thermal
stability as well as chemical stability and low thermal expansion. The TC-TES method is
characterized by a reversible chemical reaction during which two or more reacting chemical
compounds absorb and release thermal energy. Basically, during the reaction, endothermic
dissociation, storage of the reaction products and, finally, an exothermic reaction of the
dissociated products take place. Then, in the final stage of the reaction, the initial materials
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are recreated so that the process can be repeated [22]. The most used materials for this
kind of application are MgSO4 · 7H2O that reacts with MgSO4 using H2O as working
fluid, Ca(OH)2 that reacts with CaO using H2O as working fluid, CaSO4 · 2H2O that reacts
with CaSO4 using H2O as working fluid, and FeCO3 that reacts with FeO using CO2 as
working fluid [23]. In the LH-TES, a phase change material is employed as a medium to
store and release thermal energy according to its physical state. In most cases, this is a
solid-to-liquid transformation and vice versa (although there can be other transformations,
such as solid-to-gas, solid-to-solid and liquid-to-gas). Phase change materials generally
used are paraffin waxes, polymers, fatty acids, esters, eutectic salts and hydrated salts [24].
Among these three modes, recently LH-TES has attracted a considerable attention. The
main reason is related to the isothermal nature of the phase exchange process, but also
to its low weight per unit storage capacity and compactness. In addition, compared with
the storage materials used in SH-TES and TC-TES technologies, phase change materials
have better thermal properties, such as stable phase exchange temperature and high latent
heat [25,26]. These reasons have strongly contributed to its affirmation and diffusion.
The interest in this technology is also confirmed by the increasing number of scientific
publications on this subject. Looking only at the last 10 years (2012–2022), it is possible to
observe how research on “phase change materials” has progressively grown (Figure 5a)
and in which country the scientific interest has been predominant (Figure 5b).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Number of papers published within 2012–2022 on “Phase Change Material”; (b) the
10 countries that have published the most on this topic. Source: Scopus Database. Searched on the
day: 3 February 2023.

To date, PCMs are considered one of the most viable strategies for saving energy, and
the sector in which they are most widely used is the building industry [27]. Even in this case,
the growing number of publications related to the use of PCMs applied in construction has
demonstrated the enormous interest in them. This can be seen with a simple bibliometric
analysis considering the number of papers published in the last 10 years (2012–2022) on
“Phase Change Material used in buildings” (Figure 6a) and in which state this interest was
greatest (Figure 6b).

The trend of using PCMs to improve the energy efficiency in buildings is also demon-
strated by the keywords that appear most often in scientific articles: thermal comfort,
energy efficiency, building, thermal performance and building envelope are the top five
keywords appearing most often. Figure 7 shows the network visualization among the key-
words found most often in those articles that the Scopus database generated by searching
the “phase change material” topic.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Number of papers published within 2012–2022 on “Phase Change Material used in
buildings”; (b) the 10 countries that have published the most on this topic. Source: Scopus Database.
Searched on the day: 3 February 2023.

Figure 7. Network visualization of the keywords.

This knowledge will benefit future researchers in choosing keywords that will make
it easier to spot previously published material on a certain topic. These keywords also
highlight the increasing interest of researchers in this area because it is demonstrated that
the application of a PCM brings with it several advantages from a thermal point of view
and, consequently, this has important economic benefits that cannot be underestimated.

4. Phase Change Material

A Phase Change Material (PCM) is a substance that can absorb, store, and release
a large amount of energy in the form of heat during a phase transition. These materials
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can exist in different phases, such as solid, liquid and gas, and can change their phase
when heated or cooled. During this phase change, the material can either absorb heat
(melting) or release heat (freezing), which allows it to be used for various applications
such as thermal energy storage, temperature regulation and heat transfer [28,29]. Figure 8
shows schematically the physical operation of a PCM and how, as temperature increases or
decreases, its energy content changes.

Figure 8. Phase Change Material process.

In general, PCMs have high energy storage density, meaning they can store more
energy per unit mass than conventional materials such as water or concrete. This makes
them useful for a range of applications, including building insulation [24], refrigeration [30]
and renewable energy systems [31]. It is commonly agreed that the ability of PCMs to store
and release thermal energy can help improve energy efficiency, reduce the use of fossil
fuels and contribute to a more sustainable future [32]. There are several substances which
are used as PCMs; each of them has a different melting and crystallization temperature,
making them suitable for different temperature ranges and applications.

4.1. PCMs: A Novel Classification

PCMs can be classified based mainly on their melting temperature, which determines
the range of temperatures at which they can store or release heat. Commonly, PCMs
classification include organic, inorganic and eutectic PCM. However, very recently a new
and interesting class of PCMs has emerged which is worth reporting, namely, bio-based
PCMs [33–35]. They are briefly illustrated in Figure 9.

The difference between these PCMs, including advantages and disadvantages, can be
described as follows:

• Organic PCMs are typically made from paraffin wax or non-paraffin substances,
such as fatty acids, esters, alcohols and glycols, and have a melting temperature
range of 0 ◦C to 150 ◦C [36]. They are commonly used in building materials and
implemented into different construction materials, as will be seen later. Organic
PCMs are characterized by a high energy storage capacity and a high latent heat
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of fusion. A very important aspect is that of supercooling. Organic PCMs do not
undergo this phenomenon during solidification and have a good nucleation efficiency.
They are available in a wide range of melting temperatures; this makes them suitable
for use in a variety of applications. Typically, organic PCMs are considered non-
corrosive, non-toxic, and environmentally friendly, making them safe for use in many
applications, including food storage and transportation [34]. Nevertheless, these kinds
of PCMs have some disadvantages that should be considered, such as low thermal
conductivity, meaning that they may not transfer heat efficiently, and may require
more material to achieve the same thermal storage capacity (even though progress
has been made to remediate this issue [37]). Some of the organic PCMs are potentially
flammable or combustible, which could pose a safety risk in some applications and
may require additional safety measures [38]. Their limited durability is another
problem: organic PCMs can degrade over time due to chemical reactions, which can
reduce their effectiveness and lifespan. This may require more frequent replacement
or maintenance of the PCM system. Finally, referring to their costs, organic PCMs
can be more expensive than some other types of PCMs, which could be an important
factor in the choice of a PCM for a given application [39].

• Inorganic PCMs are generally composed of salt hydrates or metals and have a higher
melting temperature range, i.e., from 100 ◦C to 1000 ◦C. They are commonly used in
industrial applications, such as metal casting or high-temperature energy storage and
in solar applications [35,40]. Their temperature range makes them more durable than
organic PCMs as they do not degrade quickly over time. This means that they may
require less frequent replacement or maintenance, which can be cost-saving over the
lifetime of a PCM system. Referring to their costs, inorganic PCMs are less costly com-
pared to some other types of PCMs, also considering that they can be produced from
readily available materials, which can help keep costs low. Furthermore, inorganic
PCMs have a high thermal conductivity and they are non-flammable [41,42]. However,
they have a corrosive nature and therefore can rarely (depending on applications)
stand alone. In many cases, they must be contained in other materials/elements
to avoid the damaging of materials with which they come in contact. In addition,
but only in the case of salt hydrates, they may encounter phase segregation and
the phenomenon of supercooling, which consequently decreases the energy storage
capacity [43].

• Eutectic PCMs are mixtures of two or more substances that have a lower melting
temperature than each of the individual components. They are commonly used
in refrigeration and air conditioning systems since they are characterized by a low
melting point. The latter, moreover, can be customized to meet specific requirements
of a given application by adjusting the ratio of the component materials. Eutectic
PCMs have a high energy-storage capability and they are chemically stable. They
have a long lifespan and result in non-toxic final materials. However, their use may be
limited by the availability and cost of the component materials, and they may not be
suitable for all applications [44].

• Bio-based PCMs are very close to organic PCMs but they are derived from natural
materials originating from animals or plants, such as oils, fats and starches, i.e., not
from petroleum refining. They can have a wide range of melting temperatures and they
represent an eco-friendly alternative to traditional PCMs [45,46]. They are able, in fact,
to ensure biodegradability, sustainability, lack of flammability and non-toxicity. Fatty
acids can be easily and cheaply produced from animal fat or oily plants; in addition,
non-edible or waste materials can be employed to produce them, helping to avoid
wasting food. Referring to their main characteristics as PCM materials, they have
small volume changes during the phase change process, small corrosion activity, and
thermal and chemical stability [47]. The melting temperature of the most common fatty
acid-based PCMs is approximately in the same range as paraffins and, likewise, they
have poor thermal conduction capacity. However, several research works have shown
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that the addition of metal nanoparticles or other conductive materials (i.e., graphite
nanoplatelets, carbon nanotubes, etc.) can overcome this problem [48].

Figure 9. Classification of PCMs.

4.2. Application of PCMs in Building Materials and Associated Challenges

It is possible to incorporate PCMs into building materials in several ways [27]. The pres-
ence of many techniques makes it possible to insert PCMs into a wide variety of construction
materials, as will be seen in Section 5. So far, the techniques used are direct embedding,
immersion, (micro, macro and nano) encapsulation, form-stable and shape-stabilization.

Direct embedding and immersion are the simplest and least expensive methods. The
former involves embedding PCM directly into the mix design of a mortar or concrete [49];
the latter, on the other hand, involves immersing a (relatively porous) building material
in a PCM, which is then absorbed into its pores by capillary action. Absorption of a PCM
can take place at atmospheric pressure or under vacuum [50]. These techniques showed,
however, some issues such as leakage of the PCM causing alterations in the final properties
of the material in which it was embedded, also leading to possible corrosion problems,
incompatibility between the combined materials and increased flammability of the final
material [51].

The encapsulation method is divided into three sub-methods: micro-encapsulation,
macro-encapsulation and nano-encapsulation. These methods differ in the size of the
capsules involved: the size of nano-capsules is less than 1 μm, of micro-capsules between
1 μm and 1 mm in diameter, and macro-capsules from 1 mm upwards. Nano-capsules
are only recently becoming widespread, and for this reason their production (which is
complex) has not yet been optimized on a large scale [50,52]. However, their conception
and diffusion are linked to overcoming certain difficulties related to the use of micro- and
macro-capsules. In fact, problems such as low thermal conductivity, supercooling and
phase segregation phenomena seem to affect micro- and macro-encapsulated PCMs [53].
To create the micro-capsules, a small amount of PCM is enclosed in another material (which
can be a polymer, a lipid or an inorganic compound) that acts as a barrier between the PCM
and its surroundings. Then, these micro-capsules can be mixed with other materials, such as
mortar or concrete, to form composite materials with enhanced thermal properties [54,55].
At the same time, macro-capsules are made by a PCM or a combination of different PCMs
enclosed in a shell made of a suitable material (metals, polymers or composites) that can
be integrated into plaster, concrete or gypsum board. These have been the most common
techniques so far, although they are very expensive methods [56]. For this reason, and for
all the issues mentioned so far, two other techniques have become widespread in the past
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decade and have shown considerable promise: the form-stable and shape-stabilization
methods. These are based on the same idea: to create a composite material (consisting
of a matrix and a PCM) that retains its shape even during phase transition. In fact, the
matrix must provide structural stability and prevent dispersion of the PCM during its
melting or heating [50,57]. When these two methods became popular, they differed in two
respects: in the type of matrix used and in the type of methodology employed to produce
the final material. The shape-stabilization method involved the use of polymer or metal
matrices. Both the matrix and PCM were melted and then mixed. Once they were given the
desired shape, they were brought to a solid state and then used as a composite PCM [52,58].
On the other hand, the form-stable method is characterized by porous matrices, such as
silica, vermiculite, perlite, diatomite, calcium carbonate, etc. [52,57]. In this case, the final
composite material can be obtained by immersion or vacuum impregnation of the active
PCM phase [50,59]. As research went on, this distinction gradually narrowed, making,
in fact, these two methods coincide; today, they can be considered synonymous [27].
Furthermore, in the present day, this overlap can be translated in only one way: if the term
“shape-stabilized” is encountered in an experimental work, it means that it is a porous
matrix impregnated (with or without a vacuum) with PCM. Over the past decade, the
number of experimental research works involving the use of this technique has steadily
increased, and this is due to several advantages of the method: it is very simple and low-
cost, requires modest equipment, creates a stable composite PCM reducing its leakage over
the melting temperature, is thermally reliable and has a high heat transfer rate [60].

Each of the techniques described so far have arisen from the need to overcome certain
problems. Some of these have already been mentioned but in Table 1 they are briefly
described and analyzed.

Table 1. Issues related to the incorporation of PCMs in building materials.

Problems Description Possible Solutions

Leakage

Leakage of PCM into building envelope causes a
number of problems: the PCM loses its storage
capacity, and its dispersions can cause the
corrosion of the surrounding materials (especially
if it is in contact with reinforcing steel).
Therefore, mechanical properties start to decrease.
Last but not least, leakage is also associated with
possible aesthetic defects.

PCM capsules were created to contain PCM and
prevent its dispersion. However, these (especially
the macro-capsules) need extra attention (e.g.,
against nails being hung on the wall or other
housework involving holes) [61]. Composite
materials generated by the shape-stabilized or
form-stable method seem not to incur this problem.
It was observed that the matrix can contain the
PCM even when it undergoes phase change,
avoiding its dispersion [62].

Low thermal
conductivity

The conductivity of organic PCMs is very low
(around 0.2–0.3 W/m K). This has consequences
for the PCM’s ability to retain and release heat.

PCM capsules were designed to improve the
thermal conductivity of PCM, and after them,
more success was achieved by composite materials
(shape-stabilized or form-stable) because additives
can be used, such as: expanded graphite,
graphene, metal particles, carbon-fiber, or
multi-wall nanotubes [37,63].

Supercooling

This phenomenon occurs when the solidification
temperature is lower than the melting temperature.
For this reason, the melting temperature should
coincide with the crystallization temperature;
otherwise, there is a risk that the stored latent heat
will not be released. However, this phenomenon
occurs only in inorganic PCMs.

The following solutions have been developed to
avoid this problem: the addition of nucleating
agents or metal additives, or the use of nanofluid
PCMs [64].
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Table 1. Cont.

Problems Description Possible Solutions

Phase segregation

This phenomenon usually occurs when there are
more than one PCM that have different densities
and that, due to gravity, separate causing the
fusion process to take place at different times.
PCMs that are affected by this problem are
hydrated salts or eutectic compounds.

This problem can be solved by adding additives
such as a thickening agent or gelling material [27].

Flammability This problem is mainly associated with organic
PCMs that are highly flammable.

The only possible solution so far is the addition of
an additive known as a flame retardant. Studies
have shown how the addition of this additive
reduces fire hazards at the cost of a slight change
in the thermal properties of the PCM [65].

Thermal stability

The thermal stability of a PCM indicates its ability
to keep its thermal characteristics intact after
numerous melting/crystallization cycles. This
ability is critical for not losing the thermal
properties of storing/releasing latent thermal
energy within a building.

Studies conducted to verify the thermal stability of
a PCM have observed that composite PCMs
produced through shape-stabilized or form-stable
methods are able to maintain the thermal
properties of PCMs embedded in the matrix intact
[66,67].

Suitable PCM

In general, the PCM that is applied in a certain
environment must be suitable for that specific
climate. The problem arises when the application
of a PCM is required in a climate characterized by
temperatures (high or low) that are too extreme. In
fact, the summer and winter seasons are the most
challenging ones.

In the recent period, the use of combinations of
PCMs (which have different characteristic
temperatures) to increase the range within which
the phase change takes place is spreading [68,69].

4.3. Criteria for PCM Selection to Be Applied to Buildings

After listing the problems associated with the use of PCMs in building materials,
it becomes easy to understand that there is no such thing as the perfect one. However,
there are certain criteria that can be used to select the most suitable PCM for the type of
application for which it is intended. Each individual PCM is characterized by thermal,
chemical, physical and kinetic properties. However, nowadays, properties such as en-
vironmental sustainability, availability and cost are considered extremely important as
well. Figure 10 shows the main criteria that should be followed when applying PCMs in
buildings, according to [50,52,70,71].

 

Figure 10. Criteria for selecting a suitable PCM for building materials.
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In addition to the criteria given in Figure 10, some experimental calculations can also
be relied upon to select a suitable PCM for the type of application. In [72], for example, a
simple calculation is proposed that can determine the melting/crystallization temperature
a PCM should have in a given context and also the thickness of the wall containing the
PCM. A more modern tool for identifying the most appropriate PCM is algorithms. In
recent years, several algorithms have been developed (e.g., Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP), COmplex PRoportional Evaluation (COPRAS), VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I
Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR), Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to an Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS), ELimination and Choice Translating REality (ELECTRE), etc.) [73,74].
These algorithms can select a PCM from those available based on multi-criteria decision
making. Therefore, this tool considers not only the target environmental conditions but
also other factors concerning the properties of the PCM according to the priorities that are
set at the beginning of the search.

5. Applications of Thermal Storage Technology in Buildings Using Phase
Change Materials

Construction materials that employ thermal storage technology through the use of
phase change materials can be applied in a wide variety of constructive solutions, whose
working principle is shown in Figure 8. Thus, PCMs can be included in walls [75–79],
ceilings [80–82], floors [83–85] and even in solar thermal systems [86–88]. It is also possible
to choose different construction materials, such as: mortars [75,89–91], concrete [92–95],
functionalized aggregates [96–100], naturally based materials [101–103], carbon-based
materials [104–107], boards [108–111], bricks [77,112–114] and others, according to the
specific needs of the building and the available budget for the intervention.

5.1. Mortars

The development of mortars incorporating PCM has attracted the attention of several
researchers worldwide [54,75,76,89–91,115–119]. Several incorporation techniques and
different types of PCM have been used. The incorporation of PCMs in mortars has also
been developed, becoming one of the most used inclusion techniques [75,76,115–118]; it
has, however very high raw material acquisition costs [59]. Cunha et al. [75,76,115,116]
developed mortars based on gypsum, aerial lime, hydraulic lime and cement doped with
different microcapsulated PCM contents: for each type of binder, a reference mortar without
any PCM and mortars with 20%, 40% and 60% by weight of PCM as mortar aggregate were
developed and characterized. The results of mechanical properties revealed a decrease in
the mortars’ flexural and compressive strengths, due to a high water/binder ratio which
led to a greater porosity related to the incorporation of a higher PCM content. Regarding
the thermal behavior, the same research team indicated that all PCM mortars reveal higher
thermal regulation, due to the decrease in maximum temperature, increasing the minimum
temperatures and lowering energy needs. Illampas et al. [91] used PCM microcapsules in
cementitious repair mortars, producing a mortar without PCM microcapsules and three
mortars with different PCM contents (5%, 10 and 20% by weight of the powder components).
The study revealed that a higher PCM content in mortars originated an increase in the open
porosity and a decrease in the flexural strength, compressive strength and elastic modulus,
due to the lower strength and stiffness of the PCM microcapsules when compared to the
aggregate particles. On the other hand, the thermal performance of the PCM mortars was
improved due to the decrease in thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity and increase
in the specific heat capacity, which contributed to the attenuation and time shifting of
temperature peaks.

Other studies present an alternative to the utilization of microencapsulated PCM,
in order to decrease the PCM cost, due to the treatment that material suffers during the
encapsulation. The utilization of a pure PCM, based on direct incorporation technique or
immersion can be an alternative since the use of a non-encapsulated PCM causes a decrease
in the production cost of the mortars [59].
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Cunha et al. [54,90] developed cement mortars with pure PCM incorporation through
the direct incorporation technique, demonstrating a decrease in the compressive strength
with the presence of a higher PCM content, due to the delay in the cement hydration
process. These studies also proved that the PCM did not move from the mortar matrix,
being contained in the pores and coating the structural matrix of the mortars.

The immersion technique was approached by Lopez-Arias et al. [89], who developed
three different mortars with different water/binder ratios (0.45, 0.55, 0.65) and consequently,
different porosity. In this study, the PCM was added to the hardened structure of the
mortars through the immersion technique and with resource to a vacuum application,
during different periods of immersion (15 min, 1 h and 4 h). The test results showed that
the mortars with higher porosity had a higher absorbed PCM content; on the other hand,
it was observed that the PCM content increases with the higher immersion time of the
samples in PCM. It was also possible to verify that a higher PCM content in the mortars
resulted in a higher thermal conductivity and compressive strength. Thus, the samples
with higher water/binder ratio (0.65) and 4 h of PCM vacuum immersion presented the
most interesting behavior and higher PCM content.

5.2. Porous Aggregates

The necessity to prevent PCM from being dispersed in the main building material has
made inclusion in porous aggregates increasingly common. This is done, as was seen in
Section 4.2, through shape-stabilized or form-stable methods by direct or vacuum impreg-
nation. Initially, expanded perlite (EP) [96,120], vermiculite [121,122], diatomite [123] and
montmorillonite [124,125] were the most used porous aggregates.

Expanded perlite and vermiculite are widely used materials in building applications
and are famous for their thermal insulation. Zhang et al. [126], developed a composite ma-
terial based on EP and paraffin through the vacuum impregnation method. To improve the
thermal conductivity of the final material, they added carbon nanotubes (CNTs), producing
four different samples containing different CNTs mass fraction (0, 1.83, 3.62, 5.27 wt%). A
complete characterization of these materials showed good chemical and thermal stability
and a thermal conductivity significantly improved by CNTs that, consequently, enhanced
the storage and release properties. In another work, Zhang et al. [97], proposed a new
composite PCM made through the vacuum impregnation method as a potential PCM
for building energy reserve. They used a mixture of lauric-palmic-stearic acid as PCM
impregnating vermiculite as supporting matrix. The composite material demonstrated
excellent chemical and thermal stability but low thermal conductivity. Adding 2 wt%
of EG increased the thermal conductivity by 68%, going on to also improve the thermal
and enthalpy properties of the final material. In a more recent work, Rathore et al. [66],
prepared a composite PCM, with the aim to produce a PCM capable of regulating the
indoor temperature of a building, using expanded vermiculite and EG and combining both
with a commercial and low-cost PCM (i.e., OM37), using the vacuum impregnation. Good
results of thermal and chemical stability are achieved in this work, as well as significant
results achieved from the point of view of thermal performance: the realized PCM can
regulate the internal temperature by lowering the temperature peaks. Costa et al. [98]
prepared a form-stable based on diatomite-vermiculite and paraffin for cement mortars.
Different amounts of PCM (5 to 25 wt%) were used. Again, characterization of the compos-
ite materials demonstrated improved thermal performance and the ability of the porous
aggregates used to retain PCM.

In this paper [57], several porous materials used as a matrix to contain PCMs are
presented. Nine porous materials are considered: kaolin, diatomite, sepiolite, montmoril-
lonite, perlite, SiO2, attapulgite, vermiculite and fly ash. They are all presented as suitable
media to hold PCMs and then be incorporated into various applications that require tem-
perature control. However, all these materials, before being used, require preparation to
improve their absorbability, such as acid/alkali treatment, ionic exchange method, calci-
nation or hydrothermal method, according to their physical and crystal structure. These
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treatments affect not only production time but also costs, and that is why some researchers
have proposed new materials that are naturally porous, such as some types of stones.
Frigione et al. [99,100] proposed a novel porous aggregate, called Lecce Stone (LS), a biocal-
carenite composed mainly of CaCO3 with a total open porosity of 30.33 ± 0.99%. Due to
these porosimetric characteristics, LS was successfully impregnated with Poly-Ethylene
Glycol (PEG) as PCM. The study of thermal properties showed that PEG, once incorpo-
rated into LS through vacuum impregnation, had characteristic temperatures and enthalpy
suitable for incorporation into mortars for thermal control of buildings. This composite
material (i.e., LS/PEG) also demonstrated excellent chemical stability and good thermal
performance especially in cementitious mortars in a temperate climate, such as the Mediter-
ranean [127]. Another virtuous aspect of this research is represented by the fact that the
LS came from processing waste. In recent years, as a matter of fact, this trend of reusing
waste materials as PCM carriers is growing. Uthaichotirat at al. [128] studied the thermal
and sound properties of concrete containing highly porous aggregates from manufacturing
waste impregnated with paraffin. They used autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) coming
from waste which are extremely interesting because they have a large content of voids
(almost 80% of their volume). Therefore, they do not require any further processing to
make them suitable as matrix. The presence of these porous materials impregnated with
the PCM and used as aggregates in concrete shown improved compressive and flexural
strength and improved thermal properties. However, as the amount of the PCM increased,
the sound insulation decreased because of the porosity reduction with the presence of the
PCM filling the pores.

5.3. Concrete

The utilization of PCM in concrete was also developed by several authors evaluating
the properties in fresh and hardened state, with recourse to a different incorporation
technique [92–94,129–132]. Different studies indicate different behaviors in mechanical
terms. However, the positive influence of the PCM in the temperature control is attested
by all, which influences the concrete heat of hydration or the environment in which the
concrete was applied.

Most of the studies carried out focused on the incorporation of encapsulated PCM.
The study of a PCM macroencapsulation solution in concrete was evaluated by several
authors [92,129]. Cui et al. [92] adopted a PCM macroencapsulation solution in metallic
capsules, in order to replace the aggregate in concrete reinforced with steel fibers. The effect
of different contents of steel fibers and different thickness of the metallic macrocapsules
(0.3 mm and 1 mm) were evaluated. The microcapsules used presented a diameter of
19 mm. The test results showed that the thermal conductivity and compressive strength
of the concrete activated with the PCM macrocapsules increased with an increase in the
steel fiber content and metallic macrocapsules thickness. Dong et al. [129] also developed
a study in concrete with incorporation of PCM macrocapsules with 22 mm of diameter,
observing that the PCM incorporation leads to a lower peak indoor air temperature and
fluctuation of indoor temperature. However, a decrease in the compressive strength of the
concrete doped with PCM was observed when the PCM macrocapsules content increased
in the concrete mix.

The utilization of microencapsulated PCM solutions also attracted several
researchers [93,130–132]. Cellat et al. [93] developed a PCM microcapsule coated with
a capsule in polystyrene and a core with a eutectic mixture (capric acid and myristic acid).
The PCM microcapsules were added to a different concrete mixture, allowing to observe
that the PCM did not affect the hydration reaction; however, the peak temperature of
fresh concrete in the first 40 h was lowered due to the absorption of heat by the PCM.
A decrease in the concrete compressive strength with the PCM incorporation was also
verified. Additionally, metal surfaces and concrete samples in contact with rebar were
examined to determine the corrosion products, observing that the PCM incorporation did
not affect the corrosive effect on metal surfaces in concrete. Jayalath et al. [130] also studied
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the properties of concretes with PCM microcapsule incorporation, as replacement of fine
aggregate. The test results allowed to observe a decrease in the thermal conductivity and
an increase in the heat capacity due to the PCM incorporation. However, a loss in the
compressive strength was also observed, due to the PCM low density when compared with
the fine aggregates.

D’Alessandro et al. [94] developed a concrete solution with incorporation of two types
of PCM (microcapsules and macrocapsules). Several concrete compositions with different
PCM microcapsules and macrocapsules contents were developed. It was possible to observe
that the PCM incorporation produced a concrete with higher thermal performance. As
expected, the PCM incorporation resulted in a decrease in the compressive strength, as
mentioned for other studies. However, this decrease in the mechanical performance does
not compromise their use as structural material.

However, the costs of acquiring and developing PCM nano, micro or macrocapsules
continue to be quite high, especially when applied in concrete, taking into account the
enormous consumption of raw materials. Thus, a new study has emerged in which pure
PCM (non-encapsulated PCM) is incorporated into construction and demolition waste, the
waste being used as a substitute for natural aggregate for the concrete production [95].

5.4. Carbon Based Materials

Thermal conductivity is a determining factor in evaluating the thermal performance
of PCMs. The magnitude of thermal conductivity determines the rate of energy stor-
age/consumption and therefore affects energy utilization efficiency. Normally, carbon
materials have high thermal conductivities, so their use as a support material for PCMs
is an effective way to improve the thermal conductivity of PCMs [101,133]. Carbon-based
materials such as graphene, expanded graphite, carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibers and
carbon nanosheets with high thermal conductivity can effectively increase the thermal
transfer rate of PCMs [133].

Porous carbon-based materials are varied and can be obtained at different costs; for
example, carbon fiber and expanded graphite are cheaper compared to other porous
materials such as metal foam or porous ceramics [133]. Thus, the studies developed based
on carbon materials are based on different materials. However, the high cost of these
materials still limits their potential application.

Some authors adopted graphite as support material to improve the thermal properties
of PCM [104,134–137]. Graphite is one form of carbon, is black and soft, and is constituted
by a planar and multi-layered structure. The carbon molecules in each layer are systemati-
cally arranged in the form of a honeycomb [133]. Karthik et al. [104] developed a composite
consisting of paraffin wax and graphite using a low-cost and small-scale process, observing
an increase in the thermal conductivity when compared to the paraffin wax. The obtained
results also demonstrated a composite compressive strength higher than the graphite foam.
The developed composite can also be considered as a potential material for various thermal
energy storage applications in buildings, vehicles and solar thermal harvesting.

Graphene is a crystal with a unique thermal conductivity, considered the mother of
all carbon materials due to its superior thermal and mechanical properties [133]. Thus, it
has become an interesting candidate for phase change material applications [105,138–141].
Mehrali et al. [105] studied a composite material using a palmitic acid as a PCM impreg-
nated by vacuum in graphene oxide as supporting material. The thermal test showed that
the PCM composite material exhibits good thermal reliability and chemical stability. The
PCM composite thermal conductivity increases about three times. Thus, the composite
material was considered adequate for thermal energy storage applications. However, even
though it has numerous advantages related to its thermal properties, graphene is not widely
used due to its high cost, which can make its practical applications unsustainable.

Some works have also been developed using carbon nanotubes [106,142–145]. These
materials are extremely thin and long cylindrical structures, consisting of carbon atoms.
There are two main types of carbon nanotubes: single-walled and multi-walled. Single-
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walled nanotubes consist of just one layer of graphene (a flat sheet of carbon atoms arranged
in a hexagonal lattice), while multi-walled nanotubes contain multiple layers of graphene
stacked on top of each other. These materials are synthesized at high temperatures, usu-
ally between 600 ◦C to 1000 ◦C, whose properties can be affected by impurities [133].
Yang et al. [106] created a composite material composed by stearic acid as PCM and carbon
nanotubes as porous material support, evaluating their thermal performance. The results
allow to conclude that the phase change temperatures varied slightly while the latent heat
decreased with the increased carbon nanotubes content. On the other hand, the thermal
conductivity of the composites is higher than the pure PCM, which indicates the material’s
potential for thermal management.

Carbon nanofibers are materials composed of thin carbon fibers, with diameters
ranging from 1 to 100 nanometers. These materials present high mechanical strength,
excellent electrical and thermal conductivity, low density, large surface area and high
chemical stability. Liu et al. [107] prepared a new composite material using steric acid
as a PCM and carbon fiber as a nanoparticle. The results of this study allow to observe
high latent heat and good thermal and chemical stabilities of the composite material even
submitted to 200 melt/freeze cycles, which indicates a potential application for solar energy
storage application such as solar heat storage tank.

5.5. Naturally Based Materials

The search for inexpensive, easily available and environmentally friendly composite
materials with high enthalpy is still a great challenge; thus, the incorporation of PCM in
natural materials has been attracting the interest of the academic community. Considering
the high cost of carbon-based materials, some researchers carbonized natural materials in
order to obtain biological porous carbon to combine with PCM [146–149]. Several solutions
based on various natural materials have been developed such as the application of PCM in
flower stems [101,150], potatoes and radishes [149], corn stalks [146], rice straw [103,147],
watermelon rinds [148], wood [151–154] and earth construction [102].

Wen et al. [146] used stearic acid as phase change material; this is a saturated fatty
acid abundant in nature, obtained from different vegetable and animal oils and fats with
low acquisition cost. In this study, carbonized maize straw was used a low-cost matrix,
impregnated by vacuum. Corn straw is a porous waste material of an economical nature,
since corn is one of the most planted crops in the world, existing in large quantities. The
test results revealed a good chemical compatibility between stearic acid and the maize
straw, leading to a higher thermal conductivity. Zhang et al. [103] developed a study based
on the PCM incorporation into a rice carbonized matrix, once again a very implemented
culture with large quantities available. The selected PCM was a eutectic mixture based on
palmitic and lauric acid, two natural compounds very abundant in nature. The developed
composite material presents a potential to be used in construction industry, namely, in
building envelopes, due to their high thermal energy storage and good thermal and form
stability. Wang et al. [101] prepared form-stable composite PCMs for building temperature
regulation based on daisy stem as support material. The selection of this raw material was
justified by the high absorption capacity of daisy stems. The presented results allowed to
observe that the PCM composites presented a good thermal reliability without enthalpy
alteration after a high number of heating and cooling cycles. Regarding thermal efficiency, a
decrease in temperature fluctuation was observed and on the recorded differential between
the interior and ambient temperature of the cardboard test cells.

Even adopting low-cost and widely available natural materials, biomass-based ma-
terials require additional treatments, which normally require high energy consumption,
compromising the energy gains obtained with their application. Thus, other studies have
emerged based on the incorporation of PCM into natural materials without the need for
prior treatment. Cunha et al. [102] developed different compressed earth blocks with direct
incorporation of different content of pure and non-encapsulated PCM. The soil used was
collected in the north region of Portugal and was stabilized with a lower content of Portland
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cement. The test results showed that the incorporation of PCM in compressed earth blocks
can be carried out successfully, without danger of PCM leakage. The PCM incorporation
leads to a decrease in water absorption, due to the partial or total occupation of earth blocks
by the PCM; however, a decrease in the mechanical behavior (compressive strength) was
also observed related to the lower water content added during the mixture procedure,
which can negatively affect the cement hydration.

5.6. Boards

One of the earliest applications of PCMs in construction was involving boards (plaster
board or gypsum board). The main reasons of this application were related to the wide use
of these boards in buildings (due to their low cost) and for their location (in the interior side
of the wall) in the building system [155]. In this work, A. Oliver [109], studied the thermal
behavior of a gypsum board containing 45 wt% of a commercial micro-capsulated PCM
(Micronal DS 5001X, produced by BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany) with a phase change
temperature around 26 ◦C and an enthalpy of about 110 J/g. It was concluded that the panel
with the presence of PCM was able to store five times more energy than a thermal brick
wall, nine times more energy than a standard brick wall and three times more energy than
a normal gypsum board (without the PCM). This was one of many papers that highlighted
the advantages of the use of PCMs in boards. Kuznik et al. [156] performed a full-scale
experiment to evaluate the presence of a PCM in plasterboards. These were applied to the
walls and ceiling of an office, and that room was monitored for one year. Similarly, another
identical room but without the PCM was monitored for the same period. A commercial
paraffin-based microencapsulated PCM was employed (ENERGAIN by the Dupont de
Nemours Society). The results demonstrated an improvement in thermal comfort.

Lai et al. [110] evaluated the incorporation of micro-encapsulated PCM into gypsum
board and then they studied the physical properties, heat transfer and thermal storage
behavior. A commercial paraffin-based PCM (MPCM 28-D by Microtek Laboratories,
Inc., Moraine, OH, USA) with a melting point around 28 ◦C and a melting heat of about
180–195 J/g was employed. In this work, different experimental test cells were prepared
using different PCM content (23%, 30% and 40% of mass fraction), and different temper-
atures (hot and cold) were used to investigate the thermal performance of the gypsum
boards. Numerical and experimental simulations were performed. The results showed that
increasing the content of PCM does not necessarily increase its energy storage capacity. In
fact, in this case, the best percentage of PCM was at 30%. In addition, it was noted that at
low temperatures the phenomenon of supercooling was observed while at temperatures
close to the melting temperature of PCM, an improvement in thermal properties was
recorded. More recently, Mourid et al. [111], conducted a full-scale experimental work
integrating a commercial micro-capsulated paraffin-based PCM (Energain man, produced
by BASFufactured by DuPont™) into wallboards. This experiment was performed in
Morocco, which is characterized by a Mediterranean climate, in the winter and spring
seasons. The wallboards had been placed in different ways within the different rooms
(walls or ceilings). The results obtained showed an interesting aspect: the boards placed on
the ceiling performed better than the others on the walls. This should make it clear that
the placement of a PCM in each environment must be customized, taking into account
the specific thermal properties of a building (air passage, exposure to the sun, number of
inhabitants, amount and height of buildings around, etc.).

5.7. Bricks

Numerical and experimental research have found that inserting PCMs into bricks
increases the thermal mass and improves the thermal properties of the walls, ensuring
the indoor comfort while saving energy. Gao et al. [112] found that, usually, PCMs are
inserted into bricks following two techniques: macro-encapsulation and form-stable. The
amount of PCMs that can be inserted using these two techniques is around 16.44% and
20.55%, respectively.
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In the literature, there are several experimental works concerning the study of PCMs
in bricks, and the experiments almost always involve the construction of scaled test
cells placed in climatic chambers in which certain climatic conditions are simulated.
Zhu et al. [113], studied the inner surface index of a brick wall with and without the
PCM. This study demonstrated an attenuation of the internal surface temperature ampli-
tude for that wall added with the PCM brick. This attenuation was 3.8–4.4 times less that
of the reference brick wall; the lag time ratio of the internal surface was 8–12 times that of
the reference brick wall. Vicente et al. [114] prepared three different specimens and tested
them in a climatic chamber. The first specimen was the reference (M1), the second was
with the PCM (M2) and the third was with the PCM and insulation material (M3). The
results showed that the maximum peak of the temperature was decreased by about 50%
(using the M2) and 80% (using M3) compared with the reference brick wall; the time lag of
the brick walls with PCM was increased by 2 h compared with the wall without the PCM.
Saxena et al. [77] incorporated two different commercial PCM (Eicosane and OM35) into
hollow brick using the typical climatic conditions of Delhi during summer. They recorded a
reduction of about 5–6 ◦C compared to the conventional brick wall and an energy saving of
8% using the Eicosane PCM and of 12% using the OM35. Abbas et al. [157] performed a test
using natural conditions outdoors consisting of two identical rooms using PCM bricks. The
results illustrated that the inner surface temperature of the brick wall with the PCM was
reduced of about 4.7 ◦C, the time lag was increased by 2 h, the temperature fluctuation was
reduced by 23.84 % and the damping factor was 70% compared with the reference wall. In
general, the literature that has been developed on this topic reports that the application of
PCMs in brick walls should be developed because it is believed to be an excellent method
of incorporating PCMs into a building. Moreover, studies should be conducted based on
actual climatic conditions, and more study of these full-scale applications is desired.

5.8. Solar Thermal Systems

Nowadays, photovoltaic panels for electricity generation have become a common prac-
tice all over the world due to their contribution to decreasing electrical energy consumption.
Many countries in the European Union, namely, Portugal, have created funding programs
in order to economically support families to be able to install this type of systems in their
buildings [158]. Thus, worldwide there was an increase in the installation of photovoltaic
panels of about 12% between 2018 and 2019; however, an increase of more than 10 times the
currently installed photovoltaic capacity is expected by 2050. However, the lifetime of these
systems can be reduced due to the high incident solar energy, which causes an increase in
the panels’ operating temperature. The temperature surface of the photovoltaic panel can
reach temperatures of 40 ◦C above the environmental temperature [159]. Thus, it has been
necessary to find ways to refrigerate and regulate the photovoltaic panels’ temperature.
PCM applications can be seen as a suitable solution [3].

The application of PCMs in photovoltaic panels requires specific characteristics quite
different from those required for applications in traditional building materials. Thus, several
researchers, especially in recent years, have been dedicated to studying the transition
temperature, which is a dominant aspect for photovoltaic panels’ thermal management
to achieve high electrical and thermal power [160–162]. For an effective management, the
transition temperature of the PCM must be lower than the photovoltaic panel temperature,
being also limited by the summer ambient temperature during the night and by the panel
temperature during the winter [163,164]. Hasan et al. [86] used two different PCMs, a
eutectic mixture of capric–palmitic acid and a salt hydrate (calcium chloride hexahydrate)
applied to a metallic PCM container attached to the back of the photovoltaic panel. Three
different panels (reference, capric-palmitic panel and slat hydrate panel) were placed
outdoors facing south in Dublin, Ireland and Vehari, Pakistan, enabling the analysis of
cold and hot climatic conditions. The test results and simulations allow to observe a better
performance of the salt hydrates when compared to the eutectic mixture. Salt hydrate
PCM coupled to the photovoltaic panel successfully reduced panel temperature by 10 ◦C
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in Ireland and 21.5 ◦C in Pakistan. The two PCMs used conducted a panel’s higher
performance in hot and stable climatic conditions. However, applications other than the
cooling panel systems have also been studied. Sharma et al. [87] evaluated the influence of
the PCM’s presence on the electrical efficiency of photovoltaic panels, observing that the
PCM use increases the electrical efficiency of the system by 7.7%.

The low thermal conductivity of PCMs is currently still a challenge regarding ex-
ploring these materials as a solution for thermal regulation of photovoltaic panels. Thus,
Abdulmunem et al. [88] studied the incorporation effects of carbon nanotube nanoparticles
as additives to the PCM and copper foam matrix on the PV panel performance. The test re-
sults allow to observe that the carbon nanotubes’ incorporation within the PCM and copper
foam greatly improved the effective thermal properties of the material and consequently
the electrical performance of the panels, when compared to the panels without passive
cooling materials.

Other applications in solar thermal systems can arise, combining for example the
use of PCM with solar thermal water heating systems, in order to increase the thermal
storage capacity of solar energy for long periods of time [165–167], or even solar dryers
for application in other industries, such as the food industry, in the drying of fruits and
vegetables [168]. Huang et al. [167] performed a numerical analysis and experimental
test of a solar water heating system, developed based on the use of capillary pipes placed
above and below a prefabricated concrete skeleton with vacancies occupied by PCM
macrocapsules. A reference model and a PCM model were simulated, indicating that the
floor’s energy storage capacity with PCM is greatly enhanced with the benefit of saving
water tank space.

Table 2 summarizes the main information about the various works presented earlier.

Table 2. Summary of PCM incorporation in construction material studies.

Study PCM Type PCM Properties
PCM Incorporation

Technique
Construction

Material
Main Results

Lopez-Arias
et al. [89]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
70 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 120 J/g;
Density of 0.968 g/cm3.

Immersion Mortars
Higher PCM content leads to a

higher thermal conductivity and
higher compressive strength.

Cunha et al.
[75,76]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
24 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 150 kJ/kg;
Density of 880 kg/m3.

Microencapsulation Mortars

Higher PCM content leads to a
higher water/binder ratio, lower
flexural and compressive strength.
However, a decrease in extreme
temperatures and a decrease in

heating and cooling needs
was observed.

Cunha et al.
[90]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
22 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 200 kJ/kg;
Density of 760 kg/m3.

Direct incorporation Mortars

Higher PCM content leads to a
lower water/binder ratio, a

higher liquid/binder ratio, lower
compressive strength and better
thermal performance, due to the

decrease in heating and
cooling needs.

Illampas et al.
[91]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
37 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 190 J/g.
Microencapsulation Mortars

Higher PCM content leads to an
increase in the open porosity and
a decrease in the flexural strength,
compressive strength and elastic

modulus. The thermal
performance of the PCM mortars

was improved, decreasing the
thermal conductivity and thermal
diffusivity, increasing the specific
heat capacity and attenuation of

the temperature peaks.
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Table 2. Cont.

Study PCM Type PCM Properties
PCM Incorporation

Technique
Construction

Material
Main Results

Kheradmand
et al. [117]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
26 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 110,000 J/kg;
Apparent density of

350 kg/m3.

Microencapsulation Mortars

Higher PCM content leads to an
increase in water absorption and a

decrease in the
compressive strength.

Shadnia et al.
[118]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
28 ◦C;

Enthalpy of
180–195 kJ/kg;

Density of 900 kg/m3.

Microencapsulation Mortars

Higher PCM content leads to a
decrease in the compressive

strength. The PCM incorporation
can effectively reduce the
transport of heat through

geopolymer mortar.

Aguayo et al.
[119]

Organic—
Paraffin

PCM-M temperature
transition of 24.3 ◦C and

enthalpy of 100 J/g.
PCM-E temperature

transition of 23.4 ◦C and
enthalpy of 159 J/g.

Microencapsulation Mortars

Higher PCM-E content leads to an
increase in the compressive and
flexural strengths until a certain

replacement level of PCM.
Higher PCM-E content leads to an
decrease in the compressive and
flexural strengths until a certain

replacement level of PCM-M.

Rathore et al.
[66]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
38.23 ◦C and enthalpy of
206.32 J/g for the fusion

process;
Temperature transition of
29.40 ◦C and enthalpy of

229 J/g for the
freezing process

Form-stable through
vacuum

impregnation

Porous
aggregates

They used EV as main supporting
matrix and EG to act both as a
support matrix and to improve
thermal conductivity. The latter

was enhanced, indeed; the
leakage phenomenon was
avoided and the thermal

performance was
significantly appreciable.

Frigione et al.
[99,100]

Organic—
Polymer

Temperature transition of
42.8 ◦C and enthalpy of
129.3 J/g for the fusion

process;
Temperature transition of
23.6 ◦C and enthalpy of

129.8 J/g for the
freezing process

Form-stable through
vacuum

impregnation

Porous
aggregates

The porous matrix was a natural
stone from waste production. The
composite form-stable PCM was

used as aggregate for mortar
based on different binders. A
decrease in the flexural and

compressive strength
was detected.

Zhang et al.
[126]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
44.32 ◦C and enthalpy of
177.54 J/g for the fusion

process;
Temperature transition of
48.30 ◦C and enthalpy of

181.31 J/g for the
freezing process

Form-stable through
vacuum

impregnation

Porous
aggregates

They used EP as supporting
matrix and added carbon

nanotubes to improve thermal
conductivity. The final material

showed good chemical and
thermal stability.

Cui et al. [92] Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
23 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 188 kJ/kg;
Density at solid state of

833.8 kg/m3;
Density at liquid state of

786.7 kg/m3.

Macroencapsulation Concrete

Higher PCM content leads to an
increase in water absorption,

thermal conductivity and
compressive strength.

Cellat et al.
[93]

Eutetic Mixture
(capric acid
and myristic

acid)

Temperature transition of
26 ◦C;

Entalpy of 155.44 J/g.
Microencapsulation Concrete

The PCM microcapsules’
incorporation did not affect the
hydration reaction in concrete;

however, the peak temperature of
fresh concrete decreases due to
the absorption of heat by the

PCM. The PCM addition leads to
a decrease in compressive

strength and does not affect the
corrosive effect on metal surfaces

in concrete.
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Table 2. Cont.

Study PCM Type PCM Properties
PCM Incorporation

Technique
Construction

Material
Main Results

D’Alessandro
et al. [94]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
18 ◦C;

Microcapsules particle
size between 14 and

24 μm;
Macrocapsules particle

size between 3 and 5 mm.

Microencapsulationand
macroencapsulation. Concrete

Higher PCM content leads to an
increase in the thermal

performance and a decrease in the
compressive strength.

Jia et al. [95] Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
22 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 200 kJ/kg;
Density of 760 kg/m3.

Direct incorporation Concrete
Higher PCM content leads to a

decrease in the
compressive strength.

Dong et al.
[129]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
29.2 ◦C and enthalpy of
246.4 J/g for the fusion

process;
Temperature transition of
22.7 ◦C and enthalpy of

249.7 J/g for the
freezing process.

Macroencapsulation Concrete

Higher PCM content leads to an
increase in the thermal

performance and a decrease in the
compressive strength.

Jayalath et al.
[130]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
23 ◦C;

Entalpy of 100 kJ/kg;
Density 250–350 kg/m3

Microencapsulation Concrete

Higher PCM content leads to an
increase in the thermal

performance and a decrease in the
compressive strength.

Karthik et al.
[134]

Organic—
Paraffin

Entalpy of 206 J/g;
Density of 0.91 g/cm3;

Thermal conductivity at
25 ◦C of 0.24 W/mK.

Form-stabilization

Carbon
materials—
Graphite

foam

PCM incorporation leads to an
increase in the thermal

conductivity and compressive
strength.

Mehrali et al.
[105]

Organic—Non-
paraffin

Temperature transition
(melting process) of

61.14 ◦C;
Entalpy (melting process)

of 202 kJ/kg;
Temperature transition

(freezing process) of
59.84 ◦C;

Entalpy (freezing process)
of 208.87 kJ/kg.

Form-stabilization

Carbon
materials—
Graphene

oxide

The PCM composite material
exhibits good thermal reliability,

good chemical stability, and
higher thermal conductivity.

Yang et al.
[106]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition
(melting process) of

69.45 ◦C;
Entalpy (melting process)

of 210.9 kJ/kg;
Temperature transition

(freezing process) of
66.96 ◦C;

Entalpy (freezing process)
of 211.9 kJ/kg.

Form-stabilization
Carbon

materials—
Nanotubes

Higher carbon nanotube content
leads a slight change in

temperature transition and a
decrease in enthalpy. The thermal
conductivity of PCM composite is

higher than the pure PCM.

Liu et al. [107] Organic—Non-
paraffin

Temperature transition of
68 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 229.4 J/g.
Form-stabilization

Carbon
materials—
Nanofibers

High latent heat and good
thermal and chemical stabilities of

the composite material even
submitted to 200

melt/freeze cycles.

Wang et al.
[101]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
40.1 ◦C;

Entalpy of 213.6 J/g.
Form-stabilization

Natural
materials—Daisy

stems

Good PCM thermal reliability and
higher thermal efficiency with the
PCM composites’ application, due

to the decrease in temperature
fluctuation inside the test cells.

Cunha et al.
[102]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
22 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 200 kJ/kg;
Density of 760 kg/m3.

Direct incorporation

Natural
materials—

Compressed
earth bricks

Higher PCM content leads to a
decrease in the water absorption,

compressive strength and
modulus of elasticity.
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Table 2. Cont.

Study PCM Type PCM Properties
PCM Incorporation

Technique
Construction

Material
Main Results

Zhang et al.
[103]

Organic—Non-
paraffin

Temperature transition
(melting process) of

35.7 ◦C;
Entalpy (melting process)

of 171.8 J/g;
Temperature transition

(freezing process) of
28.2 ◦C;

Entalpy (freezing process)
of 160.5 J/g.

Form-stabilization

Natural
materials—
Carbonized

rice

High thermal energy storage and
good thermal and form stability.

Wen et al. [146] Organic—Non-
paraffin

Temperature transition
(melting process) of

69.23 ◦C;
Entalpy (melting process)

of 208.16 J/g;
Temperature transition

(freezing process) of
65.78 ◦C;

Entalpy ((melting
process) of 207.44 J/g.

Form-stabilization

Natural
materials—
Carbonized
maize straw

Good chemical compatibility
between PCM and carbonized
maize straw matrix and higher

thermal conductivity.

Liu et al. [148]
Inorganic—

Salt
hydrates

Temperature transition of
63.2 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 255.9 J/g.
Form-stabilization

Natural
materials—

Watermelon
rind

High thermal conductance, good
shape stability and excellent

thermal cycle stability.

Liang et al.
[151]

Organic—Non-
paraffin

Temperature transition
(melting process)

between 45.8–63.7 ◦C;
Entalpy (melting process)
between 96.6–144.7 J/g;
Temperature transition

(freezing process)
between 22.2–39.6 ◦C;

Entalpy (freezing process)
between 77.3–167.3 J/g.

Immersion

Natural
materials—

Wood
flour

Good thermal reliability and
chemical stability.

Oliver [109] Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
26 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 110 J/g.
Microencapsulation Gypsum Boards

This board with the presence of
PCM was able to store five times
more energy than a thermal brick
wall, nine times more energy than

a standard brick wall and three
times more energy than a normal

gypsum board (without
the PCM).

Kuznik et al.
[156]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
melting process 13.6 ◦C

and enthalpy of 107.5 J/g.
Temperature transition of
freezing process 23.5 ◦C

and enthalpy of 104.5 J/g.

Microencapsulation Gypsum Boards

The gypsum board with PCM was
applied into the walls and ceiling

of an office. Monitoring was
performed for one year and

compared to another identical
room without the PCM. The

results demonstrated an
improvement in thermal comfort.

Vicente et al.
[114]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
18 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 134 J/g
Microencapsulation Bricks

The bricks containing the PCM
macrocapsules were able to
decrease by about 50% the

maximum peak of temperature
and to reach a time lag of 2 h

compared with the wall without
the PCM.
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Table 2. Cont.

Study PCM Type PCM Properties
PCM Incorporation

Technique
Construction

Material
Main Results

Abbas et al.
[157] -

Temperature range of
38–43 ◦C for the fusion

process and temperature
range of 43–37 ◦C for the

freezing process;
enthalpy of 174 J/g

Microencapsulation Bricks

The thermal performance was
studied in a natural outdoor

environment. The results
illustrated that the brick wall with
the PCM reduced by about 4.7 ◦C

the maximum peak of
temperature, increased the lag

time by 2 h and reduced the
temperature fluctuation by 23.84%
compared with the reference wall.

Hasan et al.
[86]

Eutetic mixture
(capric acid
and palmitic

acid) and a salt
hydrated

Eutectic mixture:

- Temperature transi-
tion of 22.5 ◦C;

- Enthalpy of
173 kJ/kg.

Salt hydrated:

- Temperature transi-
tion of 29.8 ◦C;

- Enthalpy of
191 kJ/kg.

Macroencapsulation Solar thermal
systems

The PCM decreased the
photovoltaic panel temperature.

Sharma et al.
[87]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
42 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 165 kJ/kg.
Macroencapsulation Solar thermal

systems

The PCM increased the electrical
efficiency of the

photovoltaic panel.

Abdulmunem
et al. [88]

Organic—
Paraffin

Temperature transition of
59.01 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 154.42 J/g
Macroencapsulation Solar thermal

systems

The incorporation of carbon
nanotubes nanoparticles as

additives to the PCM increased
the average electrical efficiency of

the photovoltaic panels.

Huang et al.
[167]

Organic—Non-
paraffin

Temperature transition of
29.3 ◦C;

Enthalpy of 162 kJ/kg.
Macroencapsulation Solar thermal

systems

The use of the PCM as a
composite energy storage layer in
a solar water floor heating system

greatly enhanced heat storage
capacity of the floor, saving water

tank space.

6. Technology Cost Analysis

The cost analysis of this type of thermal storage technology is still an area under
development, taking into account the diversity of external temperature laws and the
diversity of constructive solutions with PCM integration, being able to vary the type of
PCM used, its content, incorporation technique and location in the constructive solution.
Thus, the number of existing studies that take an approach in terms of cost analysis is much
lower than the number of studies developed in which the various additive solutions with
PCM are tested in physical, mechanical and thermal terms.

Gholamibozanjani and Farid [169] constructed two identical test cells, with external
dimensions of 2.7 × 2.7 × 2.7 m3. In one test cell, an air-PCM heat storage unit was
installed (active thermal storage system) and in the other, the PCM was integrated into the
wallboards (passive thermal storage system). It was observed that the test cell with air-PCM
heat storage unit consumed less energy, saved more costs and maintained comfortable
conditions inside. However, the reduction in cost was not proportional to the decrease
in energy consumption. On one of the analyzed days, a reduction of 20% in energy
consumption corresponded to a reduction cost of 32%. It was also possible to verify that
the active thermal storage system solution was more efficient than the passive thermal
storage system solution. Cunha et al. [76] estimated the energy consumption per month
and the cost related to the energy consumption of small test cell coating with different
mortars based on different binders and activated with microencapsulated PCM. It was
observed that the PCM use suppressed the heating and cooling needs in typical spring and
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autumn months in the north part of Portugal. The results allow to conclude that mortars
with PCM incorporation lead to a cost decrease higher than 52% for all binders analyzed.
M’hamdi et al. [170] studied the influence of using different PCM types in different types of
buildings located in three different climatic areas in the north of Africa. An environmental
and economic analysis was performed showing that the PCM utilization can reduce by 10%
the energy cost and by 707 kg/year the carbon dioxide emissions. Panayiotou et al. [171]
studied the PCM influence in the Mediterranean region. The energy savings achieved by
PCM incorporation were between 21.7 and 28.6%. However, for the PCM combined with
a common thermal insulation topology, the energy savings per year were 66.2%. A Life
Cycle Cost analysis showed that the PCM solution presented a payback period of 14 years,
while the payback period of the combined solution was reduced to 7 years.

There are only a very limited number of studies in which economic analyses are carried
out [76,172–175]. Mi et al. [172] developed one of the only studies which used a dynamic
payback period concept, considering concepts such as the money time value. The authors
compared the obtained values for the dynamic payback period with the static payback
period for different discount rate levels.

The cost-effectiveness of constructive solutions with PCM is highly sensitive to infla-
tion and discount rates, as these solutions are more economical as the inflation rate increases
and the discount rate decreases [175]. Thus, due to the wide variation in inflation rates
currently being experienced in Europe, it is quite difficult to establish specific conclusions
about the cost analysis of these types of solutions.

7. Conclusions

In recent years, especially in the last 10 years, research in the area of phase change
materials has evolved a lot, largely due to the enormous environmental and economic
challenges that the world has been going through. The political measures implemented
worldwide, but especially in Europe, have also been a driving force to increasingly seek
more sustainable and efficient construction solutions based on thermal storage technologies.

Currently, there are several possibilities for incorporating PCMs in construction mate-
rials, based on different incorporation techniques. However, it is important to note that a
detailed study on the type of PCM to be incorporated must be carried out in advance based
on the problems related to the incorporation of PCMs in building materials and the criteria
for PCM selection to be applied to buildings.

So far, the form-stable method turns out to be the most versatile one because it is only
necessary to have a porous material as a substrate and to impregnate it with any PCM
(according to the type of application intended for). However, it would be necessary to
reduce additives used to improve the properties of the PCM because the consequence is
the reduction of the PCM amount.

This article discussed the possibilities of incorporating PCMs in mortars, concrete,
porous aggregates, carbon-based materials, naturally based materials, boards, brick and
solar thermal systems, as well as an approach to the economic analysis of the application of
this type of technology. Despite the various advances in the development of thermal storage
technology using phase change materials, some issues still require further investigation
and others need to be investigated, namely:

• Applications of constructive solutions for the exterior of buildings;
• Development of economic analysis;
• Development of life cycle analysis of constructive solutions.

Studying the thermal behavior of a PCM in the real world contributes greatly to
the understanding of these materials. Therefore, it is recommended as part of future
development that more full-scale experiments be performed.
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Abstract: Energy is very important in daily life. The smart power system provides an energy man-
agement system using various techniques. Among other load types, campus microgrids are very
important, and they consume large amounts of energy. Energy management systems in campus
prosumer microgrids have been addressed in different works. A comprehensive study of previous
works has not reviewed the architecture, tools, and energy storage systems of campus microgrids. In
this paper, a survey of campus prosumer microgrids is presented considering their energy manage-
ment schemes, optimization techniques, architectures, storage types, and design tools. The survey
is comprised of one decade of past works for a true analysis. In the optimization techniques, deter-
ministic and metaheuristic methods are reviewed considering their pros and cons. Smart grids are
being installed in different campuses all over the world, and these are considered the best alternatives
to conventional power systems. However, efficient energy management techniques and tools are
required to make these grids more economical and stable.

Keywords: campus microgrid; prosumer market; batteries; energy management system; distributed
generation; smart grid; renewable energy resources; energy storage system

1. Introduction

Energy crises have become major challenges in the economic development of a country.
In this modern era, machinery is considered a more effective replacement for humans in
many sectors. Smart devices are constantly being developed, which makes our routines in
life much easier. In today’s world, it is impossible to imagine a life without these smart
devices and machinery. However, everything comes with a price, and the price of this ever-
increasing dependence on machinery is the substantial consumption of energy resources [1].
These smart machines operate on electricity which is produced by the utilization of non-
conventional energy resources such as coal, oil, and gas. The rising utilization of these
fossil fuels has result in two major environmental disorders. The first is the fast depletion
of fossil fuels and the second is the production of hazardous gases and waste materials,
which results in a direct increment of environmental pollution. The organization for
economic cooperation and development (OECD) indicated in 2018 that the United States
had the strongest gross domestic product rate [2], but British petroleum ranked the air
quality index of the United States as the poorest in comparison to other countries of the
world [3]. Polluted air in any country is a major cause of the demise of its people [4]. Fossil
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fuels are non-renewable, and so their continuous depletion results in gradually increasing
energy generation prices, which increases inflation, especially in underdeveloped countries.
Further, few countries have a major share of these non-renewable energy resources, which
makes the ones that do powerful enough to control the economies of those countries
whose electricity production largely depends upon fossil fuels. The excess utilization of
nonrenewable energy resources for generation is discouraged by modern researchers [5].

Electricity produced from fossil fuels is transmitted to far-flung areas and then dis-
tributed. In addition to the energy losses during generation, these transmission and
distribution phases have also several types of losses, and in some cases, these losses may
rise by more than 50% [6]. An alternative approach is to eliminate the transmission phase
and use distributed generation instead. In this type of generation, plants are directly located
near the consumer loads. Losses can be minimized using distributed generation. These
distributed power plants may use renewable energy resources such as solar [7], wind [8],
and biogas [9] or nonrenewable energy resources such as geothermal energy [10], diesel
generators [11], and furnace oil [12] for power generation. To minimize the environmental
impacts, the usage of green energy resources is suggested in these distributed power gen-
erating stations [13]. Another benefit of these green energy resources is their renewable
nature, for which they have also been termed renewable energy resources (Res). Res are
environmentally friendly and renewable, but the only hurdle in the utilization of these
types of resources is their intermittency, which is due to their extreme dependence upon
weather conditions [14]. To reduce this problem, several techniques have been proposed in
the literature, such as the incorporation of properly sized storage, architectural modifica-
tions, optimization, energy coordination schemes, etc. The generating stations operating on
REs with a proper power coordination scheme and communication structure between the
producers and consumers are called smart grids. Smart grids typically operate as isolated
or grid-connected modes. In an isolated mode, a smart grid provides power to a connected
consumer without having any connection with the main power grid, and storage then
becomes necessary for these smart grids to overcome the intermittency problem of REs.
In a grid-connected mode, the smart grid supports the main grid and provides ancillary
services, in addition to fulfilling the consumer load requirements [15].

Small-scale smart grids which simultaneously produce and consume electrical power
are termed prosumer microgrids [16]. The basic structure of a microgrid is represented
in Figure 1. These microgrids can be of various types, from hospital to residential and
industrial to institutional. A research institution should not depend upon the main grid
for its energy requirements, especially if the main grid produces energy from conventional
energy resources. A load of institutions is commercial, and these institutional microgrids are
considered more important due to the research and development facilities available in an
institution. These types of microgrids are also called campus microgrids [17]. The Internet
of Things (IoT) is a modern technology that enables an operator to remotely monitor and
control the activities of a smart grid using smart sensors [18]. The devices present in a smart
grid’s interface communicate bidirectionally, and they are prone to external cyber-attacks.
Cyber security is also very important to secure a smart grid from external hacking attacks
and to protect consumer data [19].

The organization of the paper is given here. The methodology is given in Section 2.
An overview of campus energy management is presented in Section 3, different energy
management schemes are discussed in Section 4, simulation tools are discussed in Section 5,
IoT-enabled secured microgrids are disused in Section 6, and the conclusion is given
in Section 7.
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Figure 1. The basic structure of a smart microgrid.

2. Methodology

In this paper, a comprehensive review of the latest research work related to smart
campus microgrid energy management is presented. The main focus of the work was to
target the papers discussing real-time or simulated campus microgrids, with the restriction
that each selected paper must contain at least one aspect of campus microgrids.

The methodology of the review was the same for all the selected papers as all used
different energy management schemes for campus microgrid designs and optimization. The
previous studies are categorized based on their architectures, storage methods, optimization
techniques, simulation tools, and IOT technologies. The review study was carried out by
reading the papers critically and identifying the significant points in the papers. Table 1
highlights the most important papers selected for each category.

Table 1. Criteria table of selected papers.

Sr. No Selection Criteria Cited Papers

1 Simulated or installed campus microgrid [20–33]

2 Campus microgrid architecture [34–46]

3 Storage technologies [47–61]

4 Optimization techniques [62–79]

5 Simulation/cost analysis tools [80–100]

6 Internet of Things (IoT) [101–105]

3. Overview of Campus Energy Management

Energy management is defined as a process to optimize energy production from REs
and transmit this energy to consumers while cost-effectively minimizing the risk of system
failure and gas emissions [106]. The concept of energy management began in the 1970s
with the name of energy control centers, also known as ECCs. This concept was further
expanded with the inclusion of different control schemes such as demand side management
(DSM), load control (LC), demand response monitoring (DRM), etc. [107]. A simple energy
management process consists of energy planning, execution, monitoring, verification, and
understanding its usage. This process is represented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Simple energy management process.

The management of energy in a microgrid is critical because it is directly related to the
economics of the grid. In campus prosumer microgrid energy management, the production
of renewable energy resources present at a university campus is monitored, controlled, and
optimized for the campus load. Worldwide, campuses of different universities are being
converted to microgrids with REs as generation sources and environmentally friendly
energy storage [20]. Most of the research published has contained simulated campus
microgrid solutions, but practically working microgrids are also being developed at univer-
sities [21–28]. A simulation model of a campus microgrid was developed in Serbia for the
University of Novi Sad in 2018, and it used photovoltaics (PV) and wind in conjunction
with biomass and energy storage facilities. The concept of electric vehicles (EV) was also
included in this research work, both as a consumer and a producer of energy in V2G
mode [29]. In Italy, an energy-efficient microgrid solution was presented by Stefano et al.
for the University of Genova. Multiple aspects of a campus microgrid were analyzed, taking
into consideration the grid-connected, as well as standalone, operations [30]. However, this
research lacked a feasibility analysis and the regulation problems of the proposed microgrid.
Kritiawan et al. performed an in-detail feasibility analysis for a campus microgrid at Sebelas
Maret University, located in Indonesia [31]. Voltage regulation is an important factor that
should be taken into account when designing a campus microgrid [32]. Valentina et al. de-
signed a microgrid for an island located in Singapore to improve the voltage regulation and
power factor of the system. This design consisted of PV and diesel generators as generating
sources, and it resulted in the lowest operational costs [33]. A pictorial representation of
several campus microgrids installed all over the world is provided in Figure 3.

3.1. Objectives of Campus Microgrid Energy Management

The prime objective of energy management in a university campus microgrid is to
optimally allocate generation and storage resources in a way that achieves the minimum
per-unit cost of energy with maximum efficiency, while reducing gas emissions. Campus
microgrid energy management may have single or numerous objectives such as resiliency,
power quality, voltage and frequency regulation, reduced cost of energy, profit maximiza-
tion, and life expectancy of transformers [108–111]. Universities can also obtain a green
certificate by replacing the existing power infrastructure with a renewable energy-based
microgrid [112]. Important objectives of a campus microgrid are represented in Figure 4.
Campus microgrids should be efficient and reliable [113]. An energy-efficient campus
microgrid solution was presented by Young et al. for the Gwanak Campus in South Korea,
and it aimed to reduce the cost of energy by 21% and gas emissions by 110 TOE [114]. The
economy is the most important element of a campus microgrid. Universities should be able
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to generate energy for the lowest possible cost. Currently, electric vehicles are becoming
famous due to their environmentally friendly nature. The integration of these EVs with
the lowest charging cost is another objective of campus microgrids. EV integration with
a campus microgrid may cause stress on transformers [115]. Similarly, REs which are
not properly sized may cause reactive power imbalances in a system, which may lead
to frequent disconnections [116]. Low power outages and the continuity of supply are
other objectives of campus microgrid energy management [117]. The achievement of all
objectives in a single study is impossible. Most of the existing research includes a balance
between economic and technical objectives.

 

Figure 3. Campus microgrids at different universities.

3.2. Architecture of Campus Microgrids

Campus microgrids are designed to control the power production and utilization
from REs and coordinate with smart metering, protective, storage, and load management
devices, with the help of a control system, to achieve minimum costs and maximum
efficiency. Architecture and infrastructure are two common terms used to describe the
design of a campus microgrid. Microgrid infrastructure refers to all the components that
a microgrid contains, such as transformers, smart metering devices, protection systems,
switches, communication technologies, and cables [118]. The infrastructure of a microgrid
should be resilient, which means that it should be capable enough to withstand extremely
faulty conditions and recover quickly in the case of any disturbance [34]. Architecture
defines how microgrid components connect to allow energy to flow and to enable storage.
Both civil and electrical architecture are important factors in the design of a campus
microgrid. In this paper, we will focus on the electrical architecture of different campus
microgrids. A microgrid can operate in three different modes: off-grid, on-grid, and on/off-
grid. Architecture generally changes slightly depending on the mode of operation. Campus
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microgrids typically work in the on-grid mode so that they can support the existing grid
in the case of excessive supply. The common architecture of a microgrid may consist
of three different bus configurations: centralized DC bus configuration, centralized AC
bus configuration, and hybrid AC/DC bus configuration. The architecture of typical off-
grid campus microgrids follows the DC centralized bus configuration, which is shown in
Figure 5. In this architecture, the DC resources are directly connected to a centralized DC
bus bar, while the AC components of the microgrid are connected via converters [35–37].

Figure 4. Important objectives of energy management in campus microgrids.

Figure 5. DC bus architecture of campus microgrids.
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A typical AC bus configuration is shown in Figure 6, and it is the opposite of a DC
bus configuration. This type of architecture requires higher voltage, which results in lower
losses. REs largely supply direct DC, and it becomes less economical to first convert the
power of REs into AC before supplying it to the central busbar; therefore, this type of
configuration is found in few reach papers [38–41].

Figure 6. AC bus architecture of campus microgrids.

An advanced architecture for a campus microgrid is shown in Figure 7. It consists of
both AC and DC busses, where the AC bus connects the AC components and the DC bus
connects DC loads, storage, and generation. Finally, a bidirectional inverter connects these
two buses [42–45]. In the literature, several studies have compared the types of architecture
discussed above, and they concluded that a hybrid architecture for microgrids is more
beneficial [46].

Figure 7. The hybrid bus architecture of campus microgrids.
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3.3. Storage Technologies

Storage is a core component of a microgrid which serves many purposes during its op-
eration. Besides providing power to load during the absence of generation, storage is used
to provide ancillary services to smart grids, such as peak shaving [119], balancing the load
profile [120], and improving system reliability [121]. In particular, a standalone campus
microgrid cannot be sustained without the necessary storage facilities. A large portion of
the total installation cost is attributable to the cost of storage. Storage degradation cost is
another important factor that affects the overall system cost. Muqeet et.al [47] proposed
a campus microgrid for the University of Engineering and Technology in Taxila, Pakistan.
The authors considered the battery degradation cost in their design and compared different
models, concluding that a properly scheduled storage technology results in a reduced cost
of energy. There are several types of energy storage devices (ESDs) available, such as ther-
mal [48], electrical [49], mechanical [50], electrochemical [51], and chemical [52]. With the
advancements in plugin electric vehicles (PEV), these can also be used as storage devices in
the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) mode of operation [53]. Storage configurations can be divided
into three main categories: single storage configuration, multi-storage configuration, and
swappable storage configuration [54]. In most of the existing literature, a single type of
storage device is used in campus microgrids, while some advanced research designs have
focused on the use of multiple types of storage technologies to improve their efficiency and
useful life and reduce overall operational costs [49]. Riad Chedid et al. redesigned a campus
microgrid for the American University of Beirut to reduce its dependence on a diesel gener-
ator. In the proposed design, REs replaced the fossil fuel generation with a combination of
battery energy storage devices, which resulted in tremendous average annual savings of
USD 1,336,000 [55]. Reyasudin Basir et al. proposed a microgrid design for the University
Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia, and they proved that a grid-connected campus microgrid with
battery storage was the most economical solution for this university [56]. When comparing
different battery energy storage technologies, lithium-ion technology is considered the
most suitable option. Yuly V. Garcia et al. designed a campus microgrid for the University
of Puerto Rico in the United States. In the proposed design, solar and combined heat
and power (CHP) technologies were used to reduce the fuel price. It was concluded that
a combination of lithium-ion storage with solar generation and CHP provided the lowest
fuel cost for a 10-year scenario [57]. A single storage device can be economical, but it always
has some drawbacks which can be overcome by using multiple energy storage devices.
Leskarac et al. proposed the use of PEV storage with a fuel cell to minimize the costs of
operation for large commercial building microgrids [58]. A similar system was designed
by Kumar et al. for the Nanyang Technological University of Singapore. It was concluded
that a microgrid containing solar and natural gas as generation with PEV and fuel cells
as storage could perfectly achieve the demand response targets [59]. Pedro Moura et al.
practically demonstrated the use of multiple energy storage technologies for a campus
microgrid at the University of Coimbra in Portugal to achieve the lowest cost of energy.
The installed system contained PEV and li-ion batteries as storage systems, while grid-
connected PV generation made the campus a net-zero-energy building. In [60], Hanane
Dagdougui proposed the use of Li-ion batteries with a combination of a supercapacitor and
hydrogen storage to improve the storage life and reduce the operating costs of the system.
Rong-Jong Wai proposed the use of an ultra-capacitor and batteries as the storage medium
for the economic design of the National Taiwan University of Science and Technology in
Taiwan [61]. Current research is more focused on developing new storage technologies and
making the existing storage technologies more compact.

4. Energy Management Schemes

The management of flowing energy between a campus microgrid, energy storage,
a conventional grid, and the load is the most important element for reducing the cost of
energy. Figure 8 represents the details of different optimization algorithms for the energy
management of campus microgrids.
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Figure 8. Classification of some important optimization algorithms for energy management.

The main objective of energy management in a microgrid is to increase efficiency
by optimizing energy generation and storage systems [122]. Techniques used for opti-
mizing campus microgrids are classified into three main categories: deterministic [62],
metaheuristic [63], and artificial intelligence [64]. Each technique has unique benefits
and drawbacks.

4.1. Deterministic Techniques

Deterministic techniques are primarily used to solve continuous objective functions.
This technique involves the use of dynamic programming (DP), mixed integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP), and linear programming (MILP) methods to solve an objective
function. These methods are famous for providing precise results, but they are time-
consuming and very difficult to use with distinct objective functions. Li-Bin et al. used
mixed integer linear programming in MATLAB to optimize their proposed microgrid for
the University of Engineering and Technology in Taxila [65]. Yeliz Yoldas et al. proposed
a campus microgrid design for the Malta College of Arts, Science, and Technology. The
proposed system was formulated using MILP, and compared with the stochastic approach,
it was concluded that the use of MILP provided better optimal results [66]. In [67], the
authors used mixed integer linear programming for the successful energy management of
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a campus microgrid located in Pakistan. Kayode Timothy Akindeji et al. used quadratic
programming to optimize the microgrids of two campuses. The results depicted the effect
of different weather conditions on campus load profiles, and it resulted in a substantial
savings on fuel for the existing diesel generators by connecting them with a properly
optimized microgrid [68]. For objective functions having second-order integers, the mixed
integer second-order cone programming technique (MISOCP) is used [69]. In the dynamic
programming technique, an objective function is divided into parts and then optimized.

4.2. Metaheuristic Techniques

Unlike deterministic techniques, metaheuristic algorithms provide an approximate
solution. These are self-learning algorithms that take comparatively less time to reach
a global solution. A famous example of a metaheuristic algorithm is the particle swarm
algorithm. There are many metaheuristic algorithms present in the literature [70], such as
Harmony Search (HS), Genetic Algorithms (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant
colony Optimization (ACO), Stimulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search (TS), Cuckoo Search
(CS), Teaching Learning Based Optimization (TLBO), Jaya-Harmony search (JHS), Krill
Heard (KH), Variable Neighborhood search (VNS), etc. For the campus microgrid at Yalova
University in Turkey, Aykut Fatih Güven et al. proposed the use of the Jaya-Harmony
search algorithm to optimize the energy management process, and they compared the
results with PSO and HOMER. It was concluded that the JHS algorithm provided the
most optimal component sizing [71]. To further increase the efficiency and convergence
of metaheuristic algorithms, a combination of these algorithms is recommended [72]. For
example, PSO provides fast convergence compared to GA [73], but it lacks flexibility, and
so a combination of GA and PSO provides the best results both in terms of convergence
and flexibility [74]. Mohamad Almas Prakasa and Subiyanto Subiyanto used a fusion of
a genetic algorithm and a modified particle swarm optimization algorithm for the cost-
optimal design of a campus microgrid located at the Universitas Negeri Semarang in
Indonesia [75]. The proposed design managed to reduce operation costs by 11.9%.

4.3. Artificial Intelligence Techniques

Artificial intelligence techniques are modern optimization algorithms based on arti-
ficial intelligence. These algorithms have the benefits of quick convergence, high speed,
and good precision. Machine learning involves the use of artificial intelligence algorithms.
Saheed Lekan Gbadamosi and Nnamdi I. Nwulu used the machine learning Waikato Envi-
ronment for Knowledge Analysis algorithm for solar and wind forecasting for a campus
microgrid at the University of Johannesburg in South Africa [76]. Letícia A.L. Zaneti et al.
used the rolling horizon method to reduce the charging costs of campus bus charging
stations by up to 52% [77]. Jangkyum Kim et al. used IoT (Internet of Things) sensors to
collect live data from the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST),
Daejeon campus, and then they used this data to propose a microgrid energy management
scheme. The system was optimized using an AI-based self-organizing map algorithm.
Optimization by taking uncertainties into account resulted in a 3% reduction in peak power
and a 2.16% reduction in the daily electricity price for the campus [101]. Deep learning
techniques can be used for the prediction of energy prices and smart grid stability [78], but
they are associated with some limitations. Türkücan Erdem and Süleyman Eken proposed
the use of layer-wise relevance propagation to discover the relevance of each input. It was
suggested that the primary input in the system was the time required for the participant
response, accompanied by the pricing coefficient, and that the electricity consumption
or production had a negligible effect on the stability [79]. Table 2 shows optimization
techniques being utilized in the latest research.
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Table 2. Some optimization techniques from the latest campus microgrid studies.

Ref Campus Name Country Optimization Method Outcome

[65] University of Engineering
and Technology, Taxila Pakistan MILP

• 36.6% savings for
campus microgrid

[66] Malta College of Arts,
Science, and Technology Malta MILP

• GBP 17,226 net
saving in storage

• 100% optimal
design

[68] University of
KwaZulu–Natal South Africa Quadratic

Programming
Substantial savings on
fuel

[71] Yalova University Turkey Jaya-Harmony Search
• Better convergence.
• Most optimal

sizing

[75] Universitas Negeri Semarang Indonesia Modified PSO and GA
• 11.99% reduction in

system costs

[76] University of Johannesburg South Africa
Waikato Environment
for Knowledge
Analysis (WEKA)

• Reduced effect of
RE unpredictability

• Lowest system
maintenance costs

[77] University of Campinas Brazil Rolling Horizon
• 52% reduction in

operation costs

[101] Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology Korea Self-Organizing Map

Algorithm

• 2.16% reduction in
daily electricity
costs

• 3% reduction in
peak power

[80] Polytechnic of Porto Portugal Fuzzy logic

• Reliable
consumption
forecasting with
less historical input

5. Tools Used for Energy Management of Campus Microgrids

5.1. MATLAB

MATLAB is a programming and development tool to develop several kinds of mathe-
matical algorithms. It is widely used for campus microgrid system optimization purposes.
L. Hadjidemetriou et al. used MATLAB as a tool for the optimization of their proposed
microgrid for the Malta College of Arts, Science, and Technology [17]. Ali Arzani et al. pro-
posed a campus microgrid for Clemson University, Clemson, based on the solar generation
and battery energy storage that could provide power for a two-day islanding event. The au-
thors used MATLAB for the component sizing of their proposed microgrid [101]. In Greece,
Elencova designed a campus microgrid for the Democritus University of Thrace. The
energy management scheme of the campus microgrid was designed using MATLAB [102].

5.2. Simulink

Simulink is a graphical programming tool for modeling work, simulating, and evalu-
ating multidomain dynamic systems based on MATLAB. Its framework comprises a simple
visual block diagramming tool and its libraries that can be modified. It is a very useful tool
for constructing a simulation model of a campus microgrid. Yuly V. Garcia et al. simulated
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their proposed campus microgrid design containing solar, battery storage, and a CHP
system for the University of Puerto Rico in the United States [57]. Moslem Uddin et al.
used a Simulink (MATLAB) tool to model a campus microgrid for the Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS (UTP) in Malaysia. The proposed model was then used to perform economic
and stability analyses [82].

5.3. LabVIEW

LabVIEW is also a graphical programming tool that can be considered an alternative
to Simulink. This tool is widely used by designers and engineers for campus microgrid
applications. Rachid Lghoul in [83] used LabVIEW and CompactRIO for data acquisition
and the management of a campus microgrid at Al Akhawayn University in Morocco. Pedro
Moura et al. used the LabVIEW tool for the development of monitoring software for
a campus microgrid installed at the University of Coimbra in Portugal [84].

5.4. HOMER

HOMER is the abbreviation of Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy Resources.
This tool is a favorite among researchers due to its simple interface and rich features.
A complete financial analysis of a proposed microgrid can be completed using HOMER. It
also provides an opportunity to compare different combinations of proposed active and
passive components of a proposed microgrid to select the most economical one [85]. MD
Sarwar et al. used HOMER for the design and economic analysis of a campus microgrid
at Jamia Millia Islamia University in India. The results proved that the proposed system
design was the most economic and environmentally friendly [86]. Ayooluwa A. Ajiboye
et al. also used HOMER to identify the most economically feasible solution for Covenant
University in Nigeria. The results showed that wind turbines were not suitable for this
location, while a combination of solar, grid, diesel, and battery energy storage was a
potential system for long-term economic benefits [87]. For green transportation at the
Thiagarajar College of Engineering in India, 100 kW solar generation was recommended.
The system was optimized using HOMER, and it was observed that the proposed microgrid
reduced gas emissions by 49,303 kg per year [88]. Sheeraz Iqbal et al. used HOMER for
the economic feasibility testing of a proposed microgrid for the King Abdullah Campus
of the University of Azad Jammu and Kashmir. It was concluded that a hybrid system
containing solar, battery, and grid was the best solution for this university campus [89]. T.
M. I. Riayatsyah et al. performed a techno-economic analysis for Syiah Kuala University in
Indonesia using HOMER, and they concluded that an RE-based system containing 62%
energy from solar and 20% energy from wind could reduce the per-unit cost of campus
energy utilization from $0.060 to $0.0446 per kWh [90]. Stephen Ogbikaya et al. used
HOMER Pro for the optimization and economic analysis of a campus microgrid for a
university located in Nigeria. The proposed optimized system resulted in 88% saving on
electricity charges [91].

5.5. PVSyst

PVSyst is a powerful tool for campus microgrid design and optimization. It has many
unique built-in features, such as 3D partial shading phenomena, solar system sizing [92],
storage optimization, etc. However, the use of this tool is limited to the design of those
microgrids which use only solar as a generation source. It is not possible to use this tool
for microgrids having multiple energy generations [93]. David Morillón Gálvez et al.
used PVSyst to model a grid-connected solar-based campus microgrid for the National
Autonomous University of Mexico. The proposed microgrid resulted in reduced carbon
footprints and had the shortest payback period (fewer than six years) [94].

5.6. CPLEX

CPLEX is a mathematical programming tool developed by IBM ILOG. This tool uses
integer, mixed integer, and quadratic programming techniques to optimize microgrid
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design. It is compatible with several programming languages such as Java, C++, and
Python [95]. Jingyun Li and Hong Zhao used a CPLEX solver to optimize a proposed
campus energy management model based on an improved particle swarm optimization
technique [96].

Apart from the above-mentioned softwares, there are many other useful tools for
campus microgrid development and optimization, such as DER-CAM (Distributed Energy
Resources Customer Adoption Model) [23], iHOGA (Hybrid Optimization by Genetic
Algorithms) [97], SAM (System Advisor Model) [98], PSCAD (Power Systems Computer
Aided Design) [99] and GAMS (Generic Algebraic Modelling System) [100]. Table 3 shows
the energy management system and used tools in the literature.

Table 3. Tools used in the campus microgrid energy management literature.

Ref Campus Resources Tool

[17] Malta College of Arts, Science, and Technology Solar, diesel generator, and BSS MATLAB

[81] Clemson University Solar and BSS MATLAB

[102] Democritus University of Thrace Solar and BSS MATLAB

[57] University of Puerto Rico Solar, CHP, and BSS Simulink

[82] Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS PV, gas turbine, and BSS Simulink

[83] Al Akhawayn University Solar and BSS LabVIEW

[84] University of Coimbra Solar, BSS, and EV LabVIEW

[86] Jamia Millia Islamia University Solar, wind, and BSS HOMER

[87] Covenant University Solar, diesel generator, grid, and BSS HOMER

[88] Thiagarajar College of Engineering Solar HOMER

[89] University of Azad Jammu and Kashmir Solar, grid, and BSS HOMER

[90] Syiah Kuala University Solar and wind HOMER

[94] National Autonomous University of Mexico Solar and grid PVSyst

[123] Seoul National University Solar and ESS MDStool

6. IoT Enabled Cyber-Secured Microgrid

There are several solutions available for smart campus microgrid energy manage-
ment [103]. Technologies that are important for campus microgrid design, communica-
tion, and operation are RFID (radio frequency identification), cloud computing, wireless
technologies, augmented reality (AR), mobile technologies, and IoT (Internet of Things)
technologies [104]. Solar irradiance, humidity, and temperature sensors were used by
Jangkyum Kim to acquire real-time data from a campus microgrid and then propose
an effective energy management model for it [101]. M. Z. Elenkova et al. [102] produced
a simulation model for the campus microgrid at the Democritus University of Thrace in
Greece, and an efficient energy management scheme was introduced for operating this mi-
crogrid. This scheme used IEC 61,850 as a communication protocol. Hanaa Talei proposed
the use of a cloud computing-based IoT platform to avoid unnecessary delays in campus
microgrid communication systems [105].

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a comprehensive study of the various aspects of campus microgrids is
presented. This paper describes the energy management of campus microgrids considering
the objective, architecture, storage technologies, and different tools used. Different storage
technologies are used for campus microgrids. A prosumer-based system is focused on
having the characteristics of energy exchange. In modern techniques, AI is the optimal
tool when compared to conventional tools. An Internet of Things (IoT) -enabled system
is more advanced compared to a classical system. Therefore, IoT technologies are used
for communication and signaling purposes. The softwares used for energy management
systems are also studied to explore better options for simulations. Python is an advanced
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platform for analyses using AI tools. In the future, a technical paper will be presented
focusing on advanced techniques and uncertainties of systems.
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Abstract: Intelligent water usage is required in order to target the challenging goals for 2030 and 2050.
Hydroelectric power plants represent processes wherein water is exploited as a renewable resource
and a source for energy production. Hydroelectric power plants usually include reservoirs, valves,
gates, and energy production devices, e.g., turbines. In this context, monitoring and maintenance
policies together with control and optimization strategies, at the different levels of the automation
hierarchy, may represent strategic tools and drivers for energy efficiency improvement. Nowadays,
these strategies rely on different basic concepts and elements, which must be assessed and investigated
in order to provide a reliable background. This paper focuses on a review of the state of the art
associated with these basic concepts and elements, i.e., digitalization, Industry 4.0, data, KPIs,
modelization, and forecast.

Keywords: hydroelectric power plant; digitalization; Industry 4.0; data; KPIs; modelization; forecast

1. Introduction

The efficiency of large production facilities, in terms of energy and more generally in
terms of the use of the resources exploited, is of primary importance in a world that aims
to respect nature and that desires to limit air pollution and the waste of environmental
resources. Increasing alarm over current climate change and the future of the planet
is leading to a shift away from nonrenewable resources (e.g., fossil fuels). Renewable
energy source (RES) exploitation is encouraged, and this encouragement contributes to
decarbonization. Projects on energy sustainability are shifting political–economic focus
from fossil fuel consumption to the use of alternative and less polluting energies, such as
wind, hydropower or solar energy [1–3].

Water represents a key RES, and its rational usage represents a crucial milestone
when targeting the challenging goals for 2030 and 2050 [4,5]. Water resource systems
require advanced and innovative solutions to guarantee the needed performance required
to focus on, assess and approach these objectives. Water is exploited in many sectors,
e.g., water distribution networks (WDNs) [6,7] and renewable energy production. Among
the various types of renewable energy that exploit water, hydroelectricity is certainly of
fundamental importance. Hydropower is a type of renewable energy generation based
on the production of electricity via exploitation of the movement of large masses of water.
Electricity is generated thanks to the action and to the force of these masses, moved by
gravity within penstocks. In fact, moving or falling water generates kinetic energy and this
kinetic energy is converted into electricity by plants equipped with turbines, generators
and transformers. It is indeed essential to make full use of available resources, e.g., water
from river courses, in order to avoid waste and maximize plants’ efficiency [8].

Hydroelectric power plants are experiencing strong growth in global energy produc-
tion, partly due to the exploitation of innovative technologies that have a focus on electricity
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production monitoring and the proper use of water resources [9,10]. Hydropower plants
can take the form of a reservoir (water is managed through one or more reservoirs) or
run-of-river (placed directly on the course of rivers). Within reservoir hydropower plants, a
particular subcategory is that represented by pumped storage stations. In this type of plant,
reservoirs are located at significantly different vertical levels and water is brought back to
the upper reservoirs through pumps. The output of a plant, on the other hand, depends
basically on two factors, i.e., flow rate and head. The mass of water flowing through a point
in the unit of time is named as flow rate and the head is the difference in height that exists
between the elevation at which the water resource is available and the level at which it is
returned, after passing through the turbine. Hydroelectric power plants are characterized
by electrical, hydraulic and mechanical coupling effects and their management can also
involve market conditions and incentives [11–13]. Different components can be included
in hydroelectric power plants, including rivers, intakes, regulation gates, water collection
reservoirs, sand traps, turbines, floodgates, and dams. Figure 1 depicts some typical ele-
ments of a hydroelectric power plant. Figure 2 depicts a general scheme of a hydroelectric
power plant.

Figure 1. Overview of the general features of a hydroelectric power plant and of the different systems
that can be installed on a hydropower plant.

Figure 2. Example of a hydroelectric power plant.
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In the last decades, equipment in hydropower plants has been enhanced in order
to target high levels of availability, performance, and flexibility, and these results have
been contributing to the energy transition. The efficiency of hydroelectric power plants
has been improved thanks to the key role of Industry 4.0 and digitalization in monitoring,
maintenance, control, and optimization applications [14–18]. Tailored cross-fertilization
procedures can be applied in order to exploit the available knowledge on these topics in
other fields, thus customizing them for the hydropower sector. Monitoring, maintenance,
control and optimization systems are included in Figure 1, together with some typical
information exchanged with the hydroelectric power plant.

The design, manufacture and installation of hydropower plants require a large initial
investment. Moreover, in many cases, the revenue that can be obtained depends on the
weather; periods of water scarcity, resulting in low inflows from rivers, could limit the
production of this type of plant. In this sense, and similar to other types of renewable
energy production, effective production is not always guaranteed for hydropower and,
as a consequence, management of the plants is not a trivial task [19]. Energy efficiency
is a crucial need in the management of hydropower plants. Energy efficiency can be
associated with the single components of the plants and/or subparts of the plants; tailored
key performance indicators (KPIs) must be defined and exploited for efficiency certification.
In order to optimize the plants’ management with regard to different aspects, tailored
monitoring, maintenance, control, and optimization procedures must be applied.

Different review papers are present in the current literature of hydroelectric power
plants. Some of the proposed topics are:

• Assessment of innovative technological aspects for hydropower plants, focusing on
research and development (R&D) [9];

• Climate change mitigation and adaptation for the hydropower sector [20,21];
• Energy revolution for the hydropower sector [22];
• Analysis of the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the hydropower sector [23];
• Operation strategies for hydropower plants [24–29];
• Methods for the solution of scheduling problems in hydroelectric power plants [30–35];
• Modelization and control in hydroelectric power plants [26,27,36–38];
• Hydropower case study collection [39].

Table 1 reports the topic and the main findings of the previously mentioned review
papers.

Table 1. Main features of some review papers for the hydropower sector.

Topic Main Findings Ref.

Analysis of emerging technologies in
the hydropower sector.

Review of R&D aspects in the hydroelectric power sector, including
digitalization and operation. [9]

Climate change mitigation
and adaptation.

Significant role of hydropower technology in the mitigation of climate
change and its crucial role in the adaptation of the availability of water

resources to climate change.
[20]

Climate change mitigation
and adaptation.

Assessment of the relationship between climate change and the
hydropower sector.

Identification of methods for improvement on the analysis of the net
pros of hydropower technology subject to climate change.

[21]

Energy revolution. Revealing the as-yet untapped potential of the hydropower sector in
most areas of Europe and of its contribution to future energy needs. [22]
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Table 1. Cont.

Topic Main Findings Ref.

GHG emissions.

Discussion on GHG emissions from hydroelectric reservoirs, mitigation
techniques, methodological know-how, and relationship between the

parameters affecting GHG emissions.
Review of crucial approaches and methods for the prediction of GHG

emissions associated with reservoirs, investigating also life cycle
assessment, uncertainty sources, and knowledge gaps.

[23]

Operation strategies.
Review of the optimization of operation in hydropower plants with a
focus on minimizing the costs, minimizing the environmental impact,

and maximizing energy generation.
[24]

Operation strategies.

Evaluation of revenue maximization focused on head impact and
price values.

Comparison between mean yearly energy generation and mean
yearly revenue.

Identification of benefits provided exploiting various operation
methodologies.

[25]

Operation strategies, modelization
and control.

Investigation of applications, control, operation, modeling and
environmental impacts of hydroelectric power with a focus on

power systems.
[26]

Operation strategies, modelization
and control.

Focus on the priorities of the European Union (EU) with regard to
applications, case studies, challenges, limitations, benefits, technology
readiness level (TRL), and transversal pros associated with predictive

operation and maintenance (O&M) and energy generation

[27]

Operation strategies. Review of impact and role of distributed flexible AC transmission
system (D-FACTS) devices in the function of microgrids. [28]

Operation strategies. Review of retrofit and upgrade of hydro power plants through the
analysis of research papers, reports, guidelines and standards. [29]

Scheduling problem. Survey on optimal scheduling generation methodologies with a focus
on meta-heuristic optimization methods. [30]

Scheduling problem. Review of machine learning (ML) for short-term hydropower
scheduling, considering the cyber–physical systems (CPSs) paradigm. [31]

Scheduling problem.

Review of mathematical programming methods for the solution of the
short-term scheduling problem on single hydropower units.

Classification of different techniques for the modelling of constraints
and objectives.

[32]

Scheduling problem.
Review of the hydropower scheduling problem with focus on ML and

artificial intelligence (AI) applications for optimization, prediction,
and scheduling.

[33]

Scheduling problem.
Review of ML techniques for hydropower operation optimization, with

a focus on optimal dispatch of hydropower plants in the context of
energy production enhancement.

[34]

Scheduling problem. Review of hydropower optimization R&D activities using a
metaheuristic approach, also considering scheduling problems. [35]

Modelization and control. Review of modelling and control systems development of the
hydro turbine. [36]

Modelization and control. Review of models, stability analysis and control methods for hydro
turbine governing systems. [37]

Modelization and control. Review of data-driven methods for modeling plant operations. [38]

Hydropower case study collection.
Discussion of significant case studies on hydropower installations of

different companies, highlighting decarbonization and ecosystem
protection aspects.

[39]
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The present paper aims to supply a comprehensive review of the existing literature
on the basic concepts and elements needed for the design of monitoring, maintenance,
control and optimization strategies with a focus on energy production. Some basic concepts
and elements, if in-depth approached, may provide the ingredients for the construction
and implementation of these strategies. Based on the authors’ knowledge and based on
the literature analysis of review papers reported in Table 1, a thorough overview on the
proposed topics is not present on the literature. Figure 3 reports a word cloud containing
the most important words of the paper.

Figure 3. Word cloud containing the most important words of the review paper.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 1.1 details the methodology used
for the conduction of the literature analysis. Section 2 focuses on digitalization and Industry
4.0 for the hydropower sector. Section 3 analyzes data and KPIs while modelization and
forecast are detailed in Section 4. Section 5 reports some discussion while conclusions and
future research directions are reported in Section 6.

1.1. Methodology for the Conduction of the Literature Analysis

For the identification of the documents to be analyzed in the proposed review, different
databases have been explored, i.e., IEEE Xplore, Scopus, Web of Science, Google Scholar,
Springer Link, and MDPI. In addition, Google search has been exploited.

Different search strings were used to identify significant documents. An example of
one of these search strings is “hydropower” AND “word”. “word” was replaced based
on the effective topic to be investigated, e.g., “Industry 4.0”. Starting from the available
documents, a selection based on the impact and on the relevance to the considered topics
was performed. A total of 159 references was considered.

Figure 4 reports the number of reviewed and investigated documents associated
with previous review works in the hydropower sector (see Table 1), based on the year of
publication. The total number of documents is 21. Among the 159 references, 115 documents
on hydropower plants were exploited for the technical core of the paper (Sections 2–4).
Figure 5 reports the number of reviewed and investigated documents on hydropower
plants that were exploited for the technical core of the paper (Sections 2–4), based on the
year of publication. Figure 6 reports the number of reviewed and investigated documents
on hydropower plants that were exploited for the technical core of the paper (Sections 2–4),
based on the topic. Some documents were considered for more than one topic, so these
documents are considered more than once in Figure 6. In addition, all of the references
considered for each topic are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Bar graph showing the number of reviewed and investigated documents (previous review
works) based on the year of publication.

Figure 5. Bar graph showing the number of reviewed and investigated documents (hydropower
plants) based on the year of publication.

Figure 6. Bar graph showing the number of reviewed and investigated documents (hydropower
plants) based on the topic.
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Table 2. References associated with each topic.

Topic Associated References

Digitalization and Industry 4.0 [9,15,16,27,39–55]

Data [9,31,41,47,53,56–80]

KPIs [6,7,75,81–101]

Modelization [57,75,94–96,102–136]

Forecast [75,94–96,117,127,130–132,137–157]

2. Role of Digitalization and Industry 4.0 in the Hydropower Sector

In this section, the role of digitalization and Industry 4.0 in the hydropower sector is
analyzed. In particular, some research works about these themes are reported, with a focus
on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

The concept of Industry 4.0 was created as part of the fourth industrial revolution.
Industry 4.0 represents the way to digitalization and it is focused on the encapsulation of
the “digital industry” concept in different industrial areas. Applying cross-fertilization
procedures to the sectors that exploit RESs, the Industry 4.0 paradigm can allow conven-
tional plants to evolve into smart plants. In particular, Industry 4.0 technologies, e.g., the
internet of things (IoT), simulation, cloud computing, augmented reality (AR), big data
analytics, CPSs, cybersecurity, blockchain, AI and ML, can contribute to the improvement
of the energy processes [15]. In the hydropower sector, digitalization can allow remote
monitoring that is oriented to diagnostic actions to be executed for sustainable operation.
This digital transformation can be coupled to modernization actions in order to support
energy flexibility [16]. This potential could be effectively verified if the field implementa-
tion of digitalization takes place in the hydropower sector. In this context, a revolution is
occurring because a large number of hydropower plants were designed a long time ago and
their design working conditions consequently differ from current scenarios [9]. Practical
projects can be implemented in order to exploit Industry 4.0 and digitalization to maintain
and monitor hydropower plants. Some examples of applications are condition monitoring,
fault detection, and operations’ optimization aimed at efficiency improvement [39,40].
These projects could lead to the implementation of Industry 4.0 platforms, which can then
contribute to risk reduction and to a sustainable energy supply through the facilitation of
data consultation and analysis [41]. In addition, digital technology platforms may represent
a key tool in the proposal of pioneering business models [42].

Digitalization in the hydropower sector includes digital technologies, e.g., systems,
infrastructures, networks, sensors, and connected devices [43–45]. The digital technologies
aim to improve efficiency and/or to increase the competitiveness of the business models.
Digitalization provides access to new sources of data and communications, while exploiting
decision support systems (DSSs), automation, and control. Digitalization tools, aimed at the
convergence between information technology (IT) and operation technology (OT), can be
exploited for design, construction, investment decisions, O&M, rehabilitation, and modern-
ization. Some fields of interest are safety, sustainability, and commerce [46]. In [47], five key
themes are claimed as drivers of the digital transition of hydropower plants: production
management and optimization, asset analytics, process improvement and automation,
connected workers, and cybersecurity. Digitalization activates an improved reliability
of forecasting associated with internal factors (e.g., reservoir level), external factors (e.g.,
water inflow and weather), and market conditions (e.g., price and demand). Predictions
that are more reliable can play a key role in the automation, control, optimization, and
maintenance fields [48]. Power production, spillage minimization and energy sources
integration represent some of the benefits that could be obtained. In addition, the selection,
acquisition, storage, analysis and visualization of data on O&M of assets represent drivers
for the transition from periodic maintenance to predictive maintenance. Furthermore, IoT
can contribute to process improvement and automation, enabling remote operations which
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can in turn improve safety and reduce costs [49]. In this context, the connected worker
is a fundamental requirement. As a main drawback, data protection can be subjected to
threats and cybersecurity approaches are needed [47]. In [50], digitalization is defined as a
modernization technology for hydropower plants’ upgrade. In particular, a hydropower
gain can be obtained with regard to the provided power and to the optimization of stor-
age. In [51], the digitalization process in hydropower plants is defined as a driver for
asset performance management, equipment condition monitoring, outage management,
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, IoT, AI, and ML. In addition,
the concept of “Hydropower 4.0” is mentioned. All of these features allow one to obtain
an enhanced flexibility of operations in hydropower stations and an enhancement of the
digital tools in order to fully exploit the resources and to provide upgraded digital security
levels [52]. Industry 4.0-enabling technologies, e.g., IoT, ML and big data analytics, can
be successfully combined with tools provided by other areas, e.g., photogrammetry [53].
Connecting and contaminating different research areas, it can be observed that the digital
and the green transitions are interconnected challenges. In this context, digitalization plays
a key role in the path toward these transitions. Environmental and energy benefits can be
obtained through this process in the hydropower sector, e.g., hydropeaking mitigation, and
water management improvement [27]. Tailored methodologies can be used to evaluate
the potential economic benefits provided by digitalization in hydropower generation and
operation. Increase of efficiency, improvement of the reservoir operation and damage
prevention can be taken into account together with the fact that the hydropower sector can
be associated with other sectors in a water–energy–food ecosystem [54]. Optimal trade-offs
between empowering renewable energy and the reduction of the costs in hydropower
plants must be ensured;, hydropower trading and predictive maintenance on hydro plants
are methodologies that can be accelerated by digital transformation [55].

Table 3 reports some research work about digitalization and Industry 4.0 in the hy-
dropower sector, with a focus on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

Table 3. Main features of the selected papers regarding digitalization and Industry 4.0 in the hy-
dropower sector.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Optimization opportunities in the
digital revolution for renewable

energy sector.

Evaluation of the impact of the
Industry 4.0 paradigm within RESs

energy generation sectors.

Industry 4.0 can enhance the existing
plants and offer some opportunities to

increase efficiency, e.g., sustainable
circular economy aimed at waste

management.

[15]

Digitalization and modernization
of hydropower

operating facilities.

Define the actions for the extension of
the lifetime of a hydropower plant.

Evaluation of the residual life of
generators and retrofit of components

can help in the modernization of
hydropower plants.

Digitalization can allow remote
monitoring oriented to diagnostic

actions to be executed during
sustainable operation.

[16]

Analysis of emerging
technologies in the
hydropower sector.

Collection of information on the
challenges, innovation trends and

emerging hydropower technologies.

There is an emerging need to digitalize
hydropower design and operation. In
this sense, a revolution in hydropower

plants is expected.

[9]

Hydropower case
study collection.

Discussion regarding a number of
representative examples of hydropower
installations from different companies,

highlighting decarbonization and
ecosystem protection aspects.

Digitalization can improve efficiency in
hydropower plants through different

ways, e.g., preventing failures and
optimizing their operation.

[39]
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Table 3. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Report on an Industry 4.0 and
digitalization research project

applied to maintenance and fault
detection of hydropower plants.

Provision of a set of methods for the
implementation of Industry 4.0 and
digitalization on hydropower plants

Proof of the potential of Industry 4.0
and digitalization methods for the

optimization of maintenance through
condition monitoring and fault

detection.

[40]

Case report on a developed
commercial digital transformation
process for a hydropower plant.

Implementation of a modern platform
based on Industry 4.0 tools in order to
facilitate consultation and analysis of

data for the management of
applications of hydrological,

operational, and market information,
and commercial information systems

and platforms.

The developed activities contribute to
risk reduction and to a sustainable

energy supply.
[41]

Report on the exploitation of
digital technology platforms in an

RES context.

Investigation of the impact of digital
technology platforms on the

implementation of innovative business
models in the RES sector.

Digital technology platforms play a key
role in the development of innovative

business models.
[42]

Report on the digital revolution of
hydropower in Latin American

countries.

Investigation of the digitalization status
in hydropower plants of Latin

American countries.

Assessment of the level of digitalization
in hydropower sector in Latin

American countries through the
detection of barriers and challenges of

incorporating digitalization.

[46]

Report on the opportunity to
transform the future of

hydropower sector through
digital generation.

Investigation of challenges of
digitalization and its risks.

Assessment of the current challenges
toward a digitally enabled and

data-driven operation of
hydropower plants.

Assessment of the risks to be taken into
account and to be mitigated within the

digital transition.

[47]

Report on the technical route,
maturity evaluation and content

planning associated with the
digital transformation of

hydropower plants

Study and analysis of the technical
route, the maturity evaluation and

construction planning of hydropower
digital transformation.

Assessment of the problems
encountered within the digital

transformation process.
Definition of a digital maturity

evaluation model for
hydropower systems.

Assessment of digital transformation
planning, including top-level design,

information and communication
standards, and intelligent application.

[48]

Report on digital technologies for
hydropower plant operation.

Study on the impact of digitalization,
contemporary technologies and

optimization on hydropower
plants operations.

Enhanced flexibility, better safety, larger
energy production and lower costs of
maintenance can be targeted through

the implementation of digital
technologies.

[49]

Report on the energy potential of
modernizing the European

hydropower fleet.

Evaluation of different options for
upgrading existing facilities, excluding
measures that are expected to increase

hydromorphological pressure on
water bodies.

Indicative estimation of the additional
annual generation and power that

could be obtained compared with the
current condition if modernization

techniques are implemented.

[50]
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Table 3. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Report on state-of-the-art
hydropower technologies.

Provision of an overview of the state of
the art of hydropower technologies and

techniques, in order to set a baseline
reference to identify and prioritize

future R&D actions.

Process analysis and assessment of
recent technologies for hydropower
plants aimed at enhancing flexibility,
improving efficiency and resilience,

and optimizing O&M.
Discussion of current techniques and
technologies by which to mitigate the

environmental impact of
hydropower projects.

[51]

Report on the most recent
advances in hydropower

technology.

Presentation of a set of research
activities for hydropower plants.

Focus on technological projects.
Focus on studies aimed at the

improvement of the simulations of the
hydrological cycle and climate change
associated with hydropower operation.

[52]

Case study for the design of a
small hydropower plant.

Exploitation of IoT, photogrammetry,
ML and big data analytics as support

tools toward the digital transition.

Evaluation and application of the
proposed design method based on data
analysis, cost estimation, and revenues.

[53]

Digitalization and real-time
control of rivers for the mitigation

of environmental impacts.

Discussion on the development of
different technologies for the

hydropower sector.

Focus on the priorities of the EU with
regard to challenges, case studies,
applications, limitations, benefits,

and TRL.

[27]

Digitalization of the European
water sector to nudge the digital

and green transitions.

Investigation of advantages provided
by digital solutions in the hydropower
sector in terms of economic benefits for

operation and generation.

Computation of the benefits for EU
states and for UK (excluding

environmental and social benefits).
[54]

Digital transformation in
renewable energy.

Provision of significant use cases and
experiences with regard to a Nordic

power producer.

The digital transformation can act for
the empowering the value of renewable
energy and to the reduction of the costs.

Examples of significant use cases are
hydropower trading and predictive

maintenance on hydro plants.

[55]

3. Role of Data and KPIs in the Hydropower Sector

In this section, the role of data and KPIs in the hydropower sector is analyzed. In
particular, some research works about these themes are reported, with focuses on the main
topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

Thanks to Industry 4.0 and digitalization, data selection, acquisition, and storage
is acquiring high relevance in the hydropower sector. The overall hydropower fleet can
benefit from data gathering and from data analysis [9]. The development of information
technology in the hydropower sector has resulted in abundant data resources, thus in-
troducing the hydropower big data era [56]. In this context, big data analytics can play
a crucial role at all O&M and business levels through the harnessing of data for proac-
tive decision-making [9]. Cross-fertilization procedures can be applied from industrial
sectors in order to define efficient data analysis methodologies [57]. The collection and
analysis of data associated with the overall equipment of hydropower plants represents a
challenging objective. These steps can provide huge advantages thanks to the information
contained in the data [31]. Consultation and analysis of data through specific platforms
is a real added value for hydropower plants [41]. Decision-making could benefit from
these platforms thanks to the integration of big data collection, storage, and analysis for
monitoring purposes [58]. Data-driven O&M and business management may represent a
nudge for energy efficiency improvement and O&M cost reduction [47]. In order to acquire
a large amount of data, different technologies can be used, e.g., IoT, photogrammetry,
and satellite [53,59,60]. Big data can be exploited for different types of analysis, e.g., the
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investigation of potentially untapped hydropower exploitation based on the exploration
of the energy markets [61]. A strategic combination of cloud computing, big data and
IoT can support an intelligent hydropower enterprise construction process. Efficient and
scalable unified data management and analysis platforms can guarantee intelligent, safe,
efficient and economic operation and can support command and decision-making [62].
In order to exploit all of the needed data for a defined scope, extensive databases may
be needed. In these databases, data associated with the crucial general information and
process variables in terms of plant operation are stored. For example, spatial distribution
and georeferenced data may represent important sources of information for preliminary
analysis [63,64], while rainfall data can support the decisions [65]. On the other hand,
extensive datasets may represent a driver for hydropower system modelling purposes [66].
Data on full operating ranges may represent an added value because they may be able to
cover a large number of working conditions [67]. In this context, data mining can play a
significant role. It would introduce big data characteristics, connotation and origin, allow-
ing in-depth analysis to be performed and providing a basis for the principles of large data
associated with hydropower science [68]. Data mining techniques can be integrated in a
SCADA system in order to speed up the data processing and allow an acceleration of the
decision processes to the decision makers [69]. In fact, decision makers are not usually able
to work with large databases or to extract information in a short time horizon. The extracted
information can be used for different purposes, e.g., scheduling [70]. An issue to be tackled
with big data is the analysis of the data quality. Data quality can be subjected to different
issues, e.g., failures of sensors, actuators and data transmission systems, and defects of data
storage systems. Data reliability is a fundamental requirement when extracting the needed
information from the available data. In this context, data cleaning represents a strategy
by which to detect abnormal conditions within data and to correct them [71]. In order to
fully exploit data potential, data classification and classification management aspects are
important steps. These phases can be based on databases and aim to provide support for
data analysis [72]. In addition, in the exploration of massive data, data island and data
heterogeneity issues can arise, and customized platforms are thus required [73].

The added value provided by data can also be appreciated in terms of the long-term
analysis associated with market and business development for hydropower plants. For
example, a recent contaminated combination between the data of different research areas,
e.g., market and policy, showed an expected slowdown of the growth of the hydropower
sector in the decade 2021–2030 [74].

Data analysis, selection, storage, and acquisition can also assume a crucial role for
the feasibility study of an advanced process control (APC) project in order to perform an
in-depth plant inspection with the help of information related to that plant’s devices [75].
Another field of application of data analysis in hydropower plants can be the evaluation of
silt erosion in order to intelligently plan maintenance scheduling activities. In this context,
clustering and ML can be exploited [76]. Massive data information can also be used for the
development of digital twins aimed at fault diagnosis in hydropower plants [77]. For the
creation of advanced systems like an APC system and digital twins in a hydropower CPS,
networks of connected subsystems are needed. For example, digital twins need to simulate
the real world in cyber space. Real-time connections between physical and digital systems
are required and cybersecurity represents a challenging objective [78]. Cyber-attacks and
cyber threats must be managed through multilevel protection architectures, which must
be characterized by encryption, access control, and secure virtual private networks [79].
Suitable standards, e.g., the IEC 62443 standard, can be exploited for the development of
cyber security systems in hydropower plants with different generation units [80].

Table 4 reports some research works about data in the hydropower sector, with focuses
on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.
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Table 4. Main features of the selected papers focused on data for the hydropower sector.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Analysis of emerging
technologies in the hydropower

sector.

Collection of information on the
challenges, innovation trends and

emerging hydropower technologies.

The overall hydropower fleet can benefit
from data gathering and from data
analysis. In this context, big data

analytics can play a crucial role at all
O&M and business levels through

harnessing data for proactive
decision-making.

[9]

Big data assessment for the
hydropower sector.

Exploration for promoting the
exploitation of big data and the

associated resources.

The exploration, analysis and application
of big data will retain an important role
in hydropower facilities, thus providing

new opportunities and challenges.

[56]

Review of ML techniques for
hydropower scheduling.

In-depth assessment of the
state-of-the-art of ML for scheduling

in hydropower plants.

The collection and analysis of data
associated with the overall equipment of

hydropower plants represents a
challenging objective. These steps can

provide huge advantages thanks to the
information contained in the data.

[31]

Report on a developed
commercial digital transformation
process for a hydropower plant.

Implementation of a modern Industry
4.0 platform in order to facilitate

consultation and analysis of data for
the management of applications of

hydrological, operational, and market
information, and commercial

information systems and platforms.

The developed activities contribute to
risks’ reduction and to a sustainable

energy supply.
[41]

Design of university hydropower
intelligent decision service

platform.

Implementation of a big data-driven
platform for decision-making support
based on data collection, storage, and

analysis.

Design of a platform architecture with
explicit references to technologies and

tools.
[58]

Report on the opportunity to
transform the future of

hydropower sector through
digital generation.

Investigation of challenges of
digitalization and its risks.

Assessment of the current challenges
toward a digitally enabled and

data-driven operation of hydropower
plants.

Assessment of the risks to be taken into
account and to be mitigated within the

digital transition.

[47]

Case study for the design of a
small hydropower plant.

Exploitation of IoT, photogrammetry,
ML and big data Analytics as support

tools toward the digital transition.

Evaluation and put into practice of the
proposed design method based on data
analysis, cost estimation, and revenues.

[53]

Assessment of the reliability of
the hydropower sector in Malawi.

Design and validation of an
energy-climate-water system

associating remotely sensed data
from multiple satellite missions and
instruments and field observations.

A framework for modelling exploiting
open-access data from satellites and

based on ML algorithms and regression
analysis can provide data and enhance

vulnerabilities explanation.

[60]

Big data analysis for the
hydropower sector.

Investigation of the hydropower
development potential within

ASEAN-8.

Existence of an untapped potential for
hydropower development. The potential

development must assume an
international power exchange.

[61]

Research on intelligent
construction of hydropower

enterprises.

Provision of a strategic framework
and scheme of intelligent construction

of hydropower enterprises.

Cloud computing, big data and IoT can
reinforce operation, command and

decision-making in hydropower
enterprises.

[62]
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Table 4. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Spatial distribution and key
parameters of hydropower plants.

Investigation of spatial distribution
and key parameters of bio- and river

hydro powerplants in Germany.

Provision of a dataset that includes the
spatial configuration, capacity, and year

of commissioning of river- and bio
hydropower plants in Germany.

[63]

Enhance the consideration of data
for decision support tools.

Investigation of hydropower plants in
Africa.

Georeferenced database on existing and
proposed plants in Africa. [64]

Quantitative precipitation
estimates.

Investigation of quantitative
precipitation estimates and the

needed checks for ensure good data
quality.

Provision of a dataset that contains
precipitation statistics calculated by
German Weather Service and their
combination with rainfall statistics

through rain gauge data.

[65]

Enhance the consideration of data
for power system modelling

purposes.

Creation of a dataset for European
hydropower plants modelling.

Provision of a dataset that collects some
information on the European

hydro-power plants.
[66]

Digitalization in hydropower
generation.

Development of a model-based Smart
Power Plant Supervisor.

Digital tools can play a crucial role with
regard to the optimization of O&M to

enhance the supply of auxiliary services
to the electric system.

[67]

Big data and data mining in the
hydropower sector.

Investigation of the hydropower big
data science and technology based on

data mining.

Provision of a value analysis application
prospect of hydropower science large

data.
[68]

Enhance operation of hydropower
plants through data mining.

Empowering of a SCADA system
through the inclusion of data mining

algorithms.

Implementation of a SCADA system with
the integration of data mining techniques

to support decision makers.
[69]

Enhance the scheduling
operations in the hydropower
sector through data mining.

Investigation of the application of
data mining and clustering

techniques for scheduling pattern
identification.

Implementation of a rule-based
procedure aimed at daily generation

scheduling enhancement.
[70]

Research on data cleaning method
for hydropower plants.

Investigation of data quality
enhancement through data cleaning
on dispatch and operation datasets.

Design and implementation of a data
cleaning framework. [71]

Big data management for
hydropower enterprises.

Investigation of classification issues
for big data.

Development of a data classification and
classification management framework for

hydropower enterprises big data.
[72]

Massive data value exploitation in
hydropower stations.

Investigation of the construction of a
platform for the development of a

smart hydropower station.

Assessment of the origin, definition, and
development of data middle platform for

smart hydropower station.
Test of the designed system on practical

application scenarios.

[73]

Exploration of the data related to
market for hydropower plants.

Data-driven investigation of past,
present and future of hydropower

sector, with outlook to 2030.

Based on today’s policy settings, the
growth of hydropower globally is set to

slow in the decade 2021–2030.
[74]

Reservoir advanced process
control (APC) for hydroelectric

power production

Design and implementation of an
APC system for water management

in a hydroelectric power plant.

Definition of data-driven methods for
in-depth plant study before the design of

an APC system.
The selection, acquisition, storage,

and analysis of data cover a crucial role
in the plant study, together with an

in-depth analysis of the devices.

[75]

Application of ML for silt data
analysis in hydropower plants.

Exploitation of ML for the reduction
of the risk caused by the silt erosion.

Based on silt data analysis, maintenance
planning of hydropower plants can be

obtained.
[76]
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Table 4. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Digital twin for hydropower
plants.

Construction and application of a
data-driven model for different

purposes.

The model is investigated with a
hydropower fault diagnosis application. [77]

Digital twins for energy systems
and smart cities.

Review of literature and practices of
digital twin in energy systems and

smart cities.

Assessment of cybersecurity, efficiency,
sustainability and reliability through

digital twin.
[78]

Security in automated control
systems of hydropower
engineering facilities.

Assessment of the concept of CPS to
manage computer security of

automated process control systems at
hydropower engineering facilities.

Security systems can be integrated in an
efficient manner with automated process

control systems of hydropower
engineering facilities.

[79]

Cybersecurity in hydropower
plants.

Assessment of cybersecurity in
hydropower plants.

Exploitation of the standard IEC
62443-2-1 for the implementation of a

cybersecurity management system on a
hydropower plant with two generation

units.

[80]

In the context of Industry 4.0 and digitalization, thanks to the added value provided
by massive data, KPIs represent a fundamental tool in the hydropower sector. Tailored
KPIs must be defined based on the studied context. KPIs can be associated with different
objectives, e.g., business, optimization, control, and maintenance. Generally, KPIs can be
exploited to evaluate whether a project really provides benefits in terms of efficiency and
optimal performance. As mentioned above, a project can be referred to different areas. KPIs
represent a metric by which to evaluate performance. Examples of general project KPIs
in hydroelectric power plants are availability, revenue, return on investment, efficiency,
energy output, capacity factor, and generation capacity. KPIs can support a wide variety of
economic, ecological, cultural, and social objectives [81].

In order to enhance a system’s availability, i.e., the percentage of current uptime con-
sidering the total service hours, tailored plant models can be obtained using the reliability
block Diagram and of the stochastic block diagram. This approach can support decision
makers in the optimization of maintenance management [82]. In addition, intelligent
mitigation measures can be adopted in order to manage the trade-off between economic
constraints, climatic variability, and increased demand. These measures can be associated
with tailored indicators that explain the production reliability of hydropower plants [83].
Plant modelization can be used also to obtain tailored sustainability KPIs in order to assess
the sustainability of hydropower plants [84]. Generally, KPIs can be formulated based
on tailored process models in order to achieve a global evaluation of the performance
of hydropower plants [85]. For example, transfer function modelling can be exploited
and models can be obtained based on input/output data and the statistic features of the
computed indicators can be analyzed in order to compare different production periods [86].

KPIs can also be exploited for companies’ sustainability analyses based on key environ-
mental, technical and social aspects [87]. For example, relationships between water supply,
biodiversity and ecosystem service losses can be investigated [88]. Furthermore, electricity
consumption of hydropower plants, economic growth and a power system’s losses can
be related in order to support decision-making regarding electric energy policies [89]. In
addition, KPIs can be used as proof of the feasibility of hydropower projects thanks to their
capability to take into account financial and non-financial aspects [90].

Tailored KPIs can also be exploited for the design of condition monitoring, early
diagnostics and predictive maintenance systems aimed at supporting and enhancing the
O&M of hydropower plants [91]. In-depth analysis is required in order to formulate peculiar
indicators [92]. Poor maintenance can cause process failures that can represent threats to
revenue, operation feasibility and people’s health. For this reason, the performance of
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maintenance must be monitored and analyzed through specific indicators based on tailored
regulations [93].

In order to formulate the mathematical optimization problems and to verify the perfor-
mance of APC systems in hydropower plants, tailored KPIs can be formulated, monitored
and analyzed [75,94]. An example of a KPI to be verified is the service factor, i.e., the time
percentage associated with full service of the APC system [6,7]. The service factor can
also represent a significant performance metric for the achievement of plant operators’
feedback when they are required to use APC systems based on different methodologies
and techniques, e.g., model predictive control (MPC) [95–99]. The formulation of math-
ematical optimization problems associated with control and optimization systems may
depend on tailored KPIs, represented by the cost functions to be minimized/maximized.
These cost functions can be formulated taking into account different objectives, e.g., the
maximization of hydropower production, water supply reliability, spill prevention, and
revenue income [100,101].

Table 5 reports some research works about KPIs in the hydropower sector, with focuses
on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

Table 5. Main features of the selected papers focused on KPIs for the hydropower sector.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

System availability improvement.
Maintenance management

optimization aimed at system
availability improvement.

Design of a method based on a stochastic
block diagram adopting a hydropower

plant as case study.
[82]

Reliability of performance in
hydropower plants.

Selection of features able to provide a
reliability analysis associated with the
performance of hydropower plants.

Adoption of multi-criteria
decision-making methods for the

identification of the indicators.
[83]

Assessment of the sustainability
in the hydropower sector

Development of a sustainability
framework.

Design of a sustainability index based on
plant mathematical modelization. [84]

Evaluation of the performance of
Brazilian hydropower plants.

Investigation of the performance of
the largest Brazilian hydropower

plants based on O&M indicators and
quality of service.

Design of an approach for the
construction of composite indicators

based on modelization.
[85]

Hydropower generation system
performance evaluation.

Development of a method for the
evaluation of the hydropower

generation facilities for performance
improvement.

Exploitation of transfer function
modelling to obtain performance

indicators.
[86]

Environmental reporting
associated with some Italian

hydropower companies.

Analysis on the evaluation of
sustainability data by the companies.

Reporting on the key environmental,
technical, and social aspects (significance,
indicators, and improvement objectives).

[87]

Integrated energy and economic
evaluation for hydropower plants.

Assessment of the impact of the
donor-side and the user-side on

ecosystem services.

Design of an integrated evaluation
framework able to evaluate impacts on

water supply, biodiversity and ecosystem
service losses.

[88]

Losses (power), consumption,
performance (economic) of

hydroelectricity in Indonesia.

Investigation of causality relationship
between electricity consumption of

hydropower plants, losses of the
power system and economic growth.

Proposal of a statistical method for the
evaluation of the considered causality
relationships and exploitation of the

results for the decision of electric energy
policy.

[89]

Small-scale hydropower project
attractiveness analysis.

Design of tools for the assessment of
small-scale hydropower plants

performance in the
pre-implementation phase.

Exploitation of balanced scorecard as
evaluation tool in the feasibility studies

on plant implementation.
[90]
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Table 5. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Condition monitoring and
predictive maintenance

methodologies for hydropower
equipment.

Development of a system able to
support O&M through condition

monitoring, early diagnostics, and
predictive maintenance.

Formulation of a KPI for operating
hydropower plants in order to identify

faults and to support O&M tasks.
[91]

Performance analysis of
hydropower units.

Condition monitoring of hydropower
generation units.

Formulation a correlation transmissibility
indicator to analyze degradation

performance.
[92]

Maintenance monitoring and
analysis in hydropower plants.

Determination of maintenance
performance indicators for asset

management.

Formulation of tailored indicators
associated with different evaluation

levels and test of the proposed
methodology on a Brazilian hydroelectric

power plant.

[93]

Reservoir advanced process
control (APC) for hydroelectric

power production.

Design and implementation of an
APC system for water management

in a hydroelectric power plant.

Use of tailored KPIs for the mathematical
formulation of the control problem.
The satisfactory performance of the

developed APC system was proven by
the high service factor achieved.

[75]

APC for water resources systems.
Presentation and analysis of two case

studies where APC systems were
successfully applied.

Use of tailored KPIs for the mathematical
formulation of the control problem.

Use of the service factor as support KPI
for APC system’s performance

evaluation.

[94]

Production plan satisfaction for
hydropower production.

Design and implementation of an
MPC strategy for the satisfaction of

the production plan in a hydroelectric
power plant.

Use of tailored KPIs for the mathematical
formulation of the control problem.
The satisfactory performance of the

developed MPC strategy was proven by
the high service factor achieved.

[95]

Reservoir water management for
hydropower production.

Design and implementation of an
MPC strategy for reservoir water

management.

Use of tailored KPIs for the mathematical
formulation of the control problem.
The satisfactory performance of the

developed MPC strategy was proven by
the high service factor achieved.

[96]

Performance appraisal of
agricultural–water systems.

Assessment of the performance of
agricultural–water systems based on
comparative performance indicators.

Formulation of a high-level optimization
problem to maximize monthly irrigation

and hydropower releases.
[100]

Performance evaluation for
multipurpose multi-reservoir

system operation.

Development of a performance
evaluation model.

Formulation of a performance index that
takes into account spill prevention,
reliability of water supply, revenue

income, and energy production.

[101]

4. Role of Modelization and Forecast in the Hydropower Sector

In this section, the role of modelization and forecast in the hydropower sector is
analyzed. In particular, some research works about these themes are reported, with focuses
on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

Modelization can play a crucial role in the hydropower sector. Modelization practices
represent an important aspect in both design and in the O&M phases of the hydropower
plants. Data support the modelization phase, especially in the O&M phase. Reliable
data allows one to obtain robust models, which are crucial for different applications [57].
Design could also benefit from reliable data. For example, data from already commissioned
hydropower plants could be exploited to improve the design of future plants.

Another area that can significantly affect the design and O&M of hydropower plants is
associated with the capability to forecast. Forecasts can be exploited for different purposes
and in different contexts.
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4.1. Modelization for Design

Effective design procedures require reliability assessment. In [102], a mixed integer
non-linear program (MINLP) is proposed as an optimization problem by which to guarantee
the maximization of the hydropower production while considering the reliability level. The
model-based optimal design is applied to a real plant. Reliability assessment can represent
a crucial aspect in large-scale hydropower plants, e.g., hydropower plants characterized by
multiple interconnected reservoirs. In order to guarantee an optimal design for the energy
generation, cellular–automata-based approaches can be exploited for the modelization
of reliability, taking into account the interdependency between O&M and design [103].
Reliability could also be referred to the energy yield in multi-reservoir systems. For this
purpose, a reliability-based simulation model is needed in order to formulate objective
functions, taking into account reservoir releases and/or reservoir storages [104].

Accurate modelization procedures could also be exploited for design changes on
already installed plants. For example, multi-objective optimization models can be used to
analyze economic–ecological tradeoffs in order to support decision making regarding dam
removal [105]. Additionally, ex-post assessments can be performed in order to discover
trade-offs, dependencies and robustness in hydropower plants, e.g., in dam design and
operation. For this purpose, design problems associated with operation and dam sizing
must be formulated and solved [106]. In addition, sensitivity analysis could support
plants’ modifications; an example is represented by a dam that supplies drinking water,
where, thanks to sensitivity analysis, some margins for the installation of a hydropower
unit can be detected [107]. Furthermore, different tools can be used for the computation
of the potential associated with a design change. For example, geographic information
system (GIS) tools can be exploited for the evaluation of the benefits that can be achieved
through the transformation of conventional hydropower schemes into pumped hydropower
schemes [108].

O&M and design challenges may result in a highly non-convex optimization problem,
so tailored methods for the achievement of a feasible solution must be applied, e.g., honey
bee mating optimization (HBMO) [109]. In this context, multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms can reduce the computational cost [110]. Specific software and routines are
needed to solve the obtained optimization problems. An example of such software is Water
Evaluation and Planning (WEAP), which can be exploited as simulation software for water
resources planning. The invasive weed optimization (IWO) algorithm represents another
specific tool [111].

Effective design procedures require reliable simulation frameworks. In this way, some
crucial features of the hydropower plants to be constructed can be simulated, e.g., the
capacity of installation (design discharge) [112]. In order to provide holistic simulation
frameworks, environmental impact evaluation must be incorporated into optimization and
decision making, wherein different scenarios are needed for the optimization of the design
of the facilities [113]. Various factors must be included in the simulation frameworks, e.g.,
market price. These factors could support the assessment of the economic feasibility of
a hydropower project. In this context, design parameters associated with plant sizing
cover a crucial role and the computation of their optimal values can be performed through
effective simulation frameworks based on reliable models and efficient optimizers [114].
Hydropower projects can affect the ecosystem and a proper planning of hydropower
projects must include an efficient cost–benefit analysis framework. In this way, decision-
making can also take into account ecosystem services [115]. For the mitigation of the huge
budget required for projects of the hydropower field, the design phase must optimize
both the design and the future operation. An example is represented by reservoir plants
equipped with pump stations, because these systems are energy producers characterized
by cost effectiveness; an optimization model can be formulated in order to maximize the
net benefit [116].

The potential of AI can be exploited for planning and design in dam engineering [117].
In addition, the visualization of a construction process could represent an added value
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for the design of hydropower plants. This involves a modelization approach that is able
to provide real-time and interactive 3D scenes through virtual reality (VR) [118]. In this
context, realistic terrain simulation could also aid in the design through dynamic visual
simulation based on VR [119].

Table 6 reports some research works about modelization for design in the hydropower
sector, with focuses on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

Table 6. Main features of the selected papers focused on modelization (design) for the hydropower
sector.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Optimization of the design and of
the operation of hydropower

plants.

Formulate an optimization problem
aimed at the maximization of the

produced energy and at controlling
the reliability level.

The developed system is exploited for the
capacity optimization of the plants to be

designed.
[102]

Hydropower plants design. Incorporate reliability models in the
design procedures.

Cellular automata are exploited for
reliability model formulation. [103]

Analysis of the integrated
operation of multi-reservoir

hydropower systems.

Reliability assessment as a support
for the design.

The developed model allows one to
exploit tailored objective functions able to
take into account both reservoir release

and storage.

[104]

Proof-of-concept demonstration
on the effects of dam’s removal on

a plant.

Exploit modelization for
decision-making support.

The developed optimization problem
allows one to take into account both
economic and ecological objectives.

[105]

Ex-post assessment of the design
of hydropower plants.

Solve design problems that include
operation and sizing of dams.

The proposed method allows one to
reduce capital costs. [106]

Sensitivity analysis.
Detect potential margins for the

installation of a hydropower plant on
an already existing dam.

The proposed method revealed that a
small-scale hydropower plant can be

installed on the already existing plant.
[107]

Calculation of the potential that
can be achieved from hydropower

plants’ design change.
Development of a GIS-based model. The developed model was tested on some

case studies and revealed its applicability. [108]

Design-operation of
multi-hydropower reservoirs.

Illustrate and test the option to use
the HBMO algorithm in a highly

non-convex optimization problem.

The HBMO algorithm outperforms other
existing algorithms. [109]

Design of cascade hydropower
reservoir systems.

Formulation of a multi-objective
optimization model for the
determination of the design

parameters.

Multi-objective differential evolution can
be exploited to solve hydropower design

optimization problems.
[110]

Optimal design and operation of
hydropower plants.

Formulate an optimization problem
aimed at generated energy

maximization and at flood damage
minimization.

WEAP software and IWO algorithm can
be exploited for the optimal design and

operation of a hydropower plant.
[111]

Simulation of hydropower plants
aimed at design optimization. Formulation of a simulation model.

The developed model allows for the
simulation of hydropower plants’ main

features, e.g., capacity of installation.
[112]

Sustainable planning of
multipurpose hydropower

reservoirs.

Provide a simulation–optimization
framework for design optimization

based on different scenarios.

Environmental economics can
significantly affect the project results. [113]

Optimal design of hydropower
projects.

Provide a simulation-optimization
model for multi-reservoir systems

design.

The proposed framework exploits WEAP
software and adds a hydropower

computation module; the optimization
problem is solved through PSO and takes
into account different economic factors.

[114]
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Table 6. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Optimal development of
hydropower projects.

Inclusion of ecosystem services
within the optimal development of

hydropower projects.

The formulated cost–benefit analysis
framework allows incorporation of the

services of the ecosystem into
decision-making and into models for the

optimization of the projects.

[115]

Plan a design phase equipped
with simultaneous

design-operation optimization for
pumping systems in reservoir

power plants.

Maximization of the net benefit of
installations in reservoir systems.

Pumped-storage systems have better
outcomes than individual hydropower

systems, taking into account benefits and
efficiency.

[116]

AI and digital technologies in
dam engineering.

Review of AI and digital technologies
application in dam engineering.

Assessment of the role of AI and digital
technologies in dam engineering with

regard to design and planning.
[117]

Exploitation of VR for the
construction process of dams in

hydropower plants.

Development of a system able to
achieve a realistic, 3D real-time and

interactive virtual scene.

The developed system can represent a
support analytical tool to optimize the

construction management of hydropower
plants.

[118]

Dynamic visual simulation of
hydropower construction project.

Development of a system that
uses VR.

The developed system could provide a
design and management environment for

hydropower projects.
[119]

4.2. Modelization for O&M

O&M activities can be supported by modelization and simulation tools. For example,
deep learning, support vector regression and artificial neural network (ANN) techniques
can be exploited for reservoir operation modeling and simulation in order to support deci-
sion making [120]. In addition, data-driven AI can also be exploited for reservoir operation
policy computation; in this context, pattern recognition and metaheuristic optimization are
useful concepts [121]. Dam operation can also benefit from deep learning in order to build
models able to provide key insights through the simulation of different scenarios [122]. In
the field of dam engineering, AI and digital technologies could provide predictive mod-
eling [117]. Dam–reservoir system modelization can be exploited for the computation of
a balance between environmental management and hydropower generation [123]. Cas-
cade hydropower systems can be considered as complex systems and cellular automata
methodologies can be exploited for modelization and optimization in order to maximize
energy production [124]. In order to solve reservoir operation optimization problems,
animal-inspired evolutionary algorithms can be applied, e.g., particle swarm optimization
(PSO), ant colony optimization (ACO), artificial bee colony (ABC), shuffled frog leaping
algorithm (SFLA), firefly algorithm (FA), HBMO, bat algorithm (BA), and cuckoo search
(CS) [125]. In addition, surrogate modeling could contribute to release decisions at the
desired timescale [126].

Different variables and indexes can be modelized for O&M activities. A significant
index that can be modelized is the reliability level of hydro-energy production. The
inclusion of this index in the optimization problem associated with optimal design and
operation strategies can represent an overall enhancement of the considered plant [102].
Among the variables that can be taken into account are design and operation variables.
These variables can be affected by different factors and they can retain different impacts on
the overall system performance [111]. A crucial process operation variable that can be taken
into account is the dammed water level. In order to modelize it, different approaches can be
exploited, e.g., neural networks, support vector regression, and Gaussian processes [127].

Techno-ecological synergy frameworks may be needed in order to evaluate the sustain-
ability of hydropower plant operation at local and regional levels. Life-cycle assessment
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can be exploited for this purpose [128]. In addition, externality theory models can be used
for the evaluation of the impact of a hydropower project [129].

O&M of hydropower plants could benefit from modeling and simulation combined
with forecasting. Hydropower allocation can be guided by forecast-informed reservoir
operations. Hydroclimatic predictions can be converted into actionable information for
the enhancement of the management of hydropower plants [130]. Another context of
application of the combination between modeling, simulation and forecasting is short-term
hydropower operations planning. In this context, a short-term model is required in order to
dispatch the available water to the turbines on a daily basis. The model can be characterized
by a stochastic nature in order to include uncertainties, e.g., inflow uncertainty [131]. The
scheduling task can also be performed through multi-objective models that are particularly
recommended for large-scale systems [132].

An additional field of application of the combination between modeling, simulation,
and forecasting is reservoir level control. Different APC techniques can be applied to
solve this problem, e.g., MPC [133–136]. Among the features needed to apply MPC,
model and forecasts reliability cover a crucial role. A reliable model of the plant allows
the provision of a tool with which to simulate and predict the effect of the manipulated
and unmanipulated inputs on the outputs; on the other hand, forecast reliability can be
referred to the availability of predictions associated with the unmanipulated inputs in
order to include them in the control law computation [75]. Unmanipulated inputs can be
represented by the water discharged toward the turbines, which is connected to the energy
that has to be generated. The relationship between the hydroelectric energy and the water
that has to be provided to the turbines can be obtained by exploiting linear regression
models [94]. The reliability of these models can impact the reliability of the models of the
upstream devices, e.g., reservoirs. The modelization of reservoirs’ levels can be performed
using different types of model, e.g., first-principles models [95]. In order to mitigate model
uncertainties, suitable model mismatch compensation strategies must be used [96]. Table 7
reports some research works about modelization for O&M in the hydropower sector, with
focuses on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

Table 7. Main features of the selected papers focused on modelization (O&M) for the hydropower
sector.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Modeling and simulation of
reservoir operation.

Development of models for
decision-making support.

ANN, support vector regression and
deep learning techniques are exploited to
build models for simulation of reservoir

operation.

[120]

Hydropower reservoir operation
policy computation. Exploitation of AI for modelization.

The developed models are included in a
metaheuristic optimizer and satisfactory

operation results are provided.
[121]

Modeling and simulation of dam
operation.

Development of deep learning
models for decision-making support.

Assessment of the explainability of the
developed deep learning model on dam

operation.
[122]

Exploration of digital
technologies and AI for dams.

Review of digital technologies and AI
application in dam engineering.

Assessment of the role of AI and digital
technologies with regard to predictive

modeling.
[117]

Dam–reservoir system
management.

Mathematical modelling and
computation of a balance between

hydropower generation and
environmental management.

The balanced operation policy is
obtained through the solution of a

stochastic control problem.
[123]
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Table 7. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Energy production maximization
in complex plants.

Development of a modelization and
optimization method for energy

production maximization.

Cellular automata can be used for
modelization, simulation and

optimization of complex hydropower
plants.

[124]

Modelization of the operation of
reservoirs.

Review of applications of
animal-inspired evolutionary

algorithms in reservoir operation
modelling.

PSO, ACO, ABC, SFLA, HBMO, CS, FA
and BA algorithms can be exploited for

reservoir operation modelling.
[125]

Hydropower optimization. Exploitation of ANNs surrogate
models and water quality models.

The proposed approach provides
high-fidelity modelization and allows
one to support decisions at the desired

timescale.

[126]

Optimal operation and design of
hydropower plants.

Formulate an optimization problem
aimed at produced energy

maximization and at controlling the
reliability level.

The developed system is exploited for the
capacity optimization of the plants to be

designed.
[102]

Optimal design and operation of
hydropower plants.

Formulate an optimization problem
aimed at generated energy

maximization and at flood damage
minimization.

The optimization of design variables can
affect the system performance in a

different manner with respect to the
optimization of operation variables.

[111]

Dammed water level analysis and
prediction in a hydropower

reservoir.
Short- and long-term analyses. Machine learning could represent a

significant driver. [127]

GHG mitigation in hydropower
plants.

Investigation of techno-ecological
synergies of hydropower plants.

The developed techno-ecological
framework, based on life cycle

assessment, can be exploited for the
evaluation of the supply and of the

demand of hydropower plants in order to
evaluate their sustainability level.

[128]

Evaluation of hydropower
projects.

Investigation of externality
evaluation models for hydropower

projects.

Externality theory can be exploited for
hydropower projects evaluation. [129]

Guide hydropower allocation. Provision of forecast-informed
reservoir operations.

The developed model allows one to
convert hydroclimatic predictions into

actionable information for the
enhancement of plants’ management.

[130]

Short-term hydropower
operations planning.

Exploitation of modeling, simulation
and forecasting for the optimal

dispatch of the water to the turbines.

Stochastic short-term models can be
exploited due to their ability to deal with

uncertainty.
[131]

Short-term hydropower
scheduling.

Development of a multi-objective
model for peak shaving.

The proposed approach is applicable,
tractable and robust enough to obtain

near optimal results efficiently.
[132]

Reservoir advanced process
control (APC) for hydroelectric

power production.

Design and implementation of an
APC system for water management

in a hydroelectric power plant.

The achievement of a robust plant model
and of reliable forecasts on the

production plan represent fundamental
requirements for the application of MPC

technique.

[75]

APC for water resources systems.
Presentation and analysis of two case

studies where APC systems were
successfully applied.

The relationship between the
hydroelectric energy and the water that

has to be provided to the turbines can be
obtained by exploiting linear regression

models.

[94]
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Table 7. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Production plan satisfaction for
hydropower production.

Design and implementation of an
MPC strategy for the satisfaction of a

production plan.

Different types of models may be
formulated and integrated in an MPC

strategy for production plan satisfaction.
[95]

Reservoir water management for
hydropower production.

Design and implementation of an
MPC strategy for reservoir water

management.

The design of ad hoc model mismatch
compensation strategies can mitigate the

model uncertainties.
[96]

4.3. Forecast

Dam engineering could benefit from predictive modeling for the forecasts needed
in order to make the due decisions at the right times [117]. Crucial process variables
need to be predicted in order to support the management of areas with hydrology stress;
in this context, machine learning could represent a significant driver [127]. In addition,
hydroclimatic predictions can support the decision-making process in order to optimally
allocate hydropower energy [130]. The hydropower generation represents a crucial process
variable and its prediction is a very challenging task. Tailored algorithms can be used for
this purpose, e.g., the developed wildebeest herd optimization (DWHO) algorithm; the
convergence speed and the required time to provide a solution represent significant factors
to be considered in the selection of an algorithm [137]. Combinations of different techniques
can be exploited for hydropower generation prediction, e.g., grey wolf optimization (GWO),
and the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [138]. Additionally, ANNs can
be exploited for the prediction of power production. Good performance can be obtained
if large amounts of significant data are available [139]. The water inflow into reservoirs
represents another crucial process variable to be predicted. For this purpose, historical
data can be exploited together with dynamic non-linear auto-regressive (NAR) and non-
linear auto-regressive with eXogenous input (NARX) models [140]. Additionally, ensemble
forecasts can be used for the verification of the inflow into hydropower reservoirs, taking
into account different meteorological models. These forecasts can provide enhancement in
different aspects, e.g., benefits and flood control [141].

With regard to streamflow, the quality and the value of the forecast are crucial aspects
to be taken into account. The quality refers to the accuracy of predictions while the value
refers to the impact of the decisions’ predictions on the results of the operations [142].
Machine learning could be very useful in the modelization of complex, non-stationary, and
non-linear time series aimed at streamflow forecasting. In particular, data preprocessing
can be combined with modelization and an optimizer can be selected for the achievement
of a feasible parameter configuration [143]. Middle and long-term streamflow forecasts
can also be exploited for hydropower maximization; in order to deal with the stochastic
nature of streamflow, the combination of AI, adaptation and parameter optimization could
be needed [144]. Another paradigm that can be used for streamflow forecasts is that of the
ensemble forecasts used in order to deal with uncertainties [145]. Biases on the ensemble
streamflow predictions could impact the electricity production in the hydropower reservoir
management. Methods for streamflow prediction with a poor robustness to uncertainties
could cause a high risk for the level of reservoirs in the pursuit of maximized short-time
profit; the introduction of suitable constraints can mitigate this aspect [146]. With regard to
short-term streamflow prediction, the combination of stochastic weather generation and
ensemble weather forecasts can help in the extension of the forecasting horizon [147].

The optimal dispatch of the available water to the turbines in a hydroelectric power
plant can benefit from reliable predictions. In particular, stochastic short-term models
can be exploited in order to provide reliable one day ahead forecasts [131]. In addition,
multi-objective short term scheduling models can be exploited for this purpose. The main
challenges are represented by large scale systems, numerous power-receiving grids, com-
plex constraints, and cascaded systems [132]. In this context, the impact of hydrological
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forecasts on the revenue and on the management of reservoirs can be obtained through
sensitivity analysis. In addition, the forecast quality affects the stock evolution, the spillage,
the production rates, and the production hours [148]. Different performances can be pro-
vided by probabilistic and deterministic forecasts in the optimization (short-term) of the
reservoirs. Ensemble forecasts (probabilistic) and multi-stage optimization (stochastic) tech-
niques could provide a higher level of flood protection while guaranteeing an acceptable
energy production [149]. Another problem that can benefit from reliable forecasts is the
monthly runoff prediction in hydropower plants. For this purpose, for the enhancement
of the accuracy of the predictions, hybrid prediction models can be formulated through
the combination of empirical mode decomposition (EMD), time varying filtering (TVF),
extreme learning machines (ELM), and salp swarm algorithm (SSA) [150]. ELM algorithms
can be integrated with the Monte Carlo method in order to provide reliable predictions of
hydropower production and energy saving [151].

The outputs of the optimal dispatch problems are usually represented by the hydro-
electric energy production plan. This plan is connected with the water that has to be
sent to the turbines by the upstream devices. A reliable model between the hydropower
generation and the provided water can provide reliable forecasts of the water that has
to be discharged from the upstream devices [75]. Reliable forecasts of the water that has
to be discharged from the upstream devices can be obtained through the application of
different algorithms, e.g., ANFIS and the cooperative search algorithm (CSA) [152]. Reliable
forecasts of the water that has to be discharged from the upstream devices allows one to
obtain reliable predictions of the process variables associated with these devices, e.g., the
reservoir level [94]. These predictions also depend on the inflows to the upstream devices;
reliability on these forecasts is required in order to accurately predict the needed process
variables, e.g., the reservoir level [95,96]. Inflow prediction is significantly influenced by
precipitation forecasts. Uncertainties and probabilities of the precipitation must be taken
into account [153]. Inflows can be characterized by different lead times. For this purpose,
short-, long-, and medium-term forecasts on inflow can be computed [154]. As mentioned
above, a strategy that can be implemented based on predictions is MPC. In this regard,
the prediction horizon must be selected based on the effective reliability window of the
computed forecasts [155].

Reliable forecasting methods could also be useful in the evaluation of the impact of
hydropower facilities on sustainable development. For example, the long-term prediction
of GHG risk is needed in order to assess life cycle emissions [156]. GHG risk could be
detected through CO2 and CH4 fluxes prediction. Specific tools can be exploited for the
evaluation of GHG emissions vulnerability; in-depth analysis must be conducted in order
to evaluate the reliability of the predictions [157].

Table 8 reports some research works about forecast in the hydropower sector, with
focuses on the main topic, on the scope and on the main findings.

Table 8. Main features of the selected papers focused on forecast for the hydropower sector.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

AI and digital technologies in
dam engineering.

Review of AI and digital technologies
application in dam engineering.

Assessment of the role of AI and digital
technologies in dam engineering with

regard to predictive modeling.
[117]

Analysis and prediction of
dammed water level in a

hydropower reservoir.

Long- and short-term predictions of
dammed water level in a hydropower

reservoir.

Machine learning could represent a
significant tool. [127]

Guide hydropower allocation. Provision of forecast-informed
reservoir operations.

Hydroclimatic predictions can be
converted into actionable information in

order to actively support the
decision-making process.

[130]
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Table 8. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Prediction of hydropower
generation.

Investigation of the algorithms that
can be used.

DWHO algorithm represents a suitable
solution due to its convergence speed

and to the required time to provide the
solution.

[137]

Prediction of hydropower
generation.

Investigation of the algorithms that
can be used.

GWO and ANFIS algorithms can be
combined in order to provide accurate

predictions.
[138]

Prediction of hydropower
generation.

Investigation of the algorithms that
can be used.

ANNs algorithms can represent a
suitable solution. [139]

Water inflow prediction for dam
reservoirs. Development of a prediction method. NAR and NARX models can be exploited

for the prediction. [140]

Verification of inflow into
hydropower reservoirs.

Exploitation of ensemble forecasts
and TIGGE database.

The obtained forecasts can provide
enhancement in terms of benefit and

flood control.
[141]

Subseasonal hydrometeorological
forecasts for hydropower

operations.

Assessment of the quality and of
value of subseasonal

hydrometeorological forecasts for
hydropower operations.

The improvement of forecast quality and
value is strictly related to the used

preprocessing techniques.
The forecast value–quality relationship is
complex and it is related to many factors.

[142]

Streamflow time series forecasting
of hydropower reservoir.

Improvement of the conventional
hydrological forecasting models.

Machine learning and tailored optimizers
could represent significant tools. [143]

Middle and long-term streamflow
forecasts.

Deal with the stochastic nature of
streamflow in order to maximize the

hydropower generation.

The combination of AI, adaptation and
parameters’ optimization could represent

a significant tool.
[144]

Streamflow predictions on short
and long ranges.

Deal with the uncertainties that
characterize the streamflows.

Ensemble forecasts can successfully
predict the streamflow. [145]

Ensemble prediction on
streamflow.

Evaluation of the impact of prediction
bias on electric energy production.

Exploiting algorithms with a poor
robustness to uncertainty, the reservoir

levels can be calibrated to configurations
characterized by high risk in order to

maximize short-term profit. Constraints
can mitigate this aspect.

[146]

Short-term streamflow prediction.

Development of a method that
combines stochastic weather

generation and ensemble weather
forecasts.

The proposed strategy could help in the
extension of the forecasting horizon. [147]

Short-term hydropower
operations planning.

Exploitation of modeling, simulation
and forecasting for the optimal

dispatch of water to the turbines.

Stochastic short-term models can be
exploited due to their ability to deal with

uncertainty.
[131]

Short term hydropower
scheduling.

Development of a multi-objective
model for peak shaving.

The proposed approach is applicable,
tractable and robust enough to obtain

near optimal results efficiently.
[132]

Evaluation of the impact of the
hydrological forecast quality on

operation of reservoirs.

Development of a conceptual
approach for the evaluation of the

hydrological forecast quality impact
on management and revenue.

The developed approach allows one to
evaluate the impact of the revenue and

forecasts, stock evolution, spillage,
production rates, and production hours.

[148]

Short-term optimization of
hydropower reservoirs.

Evaluation of the performance of
deterministic and probabilistic

forecasts.

The exploitation of probabilistic forecasts
is more convenient due to its major

robustness with respect to flood control
while guaranteeing an acceptable level of

energy production.

[149]
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Table 8. Cont.

Main Topic Scope Main Findings Ref.

Monthly runoff prediction in
hydropower plants.

Formulated an enhanced prediction
formulation.

The combination of different techniques,
i.e., TVF, EMD, SSA and ELM, can
provide significant enhancements.

[150]

Production capacity prediction of
hydropower industries for energy

optimization.

Investigation of a method for the
prediction of hydropower production

and energy saving.

ELM algorithms can be successfully
integrated with the Monte Carlo method. [151]

Reservoir advanced process
control (APC) for hydroelectric

power production.

Design and implementation of an
APC system for water management

in a hydroelectric power plant.

The availability of reliable forecasts on
the hydroelectric power production plan
and the formulation of a reliable model
between hydropower generation and

discharged water represent fundamental
ingredients of an MPC strategy.

[75]

Prediction of discharge time series
under hydropower reservoir

operation.

Investigation of the algorithms that
can be used.

ANFIS and CSA algorithms can be
combined in order to achieve better

performance with respect ANFIS
algorithm.

[152]

APC for water resources systems.
Presentation and analysis of two case

studies where APC systems were
successfully applied.

Reliable predictions of the water
discharged toward the turbines allow one

to obtain reliable predictions of crucial
process variables, e.g., reservoir levels.

[94]

Production plan satisfaction for
hydropower production.

Design and implementation of an
MPC strategy for the satisfaction of

the production plan in a hydroelectric
power plant.

Reliable predictions of the water
supplied to the reservoirs contribute to
the computation of reliable predictions

on some reservoirs’ crucial process
variables, e.g., reservoir level.

[95]

Reservoir water management for
hydropower production.

Design and implementation of an
MPC strategy for reservoir water

management.

Reliable predictions of the water
supplied to the reservoirs contribute to
the computation of reliable predictions

on some reservoirs’ crucial process
variables, e.g., reservoir level.

[96]

Real-time decision-making in
hydropower operations.

Development of a decision-making
strategy that includes precipitation

forecasts.

Uncertainty of precipitation, operation
policies and a risk evaluation model are

integrated into the strategy.
[153]

Optimal operation model of
hydropower stations.

Development of a model that
includes inflow forecasts with

different lead-times.

The developed reservoir model can
exploit the short-, long- and

medium-term forecasts on inflow.
[154]

Optimization of the generated
hydroelectric energy.

Evaluation of forecast and decision
horizons assuming medium-range

precipitation forecasts.

The efficiency and reliability are
improved with a shortened effective

decision horizon.
[155]

Long-term prediction of
greenhouse gas risk in

hydropower reservoirs.

Evaluation of the impact on the
sustainable development of electricity

production by hydropower
reservoirs.

The proposed method predicts long-term
GHG risk and the associated life cycle

emissions.
[156]

Assessment of risk of GHG
emissions in hydropower

reservoirs.

Development of a tool for the
prediction of CO2 and CH4 fluxes.

The developed tool allows one to
evaluate the selected fluxes taking into

account potential prediction errors.
[157]

5. Discussion

Decarbonization represents a primary objective and the use of RESs can act as a driver
in this context. Water is an RES and its rational exploitation is a fundamental requirement.
Renewable energy production can exploit water, such as in hydroelectric power plants.
Hydropower production is a very complex sector due to process, environmental and
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economic reasons. With regard to the process, hydraulic, mechanical and electrical aspects
interact and the optimal management of these interactions may have to take into account
conditions and incentives associated with the market. The economic area is also involved
in hydropower plants management for this reason.

Customization of monitoring, maintenance, control and optimization strategies for the
hydropower sector is not a trivial task. This task can be tackled by highlighting the basic
elements and concepts that can represent the basis for the construction of these strategies.
These strategies, if effectively approached, could represent strategic items for the mitigation
of the huge costs that characterize the setup and the management of a hydropower plant.
The design of proficient approaches for the development and implementation of monitoring,
maintenance, control and optimization strategies strictly depends on the level of robustness
associated with some basic elements and concepts, i.e., digitalization, Industry 4.0, data,
KPIs, modelization and forecast.

Digitalization and Industry 4.0 play key roles and will retain these roles in the hy-
dropower sector. Industry 4.0 is a driver for digitalization and suitable cross-fertilization
procedures are being applied for its adaptation to non-industrial sectors like hydropower.
Digitalization, through its capability to merge IT and OT and through the connection and
contamination between different research areas, can speed up the green and digital transitions.

Energy production and efficiency can benefit from the tools provided by Industry 4.0.
Industry 4.0 technologies, e.g., the internet of things (IoT), simulation, cloud computing,
augmented reality (AR), big data analytics, CPSs, cybersecurity, blockchain, AI and ML,
can speed up the evolution of conventional plants into smart plants. This evolution can
massively support the digital and energy transition.

Digitalization and Industry 4.0 highlight the importance of data from different points
of view: selection, acquisition, storage, analysis and visualization. Hydropower 4.0 and
hydropower CPSs provide hydropower big data. Design, O&M and business levels can
benefit from an effective exploitation of the information provided by data. In this context,
DSSs can be designed and implemented in order to enhance command and decision
making at all levels. In this way, data-driven policies can be conceived and implemented
thanks to the shrinking of the time horizon required for making decisions. Databases, data
classification, data mining, data quality and data reliability represent strategic features to
be implemented in order to totally exploit data potential.

To compute, evaluate, assess, analyze and process information about the efficiency
of energy production in hydropower plants, tailored KPIs are needed. These KPIS could
be associated with availability, revenue, return on investment, efficiency, energy output,
capacity factor, and generation capacity. The automatic evaluation of these parameters
represent an additional powerful tool with which to optimize the time horizon for making
decisions, as well as the optimality of those decisions.

Figure 7 reports a summary of the key results that digitalization, Industry 4.0, data
and KPIs can obtain on hydropower plants.

All of the previously cited elements and concepts, together with the knowledge
provided by different research areas, can be exploited for modelization and forecast. Design,
O&M and business can benefit from reliable modelization and forecast. Data, process
knowledge and methodology represent the two main elements needed for the development
of robust modelization and forecast frameworks. Modelization could be referred to design
and O&M. Robust models, together with different Industry 4.0 tools, e.g., AR and VR,
are innovating the design field. Meanwhile, effective and optimized O&M solutions can
massively benefit from the information provided by robust models. In this context, robust
models implemented on the field and run with reliable data have become the digital twins
of their physical counterparts. Figure 8 reports a summary of the role of modelization and
forecast in hydropower plants.
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Figure 7. Summary of the key results that digitalization, Industry 4.0, data and KPIs can obtain on
hydropower plants.

Figure 8. Summary of the role of modelization and forecast in hydropower plants.

The presented discussion highlights the potential of each basic element and concept
addressed in the present review paper but at the same time highlights the interactions that
can occur between them.

The described concepts represent a solid background for many applications associated
with monitoring, maintenance, control and optimization strategies. In the authors’ opinion,
in order to further assess and enhance the potential of digitalization, Industry 4.0, data,
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KPIs, modelization and forecast in hydropower plants, the following principles must
be applied:

• Continue to create multidisciplinary teams for the development of specific projects:
due to the extreme complexity of the hydropower CPSs, many competences must
contaminate each other and a fusion of knowledge is required.

• Reduce the gap between university and facilities, the theoretical and scientific ap-
proach provided by university can represent a win-win solution only and only if it
is accompanied by the field experience and knowledge provided by facilities. The
reduction of the gap between university and facilities can speed up the digital and
energy transition in the hydropower sector. In fact, the combination between the
innovative methodologies proposed by the university research groups and the field
experience and knowledge retained by plant managers, engineers, practitioners and
operators represents a strategy with huge potential.

• Increase the small-scale laboratories: small-scale laboratories can support the design
and the O&M of real hydropower plants through the small-scale implementation of
subparts of the real plants. Small-scale implementation can support the design and
the O&M thanks to the fact that it is more convenient and practical to perform modi-
fications and tests in laboratories instead of on the real plants. These modifications
and tests can enhance both the methodological and practical aspects associated with
design and O&M.

• Increase the open access datasets: data represent the main source of information and
the availability of open access datasets reporting, for example, issues and problems,
can significantly promote the cross-fertilization of already existing algorithms to hy-
dropower sector and the conceiving of new strategies tailored for this sector. This cross-
fertilization can represent a powerful method by which to import into the hydropower
sector effective solutions for the speed-up of the energy and digital transition.

• Exploit the analyzed basic elements and concepts, i.e., digitalization, Industry 4.0,
data, KPIs, modelization and forecast, for the development of advanced monitoring,
maintenance, control and optimization solutions. Based on the provided analysis, a
clear and straight connection was created between the basic elements/concepts and
these strategies.

• Exploit the analyzed basic elements and concepts for the enhancement of the control
and monitoring rooms (onsite and remote) of the hydropower plants.

• Exploit the analyzed basic elements and concepts for the search of the best decision in
terms of design, retrofit and O&M on hydropower plants.

6. Conclusions and Future Research Directions

A comprehensive literature review of hydropower plant technology with a focus on the
basic elements and concepts needed for monitoring, maintenance, control and optimization
tasks has been proposed in the present paper. The authors agree that digitalization, Industry
4.0, data, KPIs, modelization and forecast represent milestones for the design of complex
tools; for this reason, an assessment and an outline of the existing state of the art associated
with these basic concepts and elements has been proposed in this paper. In addition, some
insights associated with methods and concepts that can also be applied for their further
assessment and enhancement in hydropower research area have been proposed.

Future research directions should be associated with the following:

• Assessment of Industry 5.0 for the hydropower sector: the “technology-driven” con-
cept promoted by Industry 4.0 (born in 2011) has to be adapted to a new “value-driven”
concept (born in 2017). In this context, a hydropower sector investigation of the co-
existence between Industry 4.0 and Industry 5.0 and on the benefits each can derive
from the other must be conducted [158]. Human-centricity, resiliency and sustain-
ability concepts must be assessed for the hydropower sector. Based on the authors’
knowledge, an assessment of resiliency and sustainability concepts was begun from
a methodological point of view, but it still needs massive field implementation. For
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example, resiliency can be referred to the idea of implementing flexibility into hy-
dropower plants with respect to market conditions in order to maximize the desired
KPIs. On the other hand, sustainability can be considered a rational usage of the water
RES. With regard to human-centricity, for example, advanced control and monitoring
rooms (onsite and remote) can represent a driver. Operators can be placed out of the
lower-level loops in order to gain a crucial supervisory role.

• Assessment of Industry 6.0 for the hydropower sector: the AR/VR and digital twin
concepts must acquire major importance within the hydropower sector; in addi-
tion, accurate analysis on the possible utilization of quantum computing can be
performed [159]. Based on the authors’ knowledge, AR/VR and digital twin concepts
are gaining the attention of researchers, practitioners, engineers and managers in the
hydropower field. For example, the design of new hydropower plants and the proof
of their features can be massively supported by AR/VR. In addition, digital twins
can support the road to sustainability. With regard to quantum computing, this can
support the computation at different automation and business levels, especially with
very complex CPSs.

• Reduce the gap between simulation and field implementation: projects that examine
hydropower sectors characterized by lasting field implementation are not widespread.
The real implementation of a system in the field requires additional robustness and
reliability assessment with respect to the requirements of a system tested through
virtual environment simulations.

• Further assessment of KPIs aimed at further emphasizing the potential impact of
innovative technologies in the hydropower sector.
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